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ABSTRAGr 

Traditionally, the analysis of ceramics has played a major 

role in archaeological research the world over, and this is particularly 

true in the Maya area where until recently ceramic studies have been 

us ed for the sole purpose of chronological ordering. 

This dissertation discusses the historic development of ceramic 

research in Maya archaeology, as well as documenting the present 

role of ceramic analyses, as preface to the analysis of the ceramics 

from Cuello, a small si te in northern Bel ize. Excavations at the 

site indicate that the area under study, Platform 34, was occupied 

from the Early Formati ve at about 2,000 b.c. until the Late Formative 

at about a.d. 250, when Platform 34 was apparently la:"'gely abandoned, 

although other areas of the site continue to be occupied. 

The analysis of the ceramics from Cuello proceeds utilizing 

the traditional type: variety classification system to order the 

ceramics chronologically. The Cuello typology, in accordance with 

the major period of occupation of Platform 34, spans a period of 

time beginning in the Early Formative with the Swasey Complex, and 

ending in the Late Formative with the Cocos Canplex. While some 

typological comparisons of ceramics among sites in the Maya Lowlands 

are made to place Cuello securely within a chronological framework, 

the main thrust of the analysis is to understand intra-site ceramic 

variability. Unlike earlier Maya ceramic analyses, the present one 

continues '\-nth a vessel form classification, since forms are considered 

xvii 
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sensitive indicators of functional variability within the site. 

It is shown, through this analysis, that ceramic analyses are useful 

for more than chronological ordering, and when ceramic variability 

is examined within the archaeological contexts in which the ceramics 

are found, has the potential of informing on functional and social 

patterns on an intra-site level. 



CHAPTER 1 

INT RODUCTI ON 

The Formative Period in the Maya area has been the subject 

of much recent attention; archaeologists have always showed a great 

deal of interest in the processes that lead to the development of 

complex societies, and the Maya ape a is no exception. 

The site of Cuello, located in the Central American nation 

of Belize (Figure 1.1), was discovered during archaeological surveys 

in 1973 and 1974 (Hammond 1975), and the excavations that followed 

quickly demonstrated the site's potential for contributing to an 

understanding of Formative Maya society. The sequence of building 

and pottery at Cuello showed that the upper layers had been constructed 

in the Late Formative, over Middle Formative occupation, and an even 

earlier component of the Formative called the Swasey phase (Hammond 

1975, 1976; Pring 1977). Radio-carbon dstes provided the following 

divisions of the Formative period that correspond to the major ceramic 

phases first identified at Cuello: 

Late 

Middle 

Early 

Radio-carbon 

400 b.c. - a.d. 250 

1000 b.c. - 400 b.c. 

2000 b.c. - 1000 b.c. 

Calibrated 

450 B.C. - A.D. 250 

1300 B.C. - 450 B.C. 

2500 B.C. - 1300 B.C. 

In this study I examine the distribution of ve.ssel form Glasses 

within the site of Cuello in order to understand functional differences 

1 
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throughout different contexts in both time and space. The study 

begins with an examination of the use of ceramic typologies in archaeology 

in general, followed by my own typology to order the ceramic material 

from Cuello chronologically. 

As background to this study, it is necessary to understand 

the historical development of the use of ceramic studies in Maya 

archaeology. I will discuss the Cuello excavations and contextual 

classifications utilized in this study. Ceramic types and vessel 

form classes will be described for each chronological phase at the 

site along with ceramic spatial distributions. Finally, some inferences 

about changing patterns of behavior associated with pottery will 

be suggested. This analysis attempts to demonstrate the utility 

of ceramic studies in archaeology for more than chronological ordering. 

Ceramic studies traditionally have playe1 a key role in Maya 

archaeology and are used for setting up time-space frameworks, as 

well as for making inferences about prehistoriC social organization 

and behavior. The starting point for the analysis of the hundreds 

of thousands of potsherds typically produced in any excavation of 

a Maya site is usually the establishment of a ceramic typology to 

identify temporal and spatial relationships. 

Much debate has focused on the utility of classifications 

to order archaeological material chronologically and a discussion 

of the objections to ceramic typologies will serve as a basis for 

exploring their usefulness. 



According to Chang, ". • • the first step in an archaeological 

interpretation is usually classification whereby apparently orderless 

data are grouped into meaningful categories" (1968: 2). Classification 

of data traditionally has had no small place in archaeological research. 

Scientific classification is done to reduce unmanageable masses of 
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data into manageable groups, to facilitate communication of this 

information, and to solve a particular problem as the paramount objective. 

The appraisal of any archaological classificatory scheme must rest 

upon how well it solves the defined problem. 

In the first part of this century, archaeology in the Americas 

was concerned with a single-most important problem; in order to define 

prehistoric cultures objectively, one needed some control over time. 

Archaeologists working in the sout.hwestern Uni ted States began to 

focus on the development of site and regional chronologies. To facil

itate the chronological placement of various prehistoric Southwest 

cultures, research concentrated on changes in style of ceramic decor

ation. Ceramic styles were seen as in a state of constant flux and 

one would expect to see a gradual change with replacement through 

time of these styles. The concept of the ceramic ware was developed 

to denote a particular style of decoration and first informally used 

by Kidder at Pecos, New Mexico (Colton 1943; Colton and Hargrave 

1935; Kidder 1936). 

During the 1930's and 1940's chronology continued as the 

guiding force in ceramic studies. Ceramic classifications instead 

of being viewed as useful means to an end, became ends in and of 



themselves. Much debate was centered on the utility of the type 

concept in classification and archaeology, and on the real or arbitrary 

nature of artifact types. On the one hand, typologies were viewed 

as systems created by the analyst and having no reality outside that 

individual's mind (Brew 1946: 44-46; Ford 1954: 42-54). The typology 

was useful as an organizational device, but had no strong relationship 

to the cultures that produced the objects being classified. Other 

anthropologists insisted that archaeological types must have demon

strable cultural meaning and as closely as possible duplicate the 

mental template of the people who produced the objects (Krieger 1944: 

271-88; Spaulding 1953: 305-13; Gifford 1960 and 1976). 

In the late 1950's and early 1960's there was a proliferation 

of journal articles concerned with the utility of classification 

schemes for archaeological material. Rouse, who had used a ceramic 

typology for his analysis of the material from Haiti (1939), arld 

foreshadowing research a decade later in the southwestern United 

States, suggested that one should first do an analytical classification 

and develop modal attributes for artifact classes, and then follow 

this with taxonomic classification (Rouse 1960: 315). 

Rouse's work influenced the 1958 development of a type: 

variety system of classification for the analysis of ceramics from 

the southwestern United States (Wheat, Gifford and Wasley 1958). 

In 1960 the southwest system was adopted by Mayanists (Smith, Willey, 

and Gifford 1960). The original purposes of the type: variety system 

were to: 
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make it possible to establish analytical ceramic units 
which would be comparable throughout the Maya territory, 
to undertake detailed chronological and areal studies ••• 
and to use ceramics as a step toward cultural interpretation 
(Smith, Willey, and Gifford 1960: 330). 

Debate on the cultural "meaning" of the different classificatory 

levels in the type: variety system has been replaced more recently 

by criticisms of its methods, focusing on its practical applications 

and shortcomings. 

The weaknesses of the type: variety system are those inherent 

in any typological system. Wright (1967) maintained there are five 

major criticisms against the use of typological analyses for the 

study of ceramic material: (1) Typologies pigeonhole modal attributes; 

(2) there is a great deal of overlap in attribute range, implying 

that two different analysts might classify the material with different 

groupings; (3) attributes are weighed differently by each analyst 

leading to the same problem as number 2; (4) new data require the 

revision of established types; (5) the constant addition of new types 

disrupts communication among researchers. 

In answer to Wright's criticisms of the system, Sabloff and 

Smith (1969) have demonstrated how advances in the use of the type: 

variety system have overcome some of its weaknesses. Firstly, a 

type: variety system does not necessarily ignore "individual attributes 

whose trends extend beyond the type" (Wright 1967: 99), at the expense 

of grouping similar attributes together. The combination of typological 

and modal analyses (see Sabloff 1975) allows the archaeologist to 

retain information about individual attributes (Sabloff and Smith 
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1969: 283). Attribute variation is handled at the level of analysis 

of the variety, which takes into account individual attributes not 

substantial enough to warrant the formation of new types (Sabloff 

and Smith 1969: 283). The emphasis on decorative modes in the formation 

of new types assures that each archaeologist working with the ceramic 

data will not give greater "diagnostic weights to different modes" 

. (Sabloff and Smith 1969: 283). Furthermore, the type: va~iety system 

allows the classification of sherds that are eroded and fragmentary. 

In 1971 Dunnell criticized Sabloff and Smith and the type: 

variety system in general because: (1) groups of real objects are 

not distinguishable from the conceptual classes to which they are 

assigned, (2) modes (intuitive classes of artificial attributes) 

are not differentiated from attributes (qualities' of individual arti

facts), (3) the assumption is made that the system can answer all 

problems. However, Sabloff does uifferentiate artifact~ from their 

assigned classes (1975: 5). With regard to modes, it is possible 

to combine a typological analysis with a modal analysiS, although 

a typological analysis is far more useful in dealing with large quant

ities of pottery. Smith's modally based study of the Uaxactun ceramics 

(1955) is more difficult to work with than Sabloff's Seibal analysis 

(1975) that provides cross-referenced tables reflecting both modal 

and attribute analysis (see Tables 4-7 in Sabloff 1975). With the 

further modifications proposed by Rice (1976) information about paste 

composition and technological variability can also be incorporated 

into ceramic descriptions. 

7 
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The advent of a standardized type description format has 

made it easier for others to recognize a ceramic type when the archae

ologist clearly states the sorting criteria utilized. Type descriptions 

and the typology itself are therefore open-ended and flexible, and 

as new information becomes known, new type names or changes in old 

types may be added. The expandability of the system is an inherent 

advantage at the same time that it promote!s the proliferation of 

type and variety names to the dismay of a novice in Maya archaeology. 

One of the greatest advantages of the type: variety system 

is the standardization of ceramic description throughout the Maya 

Lowlands, that allows the ceramist to make inter-site comparisons 

with greater ease. It becomes possible to recognize and describe 

distinctive ceramic attribute clusters with a wide geographic range 

and limited chronological spread. Furthermore, one may discern ceramic 

spheres which are based on the range of established types and varieties, 

and thus useful for regional levels of analyses (Sabloff and Smith 

1969: 284). 

The type: variety system was designed to "establish socio

temporal frameworks, delineating patterns of ceramic interaction 

and faCilitating inter-analyst communication throughout the lowland 

Maya areas. • • ." (Ball 1979: 831), and it has succeeded at those 

goals. The ty~e: variety system is probably the best available 

method for unifying ceramic research in the Maya area, though that 

is not to say that it cannot be improved upon. For this reason 



I have accepted the type: variety system as the best classificatory 

device for developing the initial chronology for the current research. 

The type: variety system of ceramic classification is the 

result of many years of research and the development of numerous 

other approaches to ceramic classification. Before discussing the 

excavations at Cuello, and the ceramic typology developed for this 

research, it is necessary to understand the historical development 

of the place of ceramic studies in Maya archaeology in particular 

and in the discipline of archaeology as a whole. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF CERAMIC ANALYSES 
IN THE MAYA LOWLANDS 

Analysis of ceramics from an archaeological site may be under-

taken for a number of' different purposes. In general, after the 

definition of the problem to be solved, the next step is the process 

of classification of the material into a typology in order to enable 

further analyses. A ceramic typology usually, though not necessarily, 

is chronologically ordered and the development of a chronology may 

be the only intention of the analyst. Traditionally it has been 

the starting point of the analysis of ceramics from sites in the 

Maya Lovllands. However, once the chronology has been developed, 

the archaeologist may begin the analysis of the nontemporal distribu-

tion of ceramics both within and among archaeological sites. Historical-

ly Maya ceramic analyses have moved along the path from chronology 

building to studies of intra- and inter-site variability. A discussion 

of the historical development of ceramic analyses in Maya archaeology 

will aid our understanding of their current place in the discipline. 

Ceramic classifications may be divided into three categories: 

(1) the ware system, (2) the type: variety classification, and (3) 

technological classifications, although these are not mutually exclu-

sive categories. Ware classifications were most prevalent from the 

1920's until the 1950's when the type: variety classification was 
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finally adopted by Mayanists as an alternative. With the introduction 

of advanced scientific techniques, type: variety classifications 

have been amplified more recently by technological analyses. 

2.1. 1920-1960: The Ware System 

"The inevitable Mecca of the archaeologist--the determination 

of a chronological sequence of types," (Lothrop 1927: 1 05) perhaps 

best describes ceramic analyses for Maya sites in the first half 

of this centul'Y. Prior to the 1950's, archaeologists working in 

the Maya area showed little concern for the value of ceramic material 

as anything other than adjunct to architecture, sculpture, or other 

works of art in the description of Classic Maya society. In the 
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late 1920's George Vaillant established the cornerstone for the develop

ment of the ware system approach to Maya ceramics (Vaillant 1927; 

published in 1961 in Archives of Archaeology, #12). Relying on a 

few stratigraphic situations from the sites of Chichen Itza, Holmul, 

and Copan, Vaillant attempted to develop regional chronological sequences 

for most of the major geographical areas in southern Mesoamerica. 

Vaillant's was a hierarchical classification system with ceramics 

grouped into wares on the basis of slip characteristics. SJ.ip color 

primarily and surface finish secondarily were used to segregate ware 

groups such as redwares, blackwares, and polychromes. 

A hierarchical level below that of ware was the ceramic type 

based on decorative technique or lack thereof, such as plain, inCised, 

or appliqued. Diagnostic traits, or attributes, of each type and 

ware were listed. Cross-cutting wares and types was a vessel form 
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classification that facilitated comparisons of undecorated and unslipped 

vessels that did not fit into the ware groups differentiated by slips 

and surface decoration. Height to diameter ratios, and wall and 

lip shapes were used to assign vessels to their appropriate form 

classes. 

In 1932 a brief description of the pottery of Holmul was 

published by Merwin and Vaillant. By and larse the Holmul analysis 

included only whole vessels from burial contexts, excluding all mention 

of sherd material. 

As most of the collections of Maya ceramics are composed of the 
more striking vessels from various localities, we can compare 
them directly with our selected group, and since stratigraphical 
excavations in the Maya area have been few and far between, and 
their results unpublished, the lack of great bodies of sherds 
from Holmul does not affect our analysis (Merwin & Vaillant 1932: 
60). 

The Holmul analysis was not the only one that ignored sherd material, 

as it was typical in Maya archaeology at this time to base site chrono-

logies solely on whole vessels. 

The ware categories for the Holmul. vessels were differentiated 

on the basis of form and paste attributes. Distinctions among different 

kinds of paste were made on a macroscopic level, using such criteria 

as relative hardness, porosity, and method of firing. Forms cross-

cut wares, and in an attempt to define regional Similarities, vessel 

forms from each Holmul period (I-V) were compared with vessel forms 

from si tes elsewhere in Hesoamerica. Broad regional associations 

such as the following were then drawn: Similar to Holmul I wares 

was material from sites in Salvador and given the name the Q-complex 



(Lothrop 1927; Merwin and Vaillant 1932: 64-65). Holmul II ceramics 

were poorly represented throughout Mesoamerica, while Holmul 111-

V ceramics were found at all known si tes in northern Bel i:!e, and 

at the sites of Uaxactun and Santa Cruz Quiche in Guatemala (Merwin 
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and Vaillant 1932: 84). As a result of the shortage of stratigraphic 

information in the 1930's, Merwin's and Vaillant's treatment of ceramic 

. wares from Holmul and attempted associations with other regions in 

Mesoamerica was purely descriptive. 

The work of Merwin and Vaillant was used as a pattern by 

Ricketson and Ricketson in 1937 foi' the development of a ware classifi

cation with a cross-cutting typology of vessel forms for the ceramics 

from the site of Uaxactun. Wares were grouped into: (a) local 

wares--red, black, brown, and gray, (b) imported wares--white, slate 

gray, and tuff orange, and (c) local and imported polychrome wares 

(Ricketson and Ricketson 1937: 227). Wares were then subdivided 

into types on the basis of modes of decoration such as grOOVing, 

applique, and incising. Finally, a set of standardized and precisely 

documented vessel forms such as ollas, jars, bowls, and plates cross

cuts types and wares. Ceramics were used largely for chronological 

description with some regional comparisons developed (Ricketson and 

Ricketson 1937: 283; and relationships to Holmul: 290-292). 

In 1939 the publication of J. Eric Thompson's San Jose report 

marked a dramatic step forward in ceramic analysis because he relied 

on same of the first stratigraphic information from a Maya site to 

develop a ceramic typology. Tholapson' s method of reporting based 
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on ceramic wares, like the previous works, included extensive ware 

descriptions and vessel form diagrams, as well as a microscopic techno

logical analysis by Anna O. Shepard (in Thompson 1939: Appendix B). 

Using only rim, shoulder', or base sherds, unless body sherds 

revealed features of form or decoration, Thompson discovered that 

there were no apparent changes in ware groups through time, except 

for the absence of polychrome sherds in the earliest levels (1939: 

65). Instead, vessel forms showed significant changes chronologically 

and could be used as diagnostics for changes in ceramic phases. 

For this reason, Thompson decided on the form class as the basic 

analytical unit within the ceramic ware. Those attributes which 

cross-cut vessel form, such as vessel size, lip shape, slip color, 

and temper modification were described and then listed for each form 

class (Thompson 1939: 72-151). 

Thompson al so provided "local i ties", or proveniences, from 

the excavations for all sherd groups. Although he did not attempt 

intra-site comparisons, the presentation of the proveniences in the 

published report allows others to utilize these data. 

On the other hand, the technological analysis by Anna O. 

Shepard, which will be discussed in greater detail below, was done 

to provide information useful for regional comparisons. Microscopic 

examination of sherd temper, firing techniques, and surface finish 

were used to demonstrate which ceramic wares were intrusive and which 

locally produced (Shepard in Thompson 1939: 251-277). 
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Although the lack of information from other Mesoamerican 

sites at the time of publication of the San Jose report limited Thompson 

mostly to the use of ceramics for the development of a site chronology, 

he did attempt to summarize "the position of San Jose in Maya history" 

(1939: 221). In particular, he focused on the non-local origin for 

the earliest polychrome pottery at San Jose, and then traced the 

presence of similar polychromes at other sites in Belize and Guatemala 

(Thompson 1939: 239). Since the early part of the San Jose sequence 

was a long period of monochrome pottery production, Thompson speculated 

that the sudden addition of polychrome painting indicated a center 

of origin away from the site, and probably outside the Lowland Maya 

area as well (1939: 242-246). 

By the time Smith's analysis of the ceramics from Uaxactun 

was published in 1955 information from many more sites was available 

to Maya scholars. Although fundamentally still a ware classification 

used for the purpose _of building a site chronology, the Uaxactun 

report may be said to have begun the present "florescent" period 

of Maya ceramic analysis. Smith's work deserves to be described 

in detail since, although it was done before the development of for

malisms in Maya ceramic typologies, it is better than many analyses 

that followed it. The major contributions of Smith's work are the 

meticulous descriptions and counts of ceramic wares, phase by phase, 

the proveniences provided for the wares, and the detailed ceramic 

illustrations, although the ceramics were still used for chronology 

building. No attempt was made by Smith to discuss contextual differences 



nor intra-site variability (other than a table of counts of ceramics 

by phase for different excavation and stratigraphic units (1955: 
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20», however, the presentation of the data was such that are-analysis 

of intra-site variability is possible. 

Smith divided Uaxactun ceramics into four phases called Mamom, 

Chicanel, Tzakol, and Tepeu. Each phase is marked by the introduction 

of new vessel forms and methods of d(;coration (Smith 1955: 11). 

Smith commenced his ceramic descriptions with a list of the diagnostic 

traits for each of the four phases (Smith 1955: 21-25). These traits 

include wares, vessel forms, decorative techniques, and designs. 

Wares were divided into those of local and non-local origins. The 

local wares were then classified into unslipped coarsewares (plain 

and daub), fine wares (waxy and glossy), or miscellaneous wares. 

Both methods of decoration and designs were described in detail, 

and summarized phase by phase. 

The detailed descriptions of wares appears in Part II of 

the Uaxactun report in which Smith provided information on the frequen

cies (raw counts) and proveniences of ceramics for each phase. As 

in the earlier ceramic analyses from Holmul and San Jose, wares were 

retained as primary analytical units, with form classes as the major 

subdivisions within wares. The emphasiS is on the description of 

the range of variation of ceramics, particularly the decorated ones. 

Uaxactun ceramic research provided a unique and valuable contribution 

to the development of ceramic analyses in the Maya area. The quantity 

of ceramics insured that nearly all types, wares, and methods of 



decoration were represented, at the same time that their chronological 

order was established on firm stratigraphic information (Smith 1955: 

11) • 
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Three years after the publication of the Uaxactw1 report, 

Brainerd (1958: 9) suggested a series of idealized steps that ceramists 

should follow in developing ceramic ware typologies. These are: 

(1) The division of samples into slipped and unslipped vessels. 

(2) The subdivision of each group into wares on the basis of 

microscopic observations of paste, surface treatment, and color. 

(3) The division of each ware group into vessel form classes. 

(4) The classification of sherds within vessel form classes 

into categories according to variations in rim form and modification, 

base form, and design. 

Brainerd's outline, although intended as a model for ceramicists 

to follow was an excellent description of the way in which Maya archaeol

ogists had utilized the ware concept. The majority of these early 

reports developed site chronologies with minimal concentration on 

inter-site or regional variability, and next to none on intra-site 

differences. The lack of emphasis on inter-site variability is easier 

to explain than the similar lack of intra-site comparisons, as the 

former was more a function of the paucity of stratigl~aphic excavations 

from many sites than a fault in the ware concept. The emphasis remained 

on the development of site chronologies inste~d of non-temporal intra

site variability of artifacts during the early development of Maya 

ceramic studies. Archaeologists working in most areas of the world 
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were similarly concerned with questions of chronology and only during 

the past two decades have demonstrated an interest in and developed 

models for the study of non-temporal variation in artifact assemblages. 

The ware system was as useful for establishing broad temporal 

relationships as systems devel0ped later in time, however the lack 

of an accepted formalized system of classification for the entire 

Maya Lowland area made even the discussion of ceramic variability 

among sites difficult~ if next to impossible. The combination of 

little emphasis on the spatial distribution of ceramics within sites, 

few stratigraphic excavations, and no formal typological system of 

classification for ceramics restricted the use of the ware concept 

to the development of site chronologies. 

2.2. 1960-Present: The Type: Variety System 

In 1958, Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley suggested a new theoretical 

approach for the study of ceramics, proposing a taxonomic system 

base on types and varieties (see Figure 2.1). A ceramic ~ is 

defined as a recognizably distinct class on the basis of surface 

treatment (slip and decoration) with explicit temporal and areal 

limitations (Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley 1958: 34; Smith, Willey, 

and Gifford 1960). On a hierarchical level below the ceramic type, 

and constituting the type itself, are the variety. or varieties, distin

guished by technological or stylistic differences and possessing 

areal and temporal significance (Wheat, Gifford, and Wasley 1958: 

36). On a higher level of analysis, a number of types sharing a 

cluster of technological attributes is called a ceramic ~, and 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the Type: 
variety system of ceramic classification. 
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has only the broadest of spatial and temporal implications (Wheat, 

Gifford, and Wasley 1958: 34-5; Smith, Willey, and Gifford 1960). 

The system was further revised and refined by Smith, Willey, 

and Gifford (1960), and the integration of types into higher levels 

of analysis finally appeared in 1967 as a result of the Guatemala 

City Conference (see Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967). Ceramic types 

are combined into ware groups which are a number of types sharing 
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similar technological attributes. Ceramic types that exhibit similar 

temporal and geographic spread are jOined together into ceramic complexes. 

Ceramic complexes may be divided into facets, minor temporal subdivisions, 

or into subcomplexes, subdivisions with cultural significance. A 

ceramic phase integrates ceramic complexes within a limited areal 

and temporal extent, and segregates these complexes from less similar 

ones (Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967: 304-305). While the concept 

of ceramic horizons allows one to establish contemporaneity of cultures, 

it is also possible that contemporary cultures may be related in 

varying degrees and manners. The distinction between contemporaneous 

cultures that are closely related, and those that are dissimilar, 

is made possible by the concept of the ceramic sphere that links 

ceramic complexes that share a "high degree of content similarity" 

(Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967: 306). This published definitional 

framework has resulted in a gr'eat deal of comparability of ceramic 

research from site to site in the Maya Lowlands. 

In its application to different Lowland Maya Sites, the type: 

variety system has taken a number of dissimilar manifestations. 
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Gifford, who first proposed and utilized the system at Barton Ramie 

in the Belize Valley, suggested the types should in theory reflect 

the thought processes of the potters who made the pottery (Gifford 

1960 and 1976). Types and varieties are distinguished by the presence 

or absence of attributes, which are elements of form, method of construc-
I 

tion, decorative techniques, and materials of manufacture that are 

combined in the production of an artifact (Gifford 1960 and 1976). 

When a ceramic attribute such as pottery shape or rim profile cross-

cuts a number of types or varieties then it is called a mode (Gifford 

1976: 11). Modes are constant through time and space. 

With these definitions in hand, the analyst does not intentional-

ly create types, nor any of the analytical units in the study, but 

instead allows the data to suggest the basic units of the typological 

system (Gifford 1976: 20). According to Gifford, this underlying 

premise to the type: variety concept permits the archaeologist to 

understand the thought processes of the prehistoric people who made 

the pots. 

Gifford used this classification in the analysis of the ceramics 

from Barton Ramie as a conceptual scheme for describing the material. 

Methodologically, the approach is weakened by his attempt to relate 

artifact types directly to a cultural reality. 

The general intent of the survey in the Belize River Valley 

was the reporting of the changes in community and population size 

through time, and to generalize settlement patterns through space, 

although the ceramic data were used solely for chronological 



interpretations. The ceramics provided the basis for the chronology 

at the site; cultural debris had accumulated there for more than 

two thousand years spanning the Middle Formative to the Postclassic, 

and the first objective was to order the sherd material into a chrono

logical sequence. 

Excavation trenches were placed in housemounds and all the 

ceramic material from each provenience retained for analysis. The 

majority of the ceramics were from recycled refuse incorporated as 

fill into structures, with only small amounts from midden deposits. 

The ceramic content of the oldest structural unit was contrasted 
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with the one above it, and so on, to order the ceramics chronologically 

(Gifford 1976: 35). Wherever it was noted that ceramic types dropped 

out or new ones appeared in a single stratigraphic cut it was taken 

as evidence of a change to a different ceramic complex, without any 

concern for functional differences (Gifford 1976: 35). Gifford's 

methods assume rather than demonstrate that there are periods of 

ceramic change separated by periods of stability, which in turn directly 

reflect similar broader cultural patterns of flux and stability. 

By attributing a "cultural reality" to his ceramic types, Gifford's 

periods of culture change may in fact be artifacts of his methods 

of analysis. The apparent "rise and fall" of ceramic types may also 

be the arbitrary result of Gifford's excavation technique that disre

garded contextual differences and formation processes. The attempt 

to use ceramic data for regional comparisons through time, much like 

the studies that preceded it, was methodologically unsound since 



Gifford did not control first for intra-site non-temporal variability. 

This was largely due to a lack of interest or information about the 

different stratigraphic contexts and the possible differential .reuse 

of ceramic material incorporated in different structural fills, as 

well as ascribed functional or social differences. 

In the early 1960's, prior to the publication of the Barton 

Ramie report, Adams began work on the analysis of the ceramics from 

the site of Altar de Sacrificios in the Peten (1971). Adams utilized 

Gifford's type: variety !System since it afforded a means of "mass

handling ceramic data in order to effect chronological series and 

to organize it into categories (on the basis of surface treatment) 

which can be interpreted according to cultural-social significance" 

(Adams 1971: 6). The use of surface decoration and treatment as 

the principal criterion for the distinction of pottery types is justi

fied as being the most susceptible of ceramic attributes to culturally 

determined change. 

Adam's description of these ceramic types is amplified by 

a discussion of the kinds of depositional contexts from which the 

ceramics were excavated, and therefore represents a step beyond the 

previous works. Pottery from the following contexts was analyzed: 

(1) Superficial deposits, with a mixture of sherds from many 

phases. 

(2) Deep structural deposits with mixed lots of ceramics in 

time and space. 
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(3) Fill units within specific structural phases, which often 

contain sherds from more than one phase or complex. 

(4) Stratigraphic columns. 

(5) Single phase deposits-sealed fill. 

( 6) Burial lots. 

In general, only the last two categories, sealed fill and burial 

lots, contain single phase ceramics, while for the others some attempt 

must be made to unravel mixed temporal lots. As Adams indicated, 

he used the material from the first three context types to set up 
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an initial ceramic typology, and refined it with the added stratigraph

ically controlled information from the last three. After defining 

the types on this basis, Adams continued by delimiting ceramic complexes, 

through excavation units that stratigraphically demonstrate their 

integrity and order (1971: 79). 

Another attraction to Adams' method of reporting is a short 

section on the comparison of the Altar ceramic complexes to those 

found at other Maya sites, for each time period. This appears in 

part as a result of the 1965 Ceramic Conference in Guatemala City 

(see Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967), but is also a direct result 

of the increased use of Gifford's type: variety system at sites 

throughout the Maya Lowlands. Although this typological system, 

as in any typology, has resulted in the proliferation of type names, 

it has also resulted in a standardization for ceramic analyses allowing 

comparability from site to site in the Maya Lowlands. 
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The ceramic analysis at Altar de Sacrificios certainly provided 

for the beginnings of inter-site and inter-regional comparisons, 

however, like Gifford, Adams leapt directly into a discussion of 

inter-site variability of ceramic material without first controlling 

non-temporal intra-site differences. In addition, the lack of modal 

descriptions in the written report makes it difficult for other analysts 

to use the Altar de Sacrificios data for inter-site comparisons on 

anything more than a very general level. 

Drawing upon Adams' study at Altar, Jeremy Sabloff published 

a type: variety classification for the ceramics from the site of 

Seibal (1975). The principal objective of the analysis at Seibal, 

like those preceding it, was the description of a sequence and the 

"attainment of significant cultural insights" (Sabloff 1975: 1). 

The Seibal analysis diverged slightly from the previous type: variety 

classifications with the inclusion of descriptions that utilized 

explicitly stated individual ceramic modes as a basis of analysis. 

Added to a traditional description of ceramic types was a listing 

of these principal identifying modes that includes such categories 

as general slip treatment, paste and surface finish, surface decor

ation, and vessel form. In effect, principal modes have been the 

criteria used by all ceramists in defining their types and varieties. 

Too often, however, the modes are ignored in the presentation of 

the data. By publishing the actual modes utilized, Sabloff enabled 

other archaeologists to use the Seibal data easily for comparative 

purposes. 



Building upon the earlier work of Rouse (1939; 1960), Sabloff 

suggests a pottery classification emphasizing significant attributes 

that cross-cut standard types has the advantage of showing clearly 
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the continuity of ceramic trends through time since modes are "constant, 

invariable, and accurate measut'ss" (Sabloff 1975: 4). Modal analyses 

also help to "preserve ceramic data by presenting descriptions on 

a lower hierarchical level of analysis than type: variety descriptions, 

and so, information about individual modes can be saved" (Sabloff 

1975: 4). Modal analyses, in conjunction with type: variety ;cla.$s·:l.fi

cations may thus aid an archaeologist to distinguish and quantify 

small, intra-site chronological and non-temporal differences, as 

well as facilitating inter-site and regional comparisons. 

Although no ceramic sequence has yet been published for Tikal, 

Culbert has taken an approach closer to Sabloff's in terms of quantify

ing modes and attributes (see Culbert 1971). He has also examined 

the pastes and tempers of Tikal ceramics, microscopically, to test 

whether there is a correlation of paste composition with surface 

treatment, a mode not often considered by other Maya ceramists. 

Beyond the use of ceramics for chronology building, Culbert has attempted 

to quantify variation among artifact assemblages from different archaeol

ogical contexts. Culbert has recognized the problems of dealing 

with variation in artifact samples caused by temporal differences, 

at the same time that cross-cutting variation may be caused by socially 

or functionally derived factors (Culbert 1971). He has been able 

to delimit activity patterns and ceramic change on an intra-site 
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level and quantitatively describe these differences through the use 

of statistical techniques, discriminant functions, and factor analysis. 

The importance of this addition to traditional type: variety 

descriptions is the use of contextual data in conjunction with infor

mation provided by the ceramics alone, and an understanding and quantifi

cation of intra-site variability, upon which one may build frameworks 

to examine inter-site and regional associations. The future use 

of advanced statistical and computer techniques should prove welcome 

additions to traditional typological descriptions. 

2.3. Technological Analyses 

The 1939 publication of J. Eric Thompson's San Jose report, 

with an appendix by Anna O. Shepard (pp. 251-77), marked the introduction 

of technological analyses to the study of ceramics in the Maya Lowlands. 

Microscopic examination' of sherds was used to learn whether different 

kinds of temper would reveal information about location of production 

of ceramic wares (Shepard in Thompson 1939: 251). Shepard's analysis 

demonstrated that different tempers and pastes are not always associated 

with recognizable form or surface finish distinctions. In particular, 

she wanted to learn whether tuff tempered polychrome wares at San 

Jose are of local or non-local origin, and concentrated on the comparison 

of paste composition, firing techniques, and surface finish. 

Petrographic thin sections, from all ware groups ar.d temporal 

assocj,ations, helped to identify the tempering materials. The rest 

of her technological ~nalysis con3isted of the identification of 
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typeS of clays utilized, paste texture (grain size), method of construc

tion, use of pigments, surface finish, and firing techniques. 

As Shepard indicated, the variety of pottery styles found 

at San Jose focused ones attention on the possibility of trade, how

ever, since the ceramicist usually deals with fragmentary sherd material, 

analyses of ceramic design styles limit their information potential 

for understanding inter-site assooiations. Instead one may analyze 

the actual materials of pottery production, in conjunction with geolog

ical studies of the Maya area. For example, one of the conclusions 

of this technological study was that almost all of the vessels tempered 

with crystalline calcite represent a local tradition, \olhereas all 

other pastes "from geological data and their occurence largely in 

vessels of distinct form and finish (seem) to be of foreign origin" 

(Shepard in Thompson 1939: 276). 

For a number of years Shepard was the only individual who 

undertook technological analyses (see Shepard 1948, for example). 

This usually took the form of the identification of trade of a single 

ware in the Maya area, or the long distance trade of ceramics in 

general (see also Shepard's section in Smith 1955; and in Kidder, 

Jennings & Shook 1946). In 1954, the first publication of Ceramics 

for the Archaeologist (reprinted 1963) by Shepard provided a manual 

for all ceramists interested in technological analyses. 

Sinoe that time, the only major technological analysis has 

been that done by Robert and Barbara Rands at the site of PalenquE1 

in Chiapas, Mexico (Rands & Rands 1957; Rands 1967). Palenque ceramics 



proved difficult to work with using traditional typological methods 

because they were heavily eroded and fragmentary. By analyzing paste 

composition and sources of tempering material, the Rands hoped to 

learn something about localized ceramic trade, in contrast to the 

previous studies by Shepard that concentrated on the long distance 

trade of ceramics. 

As Rands pointed out, an adequate technological analysis 
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is one that not only examines the pottery, but studies the availability 

and locations of raw materials used to produce the pottery (Rands 

1967: 139). All analyzed sherd material from Palenque and the surround

ing region had identifiable features of form such as rims, appendages, 

or supports, or other observable modes of decoration so that they 

could also be chronologically identified. Analysis proceeded through 

microscopic examination to determine temper textural classes and 

natural inclusions within the clays (Rands 1967: 140). 

From this analysis, Rands delimited three settlement and 

distributional areas surrounding Palenque. Only 25-30 kilometers 

away from Palenque, ceramics show large technological differences,_ 

while even closer sites exhibit some technologically distinct pottery. 

Rands suggested two alternative trade models in the Palenque region; 

the first viewed the main ceremonial center of Palenque as the focal 

point for the smaller surrounding communities and through which the 

locally produced pottery was redistributed. The alternative explan

ation was t.hat locally produced ceramics \-Jere not channeled inward 

to Palenque and then redistributed, but instead the locally produced 
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pottery within a given area was supplemented by ceramics from outlying 

areas (Rands 1967: 148). In the first case one would expect to see 

a specific assemblage of pottery in the area surrounding Palenque 

marked by abrupt boundaries as one moves out of the area supported 

by Palenque, whereas in the second, boundaries of one ceramic assemblage 

would tend to merge with those of assemblages from other centers 

(Rands 1967: 149-50). Rands also perceptively suggested that the 

archaeological manifestations of either model might be obscured by 

a number of non-technologically related factors including the trade 

of highly covetted pottery from outside the area, or the trade of 

unattractive utilitarian wares because of their highly prized contents 

such as cacao or honey (Rands 1967: 148). Work is still continuing 

on the material from Palenque, including the analysis of the pottery 

itself, and the identification of source areas for the clay material 

used in production. 

Researchers associated with the Cozumel Project have also 

attempted various technological analyses of ceramics in order to 

understand more about Postclassic Maya ceramic production. To test 

the model that the late Postclassic represented a time of greater 

cultural homogeneity than the early Postclassic, Gordon Bronitsky 

analyzed technological attributes of plainware ceramics. Since decor

ated wares were widely traded, they were unsuitable for testing hypothe

ses about local group diversity (Bronitsky 1978: 142). However, 

plainwares were assumed to be the products of local groups intended 

primarily for consumption by the same group that produced them. 
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In temporally mixed deposits, early Postclassic plainwares were identified 

by their association with Puuc Redware and Slate Wares, while late 

Postclassic plainwares were found in association with Mayapan and 

Tulum Red Wares (Bronitsky 1978: 143). 

Fifteen technological variables were selected for testing, 

and only plainware utilitarian body and rim .:::Iherds were analyzed. 

Out of the fifteen variables tested, eleven showed a significant 

decline in variability from the early to late Postclassic, three 

demonstrated no change, and only one (sherd temper) showed a signifi

cant increase in diversity (Bronitsky 1978: 145). The results support 

the model of increasing cultural uniformity throughout the Postclassic 

during later times. 

In the absence of surface decoration as a sorting criteria, 

technological analyses can thus aid the ceramist with the identifi

cation of plainwares that often prove frustrating and useless given 

traditional typological classifications based on surface treatment 

and decoration. 

Judy [Connor]-Proper has also examined technological attributes 

of ceramics from the excavations of the Cozumel Project. While most 

ceramic studies have centered on descriptive typologies to develop 

chronological frameworks, the resedrch interests of the Cozumel Project 

made the technical analysis of certain ceramic types highly relevant 

([Connor]-Proper & Rathje 1973: 1). In conjunction with the more 

general research goals of the Cozumel Project concerning the Postclassic 

shifts in the organization of commodity production, transportation, 



and distribution, was an analysis of one of the major commodities 

traded: Fine Orange Ware. 

Fine Orange Ware, manufactured in the Tabasco-Campeche region, 

and widely traded, is highly distinctive because of i t.s uniformity 

in physical characteristics (color, vessel thickness, etc.) <l Connor] -

Proper & Rathje 1973: 4). The proposition that Fine Orange Ware 

was mass-produced was tested using the pottery itself; in what ways, 

technologically, would mass-produced pottery differ from pottery 

produced by individual craftspeople <rConnor] -Proper & Rathje 1973: 
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5)? Mass-produced ceramics should exhibit characteristics of standardi

zation, simplification, and consistency (IConnor]-Proper & Rathje 

1973: 6). 

Test implications to be objectively studied included: technical 

superiority of Fine Orange pottery through the analysis of compressive 

strength, flexural strength, resistance to impact, resistance to 

chipping, resistance to thermal shock, hardness and water absorption 

(IConnor]-Proper & Rathje 1973: 7-10). Paste composition and color 

should also be more standardized. Thus a technological analysis 

has been tailored to the more specific goals of the Cozumel project. 

Technological analyses in the Maya ar'ea have begun to utilize 

advanced scientific techniques such as neutron activation analysis 

(Sayre, Murrenhoff, and Weick 1958). Using this technique, Hammond 

found that the dominant ceramic types at the site of Lubaantun in 

Belize were locally manufactured and identified different sources 

of raw material 'for the plain wares than for the decorated ones, 
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both of which were made locally. Trade of elaborate wares was identified 

between Lubaantun and the neighboring site of Pusilha, as well as 

contact across the Moya mountains and with the Belize River Valley 

(Hammond, Harbottle, and Gazard 1976: 167). Harbottle and Sayre 

(in Sabloff 1975) used neutron activation analysis to study whether 

all the pottery from Seibal and Altar de Sacrificios was traded in, 

or whether the Altar utilitarian types were locally produced. The 

preliminary results indicate that Altar Fine Orange pottsPy was made 

in a single location, and that location was probably somewhere along 

the Usumacinta drainage, though not necessarily at the site itself 

(Harbottle and Sayre 1975: 241-53). 

It should be noted that all of these technological analyses 

rely first on the establishment of a typological classification to 

order the ceramic material chronologically. Technological analyses 

have tended to concentrate on answering questions concerning long 

distance trade relationships though in theory they need not be so 

limited. However, a major limitation does exist in that it is difficult 

to identify single source areas for pottery manufacture because clays 

are fairly widespread in the Maya Lowlands. Thus, for example, if 

an entire village uses the same clay source, the identification of 

microvariation through technological analyses becomes next to impossible. 

For this reason, and because technological analyses are both expensive 

and time consuming they have been limited in scope. Although they 

have concentrated on long distance trade, there is no reason why 



individual variation might not be demonstrated thrOl~ the analysis 

of the differential use of tempers and firing techniques. 

Since change in the patterned variability of ceramios may 

be due to chronological, contextual, or technological factors, it 
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would seem important for future ceramic studies to combine technological 

analyses, at least on the macroscopic level, with traditional typological 

approaches in order to answer questions concerning non-temporal ceramic 

variation. 

2.4. The Ceramic Present in the Maya Lowlands 

The most recent ceramic analysis in the Maya Lowlands utilizing 

the type: variety system has been the work of Joseph W. Ball at 

the site of Becan. The Becan Project was organized to deal with 

two specific problems. The first concerned the definition and chrono

logical placement of the Rio Bec architectural style and the second 

involved the identification of the chronological and cultural relation

ships among the Rio Bee, Chenes, and Puuc areas (Ball 1977: 2). 

Additionally, an attempt was made to construct an independent chronology 

for the Rio Bec zone, to establish cultural associations between 

the northwestern Yucatan (where Becan is located) and the southern 

Maya Lowlands, and to date the defensive network at Becan (Ball 1977: 

2). Ball's ceramic research was designed to permit precise dating 

of specific cultural contexts within the Rio Bec subregion, and to 

facilitate inter-zonal comparisons (Ball 1977: 2). 
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Ball believes that the type: variety system introduced to 

Mayanists by Smith, Willey, and Gifford (1960) best suits these research 

goals. 

It has proven capable of producing typological descriptions 
of consistent, comparable value from site to site; it has 
already been accepted and widely used by other students in 
the Maya area; and it selects as primary classificatory 
criteria those combinations of attributes (surface treatment 
and form) which most ceramic analysts accept as being most 
susceptible to and reflective of culture histo.ric processes 
(Ball 1f)77: 2). 

Taking a less literal approach to the ceramic type than Gifford, 

Ball treats types and varieties as artificial constructs defined 

by consistently recognizable attribute clusterings that are useful 

for chronological, areal, or cultural eValuations (Ball 1977: 3). 

The ceramics at Becan came from five major kinds of locations: 

(1) Surface collections from structures, terraces, and plazas 

producing temporally mixed lots. 

(2) Primary and redeposited middens on room floors, on and off 

terraces, beneath floors, and in the ditch around Becan, producing 

presumably single phase deposits. 

(3) Stratigraphic tests pits with single and multiple phases. 

(4) Structural fill. 

(5) Specialized contexts such as chultuns, burials, and caches 

(Ball 1977: 4). 

Only materials from locations 2, 3, and 5 were completely analyzed, 

with ceramics from the other locations providing some typological 

and chronological information. 



Ball's type descriptions follow the standard format instituted 

by Gifford (1976) with the addition of gross relative frequencies 

for types and varieties published with the descriptions. Unlike 

any of the previous works in the Maya area, some attempt is made 

to discuss intra-site distributions of ceramics for four contextual 

categories: middens, burials, caches, and structural fill (Ball 

1977: 5). Middens are divided into single-unit types assumed to 

represent in situ primary refuse deposits of a single family unit, 

and mul ti-uni t types that l'epresent in situ primary or redeposi ted 

secondary refuse resulting from the activities of two or more nuclear 

family units (Ball 1977: 5). Single unit middens have been recovered 

from interior floor rooms and exterior terrace surfaces, while multi

unit middens have been found on and off terraces, in the defensive 

moat, and recycled as structural fill (Ball 1977: 5). 

Although contextual differences are assumed by Ball, rather 

than demonstrated, it is apparent that an attempt is being made to 

unravel some site formation processes and delimit ceramic variability 
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due to contextual differences. The criteria used to segregate contextual 

categories are never' explicitly stated. 

A final section of the Becan report, as in most previous 

works, deals with inter-regional comparisons at the ceramic complex 

level, though Ball is careful to state that "this section is inductive 

in nature and speculative in intent" (1977: 5). The Becan ceramic 

research does realize origi.nal project goals by developing an unbroken, 
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local ceramic sequence for the Rio Bec region and chronologically 

places particular construction episodes at the site itself. 

At the site of Cerros in northern Belize, Robin Robertson-

Freidel has just completed ceramic research that focused on dividing 

and refining the chronology for the late Prec1assic, and identifying 

the ways in which the inhabitants of the site utilized pottery (Robertson-

. Freidel 1980: 2). Recognizing the possibility that what may have 
J 

been perceived as chronological differences may in fact have been 

functionally related, it was essential to demonstrate that each defined 

ceramic complex was functionally complete (Robertson-Freidel 1980: 

4). Functional classes of pottery were isolated "that relate not 

only to domestic or ceremonial use but to status differentiation 

as well" (Robertson-Freidel 1980: 4). 

Contextual sources for the ceramics at Cerros are classified 

in the following manner: 

(1) Caches and burials. 

(2) Primary habitation debris. 

(3) Ritual interment of the monumental archi tecture. 

(4) Secondary occupational debris such as that found on the 

corners of structures. 

(5) Construction fill. 

(6) Surface collections (Robertson-Freidel 1980: 10). 

Sources 1, 2, and 3 are useful for expanding and defining a ceramic 

complex typologically because they represent a single phase depoSitional 



event, while sources 4 and 5 can be used to establish terminus post 

quem for construction activities. 
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Three different ceramic complexes within the Chicanel ceramic 

sphere have been identified at the site of Cerros. In order to demon

strate the chronological integrity of each ceramic complex, the analysis 

of functional categories of ceramic types was done proceeding from 

contextual differences first and relating them to ceramic categories. 

For each ceramic complex there were three basic kinds of contexts~ 

non-elite or domestic, elite, and dtual (Robertson-Freidel 1980: 

266). A more traditional approach to vessel function was also under

taken in an attempt to relate individual vessel form to function, 

through the analysis of paste composition and modal attributes such 

as ridging, fire blackening, and wear patterns (Robertson-Freidel 

1980: 274-306). 

When the distribution of functional classes of vessels over 

the types themselves is correlated with the functional nature of 

the types, it seems to be possible to detect internal changes in 

the ceramic inventory at the site (Robertson-Freidel 1980: 306). 

The Cerros ceramic research has been the first to combine a traditional 

typological approach co pottery with an examination of contextual

functional differences. 

The work at Becan by Ball, and at Cerros by Robertson-Freidel 

is suggestive of the new trendz in ceramic research in the Maya Lowlands. 

As site and regional chronologies are being developed and refined 

new questions are being osked. The early periods in ceramic research 



in Maya archaeology were loosely structured with a necessary emphasis 

on working out these chronologies. The introduction of the type: 

variety system produced a language of easy communication of taxonomic 

units with comparable quality. It is time for ceramic researchers 

in the Maya area to move onto asking questions about Don-temporal 

ceramic variability and site formation processes; in this they have 

lagged far behind ceramic research in other areas of the world. 

2.5. Recent Trends in Ceramic Analysis 

Ceramic analyses in the Maya area in general have lagged 

far behind ceramic research in other areas of the world. This is 

particularly true of ceramic studies in the southwestern United States 

that since the work of Colton and Hargrave on pottery types have 

been in the forefront of archaeological method and theory (see Co2 ton 

& Hargrave 1935; Colton 1943). 

As in the Maya a~ea, archaeologists elsewhere have turned 
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to the use of scientific techniques such as neutron activation analysis 

and optical emission spectrometry in the analysis of prehistoric 

and historic ceramics (see in particular Brill 1971; Olin & Sayre 

1971; Perlam & Asaro 1971; and Hall 1971). These technological studies 

have limited utility and focus upon source materials in the production 

of ceramics, and the long distance trade of the finished products. 

However, unlike the studies of Maya ceramics, ceramic analyses in 

other areas have also concentrated on studying aspects of prehistoric 

social organization through the analysis of design variability. 
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In the 1960's archaeologists (Deetz 1965; Hill 1967, 1970a, 

1970b; Longacre 1964, 1970) suggested that prehietoric social organi

zation might be inferred from t.he analysis of style and the spatial 

distribution of ceramics in an archaeological site. Since the inception 

of this approach, others have carried out similar studies, all of 

which are dependent upon a basic set of assumptions. These are as 

follows: 

(1) There is a one-to-one correlation between archaeological 

context and systemic context; that is, the spatial patterns of archaeol

ogical remains will reflect the loci of the prehistoric patterned 

behavior (Hill 1970b: 19). 

(2) Patterned variability in the spatial distribution of artifacts 

may be the result of function, different activity loci, or social 

organization, or both (Hill 1970b: 20). 

(3) Techniques of pottery manufacture are learned pl"ior to marriage 

and handed down from mother to daughter. Therefore, similarity in 

pottery manufacture style will be directly proportional to the amount 

and degree of interaction between potters. 

(4) Women were potters. 

(5) Pottery manufacture was for household consumption with no 

exchange among households. 

Longacre (1964: 1970) and Hill (1970a) have suggested that 

the spatial distributions of female manufactured ceramic styles will 

reflect the post-marital residence rule practiced in a community. 

With matrilocal residence one would expect ;to see a non-random 
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distribution of ceramic designs within a community, whereas patrilocal 

residence would result in spatial discontinuity in the distribution 

of design styles. Longacre and Hill measured the similarity between 

design elements in the rooms of two prehistoric pueblos and felt 

the evidence for spatial clustering of similar design styles repre

sented matrilocal residence groups. 

On a higher level of social organization, analyses have been 

done to identify the intensity of past interaction between communities 

by a logical extension of the within community methodologies developed 

by Hill and Longacre (see Cook 1970; Tuggle 1970; Wiley 1971). Commun

ities that are predominantly endogamous will have little interaction 

and their ceramic traditions will remain widely separated. Where 

similarities between villages exist, they can be interpreted as repre

sentative of economic or religious cooperation, as well as intermarriage. 

Another method used to understand prehistoric social organiza

tion through stylistiC analyses involves the measurement of the homo

geneity of classes of ceramic style attributes (see Connor 1968; 

Leone 1968; Whallon 1969). Homogeneity of ceramic styles will be 

a function of the amount of movement among villages. Deetz (1965) 

has examined the association between attributes in different design 

style classes as a measure of interaction, instead of dealing with 

the frequency of stylistiC attributes. 

Although a number of rese~rchers have utilized different 

methods, the general intent of these studies has been the use of 

the distribution of ceramic design styles in the archaeological record 
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as indicative of prehistoric social organization. Three major criticisms 

have been leveled at these studies: 

(1) The spatial patterning of archaeological remains may not 

reflect the spatial 9atterning of past human behavior in a simple 

one-to-one correspondence. 

(2) The techniques of pottery manufacture may not have been 

passed down from mother to daughter within the social group. 

(3) The spatial distribution of ceramic design styles may reflect 

temporal differences and the necessary chronological control has 

been lacking in most studies. 

In his analysis of Hopi-Tewa pottery making, Stanislawski 

(1969a, 1969b) found that both modern and prehistoric potsherds may 

be collected and reused in different manners including chinking in 

walls, sources for new designs, covering unfired pottery during firing, 

and ground into temper for new pottery. Such ethnographic work suggests 

that more complex depositional patterns may have been at work prehis-

torically and most uf the analyses inferring social orgnization from 

the spatial patterning of design styles have over-simplified this 

factor. Friedrich-(Hardin) (1970) also found in her study of a Tarascan 

village that different parts of a broken vessel may have different 

uses and are recycled, resulting in different depositional patterns 

for various parts of the same put. As Schiffer has pointed out: 

Archaeologist.s have gone from the one extreme of viewing 
a site as spatially and behaviorally undifferentiated rubbish 
to the other extreme of viewing remains as mostly reflecting 
their locations of use in past activities. At this point, 
it appears that neither extreme is often the case (1972: 163). 
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Recent data question the assumption that women learn techniques 

of pottery manufacture and design from other closely related women 

(Stanislawski 1969b, 1973). Furthermore, the original work by Longacre 

and Hill has not dealt with variability due to individual differences 

and innovation nor with the factors of economic, religious, or political 

interaction that may be as responsible for similarity or variability 

. in ceramic design styles as social interaction. 

-The third criticism, that these studies lack necessary chrono-

logical control, also rests on an understanding of site formation 

processes. It is often difficult to distinguish debris left by the 

original occupants from debris deposited in a room after its abandon-

ment, both of which may be lying on the floor surface at the time 

of excavation, and furthermore, this debris must then be temporally 

associated with the structure in which it is found. Thus it becomes 

necessary to determine the manner in which the archaeological record 

is formed when making lnferences about prehistoric social organization 

from the spatial patterning of ceramic deSign styles. 

A new trend in the analysis of ceramics from southwestern 

United States sites has been the emphasis on the identification of 

variability due to the behavior of the individual (Hill and Gunn 

1977) • If the aim of an archaeological endeavor is to "describe 

and explain the spatial and temporal distributions of artifacts and 

their attributes," then one must take into account the different 

meanings of different attributes depending upon the behavioral contexts 

in which they were produced (Hill and Gunn 1977: 3). Within these 
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contexts (such as procurement, manufacture, use and reuse, maintenance, 

storage, transport, and discard) attributes will vary because of 

the styles of either group or individual behavior (Hill and Gunn 

1977: 3). Several studies (Hardin 1977; Redman 1977) suggest that 

it is possible to isolate clusters of style attributes on a minute 

enough level to be equated with individual differences. 

Both the analyses of design styles themselves to isolate 

variability due to the individual, and the spatial ratterning of 

design styles to draw inferences about social organization are useless 

in areas that lack design elements on prehistoric pottery. For this 

reason, despite their potential for other ar'eas of the world, the 

recent focus of ceramic research in Mesoamerica has diverged widely 

from ongoing work in the southwestern United States. Apart from 

the traditional typological studies discussed in the previous section, 

some attempt has been made to determine functional classes of ceramics 

from vessel form, based on the often erroneous assumption that function 

will follow morphology, ignoring the influence of social, individual, 

and stylistic variables. 

In Mesoamerican ceramic studies two broad functional-social 

classes of domestic, and ceremonial or status pottery have usually 

been defined and subdivided. At Altar de Sacrificios, Adams defines 

two classes within domestic pottery: necked jars used as water carriers, 

and open Dowls and plates used for serving and storing foods (1971: 

138). Ceremonial and status pottery are defined as all finely made 

pottery, decorated symbolically, and classed as mortuary vessels, 



drums, incense burners, cult effigies, and exotic trade items (Adams 

1971: 139). 

Smith addresses the identification of vessel function at 
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Mayapan from the perspective of the inferences that can be made about 

the functions of the structures in which the form classes occurred 

(1971: 103-13). He relates general shape classifications to generalized 

functions such as serving, storage, and cooking, and then correlates 

these functions with contexts to identify kitchens, shrines, dwellings, 

etc. 

Similarly, Culbert's study of the ceramics from highland 

Chiapas relates vessel form to function and then examines the distri

bution of functional classes throughout different deposits (1965: 

43). 

At the site of Chalchuapa in El Salvador, Sharer distinguishes 

between subsistence (=domestic) and non-subsistence (=ritual or status) 

pottery (1978: 119-20), similar to Adams' work at Altar de Sacrificios. 

Sharer's analysis represents a change in terminology rather than 

an advance in method over the earlier works, and shares with the 

previous analyses an implicit set of assumptions about vessel function 

based upon ad hoc observations of modern vessel uses. 

Lischka (1978) goes a step further by relating functional 

classes of pottery at Kaminaljuyu to specific areas of the site (as 

did Smith and Culbert), but also correlates the ceramic functional 

classes with other artifact type distributions to delimit activity 

sets and the social contexts in which they were carried out. 



Only the previously described work of Robertson-Freidel at 

Cerros has moved first from the analysis of archaeological contexts 

to the vessel forms and functional categories (1980), instead of 
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the reverse (as done by Adams 1971; Culbert 1965; Lischka 1978; Sharer 

1978; and Smith 1971). 

More recently attempts have been made to quantify the relation

ship of vessel use to morphology. Ericson, Read, and Burke (1972) 

have proposed explicit relation,ships between form and function, by 

quantifying such things as center of gravity, access to the interior, 

stability, hardness, and density of different vessel forms and composi

tions. For example, if cooking and wet storage vessels are supposed 

to be fairly impermeable, then they will have high values of density 

and hardness. 

By and large most of these analyses have implicitly relied 

heavily upon ethnographic or "ethnoarchaeological" studies of pottery 

production. Of particular use in the Maya area have been Thompson's 

(1958) study of modern Yucatecan pottery making, and Reina's and 

Hill's (1978) and Arnoldfs (1979) works in the highlands of Guatemala. 

Outside of the Maya area, ethnoarchaeological investigations may 

be used to draw more general types of analogies about the prehistoric 

behavior associated with pottery making (for example see David & 

Hennig 1972; Chapman 1970; Birmingham 1975; Fontana et al. 1962). 

The obvious value of ethnoar?haeological researches into ceramic 

production ru1d technology cannot be overlooked. 



Ethnoarchaeological investigations have also provided invalu

able information on reuse of pottery and serve as a cautionary tale 
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for archaeologists who suggest a one-to-one correspondence between 

archaeological and systemic contexts (Stanislawski 1969a, 1969b; 

Friedrich 1970). Recent work among the Kalinga suggests that factors 

such as age of potter and the birth cohort to which the potter belongs 

will affect the design style on pots (Graves 1981). Finally, ethnoarch

aeological research may tell us something about native clasoifications 

of pottery and suggest ways of improving upon taxonomies developed 

by the archaeologist (Longacre 1981). 

A door has been opened to understanding the prehistoric behavior 

associated with pottery by analyzing the ethnographic present. New 

trends in ceramic research will no doubt combine and profit from 

the use of ethnographic research with archaeological excavations. 

In keeping with other recent ceramic work in the Maya area, 

my own will begin with a discussion of the excavations at Cuello 

and the archaeological contexts in which the ceramics are found. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE EXCAVATIONS AT CUELLO 

3.1. Excavation Summary 

The major Formative component of the site of Cuello consists 

of a sequence of building levels preserved by the construction of 

a platform (34) with a small superincumbent pyramid, Structure 35, 

dating to the end of the La~a Formative (see Figure 3.1). The excavations 

in 1980 took place in two 10 square meter areas to the east of Structure 

35 (see Figure 3.2). The south area (grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 

25/35, 20/35) was excavated completely from surface to bedrock, while 

the north area (grid squares 40/30, 45/30, 40/35, 45/35) was dug 

to the base 01 the Late Formative deposits. 

South Area 

The earliest evidence for occupation at the site, though 

lacking any structural architectural features such as floors or fill 

material, consists of a series of three postholes cut through soil 

into bedrock, as well as refuse deposited directly on the old ground 

surface. This material may be as old as 2,000 b.c. though radiocarbon 

dates have yet to be determined. 

The earliest structure exposed, though not excavated, Feature 

262 (see Figure 1; Appendix A) is subcircular in plan with a slightly 

projecting eastern portion. The sections of the postholes cut through 

the floor suggest a single plaster floor was laid directly on the 
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old ground surface with just a thin layer of limestone rubble for 

fill beneath it, sometime about 1,800 b.c. Furthermore, the positions 

of the postholes in the floor' of Feature 262 indicate that several 

successive superstructures may have been constructed. 

To the north of Feature 262, and coeval with it, lies Feature 

82, a circular building that had already been partly excavated in 

1976 and 1979 (see Figure 1; Appendix A). Feature 82 was not well 

preserved, though it represents similar constr'uction techniques to 

Feature 262, with a rubble base below a plaster floor some 6 meters 

in diameter. The architectural featurBB of both str'uctures are sug

gestive of the typical modern Maya habitation of pole and thatch. 

Constructed partly above the earlier Feature 262, and dating 

to ca. 1,600 b.c., lies Feature 250, a curved substructure some 10 

meters by 5 meters with a superstructure of timbers set into regularly 

placed postholes (see Figure 2; Appendix A). An unusual aspect of 

this low platform is an access step added to the north side of the 

building during the second phase of construction. During the final 

phase of construction entry was gained to the structure via aT-shaped 

ramp that sloped down into the interior and was flanked by screens 

of a perishable material set in narrow slots and upright posts. 
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Although Hammond (1980) suggests that this elaborate entryway represents 

a public or ceremonial function for Feature 250, the associated ceramics 

and other refuse appear to result from everyday household use. 

Directly over this building, and dating between 1,300 b.c. 

and 1,000 b.c., wi t.h five successive constructiun phases, lies Feature 



220, the final Early Formative building excavated (see Figure 3; 

Appendix A). This structure was 11.5 meters long and 6 meters wide, 

and the pattern of numerous postholes and wear on the floors suggests 

that it underwent a number of successive constructions and refloorings 

after the initial building. A number of human graves were cut into 
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the structure, and often into each other as well. Across the courtyard 

from this building, to the north, lies another structure (Feature 

59) excavated in 1976, and to the east, Feature 230, both similar 

in construction to the previously described features. 

The pattern of occupation during the Early Formative at Cuello 

may be described as pole and thatch habitations representing a small 

village complex. Although the excavations have often uncovered a 

grouping of house platforms and structures around a central courtyard, 

the exact size of the settlement during the Early Formative is difficult 

to estimate, based on the small areas opened up. The ceramics from 

the Early Formative analyzed in this study rarely represent refuse 

from more than two to four structures with the constructional fill 

from public areas between them. The botanical remains recovered 

(Miks~cek 1978; Miksicek and Hammond 1981) suggest that small scale 

maize and squash agriculture, as well as the gathering of plants, 

and hunting of animals formed the major subsistence base, and supports 

the at least part-time habitation function of these structures. 

Ceremonial activities certainly took place at the site in the form 

of human burial offerings and caching of ceramics and their contents, 



however this does not suggest that only a narrow range of activities 

took place on a daily basis at Cuello. 

The pattern of small platforms around a central courtyard 

continued into the Middle Formative at Cuello. The northern and 

western sides of the courtyard group were excavated in 1976 and 1978-

79, indicating through the destruction of the earlier buildings, 

an expansion to the north of the central patio area at the beginning 
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of the Middle For.native, about 1,000 b.c. The 1980 excavations exposed 

the southern building of the courtyard, at its western end, and the 

southern end of the western building delimiting ~he southwestern 

edge of the patio area (see Figure 4; Appendix A). 

The southern building was 11 meters long, and its initial 

construction took place using the destroyed core of the Early Formative 

building below it, Feature 220, sometime about 1,000 b.c. Feature 

200 was built 2 meters south of the front facade of the earlier structure 

indicating an expansion at the southern edge of the courtyard as 

well as the earlier detected northern expansion. Feature 200 was 

successively resurfaced during the Middle Formative and penetrated 

by a number of human burials that confirmed the dates of construction. 

Sometime between 500 and 400 b.c. the southern building, 

Feature 200 was severely destroyed, with the timber superstructure 

burning and fallir.g into the courtyard, leaving evidence of burning 

through scorch marks on the plaster floor. 

The western building in the Middle Formative courtyard group 

was refloored and refaced throughout the phase and in its last period 
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of construction received annexes to the north and south lengthening 

it from seven to ten meters. 

At the end of the Middle Formative, about 400'b.c., the entire 

courtyard group was buried underneath a rubble infill that replaced 

the group with a broad open surface (Platform 34; see Figure 5; Appendix 

A). In conjunction with this architectural transformation was the 

interment of a large number of persons with associated grave goods. 

The mass burial (see Figure 5; Appendix A) occurred sometime around 

400-300 b.c. and included articulated a well as dismembered individuals. 

A shallow saucer-like depression one meter deep was left in the top 

of the rubble layer. In this a number of individuals were laid along 

with grave goods. Preliminary analysis of the bones suggests that 
I 

as many as 20-25 individuals are represented. 

Clearly the mass burial, including some possible human sacri-

ficial victims (one skull had a sharp edged hole in it) and the inter-

ment of the Middle Formative courtyard group represents a change 

in the style of living and the ideaology of the inhabitants at Cuello, 

although what sparked the reorientation remains unclear. 

Throughout the Late Formative 400 b.c. to a.d. 250, this 

area of the site was an open plaster-floored plaza area. The location 

of the center of the buried Middle Formative courtyard group, and 

the mass burial remained known throughout the Late Formative. Evidence 

for this lies in the fact that a number of subsequent human burials 

were laid directly over the mass burials at various times during 

the Late Formative. At some point during the Late Formative a small 



pyramid (Structure 35; see Figure 3.1) was constructed facing east 

on the western edge of the platform area. The pyramid underwent 

a number of reconstructions during the Late Formative. In the middle 

of the Late Formative, and associated with one of the rebuilding 

episodes of the pyramid, an unmarked stela with associated cache 

vessels was erected in the open plaza area in front of the pyramid. 

The final addition to the plaza late in the Late Formative 

was a small platform structure, Feature 4, which nearly covered the 

stela and lay directly over the earlier mass burial in the center 

of the plaza (see Figure 6; Appendix A). Feature 4 was demolished 

sometim~ in the fourth cent ury a. d., when the final phase of pyramid 

construction included the addition of a long projecting eastern stair

case. 

The Late Formative stepped pyramid received a face lift in 

the Early Classic but there was minimal use of Platform 34 beyond 

that point in time. 

North Area 

Although the 1980 excavations in the north area of Platform 
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34 pick up the building sequence at the beginning of the Late Formative, 

excavations in 1976 demonstrated the presence of a late Middle Formative 

rectangular building, 11 meters long and roughly 5 meters wide. 

The building apparently had standing masonry walls, some of the earliest 

in this area of Mesoamerica. 

The 1980 excavations revealed a chultun dating to ca. 400 

b.c. - 300 b.c. that had been dug through the continuous plaster 



floors and fills of the preceding Middle and Early Formative phases 

(see Feature 246; Figure 7; Appendix A). The shaft was not eroded 

and the types of ceramics present suggest that the single chamber 

chultun was not in use for long prior to its abandonment and filling 

in with rubbish. 
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The chultun was sealed by the earliest phase of the construction 

of two sub-circular buildings, Feature 149 which stood on the west 

of the excavation area and a larger building Feature 150 on the east 

(see Figures 8 and 9; Appendix A). The earliest phases of both build

ings stood on a continuous plaster surface spanning the excavation 

area and bordered on the north by a retaining wall. Both buildings 

had complex architectural histories with three major rebuildings 

of each. The superstructures were of perishable, substantial timbers 

set into postholes. 

An early phase of Feature 150 contained three extended burials, 

while in its later phase of reconstruction the circular front was 

converted into a rectangular plan (see Figure 9; Appendix A). Both 

buildings (Features 149 and 150) faced south, and in their final 

phase had been joined by the addition of a new front and the infilling 

of the narrow alley between them to form a single platform, Feature 

151 (see Figures 10 and 11; Appendix A). 

At various times throughout the Late Formative, the successive 

marl layers of the building up of Platform 34 in the north area were 

penetrated by human burials. These burials were of seated individuals 

with crossed legs set in circular shafts. Most burials (approximately 



a dozen in all and spanning the enti~e end of the Late Formative) 

were closely spaced though they were not encroaching on each other, 

suggesting the burials may have been marked in some fashion. Almost 

all were accompanied by one or two Late Formative vessels. 

Within these same layers were a number of pits characteris

tically lined with vertical stone slabs and broken large pieces of 

pottery. These pits are suggestive of shielded hearth areas as are 

often utilized by the Maya in souther'n Belize today, however, not 

all showed evidence of burning. 

The final architectural features in the north area excavation 

were two structures, one a substantial limestone block foundation, 

Feature 16, and the other an apsidal structure, Feature 19 (see Figure 

12; Appendix A). Burials associated with each structure suggest 

they date to the terminal part of the Late Formative, probably the 

third century a.d. The apse of Feature 19 was destroyed in the begin

ning of the Early Classic period by the final phase of construction 

of the pyramid. 

The 1980 excavations therefore provide a generally uninter

rupted ceramic sequence from the beginning of the Early Formative 

to the end of the Late Formative. This sequence represents only 

a small portion of the entire area occupied by the site of Cuello, 

namely two 10 square meter excavations centered solely on Platform 

34. Clearly then, the analysis of artifacts from this area represents 

only a minute picture of the entire range of activities and inhabitants 

that occupied the site. The preceding discussion of the excavations, 
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furthermore reveals a number of problems in analyzing the ceramic 

material that will be described more fully in the following section. 

3.2. Archaeological Contexts 

The preceding excavation summary immediately brings to mind 

a number of questions that must be addressed prior to the analysis 

of any artifactual remains, including ceramics, from the site of 

Cuello. Non-temporal ceramic variability may be caused by any n~ber 

of cross-cutting factors of a functional or social nature. These 

factors are identified as: 

(1) technological 

(2) contextual-social 

(3) contextual-functional 

( 4) contextual-specialized 

( 5) contextual-behavioral. 

The first, technological, has been identified as a major 

source of ceramic variability. Paste composition, temper, slip com

position, and firing techniques will affect both the form and use 

of a ceramic vessel. Although technological analyses will not be 

a part of the current research, X-ray emission to identify trace 

elements and thin sections to identify paste composition are being 

done on a small sample of the pottery from Cuello as part of other 

research projects (Kosakowsky, Pyburn & Levi n.d.; Jones 1981). 

Since modern Maya potters are no longer producing pottery as sophia

ticated as prehistoric material, these analyses appear to be the 

only methods available to identify technological variability. 
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To some extent technological variability is minimized in 

the current analysis by working within the framework of the type: 

variety system of ceramic classification. Since the type: variety 

system accounts for technological variability and ceramic distributions 

across the si. te will be examined wi thin type classes, it is unlikely 

that intra-site vaI'iabili ty will be caused by technological factors. 

Secondly, ceramics may vary because of contextual-social 

differences; that is, differences related to different social statuses. 

Maya archaeologists have tacitly used traditional categories of deposit 

types to examine this dimension. Thus, Classic period "elite" structural 

fill is contrasted with "non-elite" structures, the definition of 

which is dependent upon architectural differences or artifact assemblages. 

All too often one reads circular definitions, such as "elite" structures 

are those in which large quantities of elaborate polychrome pottery 

are found, and elaborate polychrome pottery is "elite:' because it 

is found in "elite" structures, or "utilitarian" vessels are those 

found in "non-ceremonial" contexts, and "non-cermonial" contexts 

are those with large quantities of "utilitarian" goods. To some 

degree this problem can be avoided at the site of Cuello. 

It is clear that a greater deal of care went into the construc

tion of the low platforms and structures at Cuello throughout the 

Formative, than is usually apparent in other Formative housemounds 

in northern Belize. It is possible that the elaboration of and atten

tion paid to architectural details at this particular location at 

Cuello, the occupation layers comprising the build up of Platform 



34, represent the habitation area of a select group of people in 

a socially differentiated society. If this is the case, irrespective 

of.functional differences, there appears to be little differentiation 

of social levels at this particular locus. It is not within the 

domain of the analysis to consider whether or not there was social 

differentiation at the site of Cuello, nor to consider the position 
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of Cuello within a larger sphere of socially ranked sites on a regional 

scale. The 150 human burials from the many phases of build up of 

Platform 34, at any point in time, show little differentiation in 

amount or quality of grave goods, the one context where one would 

expect status differences to show dramatically. Analysis of the 

skeletal material currently in progress (Saul & Saul, p.c. 1982) 

suggests that individuals of all ages and sexes were buried at the 

site throughout the Formative. 

It is likely that because such a small area of the site was 

excavated, the ceramics from this area represent material produced 

from a socially undifferentiated group of individuals. Although 

it is difficult to assess the population size of Platform 34, at 

anyone time, the refuse represents material from two to four struc

tures and the open areas between them. Therefore, throughout the 

Formative period at Cuello, the variability between ceramics associated 

with one structure, and those associated with another needs to be 

explained by something other than contextual-social factors. 

The third category, contextual-functional, is related to 

two dimensions: the function of Platform 34 at the site of Cuello, 



and the functions of various buildings and areas within the platform 

occupation. The former may not be adequately understood without 

an analysis of the latter, and there is some question concerning 

both. Hammond (1980) has suggested that Platform 34 at Cuello is 

a ceremonial precinct as early as the Early Formative. I have sug

gested that much of the ceramic material looks like everyday household 

refuse. Both reconstructions are based upon untested correlates 

in the material record. 
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Furthermore, it is possible that daily refuse may not distinctly 

differ from material deposited by ceremonial activities when examining 

the c~ramics alone. An analysis that compared Late Formative ceramic 

grave goods with ceramics from Late Formative refuse deposits at 

Cuello demonstrates that the same types and forms of ceramic vessJls 

are found in both burial and refuse contexts (Pyburn 1981). Either 

there was no specialized mortuary ceramic complex, or everything 

at Cuello might be associated with specialized ritual activities. 

The former inter'pretation is more likely in that ceramic types and 

forms in the Late Formative burials and refuse at Cuello are similar 

to ceramics from known habitation areas at other sites during the 

Late Formative in the Maya Lowlands. Therefore it is likely that 

throughout the Formative at Cuello, the same types and forms of ceramics 

were used for both everyday and ritual activities. 

Furthermore, it is a weak argument to suggest that because 

a site had a ceremonial component in the Late Formative, (the construc

tion of a pyramid) that it must also have been a ceremonial locus 



in preceding times, although ceremonial or religious activities may 

have been an integral part of the daily routine. 

The second dimension of the contextual-functional category, 

the actual functions of various structures and areas in Platform 
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34 at Cuello may only be addressed through an analysis of the artifacts 

within those areas in conjunction with information concerning the 

contexts themselves. For example, refuse from kitchen areas of habita

tion structures, identified by the pr'esence of architectural features 

such as hearths, should differ from refuse associated with plazas, 

or pyramids. Moving from the context itself to the ceramics associated 

with that contex.t will make it possible to identify vessel functions 

for the part.i.cular forms found in those contexts. All too often 

ceramics and other artifacts are analyzed divorced from their archaeo

logical contexts. 

Some distinction will be made between public and private 

contexts at the site to see if there is any variability in ceramics 

across such contexts. In general, public contexts may be identified 

by the large degree of labor investment necessary to build them such 

as plazas, patios, and pyramids. The quantity of labor that would 

be invested in such large scale projects implies a communal labor 

force, and the suggestion that these areas would be available for 

communal or public activities. Private areas are smaller scale struc

tures that mayor may not represent areas used for ritualized activities, 

but require less labor investment in building. 



Both "public" and "private" contexts are present at Cuello, 

suggesting that both "public" and "private" acti vi ties occurred at 

the site. The Formative period in the Maya Lowlands probably repre

sents a time where the trend was to greater and more complex organiza

tion in political, economic, and perhaps religious spheres. But 

there is no reason to suppose that during the Formative period village 

life did not include aspects of political, economic, and ritual activ

ities along with the daily routine of subsistence activities at the 

same location. A site like Cuello was probably neither solely a 

"ceremonial" area nor only a "habitation" area, and all classes of 

activities may be represented in the archaeological contexts. It 

is therefore highly likely that non-temporal ceramic variability 

at the site will be caused by contextual-functional factors. 
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The fourth factor affecting the pattern of non-temporal ceramic 

variability is related to specialized activities such as burials 

and pottery caches. Material in specialized contexts might differ 

from material found in contexts related to daily activities if a 

specialized set of mortuary or cache vessels was being manufactured 

and utilized. However, Pyburn's (1981) analysis that was previously 

described suggests this is not the case at Cuello. 

The above four factors are difficult enough to isolate in 

the archaeological record, and an already complicated situation is 

obfuscated further by the fifth factor: contextual-behavioral. 

Contextual-behavioral factors are concerned with the behavior associated 

with refuse material. Much of the refuse an archaeologist encounters 



in the excavation of a site has already been redeposited and altered 

by prehistoric behavior. 

This fifth category is perhaps the most difficult to deal 

with on a Maya site, and therefore the most often ignored by archaeol

ogists. Archaeologists the world over have always assumed that past 

human activities are reflected in the patterned distribution of arti-

. facts. Although artifact distribution may be the patterned result 

of purposeful human activity, it does not always follow that the 

patterning of the debris is identical to the initial behavior that 

produced it. This is particularly true for the Maya area where the 

prehistoric inhabitants did not leave large quantities of refuse 

lying around, but swept it up, depOSited it elsewhere, and often 

recycled it as building fill material. Yet, archaeologists working 
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in the Maya Lowlands have in general ignored the study of site formation 

processes in their reconstructions of prehistoric behavior. 

At the present time an independent sampling program is underway 

(Seymour, Kosakowsky & Wilk in preparation) to see if this final 

factor may be unraveled. The results of the preliminary analysis 

(Wilk & Kosakowsky 1978) are inconclusive and though they do sl~gest 

that there are complex behaviors associated with recycling of refuse 

at Cuello, the resul ts also tell. us that these factors may not be 

very significant in the analysis of artifacts (Seymour 1980; Seymour, 

Kosakowsky & Wilk in preparation). 

The sampling program has shown that there is Virtually no 

refuse left at its location of use, nor refuse that has been "deposited" 



and left in its first location of dumping (primary refuse as defined 

by Schiffer 1976). Most refuse material is picked up and recycled 

or swept into new locations. Preliminarily, archaeological contexts 

may include the following (as shown in Figure 3.3), in essence created 

by contextual-behavioral factors: 

(1) Deposited refuse with single phase material at its first 

location of dumping after use. 

(2) Redeposited refuse containing at least two phases of material 

and occasionally more, in at least its second location of dumping 

off the sides of house platforms and in the corners of buildings 

and plazas. 

(3) Refuse recycled as structural fill occasionally with only 

a single phase present, though usually with two or three phases repre

sented. 

(4) Quarried constructional fills and floors. 

Clearly these kinds of formation pl"ocesses may affect any 

analysis of the ceramics and it is unfortunate that they are so poorly 

understood. Because of the inconclusive results of the preliminary 

study, for the purposes of this ceramic analysis, the assumption 

will be made that contextual-behavioral factors affect all deposits 
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at Cuello equally, and may therefore be viewed as a constant. Seymour's 

current analysis (Seymour, Kosakowsky & Wilk in preparation) corrobor

ates this assumption, although it suggests an important avenue for 

future research on Maya sites. 
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Thus, largely dismissing technological, social, specialized, 

and behavioral factors, it becomes possible to isolate the causes 
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of non-temporal ceramic variability: fu~ctional variability. It 

seems most likely that the distribution of ceramic types and vessel 

forms across the site of Cuello will vary because of functional differ

ences. However, in order to examine functional variability, one 

must first demonstrate control over temporal variability. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE CERAMIC SEQUENCE OF CUELLO 

4.1. Summary of the veramic Sequence 

The earliest pottery found at Cuello, and in the Maya Lowlands 

to date belongs to the Swasey Ceramic Complex. This complex has 

been dated to between 2,000 and c. 1,500 b.c. 

In 1974, excavations by the Corozal Project at the site of 

Noruaul uncovered glossy, red pottery in refuse deposits overlying 

bedrock that were obviously older than the Chicanel phase, and yet 

possessed none of the characteristics of the Mamom (see Hammond 1975). 

In 1975, Duncan Pring, ceramici~t for the Corozal Project, began 

test excavations at the site of Cuello, and unearthed a stratigraphic 

sequence placing this glossy, red pottery earlier than the Lopez 

(Mamom) Complex (Hammond 1976; Pring 1977). The Swasey Complex is 

thus defined on the basis of Pring's work from the 1975 and 1976 

Cuello excavations, as well as my own analysis of material largely 

from the 1980 excavations and supplemented by ceramics from 1978 

and 1979. In addition, the Corozal Project's work in northern Belize, 

suggests that Swasey pottery is present, in undetermined amounts, 

at San Estevan, Nohmul, and Santa Rita. Pring has additionally identi

fied Swasey material at EI Pozit~, and at Becan in Campeche (1977), 

while Fred Valdez, Jr. and I have identified Swasey ceramics at Colha, 

Belize (Kosakowsky and Valdez, Jr. 1982). 
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Within the Swasey Complex (Figure 4.1), red slipped pottery 

is dominant, comprising almost 60% of the entire complex at anyone 

time. Pring identified two monochrome red groups, Consejo and Ramgoat 

(1977). The former ostensibly possessed a white under slip distinguish

ing it from the latter. However, having examined a larger sample 

than was available to Pring, I have chosen to lump the two groups 

together. The distinction between an underslip and a well-smoothed 

surface (of the pot) is difficult if not impossible to make, even 

microscopically, and the two groups overlap in all respects. I have 

combined the two groups and call the red slipped pottery group Consejo, 

in keeping with Pring (1977). 

Consejo Red possesses a highly glossy red slip over a well

smoothed surface, or white to buff-pink underslip. Incurved recurved 

sided and vertical sided bowls, dishes, and plates predominate. 

Rims are direct with square or round lips. Pre-slip groove incising 

is a common decoration with one or two deep horizontal channels cut 

around the exteriors of vessels, or in more elaborate vertical and 

diagonal designs. Post-slip incising as well as other forms of decor

ation, punctation, and applique modeling, occur on one or two sherds 

but are rare. This more elaborate modeling usually is associated 

with unslipped exteriors of vessels. More commonly, either the interior 

or the exterior of thf,'l vessel is left with the underslip showing 

so that one surface of the vessel is red, and the other cream or 

buff. 
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Figure 4.1. Major types of the Swasey Complex. 
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The Chicago Orange Group follows the monochrome red in sheer 

quantity (about 30% of the Swasey Complex), though not variety of 

ceramics. Originally, Pring (1977) differentiated a Tiger Buff Group 

from the Chicago Orange. However, I feel that the buff and orange 

sherds form a continuum wi t.h the incompletely oxidized sherds tending 

to buff, while the completely oxidized are orange in color. I have 

chosen to lump these groups since they overlap in all other respects 

(vessel form and site distribution) and call the group; Chicago Orange. 

It is possible that v-lith further analysis some differentiation will 

be possible between the buff-orange and orange pottery. Shapes include 

incurved recurved sided bowls, dishes, and plates, tecomates, and 

jars with medium to high outcurving or flaring necks with thickened 

rims, and square lips. The jar form often is associated with the 

"double cylinder" strap handle identified by Pring (1977). Chicago 

Orange tends to have an uncharacteristically thin, pale orange slip, 

or perhaps even a wash, over a pale orange paste of a similar color, 

and only occasionally matches the glossiness of other Swasey groups. 

The monochrome black group, Machaca, shares the same vessel 

forms with the red group though it is low in frequency (only a little 

over 2% of the Swasey Complex). Decoration, however, seems restricted 

to post-slip incising in the form of parallel thin, horizontal lines 

around the exterior of vessels, either alo~e, or in conjunction with 

diagonally slanting parallel lines. 

Finally; the unslipped group, Copetilla, consists largely 

of jars or bottle forms. There may be some typological overlap with 



Chicago Orange. Yotolin Pattern Burnished has been placed within 

the Copetilla Group, in keeping with Pring (1977). The decoration 

consists of cross-hatched lines filling l'ectangular or triangular 

zones and is similar to the material from Mani, Yucatan (Brainerd 

1958: 24). 

As indicated previously, Swasey material has been identified, 

largely by Pring (1977), at a number of sites in northern Belize, 

and stretching into the states of Campeche and Yucatan in Mexico. 

The identification of such early pottery in the Maya Lowlands, in 

conjunction with MacNeish's current work on preceramic phases in 

northern Belize (1980), suggest the possibility of an indigenous 

development of pottery making and using people in this area of the 
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Maya Lowlands. Yet Swasey pottery does stand out as more "sophisticated" 

than material of comparable age found elsewhere in Mesoamerica, such 

as the Purr on ceramics from the Tehuacan Valley, and the Pox pottery 

from Guerrero (Brush 1965; MacNeish, Peterson, and Flannery 1970). 

The discovery of Early Formative pottery in the Maya Lowlands 

immediately precipitated speculation concerning the origins of ceramics 

in the Maya area and suggested to some that similarities existed 

between Central and South American ceramic complexes. I will therefore 

discuss some of the similarities and differences between Swasey and 

these geographically widespread complexes in an attempt to put to 

rest some of the questionA concerning the relationships among Early 

Formativ& ceramic complexes. 



The earliest dates for ceramic complexes in the New World 

come from South America. The earliest documented of these is the 

Valdivia phase on coastal Ecuador, dated to 3,200 b.c. (Meggars, 

Evans, and Estrada 1965). Although modal similarities may be drawn 

between Swasey and Valdivia ceramics, much as between any two groups 
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of pottery, such speculation concerning long range diffusion of cer

amics will not be undertaken here. Several works on this topic already 

have been published (Ford 1969; Wauchope 1950; Sorenson 1955; and 

Meggars and Evans 1966). I would suggest that many similarities 

found on ceramics the world over are the result of working with a 

plastic medium that limits the kinds of forms and decoration, rather 

than the result of diffusion. 

Other early pottery from South America includes material 

from Puerto Hormiga, Colombia dated to between 3,100 and 2,500 b.c. 

(Reichel-Dolmatoff 1961 and 1965); Rancho Peludo, Venezuala dated 

to between 2,820 and 445 b.c. (Rouse and Cruxent 1963); the La Gruta 

phase material from Parmana dated to between 2,100 and 1,600 b.c. 

(Roosevelt 1980: 195); and the Monagrillo culture from Parita Bay, 

Panama, dated to 2,140 b.c. (Willey and McGimsey 1954). Many of 

these early South American pottery complexes (with the exception 

of Rancho Peludo), are coeval, share a number of traits and therefore, 

have been described as part of a common tradition (Willey 1971: 273). 

Following chronologically, and with similar features is the Monagrillo 

pottery from Panama. Most of these pottery complexes share with 

the Swasey material an emphasis on simple incising, and often modeling. 



One clear difference, however, is that much of the South American 

material is fiber tempered, while none of the Swasey ceramics is. 

The Pox pottery of Guerrero, and the Purron pottery of the 

Tehuacan Valley make an appearance at a slightly later date than 

the South American ceramic complexes. The Purron Complex dates to 

between 2,300 and 1,500 b.c. and the Pox pottery dates to about 2,500 

b.c. Both are alike in broad terms, and as mentioned previously, 

much cruder than the Swasey material (see MacNeish, Peterson, and 

Flannery 1970; and Brush 1965). 
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After that time period, there is a gap in ceramic developments 

in Mesoamerica, followed by the appearance of Early Formative pottery 

on the Pacific coast of Chiapas and Guatemala. The Barra phase from 

Altamira beginning about 1,700 b.c. (Green and Low~ 1967) bears little 

resemblance to the Swasey ceramics from Cuello. Similarly~ other 

later material from Mesoamerica is notable in its differences from 

the Swasey Complex. (For example: San Lorenzo Tenochtitlan-Ojochi, 

Bajio, and Chicharras Phases (Coe and Diehl 1980); Chiapa de Corzo

Cotorra Phase (Dixon 1959; Lowe and Agrinier 1960); and Tehuantepec

Lagunita Phase (Zeitlan 1976).) 

Within the Maya Lowlands itself, Swasey pottery once again 

stands out as earlier and different from other known ceramic complexes. 

The closest relationship to Swasey pottery comes from Mani, just 

north of the Puuc hills in Yucatan (Brai~erd 1958). Pring's examin

ation of the Becan material discovered half a dozen sherds that belonged 

to the Swasey Complex, and he also identified an early, glossy red 



type at the site of Dzibilchaltun (1977). At Seibal, the earliest 

ceramic complex, the Real Xe, dates to between 900 and 600 b.c., 
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as does the Xe Complex from Altar de Sacrificios. Although slip 

textures and colors are different from the Swasey Complex, the pottery 

from both Altar and Seibal shares with the Cuello material similar 

vessel forms and decorative motifs (see Adams 1971; and Sabloff 1975). 

The earliest material from the site of San Jose in Belize 

is much later than the Swasey phase, though Thompson identified the 

"double cylinder" strap handle (1939). The Jenney Creek pottery 

from Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976), has similarly been dated to a later 

phase and al though the sj. te is not far from CuellJ, it shows little 

similarity of ceramics in the Early Formative. 

More work in the Maya Lowlands is needed to place the Swasey 

pottery firmly within the chronological framework of local ceramic 

developments. 

As Pring originally defined the Swasey Complex, it spanned 

a period of time lasting about 1,000 or more years. Furthermore, 

he states " ••• the complex appears to span a long period of time 

with surprisingly few innovations or developments," (Pring 1977: 

366). After examination of a larger sample, I have been able to 

identify enough ceramic changes to warrant redefining terminal Swasey 

as a new ceramic complex, the Bladen (Figure 4.2). 

The Bladen Complex begins c. 1,500 b.c. and ends about 1,000 

or goO b.c. Once again, monochrome reds dominate the complex (about 

56%). Consejo continues as the monochrome red group, but there is 



WARE GROUP TYPE VARIETY 

Unspecified Copetilla Copetilla Unslipped Gallon Jug 

Rio Nuevo Glossy, Consejo ~onsejo Red' Estrella 
~~:::-:.~><=__ ~rquedier Incised G::ooved Incised 

'. ,·,- .. ,~--Fl.reburn Red on Cream Fl.reburn 
"~'~.~:.', .'·Fireburn Red on Cream Unnamed 

",'. '-'Bomba Red and Unslipped Bomba 
~omba Red and Unslipped Unspecified 

ther Unnamed Bladen 

Machaca Hachaca Black wamil 
~hacalte Incised Yo Creek 

Quamina ~,___ Quamina Cream Quamina 
~~~~~--Tower Hill Red on Cream Tower Hill 
~ --rower Hill Red on Cream Unspecified 

ther Unnamed 
Resist 

Fort George Orange Chicago ~ Chicago Orange Nago Bank 
----Cotton Tree Incised Cotton Tree 

Unspecified Honey Camp ________ Honey Camp Orange-Brown Honey Camp 
Copper Bank Incised Copper Bank 

Figure 4.2. Major Groups of the Bladen Complex. 
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a decrease in the number of vessels with square lips, and direct 

rims. These are replaced with exteriorly thickened rims, and round 

lips. There is also an increase in the number of flaring and outcurv

ing sided vessels. Decoration consists primarily of groove-incising, 

while post-slip incising is apparently no longer in fashion on mono

chrome reds. Modeling and punctation, though still a rare occurence, 

appear core frequently, usually on unslipped vessel exteriors, and 

there is a continuation of the dichrome effect, by leaving one side 

of the vessel with the underslip showing. 

Chicago Orange continues as the next most numerous group 

(24%) as it did in the Swasey Complex. However, orange sherds are 
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now decorated by means of post-slip incising, in combinations of 

horizontal lines and diagonal parallel lines on the exteriors of 

vessels. Incising is sometimes combined with modeling to give the 

appearance of a stylized face. Vessel forms include incurved recurved 

sided dishes and bowls, and medium outcurving or flaring necked jars 

with both direct and thickened rims, and round or square lips. Although 

the "double cylinder" strap handle continues, associated with the 

Chicago Group, it is gradually replaced by a loop handle with incisions 

that in effect mock the "cylinder" strap handles. 

While the black and unslipped groups continue, virtually 

unchanged (although they too exhibit the increased emphasis on round 

lips) two new groups make their appearance in the Bladen Complex. 

The first of these is the Quamina (Cream) Group. Although small 

in number (about 1% of the Bladen Complex), this group consists of 



three types: Quamim Cream, Tower Hill Red on Cream, and Tower Hill 

Red on Cream: Unspecified Resist. Quamina Cream shares similar 

vessel forms to the Coosej 0 Group sherds. Tower Hill Red on Cream 

is characterized by broad bands of red that leave rectangular areas 

of the cream underslip exposed. Tower Hill Red on Cream is largely 

restricted to an incurved recurved sided bowl (almost cuspidor in 

shape) with exteriorly thickened rim, and round lip. 

The second group that makes its appearance in the Bladen 

Canplex is the Hooey Camp (Orange-Brown). This group comprises about 

15% of the Bladen Complex at anyone time. It is marked by an orange 
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to brown surface (the brown apparently caused in some cases by smudging) 

that is so well smoothed that it is difficult to tell if the pottery 

is slipped or not. Decoratioo consists of fine line, post-slip incision 

ln parallel lines on the exterior of vessels. Vessel forms include 

thin walled flaring sided dishes or bowls wi th direct rims, and round 

or square lips, and jar forms that overlap with Chicago Orange. 

Urange-Brown groups have been identifi ed at other si tes in the Maya 

Lowlands (for example see Gifford 1976) as well as in the highlands 

at Chalchuapa (see Sharer 1978; Sharer and Gifford 1970) although 

the Bladen orange-brown occurs on different vessel forms and has 

different decorati oos. The J ooote Orange Brown of both the Tok Canplex 

at Chalchuapa, and the Jenney Creek Canplex at Barton Ramie is usually 

decorated by punctated or impressed fillets 00 out curving necked 

jar forms. 



When examining ceramic complexes elsewhere in Mesoamerica, 

of the same time period as the Bladen, once again one is struck by 

the dissimilarities rather than the similarities. Modally the Bladen 

Complex bears some resemblances to the Jenney Creek Complex at Barton 

Ramie (Gifford 1976); the Eb Complex at Tikal (Culbert, p.c. 1981); 

the Xe Complex at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971); the Real Xe 
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Complex at Seibal (Sabloff 1975); the Bolay Complex at Colha (Kosakowsky 

and Valdez, Jr. 1982); and has tentatively been placed within the 

Xe ceramic sphere. 

While relationships between the Bladen Complex and other 

terminal Early Formative ceramic complexes are unclear, it is abundantly 

clear that the Bladen leads directly into the succeeding Lopez Complex 

at Cuello, both stratigraphiclly as well as typologically. 

As Pring discovered (1977), the Lopez Complex is perhaps 

the most difficult to identify because of its stratigraphic position 

sandwiched between Swasey, Bladen and the Late Formative material, 

thus providing few temporally unmixed deposits. The Lopex Complex 

dates to between c. 900 b.c. and c. 400 b.c. (Figure 4.3). 

In the Lopex Complex, monochrome red pottery of the Joventud 

Group continues to be dominant, comprising about 75% of the complex 

at anyone time. The Joventud Group is characterized by a thick, 

soft, and markedly waxy, non-glossy slip. The color is fairly consistent 

(dark red) with a tendency to fire-crackling and crazing rather than 

clouding. Outcurving sided dishes with direct rims and round lips 

are the most numerous and the group is marked by the presence, in 



WARE GROUP TYPE VARIETY 

Uaxactun Unslipped---Achiotes Richardson Peak Unslipped Unspecified 

Flores Wax~ JOVentud~JOVentud Red Palmasito 
Guitara Incised Grooved Incised 

_ Desvario Chamfered Desvario 
Dther Unnamed 

\ \ -~" 
\\\ "Chunhinta ---=___ Chunhinta Black Chunhinta 

~eprecio Incised Grooved Incised 

\

Pital =___ Pital Cream Unspecified 
------ ------Paso Dante Incised- Unspecified 

uxanal """'_ Muxanal Red on Cream Lazaro - ---Muxanal Red on Cream Unnamed 

Fort George Otange---Chicago Chicago Orange Warrie Camp 

Figure 4.3. Major Groups of the Lopez Complex. 
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small quantities, of thin-walled tecomates and bottles. Almost all 

the decoration is in the form of pre-slip groove incising, especially 

around the rim on the interior of outcurving dishes. The "double

line break" motif is very common. Chamfering. impressing, punctating, 

and modeling are also present in small numbers. 

The black group, Chunhinta, and the cream group, Pital, follow 

the J ovent ud Group closely in terms of vessel forms and decoration. 

A third group, Muxanal, is similar in form and incised decoration, 

however, it is additionally decorated by means of a red on cream 

slip. An underslip that is cream or white in color, is covered by 

a red slip on the exterior surface that consists of dots, circles 

or vertical bands, while the interior is a solid red. This decoration 

occurs on both outcurving sided dishes and the upper portions of 

medial angle ves.3els. 

The two remaining groups, Achiotes (unslipped) and Chicago 

(orange) have similar vessel forms but are easily distinguishable 

from one another. Chicago Orange continues in the Lopez Complex, 

though it is no longer decorated, and is usually restricted to jar 

forms. The "double cylinder" strap handle is replaced by simple 
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l~op handles. Richardson Peak Unslipped in the Achiotes Group is 

similarly largely restricted to jar forms, but they tend to be thicker 

than Chicago Orange, have a coarse paste and a rough unslipped exterior. 

Pring originally identified a buff group, Machiquila, as 

well as same minor types (1977). I have chosen to drop these from 



the typology because the sample of these types is too small to warrant 

their inclusion. 

Once again, ceramic complexes fr~m areas outside the Maya 

Lowlands, that are chronologically equivalent to the Lopex Complex, 

show some modal similarities. The "double-line break" motif appears 

at sites in the highlands of Salvador and the Gulf Coast Lowlands. 
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The Cuadros, Jocotal, and Conchas phase ceramics from Coastal Guatemala, 

1,000-300 b.c. (Coe and Flannery 1967); the Dili phase ceramics from 

Chiapa de Corzo 850-600 b.c., (Green and Lowe 1967); the Nacaste 

phase ceramics from San Lorenzo Tenochtitilan 900-700 b.c. (Coe and 

Diehl 1980); and the Tok, Colos, Kal, and Chul phase ceramics from 

Chalchuapa, 1,200-300 b.c. (Sharer 1978) all overlap modally with 

the Lopex Complex at Cuello. 

Within the Maya Lowlands, the ceramic picture continues to 

be somewhat confusing. The Lopex Complex falls securely within the 

Mamom sphere, although the dates from Cuello are a bit earlier than 

other Lowland sites, and some markers of the Mamom horizon are absent 

at Cuello, such as Mars Orange and Palma Daub. Clearly, the Lopez 

Complex shares traits with the Mamom at Uaxactun (Smith 1955); San 

Felix at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971); Escoba at Seibal (Sabloff 

1975); late Eb at Tikal (Culbert p.c., 1981); late Jenney Creek at 

Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976); Acachen at Becan (Ball 1977); Ah Pam 

and Yancotil at Yaxha-3acnab (Rice 1979); and the early Chiwa from 

Colha (Adams and Valdez, Jr. 1980). (For a more complete discussion 

of these relationships, see Pring 1977.) 



Thus, the Middle Formative period, approximately 900 b.c. 

to 400 b.c. is clearly an important on& for understanding processes 

of culture change in the Maya Lowlands. Unlike Cuello, most sites 

in the area have ceramic sequences that begin during this time period, 

and therefore many researchers have been concerned with the origins 

of Maya ceramics in the Lowlands. It is not within the scope of 
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this study to discuss whether or not ceramic production is indigenous 

to the Maya Lowlands, or if it came from one or multiple areas outside 

the Lowlands. Traditionally these discussions are based upon weak 

modal similarities of Early and Middle Formative ceramics from the 

Lowlands to ceramics from other areas. Instead, suffice it to say, 

that the Middle Formative is a period during which there is some 

apparent progress toward ceramic homogeneity in the Maya Lowlands, 

although regionalization is still rampant. In fact, Ball has suggested 

that the Middle Formative represents a period of time when dispersed 

groups were gradually filling in the geographical gaps in the Lowland 

area (1977a). 

The Late 'Formative at Cuello begins at about 400 b.c. with 

the Cocos Complex (Figure 4.4) and ends c. a.d. 250. Although the 

preceding period, the Middle Formative, is characterized by few known 

northern Belize sites with Mamom sphere ceramics, the Late Formative 

represents a change; almost every known site has Chicanel sphere 

pottery, and furthermore these ceramics are virtually the same from 

site to site. 



WARE GROUP TYPE VARIETY 

Uaxactun UnsliPped~Paila Richardson Peak 
~ Unslipped--------------------~Unspecified 

Sapote Sapote Striated----------------~Unspecified 

Paso Caballo Wax~ Sierr~, . Sierra Red Ahuacan 
~:,- -Ahchab Red on Buff Unnamed 

" ''--, "ierra Red Sierra 
'~,~:\, '-. \~ ~'" "~ierra Red Big Pond 
~~;~ ociety Hall Red Society Hall 
~)~~,\, " . Society Hall Red Bound to Shine 

\'\'~ \\\ . Society Hall Unnamed Dichrome 
\\\~\ aguna Verde Incised Grooved Incised 
\>~> a~una Verde Incised Laguna Verde 
~\\\Largatos Punctated Lagartos 

\\'\ \, ,'.Repollo Impressed Repollo 
~ Union Appliqued Unspecified 
\ ~ \ Puletan Red and Unslipped Puletan 
\ ", Puletan Red and Unslipped Unspecified 

\ ~ "other Unnamed 

\ olvera- Polvero Black Polvero 
\ ~echugal Incised Grooved Incised 

\ lor Flor Cream Unspecified 
\ 
1 

I\Matamore MatamOl-e Dichrome Matamore 

Escobal Escobal Red on Buff Unspecified 

Fort George Orange- Chicago ~Chicago Orange Chucun 
Chicago Orange Black Rimmed Chucun 

Figure 4.4. Major Groups of the Cocos Complex. 
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At Cuello, the Cocos Canplex is marked by the domimnce of 

the monochrane red group, as in earlier ceramic complexes. The Sierra 

(red) Group contains a wide number of types and varieties, and the 

changes in the distribution of these types through time suggests 

that there are three facets to the Cocos Complex. 

In the earliest facet, the red group is dominated by the 

presence of Sierra Red: Ahuacan variety and Ahchab Red on Buff, 

two types originally identified by Culbert at Tikal (p.c. 1981). 

The domimntvessel form is a flat based, outcurving or flaring sided 

dish or bowl with direct rim and round lip. Society Hall Red, charac

terized by a thin slip wi th streaky horizontal markings, makes its 

appearance in the early facet. The red group is decorated by a wide 

range of techniques, including groove-incising, punctatioo, applique, 

impressing, and modeling. 

The black group, Pol vero, and the cream group, Flor I follow 

the monochrane red in terms of vess el form, though seem to lack the 

wide variety of decorative tectmiques. The fiml maj or mcnochrome 
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type is Chicago Orange, which is similar to the orange of the preceding 

complexes, though occurs on thicker walled vessels and is marked 

by the addi tion of a black-riImled variety. The orange shares a nunber 

of vessel forms with the unslipped type, Richardson Peak, though 

the latter is rougher in sur·face texture. 

The middle facet of the Cocos Cooplex is marked by 1~he appear

ance of Sierra Red: Sierra variety, and an increased emphasis on 

l'ound sided bowls, flaring sided dishes and bowls with intepiorly 



folded rims, and medial angle vessels. Secondarily, these forms 

are decorated with flanges, or ridges placed near the medial break 
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or lip of the vessel. In general, however, flanges are not particularly 

popular until later in the complex, and even then are small in number. 

Sierra Red: Big Pond variety a glossy version of Sierra Red, also 

appears in the middle facet. The other monochrome groups are virtually 

unchanged in this middle facet, although they too exhibit an increase 

in the numbers of new vessel forms in accordance with the Sierra 

Group. 

A new dichrome group, Matamore, also appears in the middle 

facet of the Cocos Complex. The dichrome effect is achieved by slip

ping one side of the vessel red, and the other a black, or more commonly 

buff color. Pring (1977) felt that although this effect may have 

been caused by fire-cloudtng, that it was a deliberate decoration 

and defined a new group. Based upon a larger sample size, I am in 

agreement with Pring. 

The latest facet of the Cocos Complex is marked by the addition 

of ~'ellowish and brownish varieties of Society Hall Red, and the 

use of the "streaky" technique on Society Hall to create intentional 

dichromes and trichromes. In addition, Sapote Striated, in the Sapote 

Group, puts in a weak appearance. 

Originally the Cocos Complex was divided by Pring into two 

facets (1977): an early longer facet followed by a shorter one marked 

by the appearance of Sierra Red: Xaibe variety (now called Society 

Hall Red), as well as a greater percentage of medial angle and flanged 



vessels. However, a larger sample size from Cuello, suggests the 

new interpretation, as stated above, dividing the Cocos Complex into 

three facets. 
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There is a great deal of ceramic evidence from the Late Formative 

period in Mesoamerica outside the Maya Lowlands. Indeed, the amount 

of material is so vast that I will not undertake a discussion here, 

although similarities among specific types of ceramics will be discussed 

in the ceramic type descriptions that follow. (For a complete discussion 

on inter-regional Late Formative ceramic ties, see Pring 1977:396-

410.) 

Within the Maya Lowlands, the Cocos Complex from Cuello falls 

securely within the Chicanel Ceramic Sphere. During the early part 

of the Late Formative the Cuello ceramics share similar features 

with: the Chicanel Complex from Uaxactun (Smith 1955); the Chuen 

and Cauac Complexes from Tikal (Culbert, p.c. 1981); the Cantutse 

Complex from Seibal (Sabloff 1975); late Plancha and Salinas Complexes 

from Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971); the Barton Creek and Mount 

Hope Complexes from Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976); the Pakluum Complex 

from Becan (1977); the Ixtabai and C'oh Complexes from Cerros (Robertson

Freidel 1981); and the Blossom Bank Complex from Colha (Adams and 

Valdez, Jr. 1980). In addition, Chicanel pottery from Santa Rita, 

Nohmul, San Estevan, El Pozito, and Lamanai, all in northern Belize, 

is very similar to the Cocos Complex materi2l, at least in the early 

and middle facets. 
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Certain features found on the pottery from these other sites 

are not found on the Cuello pottery in any great numbers. For example, 

while the flange is a relatively important decorative feature on 

the Chicanel pottery from Uaxactun (Smith 1955), it is virtually 

absent from the Cuello ceramics. However, in general, the Chicanel 

sphere marks a time of increasing cultural homogeneity throughout 

the Maya Lowlands. 

Toward the end of the Late Formative there is a divergence 

in the apparent ceramic homogeneity, with different sites heralding 

the beginnings of the Classic Period in different ways. At Cuello, 

while there is evidence that new forms, and advances in slip control 

and firing were introduced and utilized along side the more traditional 

Formati ve pottery, there is an apparent absence of "Floral Park" 

related features. The markers of the Floral Park Ceramic Sphere: 

the Usulatan style of decoration with its resist painted, parallel 

wavy lines, and mammiform tetrapod supports are present in fairly 

large numbers at other northern Belize sites such as Cerros, Lamanai, 

Nohmul, Barton Ramie, and CoIba (a major lithic manufacturing and 

exporting center). It seems likely that during this Late Formative 

period of expansion, populatior. growth, and increased communication, 

particularly in the Peten Core of the Maya Lowlands, these northern 

Belize sites that were located on nodal river and trade networks 

would exhibit close ceramic ties and Floral Park ceramics, while 

bypassing Cuello, a minor center (see Pring 1977, for a complate 

discussion of the Floral Park Sphere). During the final facet of 



the Cocos Complex at Cuello, the ceramics continue to be fairly tradi

tional with only conservative changes in vessel form and decoration. 

The transition from the Formative period to the Classic period at 

Cuello at about A.D. 250, does not appear to be very dramatiC, at 

least in terms of the ceramics. 

4.2. Definition of Terms Used in Ceramic Typo10gZ 

In order to provide the greatest comparability among ceramic 

research from site to site in the Maya Lowlands, I have tried to 
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follow the format of type: variety descriptions used by the researchers 

that have preceded me. In particular, I have utilized Sabloff's 

Seiba1 format and definitions (Figure 4.5) whenever possible (Sabloff 

1975) • 

TYPE: Name 

VARIETY: The principles of the type: variety syst.em have been 

utilized to name types and varieties (Smith, Willey, and Gifford 

1960). In accordance with Pring, actual names are taken from villages 

and towns in northern Belize (Pring 1977). In general, Pring adopted 

a narrow meaning for the variety and identified new varietal names 

for the Cuello types, as local variants of wider spread types. However, 

he also used such names as Sierra Red: Sierra variety for the Cuello 

monochrome type since it is indistinguishable from other Late Formative 

monochrome reds (see Pring 1977). I have followed Pring in this 

so that our work may be comparable. 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: This section 1j.sts the first 

establishment of the type or variety according to priority of 



Type: 

Variety: 

Established as a Type 
or Variety: 

Group: 

Ware: 

Complex: 

Sphere Affiliation: 

Frequency: 

Illustrations: 

Principal Identifying Attributes: 

Paste, Temper and Firing: 

Surface Finish and Decoration: 

Forms: 

Appendages: 

Intra-site Distribution: 

Inter-site Distribution: 

Figure 4.5. Standardized type: variety description 
format. 
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publicatioo. When the Cuello type follows previously identified 

material in chronological or areal extent, then it is included in 

the already established type. If not, a new variety is created. 

If the sample size is too small to warrant identification as a new 

type, it is included within the major type of each group, or within 

an unnamed context of the group. This section also indicates the 

numbers of sherds used to define the type by both Pring (1977) and 
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me. Only rim sherds and appendages are used in the current description. 

GROUP: All types are incorporated into groups which have the 

greatest significance for broad regional comparisons. 

WARE: Wares are broadly defined on technological similari ty. 

Pring (1977) originally identified two new northern Belize wares 

for the Swasey Complex, Belize Glossy and Corozal Orange, now called 

Rio Nuevo Glossy and Fort George Orange, respectively. 

COWlliX: Definitioo of ceramic complexes follows the format 

of the type: variety system (Willey, Culbert, and Adams 1967). 

Individual names were chosen by Pring (1977) from stretches of water 

in northern Belize, and I have followed his example in naming the 

Bladen Complex. 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Broad regiooal associatirns amoog ceramic 

complexes are identified by tying the complex into a ceramic sphere. 

Where informati 00 from si tes other than Cuello is lacking, or in 

preparation, I have tentatively identified sphere affiliation (such 

as "Swasey?"). 

FREWENCY: The frequency of each type wi thin the entire complex 

is listed as a percentage. 



ILLUSTRATIOOS: The illustrations in this work are at ! original 

scale for whole vessels and full scale for sherd material unless 

otherwise noted on the illustratioo. The conventicns for slip color 

that were established by Smith for Uaxactun (1955) have been used 

for the Cuello ceramics (see Figure 4.6). 

PRINCIP AL IIENI'IFYING ATTRIBurES: Following the lead of Sa bloff 

(1975) those attributes that most clearly identify the types are 

listed • 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Examimtioo of the paste texture, 

color, firing, and size of inclusions was made. This included both 

macroscopic examimtioo as well as the use of a 10X hand lens. For 

types where the sample size was only 30 sherds or less, all sherds 

were examirnd for these features. For types that consisted of a 

larger sample size, approximately 30% of the sample was examined. 

In acccordance wi th Pring (1977) dilute HCl was used to determine 

the presence of carbonate inclusions. The Munsell color of unslipped 

sherds was also determined. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEOORATION: This sectioo includes descriptioos 

of the surface finish, color, and the nature of the decoration if 

present. Munsell colors are used to describe the surface. Munsell 

colors were taken on a 100% sample size for Swasey and Bladen, and 

30% of each type of the Lopez and Cocos complexes which are better 
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known from other sites. The Munsell color was determined under floures

cent lie,bts in a laboratory si tlBti (Xl. 



(a) (b) (c) 

1---------------:: = 

(d) (e) (f) 

." " 

(g) (h) (i) 

Figure 4.6. Key to Color Symhols in Illust~ations. 

a) red, b) orange, c) huff, 
d) gray, e) bro"to."'11 , f) purple, 
g) unslipped, h) cream or white, i) black 
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FORM: This section follows closely the terms used by Sabloff 

(1975). Diameters are measured from outer edge to outer edge. Vessel 

thiclmess is the average thickness, avoiding any extremes on the 

surface of the vessel. Again approximately 30% of types with a large 

sample size were measured, while all sherds of types with smaller 

sample sizes were measured, unless the size of the sherd was too 

small to get an accurate measure. 
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INTRA-SITE DISTRIBlJI'ION: This section describes the excavation 

location for the distribution of the type. For the current description 

this location is restricted to either the north or south square excava

tion areas from Platform 34. If the distribution of the type changes 

through time, this is also indicated. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBlJI'ION: This section describes comparative 

material from other si tes in the Maya Lowlands, where published reports 

are available, or personal examination of the material has been made. 

I have exami ned type coll ecti ens from the si tes of T ikal, Sei bal , 

Altar de Sacrificios, Barton Ramie, Santa Rita, Uaxactun, Colha, 

and Cerros. In addition I have examined all the ceramics excavated 

from northern Belize sites that are currently housed in the Department 

of Archaeology of the government of Belize, in Belmopan, Belize. 

In general, initial sorting of ceramics was done on the basis 

of gross surface characteristics. Although the 1980 excavations 

produced approximately 120,000 sherds, only half of these are rims 

and have been used in the descriptions. Where sorting problems arose, 

they have been described for each type. 



CHAPTER '5 

THE SWASEY COMPLEX 

5.1. Introduction 

The Swasey Compex, as mentioned previously, spans a period 

of time from about 2,000 b.c. to about 1,000 b.c. Total sample size 

from temporally pure Swasey levels is 365 rim sherds. The complex 

is composed of 4 major ceramic groups and 10 types (see Figure 4.1), 

These groups and their relative frequencies are: 

Group Frequency 

Consejo Group 57.8% 

Machaca Group 2.2% 

Chicago Group 29.3% 

Copetilla Group 10.7% 

Accordingly, 89.3% of the Swasey Complex is slipped, as Copetilla 

is the only unslipped group. Of the slipped pottery, approximately 

23.7% is decorated in some fashion; either by means of incising (4.6%), 

groove incising (3.3%), dichrome slips (15.3%), or other means such 

as one or two examples of modeling, punctation, and black smudging. 

In addition, the unslipped pottery is occasionally decorated with 

pattern burnishing (2.2%). 

The Swasey Complex was defined by Pring (1977), and the present 

work which redefines it as stratigraphically sandwiched between bedrock 

and the succeeding Bladen Complex of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 
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20/35 or the "south square" excavations of Platform 3LI. It thus 

comprises the first half of the Early Formative and a new ceramic 

sphere, Swasey, has been tentatively defined since this material 

has been found at a number of sites in northern Belize. 

5.2. TyPe descriptions of the Swasey Complex 

TYPE NAME: Copetilla Unslipped 

VARIETY: Copetilla 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. 

Pring's description based on 400 sherds that included 75 

rims or forms. Current sample and description based on 31 

rim sherds. 

GROUP: Copetilla 

WARE: Unspecified 

COMPLEX: Swasey 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Swasey? 

FREQUENCY: 8.5% of the Swasey Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 5.1 

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Jar forms with thickened rims and square lips. 

2) Bottle forms. 

3) Smoothed surfaces. 

4) Wide range of surface colors (see below). 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: In accordance with Pring, there is 

a wide range of paste color' and texture. Paste color ranges 

from dark gray (5YR 4/1) through light gray (5YR 6/1), reddish 
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Figure 5.1. COPETILLA GROUP 

Copeti11a Unstipped: 
Copeti11a variety 
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browns (5YR 6/3-6/6), pink (5YR 7/1-7/6), (7.5YR 7/4), to 

pale brown (10YR 7/2-7/4). The colors center on 5YR 7/4, 

pink, and 7/5YR 7/4, pink, with 43% of the type comprising 

those two Munsell colors. In color this type overlaps with 

Chicago Orange, and in cases where the slip is well smoothed, 

these two types are often difficult to differentiate. The 

paste is almost always oxidized throughout (90%) although 

a few sherds possess a darker core. Paste texture ranges 

from fine-grained to medium, and coarse-grained, and most 

sherds have carbonate inclusions. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: The wide range in surface colors 

is a reflection of the wide range in paste colors indicated 

originally by Pring (1977). Fire clouding on the surfaces 
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is common. Surfaces are usually well-smoothed, causing confusion 

between this type and Chicago Orange, as stated above. A 

conscious attempt was made not to inflate the size of this 

category with slip-eroded sherds, however the uncertainty 

exists that some slip-eroded shehls were included mistakenly. 

In accordance with Pring (1977), the ware for this group 

has been left unspecified, since the current sample size 

is too small to suggest ware affiliations. 

FORMS: 1) Short to medium flaring and vertical necked jars 

wi th exter.i.orly and interiorly thickened rims and square 

lips (28.6%); Diameter: 12-30 cmSi Thickness: .5-1.8 cms 

(taken at medial point of neck); Neck height: 1.0-3.8 cms. 



2) Medium to high flaring, vertical, and slightly outcurving 

necked jars with direct rims and round or square lips (28.6%); 

Diameter: 20-25 ems; Thickness: .501.2 cms; Neck Height: 

2.8-5.0 cms. 

3) Vertioal or slightly taper'ed bottle with exteriorly folded 

rim and pointed or bevelled-out lip (14.3%); Diameter: 2.2-

3.2 cms; Thickness: .5-1.8 ems. 

4) Vertical or slightly flaring sided dish or bowl with 

direct rim and round or square lip (10.7%); Diameter: 15-

30 cms; Thickness: .5-1.0 cms. 

5) Incurving recurving sided dish or bowl with direct or 

thickened rim and round lip (7.1%); Diameter: 12-30 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

6) Incurving sided bowl with restricted orifice, thickened 

rim, and round lip (7.1%); Diameter: 15-20 ems; Thickness: 

.5 cm. 

7) Outcurving sided dish or bowl with thickened rim, and 

square lip (3.6%); Diameter: 20 cms; Thickness: .7 cm. 

APPENDAGES: Handles: Three handles were found of this type. 
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Two are double cylinder strap handles, while one is a quadruple 

cylinder strap handle. This style of handle, diagnostic 

of the Swa~ey Complex material, and perhaps continuing into 

the Bladen complex, is made of two or sometimes three or 

four cylinders of clay joined together on the same plane 

and then attached to the surface of the vessel. The attachment 



of the handle is crude, with the upper part usually attached 

to the rim, and the lower to the neck/body juncture. The 

cylinders usually form a straight handle, though in the case 

of the quadruple cylinder handle they are curved. 
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INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Swasey phase material in the lower levels 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the IIsouth 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout ihe 

Swasey ceramic complex without any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: Pring (1977) has identified the presence 

of this type at the sites of EI Pozito, San Estevan, Nohmul, 

and Santa Rita in northern Belize. However, there appears 

to be little resemblance between this type and other unslipped 

types in the Maya Lowlands. It has a distinctly different 

surface finish from the major unslipped ware, Achiotes Unslipped, 

at Seibal and Altar de Sacrificios (Sabloff' 1975; Adams 1971). 

The double cylinder handle is depicted on unslipped storage 

jars from San Jose in the San Jose I period (Thompson, 1939; 

Figure 221) and at Uaxactun on unslipped types in Period 

Ia (Ricketson and Ricketson, 1937; Figure 152d), however, 

the Swasey material predates both these examples. The square 

lipped jar form seems rare from other sites. Pring (1977) 

has suggested that similar forms occur at Tres Zapotes, and 

Alta Mira, however the similarities are faint at best. For 

distribution of the bottle form, see the Inter-site distribution 

section for Yotolin Pattern Burnished. 



TYPE NAME: Yotolin Pattern Burnished 

VARIETY: Unspecified 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Brainerd 1958, named in Smi th 

1971. Pring's description based on 26 body sherds (1977). 

Current sample and description based on 8 body sherds, and 

one rim sherd. 

GROUP: Copetilla 

WARE: Unspecified 

COMPLEX: Swasey 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Swasey? 

FREQUENCY: 2.2% of the Swasey Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 5.2 

PRINCIP AL IDENI'IFYING ATTRIBl1rES: 

1) Unslipped, smoothed surfaces. 

2) Pattern burnishing consisting of thin lines or cross 

hatching. 

3) Bottle or jar forms. 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color is slightly less restricted 

in range than Copetilla Unslipped, centering on 10R 6/1, 

6/2, light gray and light brownish gray, with the burnishing 

resulting in a slighter darker color, 10R 4/1, 4/2, dark 

gray and dark brownish gray. The paste shows differential 

firing, with the outer surface usually a darker color than 

the inner. Paste texture ranges from fine, to medium, to 
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Figure 5.2. COPETILLA GROUP 

Yotolin Pattern Burnished: 
Unspecified variety 



coarse grained. All sherds have carbonate inclusions, while 

a few have orushed mica. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Surface color is in accordance 

with paste color, as described above. The entire surface 
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of the pot is well smoothed, and decoration consists of thin 

banding (2 examples) or more commonly triangular or rectangular 

areas of cross-hatching (7 examples) with alternate areas 

left unburnished to form a checkerboard effect. The width 

of the burnishing marks is fine, about .2 em wide. 

FORM: The one rim sherd belongs to that of a bottle with an 

exteriorly folded rim and pointed lip. The neck of the bottle 

is undecorated suggesting that some sherds of this type may 

have been sorted with the unslipped type. Decoration begins 

on the neck body juncture. The body sherds from this sample, 

in agreement with Pring (1977) are of a curvature and thickness 

to suggest jar or bottle forms. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUrrON: The type is defined on the basis of 

the Swasey phase material in the lower levels of grid squares 

20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the south square excavations. 

The sample size is too small to hazard any suggestions about 

changes throughout the complex, although it seems to be most 

numerous in the lowest levels. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: Brainerd (1958) discovered pattern 

burnished pottery at Mani, Yucatan, that belonged to a then 



previously unknown ceramic horizon. The decorative technique 

and even the pattern is similar to the material at Cuello 

(see Brainerd 1958; Figure 30c). The similarities are strong 

enough to warrant inclusion of the Cuello material in this 

type. The only vessel form that Brainerd identifies is the 

bottle, also in line with the Cuello evidence, although there 

may be more forms belonging to this type at Cuello. 

Coe and Diehl (1980) mention lattice work burnishing 
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in the Otochi complex at San Lorenzo (1450-1350 b.c.). Meggars, 

Evans, and Estrada identify a pottery type known as Machalilla 

Burnished Line in coastal Ecuador that is modally similar 

(1965: 122). Pattern burnishing may also occur during the 

Monte Alban I phase at Monte Alban (Sorenson 1955: 49). 

However, with the possible eJ{ception of the material at Mani, 

the Cuello material predates the other examples of pattern 

burnishing in Mesoamerica. 

Brainerd had suggested that the bottle shape and pattern 

burnishing belonged to a then unknown Early Formative horizon 

in the Yucatan (1958). Brainerd's placement of pattern burnishing~ 

as well as the bottle shape, in the Early Formative has since 

been corroborated by Ball's work at Becan (1977) and the 

Cuello excavations. For a more complete discussion of the 

inter-site distribution of Yotolin Pattern Burnished, see 

Pring (1977). 



TYPE NAM!:: Coosejo Roo 

VARIETY: Consejo 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's descriptioo 

based on about 450 sherds, including 100 rims or forms. 

Current sample and descriptioo basa::l. on 125 rim sherds. 

GRO UP: Cons ej 0 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

ClJr-PLEX: Swasey 

SP l:IlH(~ AFl"IL!AT ION: S was ey? 

FREQLENCY: 24.2% of the Swasey Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIOOS: Figure 5.3 

PRIN ClF AL IIENI'IFYING ATTRIB urES: 

1) Lustrous to glossy bright red slip. 

2) Well smoothed surfaces with a thin white or buff underslip 

or wash. 

3) Incurved, recurved sided bowls or dishes wi th direct 

rims. 

4) Vertical sided bowls or dishes wi th direct rims. 

5) A high percentage of direct rims have square lips. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color ranges from dark brown 

and gray to a light colored buff, orange, and pink. Differential 

firing is almoot always the case, with dark gray or black 

cores. All sherds have carbonate inclusions, and range in 

texture from fire to ma::l.ium graired. 
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Figure 5.3. CONSEJO GROUP 

Consejo Red: Consejo variety 



SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: The type is characterized by 

a glossy red slip over a creamy-white or pale buff or orange 

underslip or wash. The undel"'slip is very thin and at times 

it is difficult to detect its presence. The surface of the 

vessel is generally so well-smoothed, that in some cases 

it may give the appearance of an underslip where in fact 
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there is none. Pring (1977) originally identified two monochrome 

red types, Ramgoat Red and Consejo Red, the former lacking 

the underslip present in the latter. After further examination 

of the material, it appears that this distinction is spurious, 

and almost impossible to identify. All Swasey monochrome 

red sherds from Cuello have been placed in the Consejo group. 

Consejo Red is homogeneous in color, centering on 10R 

4/8, red (60%), with the rest of the type ranging from 10R 

5/8, red to 2.5YR 4/8 and 5/8, red. Brush marks are visible 

on some sherds suggesting the giossiness of this type is 

due to the slip rather than from burnishing, and to the smoothness 

of the surfaces of the vessels to which the slip is applied. 

The slip weathers in a characteristic fashion, eroding 

rather than flaking. Another characteristic of this type 

is the presence of tiny white rootlet marks leaving the white 

underslip visible. Fire clouding occurs but is rare. 

FORMS: 1) Incurved recurved sided dish or bowl with direct 

or slightly exteriorly folded rim, and round or square lip 

(31.6%); Diameter: 20-35 ems; Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 



2) Vertical or sligntly flaring sided dish or bowl with 

direct rim, and round or square lip (21%). Most bases are 

flat. Diameter: 15-40 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

3) Slightly outcurving sided dish or plate with direct or 

exteriorly folded rim, and round lip (17.5%); Diameter: 

28-45 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 em. 

4) Incurving sided bowl or dish with restricted orifice, 

direct or interiorly folded rim, and roucd or pointed lip 

(12.3%); Diameter: 10-25 cms; Thickness: .4-.8 cm. 
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5) Incurving sided bowl with short vertical neck or collar, 

direct rim, and round lip (7.9%); Diameter: 18-30 cms; Thickness: 

.4-.75 em. 

6) Flaring sided dish with direct or sligntly exteriorly 

thickened rim, and round or square lip (5.3%). Bases are 

generally flat; Diameter: 15-40 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 

7) Medium, flaring or outcurving, necked jar with exteriorly 

folded or direct rim, and r'ound lip (2.6%); Diameter: 10-

18 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm; Neck Height: .8-2.5 cms. 

8) Slightly tapered bottle neck with exteriorly folded rim, 

and round or pointed lip (1.8%); Diameter: 3.2-3.7 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.7 cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Swasey phase material in the lower levels 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 



square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Swasey phase with an apparent increase in round lips at the 

expense of square lips. The type continues into the following 

Bladen Complex demonstrating continuity, although later in 

time it becomes more consistent in color (a dark vermillion). 

INTER-3ITE DISTRIBUTION: The type has been identified by Pring 

(1977) at San Estevan, Nohmul, Santa Rita, and El Pozito 

in northern Belize. I have examined material from the site 

of Colha and identified small amounts of this type from that 

site (Kosakowsky and Valdez, Jr. 1982). 

Pring's examination of the material from Becan showed 

that there were small quantities of this type as far north 

as the Yucatan (1977: 106). 

Similar early material is lacking from other sites. 
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At Altar de Sacrificios, the Xe Complex monochrome red, Abelino, 

is thin slipped over a buff undersurface, and while it is 

distinctly more glossy than the later Mamom material it is 

not as glossy as Consejo Red, and tends to be lighter in 

color (Adams 1971). The early monochrome red from the Real 

Xe Complex at Seibal is obviously similar to the Abelino 

Red from Altar de Sacrificios. At Dzibilchaltun the monochrome 

reds from the Nabanche Complex also tend to be glossier than 

the later Formative material, but otherwise have little similarity 

to Consejo Red. 



There is some similari ty in vessel form to the Real Xe 

material at Seibal (Sabloff 1975) and the Xe material f,~om 

Altar de Sacrificioo (Adams 1971). 

TYPE NAr-E: Backlanding Incised 

VARIETY: Backlanding 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Established as a type Pring 

1977. Established as a variety, present work. Current sample 

and descriptioo based on 13 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Consejo 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

COMl LE X: Swasey 

SPH8RE AFFILIATION: Swasey? 

FREQlENCY: 3.6% of the Swasey Complex 

ILL LSTRAT IooS: Figure 5.4 

PRIN CIP AL I lENTIFYING ATI'RIB IJI'ES: 

1) Glossy red slip, same as Consejo Roo. 

2) Shallow post-slip incising in a variety of designs over 

the exteriors of vessels. 

3) Vertical to slightly flaring sided dishes or bowls with 

di re ct rims. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Consejo Red: Coosejo variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IE CO RAT I 00: Slip characteristics are the 

same as Coosejo Roo: Coosejo variety. Decoration consists 

of post-slip fine line inCising in the form of one or two 
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Figure 5.4. CONSEJO GROUP 

Backlanding Incised: 
Backlanding variety 

III 



shallow horizontal grooves below the rim on the exterior 

of vessels, or more elaborate designs on the exterior. The 

designs are usually geometric, though occasionally appear 

to ~ake the form of elaborate doodling. 

FORM:): 1) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or dish with 

direct, or occasionally exteriorly everted rim, and square 

or round lip (']3.3%); Diameter: 15-38 cms; Thickness: .5-

.9 cm. 

2) Incurved recurved sided dish or bowl with direct rim, 
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and round or square lip (25%); Diameter: 20-28 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.75 cm. 

3) Outcurving sided bowl with direct or slightly interiorly 

thickened rim, and round or square lip (25%); Diameter: 

15-36 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 cm. 

4) Incurving sided bowl or dish with a generally unrestricted 

orifice, direct or interiorly thickened rim, and round or 

square lip (16.7%); Diameter: 15-25 cms; Thickness: .5-

.7 em. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIB ur ION : See Consejo Red: Consejo variety. 

Tends to be most numerous in the earlier levels. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurION: For general relationships, see Consejo 

Red: Consejo variety. It is not known whether this particular 

variety of Backlanding Incised is found at other sites in 

northern Belize, although the other variety, Backlanding 



Incised: Grooved Incised variety, has been identified. 

Post-slip incising has been identified on the monochrane 

red sherds from the Xe Canplex at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 

1971) and the Real Canplex at Seibal (Sabloff 1975) and bears 

sane similarity. However, the incised ty~e at both these 

sites, Pico de Oro InCised, is later in date than the Swasey 

Canplex. 

TYPE NAMi:: Backlanding Incised 

VARIE:l'Y: Grooved-Incised 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's descripticn 

based on 25 sherds and 3 whole vessels. Current sample and 

descripticn based on 12 l'im sherds. 

GROUP: Consejo 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

roM'LEX: Swasey 

SPHERE AFFILIAT100 : Swasey? 

FREQlENCY: 3.3% of the Swasey COOlplex 

ILL US T RA'i' IooS : Figure 5.5 

PRINCIPAL IlENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Glossy red slip, same as Coosejo Red. 

2) Shallow, pre-slip, groove-incising around the exterior 

of vessels. 

3) Incurved recurved sided dishes and bowls wi th direct 

rims. 
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Figure 5.5. CONSEJO GROUP 

Back1anding Incised: 
Grooved Incised variety 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Consejo Red: Consejo variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Slip characteristics are the 

same as Consejo Red: Consejo variety. Decoration is by 

means of pre-slip groove incising that is cut in narrow horizontal 

channels, usually around the exterior of the vessel, just 

below the rim. These channels tend to occur in two or three 

parallel lines. Occasionally, the channels are also cut 

near the base of the vessel. These channels are so shallow 

that they are barely perceptible, as first identified by 

Pring (19'77). 

FORMS: 1) 1ncurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct 

rim, and more commonly a square lip, although there are a 

number of round lips (45.5%); Diameter: 18-30 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.75 em. 

2) Vertical to slightly flaring sided dish or boWl with 

direct rim and square lip (27.3%); Diameter: 15-35 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 

3) Incurving sided bowl with a slightly restricted orifice, 

direct or interiorly thickened rim, and round or square lip 

(18.2%); Diameter: 15-25 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 cm. 

4) Outcurving sided dish or bowl with direct, or slightly 

interiorly thickened rim, and round lip (9%); Diameter: 

24 cm; Thickness: .5 em. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 



INTRA-.5ITE DISTRIB urIOO: See Consej 0 Red: Censej 0 variety. 

Tends to be more nllDerous in the later levels of the Swasey 

Canplex. 

INTER-.5ITE DISTRIBurION: For general comments, see Censejo Red: 
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Consejo variety. Pring (1977) has identified sherds of this 

variety in the type collecti en from the si te of Becan, Campeche. 

The monochrane red incised type from Seibal and Altar de 

Sacrificios, Pico de Oro Incised, includes a variety wi th 

faint horizontal incising on both the exterior and interior 

of vessels (Sablof!' 1975; Adams 1971). In the Eb Canplex 

at Tikal, Hale b Red on Cream has pre-slip horizonal groove

incising (Culbert, p.c. 1981). However, all these examples 

postdate the Swasey Canplex. 

TYP E NAM!:: Pet t vill e Red on Cream 

VARIETY: Pettville 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 40 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Cons ej 0 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glo::3sy 

COr-PLEX: Swasey 

SPHERE AFFILIATlrn: Swasey? 

FRE~ENCY: 10.9% of the Swasey Canplex 

ILL USTRATIONS: Figure 5.6 
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A) Pettville Red on Cream: 
Pettville Variety 

Pettville Red on Cream: 
Unnamed variety 

Figure 5.6. CONSEJO GROUP 
Pettvi11e Red on Cream 
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PRINCIP AL IDENl'IFYING ATTRIBUfES: 

1) Glossy red slip, similar to Consejo Red, but occuring 

only on the exterior of vessels. 

2) Interior of vessels that are a glossy cream or buff. 

3) Incurving bowls or incurved recurved bowls or dishes 

wi th round lips. 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Consejo Red: Consejo variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATla~: Slip characteristics are the 

same as Consejo Red: Consejo variety. Decoration is by 

means of leaving the interior of vessels with the underslip 

showing thus creating a dichrome effect. The red is the 

same color as Consejo Red: Consejo variety while the cream 

centers on 5YR 7/4, pink, 5YR 6/4, light reddish brown, and 

5YR 7/3, pink. Pring (1977) mentions that a number of sherds 

of this variety were found and placed within the Consejo 

variety because the sample size was too small. However, 

I feel that the sample size is large enough, and the material 

distinctive enough to warrant their inclusion in a separate 

variety. 

FORMS: 1) Incurved recurved sided dish or bowl with direct 

or slightly interiorly thickened rim, and round lip (41%); 

Diameter: 20-30 cms; Thiclmess: .5-.8 cm. 

2) Vertical to slightly flaring sided dish with direct rim 

and round or square lip (30.8%); Diameter: 15-35 cms; Thiclmess: 

.5-.9 em. 
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3) Incurving sided bowl wi th short vertical collar, restricted 

orifice, direct or interiorly folded rim, and r'ound lip (28.2%); 

Diameter: 10-24 oms; Thickness: .5-.7 cm. 

NO APPEN DA GES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: See Consejo Re1: Coosejo variety. 

Tends to be more nunerous in the earlier levels of the Swasey 

Canplex. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurlOO: For general relatimships, see Consejo 

Red: Consejo variety. This variety bears only a faint resemblance, 

at best, to Toribio Re1 on Cream in the Xe Canplex at Altar 

de Sacrificios (Adams 1971), which has a cream exterior and 

red slipped interior on jar forms only. An Unname1 Re1 and 

Whi te Dichrane in the Real Ccmplex at Sei bal has a whi te 

exterior and red interior, but shares a similar flaring sided 

vessel form with the Swasey type (Sabloff 1975). Haleb Red 

on Cream from the Eb Ccmplex at T ikal bears little resanblance 

(Culbert, p .c. 1981). 

TYPE NM£: Pettville Red on Cream 

VARIETY: Unnamed 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. 

GROUP: Consejo 

WA HE: : Rio Nuevo Gloosy 

OOM?LEX: Swasey 

SPHERE AFFILIATICN: Swasey? 



FREQUENCY: 4.9% of the Swasey Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 5.6 

PRINCIPAL IIENI'IFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Glossy red slip similar to Consejo Red, but occuring 

only on the interior of vessels. 

2) Exterior of vessels that are a glossy cream or buff. 

3) Vertical to slightly flaring sided dishes or bowls with 

direct or interiorly thickened rims, and square lips. 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Consejo Red: Consejo variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Slip characteristics are the 

same as Consejo Red: Consejo variety. Decoration is by 

means of leaving the exterior of the vessel with the cream 

to buff underslip showing, while the interior of the vessel 

is red, thus creating a dichrome effect. The red is the 

same color as Consejo Red: Consejo variety. The cream centers 

on 5YR 7/4, pink, 5YR 7/3, pink, and 5YR 6/4, light reddish 

yellow. Pring (1977) mentions that a number of sherds of 

this variety were identified and placed within Consejo Red 

because of a small sample size. I have chosen to upgrade 

these into a separate variety due to a larger sample size. 

FORMS: 1) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or dish with 

direct, or interiorly thickened rim, and square, or occasionally 

round lip (81%); Diameter: 15-40 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 

em. 
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2) Incurving sided bowl with short vertical collar, slightly 

restricted orifice, interiorly folded rim, and round lip 

(13%); Diameter: 10-25 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 cm. 

3) Incurved recurved sided dish or bowl with direct rim 

and round or square lip (6%); Diameter: 28 cm; Thickness: 

.5 cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: See Consejo Red: Consejo variety. 

Tends to be most numerous in the later Swasey levels. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: For general relationships, see Consejo 

Red: Consejo variety. In form and decoration, this variety 

is most similar to the Unnamed R~d and White Dichpome of 

the Real Complex at Seibal, although the Seibal type does 

not match the glossiness of the Cuello type and is later 

in time (Sabloff 1975). It bears only a faint resemblance 

to Toribio Red on Cream at Altar de Sacrificios that both 

post-date the Cuello type (Adams 1971) and Haleb Red on Cream 

at Tikal (Culbert, p.c. 1981), that both post-date the Cuello 

type. 

OTHER CONSEJO GROUP: Unnamed 

One sherd within the Consejo Group has an unslipped exterior 

and red slipped interior. In addition, the exterior of the 

vessel is decorated with small punctations. Pring (1977) 

identified a red, unslipped, and incised type, Estero, within 
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Figure 5.7. Other CONSEJO GROUP: Unnamed. 
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the Cans9jo GrQup. However, I feel that the sa.'l1ple is too 

small to esta blish a se parate type and include these sherds 

within Cansejo group: Unnamed. For a more complete descripton, 

see Pring (1977). One sherd possesses sane modeling, and 

is too small to identify the design that was intended. Finally, 

one sherd has sane evidence of intentional black line smudging 

on it, and mayor may not beleng to Pring's type Canquin 

Black on Red (1977). Again, the sample is too small to place 

wi thin any particular type. All these unnamed sherds appear 

in the later levels of the Swasey Complex, and, in fact, 

Bomba Red and Unslipped has been placed in the Bladen Canplex 

(see Figure 5.7). 

TYPE NAt£: Machaca Black 

VARlET Y: Machaca 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's descripticn 

based on 160 sherds including 10 rims and forms. Current 

sample and descripticn based on 6 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Machaca 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

OOM?LEX: Swasey 

SPHEffi AFFILIATlOO: Swasey? 

FREQLENCY: 1.6% of the Swasey Complex 

ILLUSTRATlOOS: Figure 5.8 
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A) Machaca Black: Machaca variety 

,-
B) Chacalte Incised: Chacalte variety 

Figure 5.8. MACHACA GROUP 



PRINCIPAL IOONl'IFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Dark brown to gray, black glossy slip. 

2) Vertical to slightly flaring or outcurving sided dishes 

or bowls with direct rims and square or pointed lips. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color ranges from brown to 

dark gray, though it is mostly the latter. Differential 

firing is common. Carbonate inclusions are present in all 

sherds. Paste texture is fine to medium grained. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: The type is characterized by 
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a well-smoothed paste fired to a gray color and covered with 

a thin black slip, which Pring has identified cor'rectly as 

being glossy when well preserved, though is very prone to 

weathering (1977). The slip color ranges from 5YR 2/1, black, 

to 2.5YR N3/ very dark gray, 7.5YR N3/very dark gray, 10R 

3/1 very dark gray, and 10R 4/1 dark gray. Pring (1977) 

originally suggested there was a sorting problem between 

the buff sherds and the black, however, as I have done away 

with his buff type, Tiger, this is no longer a problem. 

Some of the lighter black or gray sherds may have been included 

in the orange group that tends to fireclouding in a black, 

gray, or buff color, and a conscious effort was made to sort 

all questionable material into the Chicago Group, keeping 

the Machaca group small in size, and therefore "cleaner." 
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FORMS: 1) Vertical to slightly outcurving or flaring sided 

bowl or dish with direct rim and square or pointed lip (50%); 

Diameter: 18-26 cms; Thickness: .5-.75 cm. 

2) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct rim 

and square or round lip (33.3%); Diameter: 20-32 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 em. 

3) Incurving sided bowl with restricted orifice, interiorly 

thickened rim, and round lip (16.7%); Diameter: ?; Thickness: 

.5 cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INT PA-SITE DISTRIBtJI'ION : The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Swasey phase material in the lower levels 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Swasey Ceramic Complex without any apparent changes. 

INTER -SITE DISTRIB tJI'I ON: No known comparisons. Crisanto Black, 

the Early Formative monchrome black type from Seibal and 

Altar de Sacrificios is duller and occurs on different vessel 

forms (Sabloff 1975; Adams 1971). 

TYPE NAME: Chacal te Incised 

VARIETY: Chacal te 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's description 

based on 2 sherds. Current sample and description based 



on 12 rim sherds, 5 of which are articulating, and from the 

same vessel. 

GRO UP : Machaca 

WARE: Ri 0 Nuevo GJ. ossy 

COM>LEX: Swasey 

SPHERE AFFILIATICX'J: Swasey? 

FRE~ENCY: 1.0% of the Swasey Ccmplex 

ILLU3TRATIONS: Figure 5.8 

PRINCIPAL IOONI'IFYING ATTRIBurES: 

1) Slip color and texture the same as Machaca Black. 

2) Decoratien by means of post-slip, fire line incising 

in geanetric patterns. 

3) Incurved recurved sided dishes or bowls. 
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PASTE, TEM>ER, AND FIRING: Same as Machaca Black: Machaca variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DE 00 RAT ION : Slip characteristics are the 

same as Macha.ca Black: Machaca variety. Decoration consists 

of post-slip incised lires. The fire line incisi en runs 

in norizontal lines around the exterior of vessels, below 

the rim, or is additienally decorated with diagonal parallel 

lines. 

FORMS: 1) Incurved recurved sided dish or bowl with direct 

rim and square lip (87.5%); Diameter: 16-28 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 



2) Vertical sided dish or bowl wi th direct rim and square 

or pointed lip (12.5%); Diameter: 22 cm; Thickness: .6 

cm. 

NO APPENDA.GES NaI'ED 
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INTRA-.srrE DISTRIBurION: Same as Machaca Black: Machaca variety. 

INTER-.sITE DISTRmurIOO: Although there are no specific canparisons 

for this time period, the mcnochrome black, incised type, 

Chompipi Incised, fran both Seibal and Altar de Sacrificlos 

bears a faint resunb1ance (Sab10ff 1975; Adams 1971). 

TYPE NAf£: Chicago Orange 

VARIETY: Chicago 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's descripticn 

based on 30 sherds, half of which were rims or forms. Current 

sample and descripticn I:Bsed on 105 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Chicago 

WARE: Fort George Orange 

CDfvPLEXES: Swasey 

SPHERE AFFILIATIOO: Swasey? 

FREQT.ENCY: 2"9.3% of the Swasey Canp1ex 

ILLLBTRATIOOS: Figure 5.9 

PRIN CIP AL I IE NTIFYING ATTRm urES: 

1) A thin non-lustrous slip or wash of the same color as 

the paste, a pale orange. 

2) Wide range of surface oolors caused by differential firing. 
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Figure 5.9. CHICAGO GROUP. 

Chicago Orange: 
Chicago variety 



3) Jar forms with outflaring or outcurving necks. 

4) Double cylinder strap handles. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color ranges from buff or tan 

to a pale orange. Differential firing is present with a 

dark gray core and lighter edges. All sherds have carbonate 

inclusions. Paste texture is genet'ally medium. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: The type is characterized by 
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a pale, thin, non-lustrous slip or wash, that generally reflects 

the same color as the paste. Slip color ranges from 5YR 

6/1, light gray, through 5YR 6/6, reddish yellow, to 5YR 

7/1, light gray, through 5YR 7/6, reddish yellow, and 7. 5YR 

7/2, pinkish gray, to 7.5YR 7/4, pink. However, 49% of the 

sherds are 5YR 7/4, pink. The slip is generally badly weathered. 

Originally, Pring (1977) identified both a buff and an 

orange group. On closer examination I have chosen to lump 

this material together since they overlap in vessel form 

and site distribution. Apparently, some of the material, 

when incompletely oxidized, tends to a more buff color than 

the completely oxidized sherds that turn a pale pinkish orange. 

While this may have been an intentional distinction, the 

overlap seems to me too great to warrant separation into 

distinct types. An additional sorting problem lies in the 

fact that the slip erodes very easily, and completely, and 

therefore a number of Chicago Orange sherds may have been 

placed in the unslipped type, Copetilla. As stated previously, 



a conscious attempt was made not to do this, and in general 

Chicago Orange has a finer paste texture than the unslipped 

type, helping to distinguish between the two. 

FORMS: 1) Long necked jar with outflaring or outcurving neck, 

thickened or direct rim, and square lip (33.3%); Diameter: 

18-28 cms; Thickness: .75-1.0 cm; Neck Height: 2.8-4.5 

cms. 

2) Short necked jar with outflaring or outcurving neck, 

thickened or direct rim, and squa.re lip (23.8%); Diameter: 

15-22 cms; Thickness: .6-.9 cm; Neck height: 1.5-2.5 cm. 

3) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct rim 

and square lip (20%); Diameter: 15-20 cms; Thickness: .5-

.75 em. 

4) Vertical to slightly flaring sided dish or bowl with 

direct rim and square or round lip (13.3%); Diameter: 16-

25 cms; Thickness: .5-.75 cm. 
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5) Incurving sided bowl with a generally unrestricted orifice, 

direct or interiorly thickened rim, and round or square lip 

(5.7%); Diameter: 12-20 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 cm. Three 

sherds of this form have shallow horizontal grooving in parallel 

lines around the exterior of the vessel, giving the appearance 

of mock-chamfering. 

6) Vertical or slightly taper'ed bottle neck wi th exteriorly 

folded rim, and round or pointed lip (2.9%); Diameter: 2.5-

2.9 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 cm. 



APPENDAGES: 

Handl es: Eigh t handl es were found of Chi cago Orange. 

The jar form is associated with all the handles. Five are 

double cylinder strap handles (see Copetilla Unslipped for 

a description of this handle style), and additionally there 

is one triple cylinder handle, and two quadruple cylinder 

handles. These handles are app&rently diagnostic of the 

Swasey Complex material. 
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Spouts: There are four unsupported spouts that are round 

in cross section. Median spout length: 5.5 cms. 

Feet: There is one hollow round foot. It is not known 

to what vessel form this may belong. 

INT RA-SITE DISTRIBurION : The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Swasey phase material from the lower 

levels of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the 

"south square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout 

the Swasey Complex without any apparent changes other than 

an increased emphasis on round lips on bowl and dish forms. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurION: Pring (1977) has identified this type 

at the site of EI Pozito in northern Belize. Fred Valdez, 

Jr. and I have additionally identified Chicago Orange at 

the site of Colha (1982). For a comparison of the inter-

site distribution of vessel forms see the corresponding section 

for Copetilla Unslipped. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE BLAlEN COMPLEX 

6.1. Introduction 

The Bladen Complex, as mentioned previously, spans the period 

from about 1,500 b.c. to about 1,000 or 900 b.c. Total sample size 

from Bladen levels is 1302 rim sherds and 12 whole vessels. The 

complex is composed of 6 major ceramic groups and 15 types (see Figure 

4.2). These groups and their relative frequencies are: 

Group Frequency 

Consejo Group 56.1 % 

Machaca Group 1.5% 

Quamina Group 1.3% 

Chicago Group 23.7% 

Honey Camp Group 15.2% 

Copetilla Group 2.2% 

Accordingly, 97.8% of the Bladen Complex is slipped, as Copetilla 

is the only unslipped group. Of the slipped pottery, 35.9% is decorated 

in some fashion; either by means of incising (2.6%), groove-incising 

(20.5%), dichrome slips (11.3%), or other means (1.5%) such as resist 

painting, punctation, and modeling. 

The Bladen Complex is defined on the basis of the present 

work and originally it was the terminal part of the Swasey Complex 

identified by Pring (1977). The" Bladen Complex material is 
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stratigraphically sandwiched between the preceding Swasey phase, 

and the succeeding Lopez phase of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 

20/35 or the "south square" excavations of Platform 34. It thus 

comprises the terminal half of the Early Formative and has tentatively 

been placed in the Xe ceramic sphere. 

6.2. Type Descriptions of the Bladen Complex 

TYPE NAME: Copetilla Unslipped 

VARIETY: Gallon Jug . 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Established as a type, Pring 

(1977). Established as a variety, present work. Current 

sample and desoription based on 29 rim sherds, and 1 whole 

vessel. 

GROUP: Copetilla 

WARE: Unspecified 

COMPLEX: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Xe? 

FRE(JJENCY: 2.2% of the Bladen Complex 

ILL USTRATIONS: Figure 6.1; 6. 24b 

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Jar forms with thickened rims and round or square lips. 

2) Bottle forms. 

3) Wide range of surface colors (see below). 

4) Loop handles. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: For general description see Copetilla 

Unslipped: Copetilla variety in the Swasey Complex. Paste 
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Figure 6.1. Copetilla Unslipped: Gallon Jug variety 
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color, as in the Swasey type, ranges from dark gray (5YR 

4/1) through light gray (5YR 6/1), reddish browns (5YR 6/3-

6/6), pink (5YR 7/1-7/6), (7.5YR 7/4), to pale brown (10YR 

7/2-7/4). Unlike the Swasey variety, this variety does not 
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tend to be well-smoothed in all cases. In paste texture, temper, 

and firing, it follows Copetilla Unslipped: Copetilla variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: For general description, see 

Copetilla Unslipped: Copetilla va~iety in the Swasey Complex. 

FORM3: 1) Short to medium outcurving and flaring necked jars 

with thickened or direct rims and round or square lips (59.6%). 

Diameter: 12-32 cms; Thickness: .7-2.0 cms; Neck height: 

1 • 0 - 3. 5 cms. 

2) Short vertical necked jar with thickened rim and square 

or round lip (22.2%). Diameter: 10-26 cms; Thickness: 

.5-1.2 cms; Neck height: .6-1.4 cms. 

3) Long outflaring necked jar with direct or slightly thtckened 

rim and square or round lip (14.8%). Diameter: 14-34 cms; 

Thickness: .5-1.2 cms; Neck height: 3.0-4.2 cms. 

4) Vertical or slightly tapered bottle with exteriorly folded 

rim and pointed or bevelled out lip (7.4%). Diameter: 2.2-

3.2 cms; Thickness: .5-1.8 cms. (Note: It is possible 

that this form is actually a Swasey form and does not belong 

in the Bladen Complex. However, the use of the bottle form 

in the subsequent Mamom sphere strongly suggests continuity 

of use throughout the Bladen Complex.) 



APPENDAGES: Handles: The majority of handles (9 out of a total 

of 16) are loop handles with incisions. There are 5 double 

cylinder strap handles (see the description for these in 

the appendage section of Copetilla Unslipped: Copetilla 

variety). One loop handle is composed of three cylinders, 

and one is composed of two cylinders twisted together. 

INTRA-8ITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 
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sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early FOl"'lllative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Complex without any apparent changes. 

INTER-8ITE DISTRIB urI ON : For general discussion see Copetilla 

Unslipped: CopetHla variety in the Swasey Complex. The 

Gallon Jug variety of Copetilla Unslipped shares a generally 

unsmoothed surface with major unslipped types of the Xe sphere 

such as Achiotes Unslipped from Altar de Sacrificios and 

Seibal (Sabloff 1975; Adams 1971). In addition, the Unnamed 

Appliqued variety of other Achiotes Group at Seibal (Sabloff 

1975) has nUbbin-like modeled adornos similar to some examples 

of the Gallon Jug variety of Copetilla Unslipped. 

TYPE NAME: Consejo Red 

VARIEl'Y: Estrella 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Established as a type, Pring 

(1977). E sta blished as a variety, present work. Current 



sample and descriptioo based on 311 rim sherds, and two whole 

vess els. 

GHOUP: Coosej 0 

n RE;: Ri 0 Nuevo Glossy 

C. ':;X: Bladen 

SPhl~.iE AFFILIATIOO: Xe? 

FRE OOE NCY: 23. g!, of the Bladen Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 6.2,6.3; 6.23c 

PnIN CIP AL I LEN!' IFYING ATT RIB urES: 

1) Lustrous to glossy bright red slip. 
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2) Well smoothed surfaces wi th a thin whi te or buff underslip 

or wa.sh. 

3) Incurved recurved sided bowls or dishes with direct rims. 

4) A high percentage of direct rims have round lips. 

5) A high percentage of all vess el forms have flat bas es • 

PASTE, TEM'ER, AND FIRING: See Consejo Red: Consejo variety 

in the Swasey Canplex. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEO)RATION: See Coosejo Red: Coosejo variety 

in the Swasey Complex. However, unlike Consejo Red: Consejo 

variety, Estrella variety has a surface color centered on 

10H 4/8 red to the virtual exclusion of all other colors 

(98% of all sherds examimd). 

FORM): 1) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct 

or slightly exteriorly thickened rim and round lip (47.1%). 

Diameter: 20-36 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 an. 
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Figure 6.2. Consejo Red: Estrella variety 



(a) Feature 49. Whole vessel from burial 

(b) Foot (original size) 

Figure 6.3. Consejo Red: Estrella variety 

Whole vessels and appendages. 
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2) Incurving sided bowl with slightly unrestricted orifice, 

direct rim, and rounded or pointed lip (16.6%). Diameter: 

i4-28 cms; Thickness: .5-18 cm. 

3) Vertical or slightly flaring sided bowl or dish with 

direct rim, and round lip (15.3%). Diameter: 18-38 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.9 an. 

4) Outcurving sided bowl or dish with direct or slightly 

exteriorly folded rim and round lip (12.4%). Diameter: 

18-32 ems; Thi ckness: .5-.8 cm. 
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5) Incurving sided bowl with short vertical neck or collar, 

direct or slightly exteriorly folded rim, and round or pointed 

lip (4.5%). Diameter: 16-30 cms; Thickness: .5-.75 an. 

6) Flaring sided dish with direct or slightly exteriorly 

thickened rim and round lip (1.3%). Diameter: 18-32 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

7) Slightly tapered bottle neck with exteriorly folded rim, 

round or pOinted lip (1.3%). Diameter: 2.5-3.8 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

8) Incurving sided bowl with restricted orifice (tecomate) 

direct or interiorly folded rim, and round or pointed lip 

(. 9%). Diameter: 10-25 cms; Thi ckness: .5-.8 cm. 

9) Short outcurving necked jar with direct rill and round 

lip (.6%). Diameter: 10-22 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm; Neck 

height: 8-2.0 cms. 



APPENIA\ GES : Hand1 es: There are three handl es, two associ at(;~ 

with incurving bowls and one with a jar form. The former 

are single loop, horizonta:l handles, and the latter is a 

single loop vertica:l handle. 

Spouts: There is one spout, round in cross-section and 

fairly crude. It is appl"'Oximately 6 ems. in length but is 

broken before its base. 

Feet: There are two round, hollow feet, each about 4.5 ems. 

in diameter, and 6 cms. in height. It is not known to what 

form they belonged, although the identification of similar 

feet on monopod bottles from Mani cenote (Brainerd 1958) 

may suggest a similar form. 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 
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sea:led levels of the Bladen phase materia:l (late Early Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, 01'" the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues thl"'Oughout the 

Bladen Complex with an increased emphasis on outcurving sided 

dishes in the later levels. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIB urIaN: See Consejo Red: Consejo variety in 

the Swasey Complex. The type has been identified in the 

Bolay Complex at Colha (Kosakowsky and Va:ldez, Jr. 1982). 

TYPE NAr-E: Barquediel" Incised 

VARIETY: Grooved Incised 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 267 rim sherds, and one whole vessel. 

GROUP: Censej 0 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

SPHERE AFFILIATlOO: Xe? 

F RE QLENC Y: 20.5% of the Bladen Ccmplex 

ILLLBTRATIONS: Figure 6.4 

PRINCIPAL IIENTIFYING ATrRIDUTES: 

1) Glossy red slip, same as Ccnsejo Roo. 

2) Shallow pre-slip, groove-incising around the exterior 

of vessels. 

3) Incurved recurved sided dishes and bowls wi th direct 

rims. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Censejo Roo: Censejo variety 

in the Swasey Ccmplex and Consejo Red: Estrella variety 

in the Bladen Ccmplex. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEOORATION: Same as Backlanding Incised: 

Grooved Incised variety in the Swasey Canplex. For Munsell 

color see Consejo Roo: Estrella variety. Barquedier Incisoo 

has similar decoration to Backlanding InCised, but it 

is decorated by means of diagonal parallel groove-incisi ens 

on the exteriors of vessels in addi tion to the horizontal 

parallel channels. 
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Figure 6.4: Barquedier Incised: Grooved Incised variety 



FORMS: 1) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct 

rim, and round lip (67.4%). Diameter: 18-32 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

2) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or dish with 

direct or slightly exteriorly thickened rim and round lip 

(15.2%). Diameter: 16-38 cms; Thickness: .5-.85 cm. 
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3) Incurving sided bowl with a generally unrestricted orifice, 

direct or slightly interiorly thickened rim, and round lip 

( 13.3%). Diameter: 16-30 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 ClJl. 

4) Incurving sided bowl with short vertical neck or collar, 

interiorly thickened rim, and round lip (1.9%). Diameter: 

15-26 cms; Thi ckness: .5-.9 cm. 

5) Out curving sided bowl or dish, with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim, and round lip (1.1%). Diameter: 18-42 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 em. 

6) Flaring sided bowl or dish with direct, or slightly outflared 

everted rim, and round lip (1.1%). Diameter: 18-38 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.75 cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Fonnati ve) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Complex without any apparent changes. 
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INTER-SITE DISTRIBUI'ION: See Backlanding Incised: 'y;;,ved Incised 

variety in the Swasey Complex. Barquedier Incised, 

is modally similar to the red incised types of the REBl Xe 

Complex type at Seibal (Sabloff 1975) and the Xe Ccmplex 

type at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971). Furthe~ore, 

it is similar in form to Pinola Creek Incised: Variety Unspecified 

in the Jenney Creek Canplex at Barton Ramie (see Gifford 

1976; Figure 30J -N), though Barquedier Incised predates the 

Barton Ramie type. 

TYPE NAI'£: Fireburn Red on Cream 

V ARIET Y: Fire wrn 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE Orl VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 75 rim sherds. 

GHOUP: Ccnsej 0 

WA HE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

cow lEX: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATIOO: Xe?· 

FREQJENCY: 5.8% of the Bladen Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 6.5 

P RIN CIP AI.. I lENT IF YING ATT RIB UI'ES : 

1) Glossy red slip, same as Ccnsejo Red: Estrella variety 

but occuring only on the exterior of vessels. 

2) Interior of vessels that are a gl~ISy cream or tuff. 

3) Incurved recurved sided bowls or dishes. 
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Figure 6.5. Fireburn Red on Cream: Fireburn variety 
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4) A high percentage of forms have rotmd lips. 

PASTE, TEl-PER, AND FIRING: Same as Consejo Red: Consejo variety, 

and Coosejo Red: Estrella variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IEOJRATIOO: For general description, see 

Pettville Red on Cream: Pettville variety in the Swasey 

COOlplex. In keeping with Consej 0 Red: Estrella variety, 

the Mtmsell color of the red slip centers virtually on 10R 

4/8, red (95%), while the cream is the same as Pettville 

Red on Cream. 

FORM3: 1) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct, 

or exteriorly folded rim and round lip (47.6%). Diameter: 

15-30 cms, Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 

2) Vertical sided bowl or dish with direct rim and round, 

or occasi01ally square lip (13.3%). Diameter: 15-35 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.9 an. 

3) Incurving sided bowl wi th generally unrestricted orifice, 

direct or interiorly thickened rim, and round lip (12.2%). 

Diameter: 16-34 cms; Thickness: .!:>-.75 cm. 

4) Incurving sided bowl with short vertical collar, restricted 

orifice, direct or interiorly folded or thickened rim, and 

round lip (9.8%). Diameter: 12-28 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 

em. 

5) Outrurving sided bowl or dish wi th direct or exteriorly 

folded rim, and round lip (9.8%). Diameter: 18-38 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 



6) Incurving sided bowl wi th restricted orifice (tecomate), 

di rect or interiorly folded or thickened rim, and round lip 

(4.9%). Diameter: 16-30 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

7) Short outcurving necked jar with direct rim and round 

lip (2.4%). Diameter: 10-14 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 om; 

Neck height: 1.8-2.4 cms. 

NO APPENU!l.GES Nar.ti:D 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is definad on the basis of 
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sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Fonnative) 

of grid square 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" exca vati ons. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Canplex wi th:>ut any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurIOO: For general discussion, see Pettville 

Red on Cream: Pettville variety in the Swasey Canplex. 

It is worth noting that the Bladen type, Fireburn Red on 

Cream is modally similar to the Red on Cream types 

of the Xe sphere at Al tar de Sacrifici os (Adams 1971), and 

at Seibal (Sabloff 1975), as well as the Red on Cream type 

of the Eb COOlplex at Tikal (Culbert p.c. 1981). In vessel 

form it is similar to Muxanal Red on Cream: Variety Unspeci fi ed 

of the Ah Pam COOlplex at Yaxha-Sacnab (Rice 1979), though 

the Cuello type predates it. 



TYPE NAr£: Firerurn Red on Cream 

VARIE1'Y: Unnamed 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 64 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Coos ej 0 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

COM> LE X: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATICN: Xe? 

FRE Q,JE NCY: 4. fJ1, of the Bladen Canplex 

ILL lET RATIONS: Figure 6.6 

PRINCIPAL IOONI'IFYING ATTRIBurES: 

1) Glossy red slip, same as Ccnsejo Red: Estrella variety, 

but occuring only on the interior of vessels. 

2) Exterior of vess el s are a glossy cream or ruff. 

3) Incurved recUl"ved sided bowls or dishes. 

4) A high percentage of round and everted lips. 
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PASTE, TEMJER, AND FIRING: Same as Consejo Red: Consejo variety, 

and Ccnsejo Red: Estrella variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND OOOORATION: For general description, see 

Pettville Red on Cream: Urmamed variety in the Swasey Canplex. 

In keeping with Consej 0 Red: Estrella variety, the Munsell 

color of the red slip centers virtlBlly on 10R 4/8, red (92%), 

while the color of the cream slip is the same as Pettville 

Red on Cream. 
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Figure 6.6. Fireburn Red on Cream: Unnamed variety 
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FORM): 1) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish wi th direct 

or interiorly thickened r:im, and round lip (45.6%). Diameter: 

22 -34 cms; Thi ckness : .5-.8 cm. 

2) .Incurving sided bowl with generally unrestl'icted orifice, 

direct or interiorly thickened rim, and rotmd lip (3J%). 

Diameter: 21-30 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 an. 

3) Outrurving sided bowl or dish with exteriorly thickened 

and everted, or direct rim, and round lip (17.5%). Diameter: 

18-40 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 

4) Vertical sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

thickened rim, and rotmd lip <3.5%). Diameter: 16-30 cms i 

Thickness: .45-.75 an. 

5) Flaring sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

or interiorly thickened rim, and round lip (3.5%). Diameter: 

15-42 cms; Thi ekness: .45 -8 em. 

APPENDAGES: Handles: There is one horizontally molded loop 

handl e at taehed to an i neur vi ng si ded bowl. 

INfRA-8ITE DISTRIBurlOO: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed level s of the Bladen phase material (late Early Formati ve) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavaticns. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Canplex without any apparent changes. 

INTER-8rn: DISTRIl:3urrOO: For general disrussicn, see Pettville 

Red on Cream: Pettville variety and Unnamed variety in the 

Swasey Canplex. As in the Fireblrn variety of this 



type, the UrmamOO variety is modally similar to the 

Red on Cream type of the Xe sphere at Altar de Sacrificios 

(Adams 1971) and at Seibal (Sabloff 1975), as well as the 

Red on Cream type of the Eb Canplex at Tikal (Culbert p .c. 

1981). In vessel form it is similar to Muxanal Roo on Cream: 

Variety Unspecified in the All Pam Canplex at Yaxha-Sacnab 

(Rice 1979), th::>ugh the Cuello type predates it. 

TYPE NAI£: Banba Red and Unslipped 

VARIETY: Banba 

ESTABLISHED ASA TYPE 01\ VARIETY: Pring (1977) (originally called 

Estero Red and Unslipped). Pring's description based on 

4 sherds and 1 wh::>le vessel. Current sample and descriptioo 

based on 2 sherds. 

G.HOUP: Coos ej 0 

w:lRE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

COWLEX: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATICN: Xe? 

FRECOENCY: 0.2% of the Bladen Canplex 

ILL tBT RATIONS: Figure 6. 8a 

PRINc[PAL H~NTIFYING ATTRIBUI'ES: 

1) Slip color and texture of vessel interior same as Coo.sejo 

Red. 

2) Exterior vessel surface is mslipped. 

3) Secondary decoration on exterior surface by means of 

incising. 
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PAS1E, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Coosejo Red: Coosejo variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IEOORATICN: Vessel interior is slipped red 

and has the same characteristics (color and texture) as Coosejo 

Red: Consejo variety in the Swasey Canp1ex. The slip 

uswlly continues over the rim of the vessel <nto the exterior. 

Secondary decoration is by means of deeply incised lines 

in the pattern of a band of horizontal chevrons around the 

enti re vess el. 

FORM3: 1) Slightly outcurving sided dish wi th exteriorly folded 

rim, and round lip. Diameter: 24-28 cmSj Thickness: .5-

.7 cm. 

INTRA...srrE DIST!UBurION: The type is defiffld on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Canplex wi thout any apparent changes. Pring placed 

Bomba Red and Unslipped in the Swasey Canplex, and notes 

that it occurs in the earlier levels of the Swasey phase 

(1977) • However, I am in disagreement with Pring, and after 

examimti<n of a larger sample, feel that this type actually 

occurs in the later Early Formative levels. Therefore, I 

have placed it in the· Bladen Canplex. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurIOO: Pring mentions the postlible occurence 

of this type at EI Pozito in northern Belize (1977). There 

are no other known canparisons of similar types. In fOrn! 



and decorati cn there is a vague similari ty to Chacchinic 

Red on Orange Brown at Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976; Figure 
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21J) and to Yalmanac Impressed: Unspecified variety at Seibal 

(Sabloff 1975), altoough these post-date the Cuello type. 

TYPE NAt£: Banba Red and Unslipped 

VARIETY: Unspecified 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Established as a type, Pring 

(1977) (originally called Estero Red and Unslipped). Esta blished 

as a variety, present work. Current 

sample and des cription based on 4 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Coosej 0 

WA RE : Ri 0 N ue vo Gloss y 

COt-fllEX: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATIOO: Xe? 

FRE~ENCY: O. 'Jf. of the Bladen Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 6.7 

PRINCIPAL IIENTIFYING ATTRIBUI'ES: 

1) Slip color and texture of vessel interior and just over 

the rim exteriorly, the sane as Consejo Red. 

2) EXterior surface of the vessel is largely unslipped. 

3) Secondary decoration on the exterior surface by means 

of punctati cn or modeling. 

PASTE, Tl!:twPER, AND FIRING: Same as Ccnsejo Red: Ccnsejo variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IEOORATlOO: Vessel interior is slipped red 

and has the same characteristics (color and texture) as Ccnsejo 
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Figure 6.7. Bomba Red and Uns1ipped: Unspecified variety 
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Roo: CCJlsejo variety in the Swasey Canplex. In all cases 

the slip continues over the rim of the vess el onto the exterior. 

In two cases a band around the mid-sectiCJl of the vessel 

is left unslipped, and the basal area of the vessel is slipped 

red as in the interior. Secondary decoratiCJl of the unslipped 

area is in two cases by means of deep fingernail punctations 

in a si ngl e lin3 around the vess el • In the other two cas a') , 

decoration is by means of modeling, however the sherds are 

too small to hazard a guess as to the design intended, if 

any. 

In all probability, sherds of this Unspecified variety 

will be placed within Banba variety when a larger.:; ample 

is available for analysis. Pring (1977) suggests the possibility 

of the occurence of different forms of secondary decoration 

on the unslipped surfaces. I suspect that all this material 

should eventually be cOOlbined into one type, however for 

the time being I have chos en to keep them sep:lrate. 

FORMS: 1) Incurved recurved to outcurving sided bowl or dish 

wi th direct rim and round lip. The two sherds wi th punctatiCJl 

are this form. Diameter: 18-24 cms; Thickness: .5-.6 an. 

2) Incurving sided bowl wi th slightly restricted orifice, 

interiorly thickened or direct rim, and round lip. The two 

sherds with modeled decoratioo are of this form. Diameter: 

1; Thickness: .7-.8 an. 

NO APPENoo.GES NorED 



INTRA-SITE DISTRIBVTIOO: See Banba Red and Unslipped: Banba 

variety. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIB VT100: See Banba Red and Unslipped: Banba 

variety. 

TYPE NAM!:: Other Coosejo Group 

VARIETY: UnnCJlled Bladen 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 6 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Coos ej 0 

WARE: Ri 0 Nuevo Glossy 

COM'IE X: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFIL IATI 00 : Xe? 

FRE~ENCY: 0.5% of the Bladen Canp1ex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 6.8B, 6.9 
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PllS'IE, TEM'ER AND FIRING: Same as Coosejo Red: Estrella variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IE 00 RAT I 00 : For general discussion, see Consejo 

Red: Estrella variety. 

FOHM3: 1) Om sherd is that of an incurving sided bowl wi th 

an unusually modeled spout. In addi tion, there is a modeled 

sherd that has an unidentifiable decoratim on it, also on 

an incurving sided bowl (see Figure 6.9). This latter sherd 

is red slipped on the interior and only partially red slipped 

on the exterior. 
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(a) Bomba Red and Unslipped: Bomba variety 

(b) Other Consejo Group: Unnamed Bladen 

Figure 6.8. Consejo Group (Bladen) 
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2) One sherd is an incurving sided bowl, red slipped on 

both surfaces with fingernail incisions around the exterior 

of t he rim (s ee F igul"'e 6. 8B) • 

3) Ore sherd is an incurving si ded bowl wi th a sharp medial 
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break, red slipped interior and cream exterior. It is secondarily 

decorated on the exterior wi th a mnnber of rows of punctate 

holes (see Figure 6.8B). 

4) Two sherds are decol'ated wi th black-line irregular smudging 

Cl;nd mayor may not belong to Pring's type Canquin Black on 

Red (1977). In addi ti 01, si nee one shet"d of this type may 

ha ve been found in the lower Swasey levels, the two Bladen 

examples may be more appropriately placed wi thin the Swasey 

Complex. Both belong to incurved recurved sided bowls. 

Note: The sample sizes of these examples are too small to 

warrant, at this time, the creation of separate types, although 

future resmrch may suggest such a di visi 01. 

TYPE NAr£: Machaca Black 

VARIETY: Wamil 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Established as a type, Pring 

(1977). Established as a variety, present work. Current 

sample and descriptioo based on 9 rim sherds. 

GRO UP: Machaca 

WAliE: Rio Nuavo Glossy 

CDt-P lE X: Bladen 



SPHERE AFFILIATION: Xe? 

FREQlENCY: 0.7% of the Bladen Complex 

ILL lET RAT IONS : Figure 6.10 

PRINCIPAL IIF.:N1'IFYING ATl'RmUTES: 

1) Dark grey to black glossy slip. 

2) Incurved recurved sided bowls or dishes. 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Machaca Black: Machaca variety 

in the Swasey Complex. 

SURFA CE FINISH AND DE CORATION: Same as Machaca Black: Hachaca 

variety in the Swasey Complex. 

FOR 1£ : 1) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct 

or slightly exteriorly thickened rim and round lip (60%). 

Dia'1leter: 16-30 cms; Thickness: .5-17 cm. 

2) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or' dish with 

direct or exteriorly thickened rim and round lip (40%). 

Diameter: 18-28 ems; Thickness: .5-.7 an. 

NO APPENDA GES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the bar;;-; c:' 

sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early FOl"lllati ve) 

of gr.i.d squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen C OOlpl ex wi tho ut any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRmUTION: For general discussion, see Machaca 

Black: Machaca variety in the Swasey Canplex. The Bladen 

Wamil variety, however, is modally similar to the 
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Figure 6.10. Machaca Black: Wami1 variety 
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IDenochrome black types in the Rml Xe Complex at Seibal (Sabloff 

1975) and the Xe Complex at Altar de Sacr'ifici os (Adams 1971). 

TYPE NAr-E: Chc.cal te Incised 

VARIE:I'Y: Yo C'."eek 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Established as a type, Pring 

(1977). Established as a variety, present work. Current 

s ampl e and des Cr'i pti en bas ed on 12 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Machaca 

WA~: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

OOM?LEX: Bladen 

SPHE~ AFFILIATION: Xe? 

FREQtENCY: 0.8% of the Bladen Complex 

ILLU3TRATH1~S: Figure 6.11 

P Rn~ eIP AL I IE NT IF YIN G ATT RIB UTES: 

1) Slip color and texture sane as Machaca Black. 

2) Decoration by means of post slip fine line incising. 

3) Secondary decoratien by modeling. 

PASTE, TEM'ER, AND FIRING: Same as Machaca Black: Machaca variety 

in the Swasey Complex. 

SURFACE: FINISH AND DEOORATION: For general desCr'iptien see Chacal te 

Incised: Chacalte variety in the Swasey Complex. In addi tion 

to horizontal fim lim incisiens horizontally around the 

exterior of vessels, there are incised diagonal parallel 

lims, and more elaborate geometric cross hatching that occurs 
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slip not shown 

Figure 6.11. Chaca1te Incised: Yo Creek Variety 



on sane sherds. In sane instances, modeling is a secondary 

decoraU on to create styli zed "faces." 

FORM): 1) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish wi th direct 

or exteriorly folded rim and round lip (33.3~). Dianeter: 

16-32 cms; Thiclmess: .45-.8 cm. 

2) Slightly outcUl"ving sided bowl or dish with direct or 

exteriorly folded rim and round lip <33.3%). Diameter: 

20-36 cms; Thickness: .45-.75 an. 

3) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or dish wi th 

direct or slightly intedorly thickened rim and round lip 

(16.7%). Diameter: 15-22 cms; Thiclmess: .5-.6 cm. 

4) IncUl"ving sided bowl with restricted orifice, direct 
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or interiorly thickened rim, and rolJ1d lip (or slightly pointed) 

(16.7%). Dianeter: 12-20 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 an. 

NO APPENDIHlES NorED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Fonnative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

BlQden Canplex without any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTIa~: See Chacalte Incised: Chacalte variety 

in the Swasey Canplex for general disrussi al. The Bladen 

Yo Creek vari ety, is modally similar to the incised black 

types of the Real Xe Canplex at Sei bal (Sabloff 1975) and 

the Xe Ccmplex at Altar de Sacrificioo (Adams 1971). 



TYPE NAr-E: Qtamim Cream 

VARIETY: Quamina 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring (1977). Pring's descripticn 

based on 35 sherds of which 6 were rims. Current sample 

and des cripti m tased. on 3 addi ti alaI rim sherds. 

GROUP: Quami na 

WAliE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

(l)M?LEX: Bladen 

SP HE liE AFFILIAT ICN : Xe? 

FREQIENCY: 0.2% of the Bladen Complex 

ILL LBTRAT lOOS : Figure 6.12 

P RIN CIP AL I IE NT IF YIN G A'lT R 18 UTES: 

1) Very pale, thin gray slip over white to cream 1.I1derslip. 

2) An exceptionally high gloss to the slip. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color ranges from tan or buff 

to gray. It is fine to medium textured, and all sherds have 

caroonate incl usi alS • Incomplete oxidati m occured in only 

one sherd leaving a darlcer core. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DE(l)RATlOO: The surfaces of the vessels are 

well-smoothed and covered with a white to cream slip over 

which is a secondary thin grayi3h slip. The gray is very 

pale and darkens the cream or white underslip. The colors 

range from SYR 8/1 white and 8/2 pinkish white to 7.5YR 8/2 

pinkish white; 10YR 8/2 white; and 10YR 7/2 light gray. 

The slip has an excepti mally high gloss to it and rootlet 
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Figure. 6.12. Quamina Cream: Quamina variety 



markings are common exposing the cream underneath the faint 

hint of gray. Fire clouding or crackling are rare. Pring 

(1977) suggests that this type is typologically similar to 

Consejo Red in that the former possesses a gray overslip 

while the latter possesses a red overslip. 

FORM): 1) Incurved recl.l.rved sided bowl or dish with direct 

rim and round lip <33. JI,). Diameter: 24 cms; Thickness: 

.5 em. 

2) Incurving sided bowl wi th interiorly thickened rim and 

round lip (33.3%). Diameter: 18 cms; Thickness: .5 em. 

Pring notes the presence of an incurving sided bowl with 

a short vertical neck or collar (1977). 

3) Slightly flaring sided bowl or dish with direct rim and 

round lip (3.3.3%). Diameter: 22 cms; Thickness: .5 em. 

NO APPENI».GES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the bash; of 
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sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Complex without any apparent changes. Pring originally 

identifi ed Quamina Cr'eam as part of the Swasey Complex (1977), 

however, with a larger sample it appears evident that Quarnina 

Cream begins in the later Early Formative levels, and therefore 

belongs more appropriately in the Bladen Complex. 



INTER-SITB DISTRIBurIOO: Pring has identifie:i the presence of 

Quamina Cream at the site ofEI Pozito in northern Belize 

(1977). There is a white type, Huetche White, at Seibal 

(Sab10ff 1975), Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971), Yaxha

Sacnab (Rice 1979), and Colha (Adams and Valdez, Jr. 1980), 

that is similar in color but has a dull slip. However, there 

are no specific comparisons. 

TYPE NAr£: Tower Hill Red on Cream 

VARIETY: Tov .. er Hill 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring (1977). Pring's descripticn 

based on 8 sherds, mostly rims. Current s ample and des cription 

based on 8 rim sherds and 5 addi ticnal body sherds. 

GROUP: Quamina 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

CDM?LEX: Bladen 

SP HE ffi AFFILIAT ION: Xe? 

FREQlENCY: 0.6% of the Bladen Canplex 

ILLlSTRATIONS: Figure 6.13 

PRINCIP AL I IE Nl'IFYING ATTRm UTES: 

1) Pale cream 0;' whi te underslip, wi th Ci thin secondary 

gray slip, and a bright red overslip. 

2) Decorati al by means of rectangular areas of cream left 

exposed by the application of the red slip. 

3) Recurving to outrurving sided bowls or dishes. 



Figure 6.13. Tower Hill Red on Cream: Tower Hill variety 



PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Similar to Quamina Cream: Quamina 

variety. 
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SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Ther'e is a white to cream lmderslip 

across both surfaces that is secondarily covered by a thin 

gray slip similar to Quamina Cream: Quamina variety. Upon 

this base, a red slip is applied, that is glossy and similar 

in color to Consejo Red. The cream slip is the same color 

as Quamina Cream: Quamina variety. The red slip centers 

on 10R 4/8, red (85%), though the color range includes 10R 

4/6, red; 2.5YR 4/8, red; 2.5YR 6/8, ligh'r, red; and 5YR 5/4, 

reddish brown. All decoration occurs on the exterior with 

the red slip applied in large rectangular areas, leaving 

the cream underslip showing. The exterior of the rim is 

usually slipped a little way down the side, while ocoasionally 

the slip extends a short way over the rim into the interior 

(about 5 em.). Otherwise, the interior is cream. It is 

difficul t to tell what design was intended si.nce the material 

is fragmentary, however it appears that broad strips of red 

run vertically from the horizontal red rim band, leaving 

reserve areas cream. 

FORMS: 1) Slightly recurving to outcurving sided bowl or dish 

with exteriorly folded rim and round lip (62.5%). Occasionally 

there is a molded ridge around the exterior of the vessel 

below the rim. Diameter: 22-40 cms; Thickness: .6-.9 cm. 



2) Incurving sided bowl wi th direct or folded rim (both 

interiorly and exteriorly), and round or pointed lilp (25%). 

Diameter: 18-24 cms; Thiclmess: .5-.7 cm. 

3) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or dish with 

exteriorly folded rim and round lip (12.5%). Diameter: 

36 cms; Thickness: .6 em. 

NO APPENDAGES NorED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 
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sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Canplex wi thout any apparent changes. Pring (1977) 

originally identified Tower Hill Red on Cream as part of 

the Swasey Canplex, however, with a larger sample it is evident 

that Tower Hill Red on Cream begins in the later Early Formative 

levels, and therefore belongs more appropriately in the Bladen 

Complex. Pring does note that Tower Hill Red on Cream gains 

in popularity towards the middle of the Early Formati va, 

and that it does not occur in the earliest levels (1977). 

INTER-SITE DISTRIB ur ION : Pring has identified the presence of 

Tower Hill Red on Cream at Nohmul and San Estevan (1977). 

Coe and Flannery (1967) describe a red on white, Tilapa, 

from Coastal Guatemala, Cuadros phase, that is similar in 

decoration. Also similar in decoration is a red and white 

bichrane from Chiapa de Corzo (Dixon 1959). There is only 



a broad similari ty to Aac Roo. on Buff at T ikal (Cul bert p.c. 

1981), and at Yaxha-Sacnab (Rice 1979), and to Toribio Red 

on Cream at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971), which all 

apparently postdate the Cuello type. 

TYPE NAt£: Tower Hill Roo. on Cream Resist 

VARIErY: Unspecified Resist 

ESTABLIStlED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Pring (1977). Variety, 

present work. Current sample and description based on 2 

sherds. 

GROUP: Quamina 

WARE: Rio Nuevo Glossy 

CDM'LEX: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Xe? 

FREQtENCY: 0.1% of the Bladen Ccmplex 

ILLlBTRATIONS: Figure 6.14 

PRIN CIP AL I IENI'IFYING A'ITRm UI'ES: 

1) Pale cream or whi te underslip, wi th thin ."iecond;:>.ry gray 

slip, and a bright red overslip. 

2) Decorati al by means of rectangular areas of cream left 

exposed by the application of the red slip. 

3) Secondar y decorati al by means of or8Pnic resist painti ng. 

PASTE, TEM'ER, AND FIRING: See Tower Hill Red on Cream: Tower 

Hill variety. 
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(a) l/Z original scale 

(b) original scale 

Figure 6.14. Tower Hill Red on Cream: 
variety 
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Unspecified Resist 



SURFACE FINISH AND 00 CO RAT ION : Same as Tower Hill Red on Cream: 

Tower Hill variety. In addition, the cream areas that are 

left exposed are decorated by orgpnic resist painting usually 
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in geometric designs of lines or bands. One sherd was elaborately 

decorated with an animal like figure resting upon geometric 

wavy lines. This sherd was the interior base of a flat bottomed 

dish or plate (22 cm in diameter) and apart from this instance 

the decoration occurs on the exterior of vessels. 

FORM3 : Unknown 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Bladen phase material of grid squares 

20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35, or the "south square" excavations. 

As a type, it makes its appearance in the later Bladen levels 

and may be an Early to Middle Formative Transi tional type. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurION: The resist technique is similar' to 

the Canquin Black on Red type that Pring identified as present 

at the site of Cuello (1977, Figure 31). There are no known 

specific comparisons. See Tower Hill Red on Cream: Tower 

Hill variety for general comments. Sharer (1978) illustrates 

a vessel from Chalchuapa, Juaya Resist: Juayua variety, 

which occurs in the Tok Complex (1200-900 b.c.), and until 

the Cuello find was the only other known use of the resist 

technique at this early a date. 



TYPE !'JAM:!:: Other Qwrnim Group 

VARIEI'Y: Unmilled 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 5 rim sherds, and 1 whole vessel. 

GRO UP : Qwmi m 

WARE: Ri 0 Nuevo G1 ossy 

COMlIEX: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATICN: Xe? 

FRE (JJENCY: 0.4% of the Bladen Canp1ex 

ILL UST RAT I ONS : Figures 6.15; 6. 24a 
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PAS'IE, TEt-FER, AND FIRING: Same as Quamil13. Cream: Quamim variety. 

SUHFACE FINISH AND lEOJRATICN: For general discussion see Quamina 

Cream: Qwmim variety. See Forms below. 

FORM3: 1) Two sherds belong to incurving sided bowls with direct 

rims and round lips. In both cases, the cream slip is addi tialally 

decorated with an orange overs1ip on the exterior of the 

vessel, leaving partials of I, he cream sl.ip reserved, as well 

as horizontal groove incisions (see Figure 6.15b). In addition, 

one whole vessel of this type is gpdrooned and gives the 

appearance of a squash (see Figure 6.24a). This whole vessel 

comes from a late Bladen rurial and measures 14.5 cms in 

dianeter and 10 an in height, with a vessel thickness of 

0.6 cm. 

2) Three sherds are addi tiooally decorated by post-slip 

fine line incising in a variety of geanetric patterns. This 
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(a) 

111111111/1/11111111 

(b) 

\ 
Figure 6.15. Other Quamina Group: Unnamed 



occurs on both slightly recurving and slightly outcurving 

sided bowls or dishes with direct or exteriorly folded rims 

and ro und lips (s ee Figure 6. 1 5a) • Diam et er: 1 6-24 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 an. Pring (1977) notes a sherd of this 

type and includes it in QlBmim Cream: QlBmim variety. 

I have chosen to place it in Other Quamina Group: Unnamed 

variety since I suspect that with a larger sample it may 

be elevated to a separate incised variety of Quamina Cream, 

in keeping wi th the incised variety of the mooochrome red 

group. It bears a faint resemblance to Comistun Incised: 

UnspecifiErl variety in the Huetche (white) Group at Seibal 

(Sabloff 1975). 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: See QU3.mim Cream: OU3.mim variety 

for a general discussion. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: See QU3.mim Cream: QU3.mim variety 

for a general discussion. 

TYPE NAr-E: Chicago Orange 

VARIETY: Nago Bank 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Established as a type, Pring 

(1977). Established as a variety, present work. Current 

sample and descriptioo tasErl on 294 rim sherds, and 1 whole 

vessels. 

GROUP: Chi cago 

W\ HE: Fort George Orange 
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COMPLEX: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Xe? 

FRE (JJE NCY: 22.6% of the Bladen Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 6.16, 6.17; 6.22 c, d; 6.23a 

PRINCIP AL IIENrIFYING ATTRIB tIrES: 

1) Thin, non-lustrous slip of a pale orange color, often 

incompletely oxidized to buff-orange. 

2) Flaring or outcurving necked jars wi th direct rims and 

round or square lips. 

3) Loop handles comprised of cylinders, or incised deeply 

to give the appearance of cylinders. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color is similar to Chicago 

Ol~ange: Chicago variety in the Swasey Complex and ranges 

from pale buff to light brown, and orange or pinkish orange. 

Paste color is normally reflected in surface finish. The 

paste is fim, medium, and coarse textured with carbonate 

inclusions in about 85% of all sherds examined. Differential 

firing is common with a dark core and lighter edge. 
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SURFACE FINISH AND IECORATION: Surface color is similar to Chicago 

Orange: Chicago variety in the Swasey Canplex. The color 

centers on 5YR 7/4, pink, but includes sherds that are: 

5YR 7/1-7/6 (light gray, pinkish gray, pink, and reddish 

yellow) and 7.5YR 7/2-7/4 (pinkish gray and gray). The surface 

color normally reflects the paste color and is achieved through 

the application of a thin slip or wash. The slip is usually 
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Figure 6.16. Chicago Orange: Nago Bank variety 



I I ~ 
(a) Feature 215. Vessel from burial 

(b) Foot (original scale). 

Figure 6.17. Chicago Orang.e: Nago Bank variety 

Whole vessels and Appendages. 
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non-lustrous and weathers easily. Fire clouding does occur 

on a number of sherds (about 25% of those examined). The 

Bladen Nago Bank variety is often difficult to separate from 

the Chicago variety in the Swasey Complex, however the former 

tends to have forms with round lips, while the latter have 

square lips. However, it is possible that the sample size 

of this type has been inflated somewhat by the inclusion 

of redeposited Swasey sherds. 

FORMS: 1) Short outcurving necked jar with direct rim, more 

commonly a round lip, and occasionally a square lip (32.1%). 

Diameter: 18-28 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm; Neck height: 

1.5-2.2 cms. 

2) Short flaring necked jar with direct rim, more commonly 
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a round lip, and occasionally a square lip (13.3%). Diameter: 

18-32 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm; Neck height: 1.2-2.4 ems. 

3) Incurving bowl with direct or interiorly thickened rim 

and rounded lip (10.4%). Diameter: 16-25 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

4) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct rim 

and round or square lip (8.7%). Diameter: 16-34 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

5) Short vertical necked jar with direct rim and round or 

square lip (8.1%). Diameter: 16-26 cms; Thickness: .5-

.9 cm.; Neck height: 1.0-2.2 cms. 



6) Long outcurving necked jar with direct rim and round 

or square lip (5.2%). Diameter: 18-28 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.9 cm; Neck height: 3.0-5.2 cms. 

7) Long flaring necked jar \'>!ith direct rim and round or 

square lip (4.5%). Diameter: 22-34 ems; Thi ckness: .6-

.9 cm; Neck height: 2.5-5.0 cms. 

8) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or dish wi til 

direct or interiorly thickened rim and round lip (4.5%). 

Dia'1leter: 16-28 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

9) Markedly flaring sided bowl or dish with direct rim and 

round lip (4.5%). Diameter: 18-32 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 

em. 

10) Vertical or slightly tapered bottle with exteriorly 

folded rim and rounded or bevelled out lip (4.2%). Diameter: 

2.5-3.0 cms; Thickness: .8-1.2 cms. 

11) Long vertical necked jar with direct rim and round or 

square lip (2.9%). Diameter: 20-36 cms; Thickness: .6-

1.2 cms; Neck height: 2.8-4.5. 
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12) Outcurving sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (1.6%). Diameter: 16-26 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

APPENl}\GES: Handles: There are four loop handles associated 

with jar forms. Two of these are deeply gouged incised to 

gi ve the appearance that the handl e is composed of separate 

rolled cylinders. There are four double cylinder strap handles, 



but, instead of being attached as a straight handle, 

as in the Swasey Complex, they are attached. as loops. 

Spouts: There are two spouts, one fragmentary, and the other 

part of a small crudely fashioned jar. Both are circular 

in sectirn and about 5.0 cm.s. lrng. 

Feet: There are five hollow rounded feet, and one solid 

rOll'lded foot (see Figure 6.17b). They are all about 4.0 

cms in diameter. It is not clear to what vessel form 
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they belmg, however, the mrnopod bottle form has been identified 

in other late Early Fonnati ve deposits (see Brainerd 1958 

for exa:nple), and these foot supports may beloog to a similar 

form. 

INTRA~ITE DISTRIBUTIOO: The type has been defill3d on the basis 

of sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early 

Formative) of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or 

the "south square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout 

the Bladen Canplex wi th an increased emphasis on rOlIDd 

lips and direct or folded rims. 

INTER~ITE DISTRIBUTION: Pring (1977) has identified the presence 

of the Swasey variety of this type, Chicago, atElPozito 

and it is probable that the Bladen variety, Nago Bank, is also 

present at that site. The type has been identified. at Colha 

in the Bolay Canplex (Kosakowsky and Valdez, Jr. 1982). 

There are no other known canparisons. For general discussion, 

see Chicago Orange: Chicago variety. 



TYPE NAM!:: Cotton Tree Incised 

VARIETY: Cotton Tree 

ESTABLISFED AS A TYPE OR VAHIET'y: Present work. Current sanple 

and des cripton based on 16 rim sherds and 3 whole vess els. 

GROUP: Chi cago 

WARE: Fort Geor ge Urange 

COM'ill X: Bladen 

SP (lli; HE AFFIL IATI 00: X e? 

FREO,JENCY: 1.1% of the Bladen Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 6.18; 6.22a,b; 6.23b; 6.24c 

PRINCIPAL lIENI'IFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Thin non-lustrous slip of a pale orange color similar 

to Chicago Orange. 

2) Secondary decoratien by means of post-slip fim lim 

incising in gecxnetric patterns. 

3) Incurved recurved sided dishes or bowls. 

PASTE, TEMlER, AND FIRING: Same as Chicago Orange: Nago Bank 

variety. 
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SURFACE FINISH AND DE Q)RAT 100 : For general comments see Chicago 

Orange: Nago Bank variety. Secondary decoration is by means 

of post-slip fim lim incisi en ustally wi th horizontal bands 

below the rim exteriorly as well as diagonal parallel or 

cross-hat ched areas. Occasi mally the design is more elaborate 

and includes sane modeling. 
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Figure 6.18. Cotton Tree Incised: Cotton Tree variety 



FORM:>: 1) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct 

rim and round lip (75%). Dianeter: 16-28 cm; Thickness: 

.5-.8. 

2) Incurving sided bowl wi th direct or inter:i.orly thickened 

rim and round lip (12.5%). Diameter: 16-22 cms; Thickness: 

• 5-.7. 

3) Incurving sided bowl wi th soort vertical neck or collar, 

interiorly thickened rim, and round lip (12.5%). Diameter: 

18-20 cms; Thi ckness: • 6-.8. 

NO APPEN DI\ GES NOTED 

INTAA...srrE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 
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sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Formati ve) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Canplex wi toout any apparent changes. Pring identified 

a similar buff type, Cowpen Incised: Cowpen variety in the 

Swasey Canplex at Cuello (1977). As mentiooed in the desc."'iptioo 

of Chicago Orange: Chicago variety, I have chosen to do 

away wi th the buff types, and i ncl ude them in the orange 

group as forming a continuum fran completely oxidized sherds 

(orange) to incompletely oxidized (buff-orange). It is therefore 

likely that Pring's Cowpen Incised: Cowpen variety (1977) 

is the same as Cotton Tree Incised: Cotton Tree variety. 

INTER -S ITE DISTRIB urI 00 : No specific canparisons are known. 

For general comments see Chicago Orange: Nago Bank variety. 
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The decoration on Cotton Tree Incised is similar to the decoration 

on the monochrcxne black types Chompipi Incised: Chompipi 

variety at Altar de Sacrifici os (Adams 1971), and Chompipi 

Incised: Unspecified variety at Seibal (Sabloff 1975). 

TYPE NAM!:: Honey Camp Orange-Brown 

VARIETY: Honey Camp 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present ·work. Current sample 

and description based on 189 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Honey Camp 

WAR!:: Unspecified 

COMP IE X: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Xe? 

FRE WE NCY: 14. 5% of the Bladen C om pI ex 

ILL UST RATIONS: Figure 6.19 

PRINc[PAL IrENI'IFYING ATTRIBurES: 

1) Dark orange wash over a paste of a similar color. 

2) Secondary decoration by means of dark brown Slludging. 

3) Incurring sided bowls. 

4) Flaring sided bowls or dishes. 

PASTE, TEM?ER, AND FIRING: Paste is a dark orange or pale brown 

color and generally reflects surface color. The paste is 

fine or medium textured and all sherds examined have carbonate 

inclusions. Differential firing occurs, though it is not 

conmon. 
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I I 

Figure 6.19. Honey Camp Orange-Brown: Honey Camp variety 
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SURFACE FINISH AND DECDRATION: Surface color is highly variable. 

The color centers 00 2.5YR 5/6 and 5/8 (red), 2.5YR 6/4 (light 

reddish brown), and 2.5YR 6/6 and 6/8 (light ped), with 85% 

of the type canprising those colors. In addi tion the color 

range includes: 5YR 6/3 (light reddisb brown) 1 5YR 6/4 (light 

reddish brown), 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow), 5YR 7/4 (pink), and 

5YR 7/6 (reddish yellow). These colors are achieved through 

the application of a thin wash over a well-smoothed surface. 

In fact, in sane cases the appearance of a wash or slip may 

be due to smoothing that brings fine clay particles to the 

surface, rather than the acttal applicati en of a wash or 

thin slip. Even micros copically it is difficult to distinguish 

between the two processes. Secondarily the surface of the 

vess el is addi tionally decorated by the application of dark 

brown smudging, or a thin wash of dark brown, probably using 

sane organic material. The color of the surface where the 

dark brown is applia:i ranges from 4YR 4/1 (dark gray) to 

5YR 5/1-513 (gray, reddish gray, and red brown), 5YR 6/1 

(gray/light gray), 7.5YR 7/2, 7/4 (pinkish gray and pink), 

and 10YR 6/1, 6/2 (gray, light brown gray) and 7/1, 7/2 (light 

gray). The smudging occurs on both the interior and exterior 

surfaces. Fire clouding does occur on a nunber of sherds. 

The wash is non-lustrous but does not erode easily. Although 

there may be sane overlap with Chicago Orange: Nago Bank 

variety, in general, Hooey Camp Orangp-Brown is much darker, 



and has a dark orange or orange-brown paste that is easily 

identi ria ble. 
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FORM): 1) Incurving sided bowl wi th direct or interiorly thickened 

rim and round or pointed lip (31.8%). Diameter: 14-30 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 

2) Flaring sided bowl or dish wi th direct or interiorly 

thickened rim and round lip (18.2%). Diameter: 18-36 cms; 

Thickness: .45-.8 cm. 

3) Smrt outrurving necked jar with direct rim and round 

lip (13.5%). Diameter: 14-28 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm; 

Neck height: 1.5-2.8 cms. 

4) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish wi th direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (9.4%). Diameter: 16-32 ems; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

5) Incurving sided bowl l.>Ji th soort vertical oock or collar, 

interiorly thickened rim and round or slightly pointed lip 

(7.6%). Diameter: 12-26 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

6) Long flaring necked jar with direct or slightly thickened 

rim and round or square lip (7.1%). Diameter: 18-40 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 cm; Neck height: 2.5-6.6 cms. 

7) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or dish wi th 

direct or interiorly thickened rim and round lip (6.5%). 

Diameter: 14.25 ems; Thickness: .45-.8 cm. 



8) Slightly outcurving sided bowl or dish with direct or 

exteriorly folded rim and round lip (5.9%). Diameter: 16-

35 cms; Thi ckness: .4-.8 cm. 

APPENDAGES: Handles: There are two loop handles associated 

with jar forms as well as one double cylinder handle that 

is attached in a loop, also on a jar form. 

Spout: There is one short spout, round in cross-section 

and crudely fashioned. Length: 3.2 cms. 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 
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sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 20/35, 25/35, 25/30 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Complex wi thout any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRlBUfION: The Cuello orange-brown group is apparently 

different from the Jocote (orange-brown) Group at Barton 

Ramie (Gifford 1976), and at Chalchuapa (Sharer 1978) in 

that the Cuello group is decorated by a thin wash, while 

the Jocote Group is unslipped. No specific ccxnparisons are 

known. 

TYPE NAt-E: Copper Bank Incised 

VARIETY: Copper Bank 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 10 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Honey Camp 



WARE: Unspecified 

OOM?LEX: Bladen 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Xe? 

FREQtENCY: 0.7% of the Bladen Ccmplex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 6.20, 6.21 

PRINCIPAL IIENTIFYING ATrRIBurES: 

1) Slip color and dark brown smudging similar to Honey Camp 

Orange-B rown. 

2) Post-slip fine line incision as secondary decoration. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AN~ FIRING: Same as Honey Camp Orange-Brown: 

Honey Camp variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND m OORATION: In general, slip characteristics 
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are the same as Honey Camp Orange-Brown: Honey Camp variety. 

Secondary decoration is by means of fine line post-slip incision 

usually in the form of cross-hatched parallel diagonal lines, 

along with horizontal bands around the exterior of vessels. 

In decoration it is similar to Cotton Tree Incised in the 

Chicago group, and Chacal te Incised in the Machaca group. 

FORM3: 1) Incurved recurved sided dishes and bowls with direct 

or exteriorly folded r'im and round lip (50%). Diameter: 

14-32 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 an. 

2) Outcurving sided bowl or dish wi th di rect or exteriorly 

folded rim, and round lip (30%). Diameter: 16-34 ems; Thickness: 

.5-.9 cm. 
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\ \ 

slip not shown 

\ 
\ 

\ 

Figure 6.20. Copper Bank Incised: Copper Bank variety 



, I 

\ \ 

Figure 6.21. Copper Bank Incised: Copper Bank variety 
Fragmentary whole vessel 
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3) Vertical to slightly flaring sided bowl or dish with 

direct or interiorly thickened rim and round lip (20%). 

Diameter: 18-24 cms; Thickness: .45-.6 cm. 

NO APPEN DA GES NOTED 

INTRA-SrrE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 
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sealed levels of the Bladen phase material (late Early Formati ve) 

of grid squares 20/30, 20/35, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Bladen Complex wi thout any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUrrON: See Honey Camp Orange-Brown: Honey Camp 

variety for a general discussion. The decoration on Copper 

Bank Incised is dissimilar to the decoration commonly found 

on the orange-brown groups from Chalchuapa and Bal'ton Ramie 

(see Sharer 1978 and Gifford 1976), which consists of punctated 

or impressed fillets on outcurving necked jars. The decoration 

is more in keeping with the monochrane black incised type, 

Chompipi, from Altar de Sacrificioo (Adams 1971) and Seiba1 

(Sabloff 1975). No specific comparisons are known. 

6.3. Whole Vessel Descriptions from the Bladen Canplex 

Burial Feature 219 (Figure 6.22) 

Two vessel s from this burial are nearly identical (Figure 

6.22a, b) and bp.~ong in the Cotton Tree Incised: Cotton Tree variety 

type. They are both small flaring sided bowls wi th inter'iorly everted 

rims and round lips. They are each about 12 cms in diameter, and 



(a) (b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 6.22. Whole vessels from burial Feature 219. 

a, b. Cotton Tree Incised: Cotton Tree variety. 

c, d. Chicago Orange: Nago'Bank variety. 
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6.5 cms in height. Vessel thickness is variable, from 0.5 cm at 

the rim to 1.2 cms at the base. In both cases decoration consists 

of parallel fire lire incisi oos that trace arches around the exterior 

of the vess els. 

The two remaining vessels from this burial belong in the 

type Chicago Orange: Nago Bank variety. The first is a miniature 

spouted jar wi th smrt out rurving neck, direct rim, and round lip 

(Figure 6 .22c). The spout is circular in section and a rout 4 cms 
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loog. The jar is 9 cms in diameter, 9 cms in height, and vessel 

thickness is 0.6 an. The jar is differentially fired, and fire clouding 

is present. The second vessel of this type is a slightly recurving 

sid ed bowl or dish with di rect rim and ro und lip. The vess el is 

29 cms in diameter, 8 cms in height, and vessel thickness is 0.8 

an • 

All the vessels in this burial group are incompletely oxidized 

and tend to be buff-orange in color. (Note that they are ill ustrated 

as being buff in color.) The bJrial is that of a child, age 2-4 

years, sex indeterminate, and grave goods included a ceramic bird 

whistle, and jade bead as well as the four vessels described arove. 

Burial Feature 251 (Figures 6.23) 

Six vessels comprise this burial group. The first (Figure 

6. 23a) is a jar with short slightly outcurving neck, that is in the 

Chicago Orange: Nago EBnk variety type. The jar is 12.4 cms high, 

and 11 cms in dianeter. Vessel thickness is 0.8 an. Two vessels 

beloog in the Cotton Tree Incised: Cotton Tree variety t'ype. The 
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(a) Chicago Orange: Naga Bank variety 

(b) Cotton Tree Incised: Cotton Tree variety 

(c) Consejo Red: Estrella variety 

Figure 6.23. l~ole Vessels from Burial Feature 251. 



goovr.l ore orange are <..rt?am. not 
orange and unsllppeo 

(d) Other Quamina Group: Unnamed 

(e) Copetilla Unslipped: Gallon Jug variety 

(f) Chicago Orange; Nago Bank variety 

Figure 6. 23--Continued 
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first (Figure 6.23b) is a vertical to slightly recurving sided bowl 

with direct rim and pointed lip. The dianeter of the vessel is 14.5 
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cms, the height is 11 cms, and vessel thickness is 0.7 cm. The decoration 

consists of cross-hatched diagonal fine line incisions. (Note that 

the vessel is illustrated as buff, since it tends to be buff-oran~ 

in color.) The second Cot ton Tree In cis ed vess el (Figure 6.2 3f) is 

a bi t unuswl. It is a slightly flaring sided bowl wi th direct rim 

and round lip. The vessel 'is 18 cms in dia'1leter, 8 cms in height, 

and vessel thickness is 0.6 cm. Decoratioo consists of thick incis:i.cns 

in horizontal parallel bands around the exterior of the vess el giving 

the appearance of groove incisioo. (Note that the vessel is illustrated 

as unslipped so that the incisions could be shown more easily.) The 

fourth vessel in the oorial group is Ccnsejo Red: Estrella variety 

(Figure 6.230). It is an outcurving sided dish or bowl with slightly 

exteriorly thickened rim and round lip. The diameter of the vessel 

is 23 ems, the height of the vessel is 12.5 cms, and vessel thickness 

is 0.6 cm. The fifth vessel, in the Other Quamim Cream: Unnamed 

type has been previously described (Figure 6.23d). The last vessel 

in the jurial is a Copetilla Unslipped: 

jar with a missing spout (Figure 6.238). 

Galloo Jug variety miniature 

The jar has a short flaring 

neck, direct rim and round lip. It is 7 cms in diameter and 8.5 

cms in height, with a vessel thickness of 0.8 em. It is unusual 

in that it is decorated by irregular incisicns vertically around 

the exterior of the vessel. 



The burial beloo8f3 to that of a YOlIDg to mature male adul t. 

Grave goods included two hook-ended implements manufactured from 

deer metapodials, and a fragment of a metate, as well as the six 

vess els des cri bed above. 

6.4. Major Differentiating FEBtures Between 
the Swasey and Bladen Canplexes 
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The ceramics of the Swasey and Bladen Canplexes are very similar 

and present sane sorting problems to the ceramicist. The Bladen Canplex 

is clearly identifiable in temporally mixed deposits by the presence 

of such markers as Tower Hill Red on Cream, Quamira Cream, Heney 

Camp Orange Brown, and incised decoration on the orange group (Cotton 

Tree Incised). However, in temporally mi.xed deposits, differentiatien 

ameng the other ceramic types is often difficult based on surface 

fin:i.sh and decoraticn alone. Below is a list of the major discrimirating 

feat ures between the Swasey and Bladen vari eti es of each type, when 

present. It is important to note that while surface finish and decorati en 

may not change, vessel fOnD and rim and lip treatment in the Swasey 

Canplex is different than in the Bladen Canplex. For all types in 

the Bladen Canplex vessel forms tend to have rounder lips and folded 

rims instead of square lips and direct rims. 

Although one may argue (with reason) that the same varietal 

names should have been used for both the Swasey and Bladen types, 

I have chosen to adopt new varietal names (for Bladen) in keeping 

wi th other ceramic research in northern Belize. The Bladen Canplex 

is clearly separa ble on stratigraphic grounds, as well as on vess el 



form changes, that taken in conjuncti en wi th minute surface finish 

characteristics, suggest a great deal of integrity to the Canplex. 

Swasey Bladen 

Copetilla Unslipped 

Co petilla vari ety 

1) Well smoothed surfaces 

2) Dou ble cyli nder strap 

handle 

3) Square lips on thickened rims 

Consejo variety 

1) Wide range of surface 

color for red slip 

2) ROl.l1d bases 

3) Square lips 

Backlanding Incised 

Consejo Red 

1) Decoration restd .!t~ to 

horizontal parallel li~s 

Pettville Red on Cream 

Gallon Jug variety 

1) Unsmoothed surfaces 

2) Incised loop handles 

3) ROl.l1d lips on thickened 

rims 

Estrella vari ety 

1) Surface color centered on 

lOR 4/8 (red) 

2) Flat bas es 

3) Round lips 

Barguedier Incised 

1) Decoration by means of 

diagonal parallel as well 

as horizontal lines 

Fire burn Red on Cream 
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1) Wide range of surface 

color for red slip 

1) Surface color centered on 

10R 4/8 (red) 

2) ROl.l1d bases 2) Flat Bas es 



Swasey 

Machaca Black 

Machaca vari ety 

1) Surface finish difficul t 

to differenti ate 

2) Vertical sided bowls 

3) Square li ps 

Chacal te Incised 

Chacalte variety 

1) Decorati 00 restricted to 

horizontal parallel lines 

Chicago vari ety 

1) Double cylinder strap 

handles 

Chicago Orange 

2) Square lips on thickened 

rims 
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Bladen 

Wamil variety 

1) Surface finish difficul t 

to differentiate 

2) Incurved recurved sided bowls 

3) Round lips 

Yo Creek vari ety 

1) Decorati en by means of 

cross-hatching, and f'~a borate 

incisi ng 

Nago Bank vari ety 

1) Incised loop handles 

2) Round lips on direct 

rims 



CHAPTER 7 

THE LOPEZ COMPLEX 

7.1. Introduction 

The Lopez Complex spans the period from about 1,000 or 900 

b.c. to about 400 b.c. Sample size from Lopez phase levels is 2 

whole vessels and 273 rim sherds, supplemented by an additional 547 

redeposited Lopez rim sherds in Cocos phase levels, bringing the 

total sample to 820 rim sherds. The complex is composed of 6 major 

ceramic groups and 12 types (see Figure 4.3). These groups and their 

relative frequencies are: 

Group Freguency 

Joventud Group 48.3% 

Chunhinta Group 5.9% 

Pital Group 5.1% 

Muxanal Group 8.8% 

Chicago Group 23.1% 

Achiotes Group 8.8% 

Accordingly, 91.2% of the Lopez Complex is slipped, as Achiotes is 

the only unslipped group. Of the slipped pottery, approximately 

40.3% is decorated in some fashion; either by means of incising (28.2%), 

dichrome slips (8.8%), chamfering (1.8%), or modeling (1.5%). 

The Lopez Complex was defined by Pring (1977) and the present 

work which redefines it as stratigraphically between the Bladen Complex 
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and the Cocos Complex of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 

or the "south square" excavations of Platform 34. It thus comprises 

the Middle Formative period and belongs securely within the Mamon 

sphere, with many varieties of typical Mamom sphere ceramic types 

found at Cuello that are also present at other Middle Formative sites 

in the Maya Lowlands. 

7.2. Type Descriptions of the Lopez Complex 

TYPE NAME: Richardson Peak Unslipped 

VARIETY: Unspecified 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring (1977). Pring's description 

based on 40 rim sherds. Current sample and description based 

on 24 rim sherds from Lopez levels and 7 rim sherds from 

Cocos levels for a total of 31 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Achiotes 

WARE: Uaxactun Unslipped 

COMPLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamom 

FREQUENCY: 8.8% of the Lopez Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 7.1 

PRIl'JCIPAL IOONTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Rough, unslipped, tan, gray, or orange surfaces. 

2) Short vertical or outcurving necked jars. 

3) Many forms have rims that are exteriorly folded or thickened. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: The paste color ranges from 5YR 5/1 

(gray), .through 5YR 6/1-6/6 (gray to reddish yellow), 10YR 



/ 

I 

Figure 7.1. Richardson Peak Uns1ipped: Unspecified 
variety (Lopez). 
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5/1-6/3 (gray to pale brown), and 2.5YR 5/2 (grayish brown). 

The color is highly variable with no one color comprising 

a major percentage of the sample. Paste texture is medium 

to coarse grained. Differential firing is common, leaving 

either a darker core, or one side of the vessel a darker 

color than the other. Carbonate inclusions are present in 

all sherds. 
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SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: The surface is usually unsmoothed 

with a color range the same as the paste color. Fire clouding 

is also common. 

FORMS: 1) Short vertical necked jar with direct, exteriorly 

folded or everted rim, and round lip (32.3%). Diameter: 

15-26 cms; Thickness: .6-1.0 cms; Neck height: 1.2-3.0 

cms. 

2) Short outcurving necked jar with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (29%). Diameter: 16-24 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.9 cm; Neck height: 1.5-3.0 cms. 

3) Long outcurving necked jar with direct, exteriorly folded 

or everted rim and round lip (16.1%). Diameter: 16-28 cms; 

Thickness: .6-1.0 cms; Neck height: 3.2-5.4 cms. 

4) Medium to high flaring necked jar with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (6.5%). Diameter: 18-30 cms; Thickness: 

.6-1.0 cms; Neck height: 2.5-5.5 cms. 
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5) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (6.5%). Diameter: 18-28 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.9 cm. 

6) Flaring sided bowl or dish with direct, or exteriorly 

folded or everted rim and round lip (3.2%). Diameter: 24 

cms; Thickness: .5 cm. 

7) Vertical or slightly tapered bottle with exteriorly folded 

rim and round or bevelled out lip (3.2%). Diameter: 2.85 

cms; Thickness: .6 cm. 

APPENDAGES: Handles: All handles are associated with jar forms. 

One handle is a simple loop handle, circular to ovoid in 

cross-section. A second handle is a strap handle that is 

almost flat in cross-section. Two handles are loop handles 

that have deep gouge incisions on them to give the appearance 

of being composed of three separate cylinders. 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez Complex (Middle Formative) of 

grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south square" 

excavations. As a type it continues throughout the Lopez 

Complex without any apparent changes. In fact, it is difficult 

to distinguish the Lopez variety of Richardson Peak Unslipped, 

from the succeeding Cocos variety of the same type, on the 

basis of surface color or texture. There are some differences 

in vessel form distribution and lip and rim treatment, however, 

i~ is possible that the sample size of this type has been 
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elevated by the addition of Cocos unslipped sherds. In general, 

it is difficult to sort the unslipped material of the Middle 

Formative from the unslipped material of the Late Formative, 

except in temporally pure deposits. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: Pring (1977) identifies the presence 

of the Lopez variety of Richardson Peak Unslipped in small 

numbers at the sites of Santa Rita, San Estevan, and Colha 

in northern Belize. The Middle Formative unsli~ped type 

at Cuello is modally similar to most other Middle Formative 

unslipped types from sites in the Maya Lowlands. For a complete 

description, see Pring (1977). 

TYPE NAME: Joventud Red 

VARIETY: Palmasito 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Variety, Pring (1977). Pring's description based on 150 

rim sherds. Current sample and description based on 56 rim 

sherds from Mamom levels, and 79 rim sherds from Cocos levels 

for a total sample of 135 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Joventud 

WARE: Flores Waxy 

COMPLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamom 

FREOUENCY: 20.5% of the Lopez Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 7.2 
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Figure 7.2. Joventud Red: Palmasito variety. 
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(a) Original Scale 

(b) Whole vessel from 1979 evacuations. 

(1/2 original scale. Diameter: 16 ems) 

Figure 7.2.--Continued. 
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PRINCIPAL IIENrIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Thick, soft, dal'k red slip wi th a pronounced waxy feel. 

2) Extensive fire crackling of the slip. 

3) Outcurving sided dishes or plates with flat bases. 

4) Incurving sided bowls with restricted orifices (t!3canates). 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: raste color varies from tan to buff 

or light brown. Paste tends to be uniform in color with 

little differential firing. Paste is medium textured and 

tempering includes both carbonate par ti cles in all sherds, 

often fairly large in size, as well as crushed sherds in 

about 15-25% of the sample. The paste tends to crumble easily. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Slip color is fairly homogeneous 

centering on 10R 4/6, 4/8, 5/6, 5/8 (red) (90% of all sherds) 

with a number of sherds in the 2.5YR 4/8 and 4/6 (red) category. 

The slip is very soft, and scratches easily or erodes in 

a characteristic fashicn, flaking off in small patches. 

The slip tends to be thick, and dull, with a pronouncedly 

waxy feeling. Fire crackling or crazing is extremely commcn, 

and is present on almost all sherds. The slip is often 

mottled with black specks, perhaps caused by the 

presence of organic material in the slip clay. The Joventud 

Red at Cuello is apparently easier to idlmtify than the Joventud 

Red varieties at other sites in the Maya Lowlands. It is 

readily distinguishable from the later Sierra Red, in that 
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the slip is a darker red, is not as glossy, and is much waxier 

and softer, which is an lD1\.lSual distinction. 

FORM.): 1) Outrurving sided dish or plate with direct, exteriorly 

folded or everted rim, round lip and flat base (53.5%). 

Diameter: 16-46 cms; Thickness: .4-.9 cm. 

2) Incurving sided bowl with markedly restricted orifice 

(tecomate), direct or interiorly folded rim, and round or 

pointed lip (14.8%). Diameter: 8-20 cms; Thickness: .3-

.5 cm. 

3) Vertical or slightly tapered bottle wi th exteriorly folded 

rim and round or bevelled out lip (8.2%). Diameter: 3.5-

5 cms; Thickness: .4-.7 cm. 

4) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish wi th exteriorly 

folded or everted rim and round lip (5.9%). Diameter: 18-

32 cms; Thi ckness: .5-.8. 

5) Medium to long vertical to slightly outrurving necked 

jar with direct, exteriorly folded, or slightly everted rim, 

and round lip (5.9%). Diameter: 14-24 cms; Thickness: 

.4-.8 cm; Neck height: 2.8-5.2 cms. 

6) Flaring sided bowl or dish with exteriorly folded or 

everted rim and round lip (5.3%). Diameter: 22-36 cms; 

Thickness: .4-.8 cm. 

7) Incurving sided bowl with generally unrestricted orifice, 

direct, or interiorly folded rim, and round lip (4.4%). 

Diameter: 20-36 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 



8) Vertical sided bowl or dish wi th direct rim and rotmd 

lip (2.2%). Diameter: 18-24 cms; Thickness: .4-.5 an. 

APPENJ)lGES: Feet: There is one hollow, rotmd foot about 5 cms 

in diameter where it is broken. It is possible that the 

foot belongs to a m01opod bottle as described by Brainerd 
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(1958) at Mani. A similar complete monopod bottle in the 

Joventud Group was fotmd in the 1979 excavatioos at Cuello. 

Spouts: There are two spouts that are ovate in cross-section 

and ro~hly 2.0 cms in diameter. The height of each, though 

incomplete, is about 6.0 cms. Ovate spouts are considered 

diagnostic markers of the Mamcm sphere pottery (Willey, Culbert, 

and Adams 1967). 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Lopez COOlplex wi thout any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DIsTRmurIOO: Pring (1977) has identified the presence 

of this type at San Estevan, Chowacol, Nohmul, Colha, Santa 

Rita, Caledonia, and El Pozito in northern Belize. 

Joventud Red: Palmasito variety is similar to the Joventud 

variety at Uaxactun (Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966); 

the Mocho variety at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971); the 

Unspecified variety at Seibal (Sabloff 1975); Black Rock 

Red at Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976); the Joventud variety 



at Yaxha-Sacnab (Rice 1979) and at Tikal (Culbert p.c. 1981); 

and the Jolote variety at Becan (Ball 1977). Though there 

are similarities among all these types and varieties, such 
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as the waxiness of the slip with a tendency to fire crackling, 

oval section spouts, and outcurving sided dishes, it is important 

to note that there is still a great deal of diversity at 

the varietal level. The Cuello variety is perhaps closest 

to the Jolote variety at Becan in surface color and slip 

texture, as well as in the distribution of vessel forms. 

TYPE NAME: Guitara Incised 

VARIETY: Grooved Incised 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Variety, Pring (1977). Pring's description based on 150 

rim sherds. Current sample and description based on 67 rim 

sherds from Lopez levels, and 116 rim sherds from Cocos levels 

for a total of 183 rim sherds, and 1 whole vessel. 

GROUP: Joventud 

WARE: Flores waxy 

Complex: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamom 

FREQUENCY: 24.5% of the Lopez Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 7.3 
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Figure 7.3. Guitara Incised: Grooved Incised variety. 
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Figure 7.3.-Continued. 



(a) Wno1e vessel from 1979 excavations. 

(Diameter: 20 ems) 

(b) Feature 216. (Diameter: 26 ems) 

Figure 7.3.--Continued. 
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Slip color and texture same as Joventud Red: Palmasito 

variety. 

2) Decoration by means of pre-slip groove incising on rim 

interiors, and exteriorly at the rim or occasionally 

at the base. 

3) "Double-line break" motif. 

4) Outcurving sided dishes or plates with flat bases. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Joventud Red: Palmasito 

variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: For general comments see Joventud 

Red: Palmasito variety. Slip color and texture of Guitara 

Incised are the same as the Palmasito variety of Joventud 
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Red. Decoration is by means of shallow pre-slip groove incising 

running in horizontal bands around the exterior of vessels. 

Most vessels are outcurving sided dishes or plates with everted 

rims, on the interior of which runs the groove-incising usually 

in parallel concentric bands, or with the "double-line break" 

motif. The incisions are shallow and about 0.1-0.2 cm wide. 

Additional decoration occurs occasionally in the form of 

a vertical applique ridge starting at the base or the rim 

and extending about a third or half-way down the exterior 

of the vessel. 
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FORMS: 1) Outcurving sided dish or plate with direct, exteriorly 

folded, or exteriorly everted rim, and round lip (89.1%). 

Diameter: 16-48 cms (mostly 26-44 cms); Thickness: .5-.8 

cm. 

2) Incurving sided bowl with restricted orifice (tecomate), 

direct or interiorly folded rim, and round or pointed lip 

(4.9%). Diameter: 10-16 cms; Thickness: .3-.5 cm. 

3) Incurved recurved bowl with medial angle, direct or exteriorly 

thickened rim and round lip (2.2%). Diameter: 16-28 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

4) Flaring sided dish or bowl with direct or exteriorly 

thickened rim and round lip (1.6%). Diameter: 16-24 cms; 

Thickne~s: .4-.8 cm. 

5) Vertical sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (1.1%). Diameter: 18-20 cms; Thickness: 

.5 cm. 

6) Incurved recurved bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (1.1%). Diameter: 16-20 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.6 cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Lopez Complex without any apparent changes. 
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INTER....sITE DISTRIBUTION: For a general discussien, see Joventud 

Red: Palmasi to variety. Gui tara Incised: Grooved Incised 

variety is similar to grooved incised varieties from Uaxactun 

(Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966); Seibal (Sabloff 1975); 

Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971); Barton Ramie (Gifford 

1976); Yaxha....sacnab (Rice 1979); Tikal (Culbert p.c. 1981); 

and Becan (Ball 1977). The "double-line break" motif has 

been found on ceramics as far away as the Olmec Heartlands 

of the Gulf Coast. For a more complete discussi en, see Pring 

(1977). 

NOTE: Pring (1977) has identifiErl a Guitara variety of this 

type at Cuello that is chat'acterized by pre-slip fine line 

and post-slip incisions in geometric patterns other than 

horizontal lines. He identified four sherds of this type 

(Pring 1977). There were three sherds found in the 1980 

excavations that had more elaborate incising, two pre-slip, 

and one post-slip (see Figure 7.4), however the sample is 

too small at this point in time to warrant description as 

a separate variety. In addition, since no whole vessels 

were found it is often difficult to discern whether a single 

vessel combines both forms of incising. In my mind, all 

the incised material should be included in a Single type, 

and until a larger sample is available, a single variety 

as well. 
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Figure 7.4. Guitara Incised: (?) Guitara variety 



TYPE NA~: Desvario Chamfered 

VARIETY: Desvar'io 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Current sample and description based on 5 rim sherds. 

GROUP: J ovent ud 

WARE: Flores Waxy 

COMPLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamom 

FREWENCY: 1.8% of the Lopez Ccmplei 

ILL lET RATIONS: Figure 7. 5a 

PRINCIPAL IOONrIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 
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1) Slip color and textwe the same as Joventud Red: Palmasito 

var'iety. 

2) Chamfering on vessel wall exteriors. 

PASTE, TEr-PER, AND FIRING: The same as Joventud Red: Palmasi to 

variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Slip textl.u."'e and color the same 

as Joventud Red: Palmasi to variety. Decoration is by means 

of horizontal chamfers around the exterior of vessels. In 

keeping with Pring, I have called this the Desvario variety, 

so as not to obfuscate matters more. However, I would like 

to note that considering the small sample I have seen from 

Cuello, and Pring's equally small sample of ten sherds (1977) 

I would have prefered to label this an Unspecifip,d variety 

until more material from Cuello is excavated. 



(a) Desvario Chamfered: Desvario variety. 

" 
" 

\ \ 

(b) Other Joventud Group: Unnamed 

Figure 7.5. JOVENTUD GROUP 
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FORMS: 1) Round to slightly incurving sided bowl or dish with 

direct or slightly exteriorly thickened rim and round lip 

(60%). Diameter: 20-24 cms; Thickness: .6-.7 cm. 

2) Outcurving sided dish or plate with direct, or slightly 

exteriorly everted rim, and round lip (40%). Diameter: 

20,·22 cms; Thickness: .6 cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Fo~ative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Lopex Complex without any apparent changes, though it seems 

to make an appearance in the later Middle Formative levels. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: Chamfering is considered a diagnostic 

marker of the Mamom sphere (Willey, Culbert and Adams 1967). 

The Cuello variety is the same as that found at Uaxactun 
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(Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966); at Tikal (Culbert p.c. 

1981); and at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971); and is similar 

to chamfered varieties at Seibal (Sabloff 1975), and at 

Becan (Ball 1977). 

TYPE NAME: Other Joventud Group 

VARIETY: Unnamed 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 8 sherds. 



GROUP: Joventud 

WARE: Flores WaAY 

COMPLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamohl 

FREQUENCY: 1.5% of the Lopez Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 7.5b, 7.6 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Joventud Red: Palmasito 

variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: See Forms 

FORMS: 1) Three sherds may belong to Pring's (1977) Bobo Red 

and Unslipped. Two are body sherds and the third belongs 

to an incurved recurved sided bowl or dish. The interior 

and rim of the exterior are slipped red, similar to Joventud 

Red: Palmasito variety. The remaining exterior surface 
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is unslipp~d and irregularly punctated with fingernail impressions 

(Figure 7.5b). 

2) Four sherds are modeled faces with secondary incised 

and punctated decoration (Figure 7.6). One sherd belongs 

to a modeled human face (Figure 7.6a; slip color not shown).Pring 

originally identified a modeled effigy jar from Kichpanha 

that is similar, although he identified it as belonging to 

the Sierra (Red) Group (1977). However, I have examined 

the vessel currently in the vault of the Department of Archaeology 

of the Government of Belize in Belmopan, and feel that it 

belongs more appropriately in the Joventud Group. Two sherds 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 7.6. Other Joventud Group: Unnamed 
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(Figures 7.6b, c) belong to incurving sided bowls with modeled 

faces on either a labial flange, or labial eversion. The 

fourth modeled sherd (Figure 7.6d) is a small adorno from 

an unknown vessel form that is in the shape of an unidentifiable 

animal head. Pring (1977) has identified the presence of 

modeled faces in the Lopez Complex. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: See Joventud Red: Palmasito variety. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: A red, unslipped, and impressed variety 

has been identified in the Joventud Group at Uaxactun (Smith 

1955; Smith and Gifford 1966). Modeling has been identified 

in the Joventud Group at San Estevan (Pring 1977); at Uaxactun 

(Smith 1955); and at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971). 

NOTE: Pring (1977) has identified a punctated (Melinda) type, 

an impressed (Resaca) type, an appliqued (Pat0s) tYPB and 

a black on red (Pinol) type in the Joventud Group. I did 

not encounter sherds of these types in my sample, although 

they may in fact exist at Cuello, as Pring has indicated 

(1977). 

TYPE NAME: Chunhinta Black 

VARIETY: Chunhinta 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Current sample and description based on 7 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Chunhinta 



WARE: Flores Waxy 

COt1PLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamom 

FREQUENCY: 2.6% of the Lopez Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 7.7a 

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Thick, soft, and dull black slip with a pronounced waxy 

feel. 

2) Extensive fire crackling of the slip. 

3) Outcurving sided dishes or plates with flat bases. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color ranges from pale orange 

or brown to tan, buff, and as the dominant color a pale gray 

or brownish gray. Differential firing is common leaving 

one side of the vessel darker than the other. Paste texture 

is medium grained, and all sherds have carbonate inclusions. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: All sherds are covered with a 

thick, soft dull black slip that has a pronounced waxy feel 
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to it. The slip scratches easily and erodes in a characteristic 

fashion, flaking off in patches. The color of the slip centers 

on 2.5YR n2/(black) and 2.5Y n21 (black), 2.5Y n/3 (very 

dark gray). Occasionally the slip has a slight reddish cast 

to it (1 OR .211 reddish black or 2.5 YR 212 very dusky red). 

Fire clouding is common (on all sherds), as is fire crackling. 
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(a) Chunhinta Black: Chunhinta variety 

(b) Deprecio Incised: Unspecified variety 

Figure 7.7. CHUNHINTA GROUP 
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FORM): 1) Outcurving sided dish or plate wi th direct or exteriorly 

thickened rim and round lip (57.1%). Diameter: 16-28 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

2) Incurving si ded bowl with gener'ally unrestricted orifice, 

interiorly thickened rim and round lip (28.6%). Diameter: 

1; Thickness: .5-.? cm. 

3) Flaring sided dish or bowl wi th everted rim and round 

lip (14.3%). Diameter: 1; Thickness: .6 an. 

NO APPENOOGES NorED (Although Pring identified a hollow foot 

and two spouts (1977).) 

INTRA-8ITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defimd on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Lopez Complex without any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurlOO: Pring identifies small amounts of this 

type at almoot all si tes in northern Belize (1977). The 

Cuello type is similar to the type of the same name from 

Uaxactun (Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966); Altar de Sacrificios 

(Adams 1971); Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976); Seibal (Sabloff 

1975); Yaxba-Sacnab (Rice 1979); Tikal (Culbert p.c. 1981); 

and the Capaz variety of Chunhinta Black at Becan (Ball 1977). 

TYPE NAt-E: Deprecio Incised 

VARIETY~ Unspecified 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OF VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Variety, Pring (1977). Pring's description based on 12 sherds. 

Current sample and description based on 9 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Chunhinta 

WARE: Flores Waxy 

COMPLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamom 

FREQUENCY: 3.3% of the Lopez Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 7.7b 

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Slip color and texture the same as Chunhinta Black: 

Chunhinta variety. 

2) Secondary decoration by means of pre-slip groove incising. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Chunhinta Black: Chunhinta 

variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Slip color and texture the same 

as Chunhinta Black: Chunhinta variety. Secondary decoration 

by means of pre-slip horizontal groove incising around the 

exterior of vessels, and on the interior just below the rim. 

FORMS: 1) Outcurving sided dish or plate with direct or exteriorly 

folded or everted rim and round lip (55.6%). Diameter: 

24-38 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

2) Incurving sided bowl with generally unrestricted orifice, 

interiorly folded rim, and round lip (44.4%). Diameter: 

16-24 cms; Thickness: .4-.8 cm. 



NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavati.ons. As a type it continues throughout the 

Lopez Complex without any apparent changes. Pring (1977) 

suggests the possibility that the Cuello type may in fact 
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be composed of two varieties; one with plain horizontal groove 

incising, and the other with more elaborate incised designs. 

This would certainly be in keeping with material found at 

other sites, such as the division at Tikal into simple incised, 

and design incised varieties (Culbert p.c. 1981), however, 

the sample from Cuello is too small to make this division 

at this time. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: For general discussion see Chunhinta 

Black: Chunhinta variety. The Cuello type is similar to 

the type of the same name at Uaxactun (Smith 1955; Smith 

and Gifford 1966); Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971); Barton 

Ramie (Gifford 1976); Seibal (Sabloff 1975); Yaxha-Sacnab 

(Rice 1979); Tikal (Culbert p.c. 1981); and Becan (Ball 

1977). 

TYPE NAME: Pi tal Cream 

VARIETY: Unspecified 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Variety, Pring (1977). Pring's description based on 14 sherds. 

Current sample and des criptim based on 13 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Pital 

WA RE : Flores Waxy 

OOWLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamon 

FREQLENCY: 4.7% of the Lopez Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 7.8a, 7.9a 

PRINCIPAL IlENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Thick, soft oream slip wi th a pronounced waxy feel. 

2) Fire crackling, smudging and clouding are extensive. 

3) Outrurving slded dishes or plates with flat bases. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color is tan, buff, or light 

brown in most cases, though differential firing occasionally 

causes the paste to turn a light or dark gray. Paste is 

mErlium textured with carbonate inclusims in all sherds. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IEOORATION: The color of the slip tends to 

be 7.5YR 7/2-7/4, 8/2-814 (pinkish gray, pink, and white) 

or 5YR 7/2,812 (pinkish gray and pinkish white). However 

the surfaces of all sherds are hignly variable in color due 

to extensive fire clouding causing patches of pink, red, 

and black, as well as different shades of cream. The slip 

is soft, thick, and waxy. The slip tends to be extensively 

fire crackled and smudged, in addi tim to the fire clouding. 
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(a) Pital Cream: Unspecified variety 

(b) Paso Dante. Incised: Unspecified variety 

Figure 7.8. PITAL GROUP 
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FORM3: 1) Outrurving sided dish or plate with direct, exteriorly 

folded, or everted rim, and round lip (46.1%). Diameter: 

22-42 cms; Thickness: .45-18 cm. 

2) Incurving sided bowl with generally unrestricted orifice I 

slightly interi orly folded rim, and round lip (38.5%). Diameter: 

16-34 ems; Thickness: .5-.7 em. 

3) Incurved recurved sided bowl or disl! wi th direct rim 

and round lip (15.4%). Diameter: 18-20 ems; Thickness: 

.5 em. 

APPENDAGES: Feet: There is one solid foot, oval in cross secticn, 

and a bout 5.5 ems in length to where it is broken. It is 

not known to what vessel form it belongs. 

INI'RA-SITE DISTRIBurIOO: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formati ve) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavaticns. As a type it continues throughout the 

Lopez Complex without any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurION : Pring has identified the presence of 

this type at the site of San Estevan in northern Belize (1977). 

Pring also suggests that with a larger sample it is pro table 

that the Cuello variety of Pital Cream can be subsuned in 

the Pital variety, though with the small sample size 

it seaned more appropriate to identify the vari ety as Unspecified 

( 1977). I am in accordance with Pring on this account. 

Almost all Maya Lowland sites with Middle Formative ceramics 
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possess a Pital Cream type. It is rare at Uaxacatun (Smith 

1955; Smith and Gifford 1966), at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 

1971), and at Yaxha-Sacnab (Rice 1979). It is present in 

larger numbers at Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976), at Seibal 

(Sabloff 1975), and at Becan (Ball 1977). I follow both 

Pring (1977) and Sabloff (1975) in subsuming blotchy slipped 

material in the same variety with the purer cream slipped 

sherds, while at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971) and Becan 

(Ball 1977) a separate variety is created. 

NOTE: One sherd (Figure 7.9a) in the Pital Group is an unusual 

form. Irregular modeling crea.tes the impression of chamfering 

on the exterior of an outcurving sided dish. A second sherd 

(Figure 7. 9b) may belong to Pring's type Barranco Red on 

Cream (1977). The sherd possesses a Pital Cream slip that 

is covered on the interior by a red slip. Perhaps intentional, 

though probably due to firing and organic material in the 

slip clay, there is a dark black band around the exterior 

just below the rim. Although Barranco Red on Cream (Pring 

1977) is similar in form and decoration to Muxanal Red on 

Cream, the cream slip on Barranco is very different from 

the cream of Muxanal and tends to be heavily fipe clouded 

into black, red, orange and pink colors. This sherd possesses 

that sort of cream slip. 
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(a) Pital Cream: Unspecified Variety (slip not shown) 

(b) (7) Barranco Red on Cream (Pring 1977) 

Figure 7.9. OTHER PITAL GROUP 
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TYPE NAME: Paso Dante Incised 

VARIETY: Unspecified 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Variety, Pping (1977). Pring's description based on 3 rim 

sherds. Current sample and description based on 1 rim sherd. 

GROUP: Pital 

WARE: Flores Waxy 

COMPLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Mamom 

FREQUENCY: 0.4% of the Lopez Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 7.8b 

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Slip color and texture the same as Pital Cream. 

2) Secondary decoration by means of pre-slip groove incising. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Pital Cream: Unspecified 

variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: For general description see Pital 

Cream: Unspecified variety. Secondary decoration is by 

means of horizontal, pre-slip groove incising, on the exterior 

near the rim and the base, and on the interior just below 

the rim. 

FOR~~: 1) Outcurving sided dish with exteriorly everted rim 

and round lip (1 example). Diameter: 35 cms; Thickness: 

.5 cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 



INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" e xca va ti ons • 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: Pring has identifioo the presence of 

one sherd of this type at San Estevan in northern Belize 

(1977). The Cuello type is similar to the type of the same 

name at Uaxactun (Smith 1955); at Seibal (Sabloff 1975); 

at Yaxha-Sacnab (Rice 1979); at Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976); 

and at Becan (Ball 1977). 

TYPE NAl'£: Muxanal Roo on Cream 

VARIE:l'Y: Lazaro 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Variety, Pring (1977). Pring's description based on 38 sherds 

and one whole vessel. Current sample and descriptioo !:ased 

on 23 rim sherds from Lopez levels, and 135 rim sherds from 

Cocos levels, for a total of 158 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Muxanal 

WA I€ : Flores Waxy 

roM? LE X: Lo pez 

SP HE I€ AFFILIAT ION: Mamon 

FREQlENCY: 8.4% of the Lopez Canplex 

ILL U3TRAT IONS: Figure 7.10 
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Figure 7.10~-Continued. 
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PRINCIP AI.. IIENTIFYING ATTRIB Ul'ES: 

1) Primary slip that is thin and cream colored. 

2) Secondary red slip on the interior of vessels, and on 

the exterior in bands, dots, or other geanetric designs. 

3) Secondary decoraticn by means of pre-slip groove incising 

in horizontal bands on the exterior of vess els. 

4) Outeurving sided dishes or plates wi th flat bases. 

-PASTE, TEM'ER, ANI:. FIRING: Paste is a buff, tan, light brown, 

or pinkish gray color. Differential firing occurs, leaving 

a darker core, though it is not cornman. Paste is medium 

text ured and all sherds exami0'3d have carbonate incl usi ons. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IEOORATIOO: A thin primary slip that is cream 

in color is applied over the interi or and exteri or of the 

vessel. The color of the slip is 10YR 8/2 (white), 7.5YR 

8/2 (pinkish white), and 5YR 8/2, 8/4, 7/2, 713 (pinkish 

white, pinkish gray, and pink). A red, secondary slip is 

placed over the cream slip on vessel interiors, just over 

the rim on the exterior of outcurving sided dishes or plates, 

and on the basal particn of medial angle vessels. In additicn, 

the red slip is applied in par all el diagonal bands or stripes, 

dots, or circles on the exteri or of vessel s. The color of 

this slip is the same as Joventud Red: Palmasi to variety 

(10R 4/6, 418, 5/6, 5/8 (red». Often the exterior.' of outcurving 

sided dishes or plates is secondarily decorated by means 

of pre-Slip horizontal groove incisicns around the base and 



just below the rim. OccasiCl1allya vertical applique ridge 

di vides design areas of the exterior of the vessel. 

FORM3: 1) Outa.u'ving sided dish or plate with direct, or exteriorly 

everted rim, and round lip (90.5%). Diameter: 26-48 cmsi 

Thiclmess: .4-.9 cm. 

2) Incurved recurved sided bowl wi th sharp medial angle 

or break, direct or exteriorly folded rim and round lip (6.9%). 

The bottom half' of the exterior of this vessel form is slipped 

red, with decoration restricted to the upper portion. Diameter: 

16-32 cms i Thi clmess : • 5-.8 cm. 

3) Incurved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (.13%). Diameter: 16-28 cmsi Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

4) Flaring sided bowl or dish with direct or slightly exteriorly 

thickened rim and round lip (1.3%). Diameter: 22-34 cmsi 

Thiclmess: .45-.7 cm. 

NO APPEN DA GES N arED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defimd on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formative) 

of grid sC)l:~res 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues L.roughout the 

Lopez Ccmplex wi thout any apparent changes. 

INTER-8ITE DISTRIBurICN: Pring has identified the presence of 

this type at San Estevan, NOhmul, Colha, Santa Rita, and 

Caledonia in northern Belize (1977). The Cuello type is 
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broadly similar to the type of the same name at Uaxacttm 

(Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966), and to the small amounts 

at Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971). It is similar to the 

Muxanal Red on Cream at Yaxha-8acnab (Rice 1979) although 

I am in disagreement wi th Rice's placement of this type in 

the Pital Group. It is most similar to the CCiIlprimido variety 

of Muxanal Red on Cream at Becan (Ball 1977). I am in agreement 

with both Ball (1977) and Pring (1977) in the creation of 

a group separate from the Pital Group for this material, 

since the cream slip on Muxanal Red on Cream is dissimilar 

to the cream slip of the Pital Group. 

TYPE NAt£: Other Muxanal Group 

V ARIET Y: Unnam eel 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Variety, Pring (1977). Current sample and description based 

on 3 sherds. 

GROUP: Muxanal 

WAR!: : Flores Waxy 

OOWLEX: Lopez 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Maman 

FREQIENCY: 0.4% of the Lopez Canplex 

ILLLETRATIONS: Figure 7.11 
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(a) 

I 

buff 

\ 
(b) 

(c) 

Figure 7.11. Other Muxana1 Group: Unnamed (slip not shown). 



PRINCIPAL IIENI'IFYJNC ATTRIBurES: 

1) Primary slip that is thin and cream colored, same as 

the Lazaro variety. 

2) Secondary red slip in various designs. 

3) Decoration by means of modeling, incising, punctating, 

and impressi ng. 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Mu:xanal Red on Cream: Lazaro 

variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECXlRATION: For general discussioo, see Muxanal 

Red on Cream: Lazaro variety. Addi tional decoration is 

primarily in the form of modeling to create human and animal 

faces, with the use of punctating, inCising, and impressing 

to craate the features of the faces. 

FORM:>: It is uncertain to what forms these sherds belong. Only 

one is a rim and appears to beloog to a vessel that is outcurving 

at the rim, but may in fact be recurving below. This sherd 

is modeled in the appearemce of a human face (see Figure 

7 .11a). A second sherd appears to be em effigy of a monkey 

like animal (see Figure 7.11c). The third sherd is a small 

adorno from a vessel in the shape of an unknown animal. 

From the curvature of the vessel wall, it would appear to 

belong to an incurving sided bowl or dish (see Figure 7 .11b). 

NO APPENDA.GE:S NorED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed leve.ls of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formative) 



of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it may make its appearance 

only in the later Lopez phase levels al though the sample 

size is so small it is difficult to be certain of this. 
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INTER-SITE DISTRIBurION: Pring (1977) has tentatively identified 

the presence of this type at El Pozito in northern Belize. 

In additioo it is similar to modeled vessels from the Maman 

horizon at Uaxactun (Smith 1955). Modeling is present in 

the Acachen Canplex at Becan (&11 1977) and at Altar de 

Sacrifici os (Adams 1971). 

TYPE NAr£: Chicago Orange 

VA RIE:I'Y: Warrie Camp 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring (1977). Pring's descriptioo 

based on 6 rim sherds. Current sample and description based 

on 63 rim sherds from Lope z 1 evel s, and 210 rim sherds from 

Cocos levels for a total of 273 rim sherds, and 1 whole vess el. 

GROUP: Chicago 

Wi HE: Fort Geo!" ge Orange 

COMPLEX: Lopez 

SP HE HE AFF IL IATI ON: Mam om 

FREQJENCY: 23.1% of the Lopez Ccmplex 

ILL UST RATIONS: Figure 7.12 
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Figure 7.12. Chicago Orange: Warrie Camp variety 
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(a) Whole vessel from Feature 216 (Diameter: 15 ems) 

(1/2 original scale) 

(b) Original scale 

Figure 7.12.--Continued. 
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Thin non-lustrous slip or wash of a pale orange color, 

often incompletely oxidized to buff-orange. 

2) Short to long outcurving necked jars with round lips. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color is broadly similar to 

the Chicago and Nago Bank varieties of Chicago Orange. It 
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is usually a pale oran~ color but tends to be a pale buff, 

light brown, or pinkish orange. Paste color is normally 

reflected in surface color and finish. The paste is fine, 

medium and coarse textured and almost all sherds have carbonate 

inclusions. Differential firing is common, leaving a darker 

core. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Surface color is similar to the 

Chicago and Nago Bank varieties of Chicago Orange. The color 

centers on 5YR 7/4 (pink), but includes sherds that are 5YR 

7/1-7/6 (light gray, pinkish gray, pink, and reddish yellow), 

and 7.5YR 7/2-7/4 (pinkish gray and gray). The surface color 

reflects the paste color and is achieved through the application 

of a thin slip or wash. The slip is usually non-lustrous 

and weathers easily. Fire clouding occurs occasionally though 

more frequently, incomplete oxidation produces a buff-orange 

color. The Lopez Warrie Camp variety of Chicago Orange is 

difficult to separate from the earlier Chicago variety in 

the Swasey Complex and the Nago Bank variety in the Bladen 

Complex. It is probable that the sample size of this type 
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has been elevated by the inclusien of redeposited Early Formative 

varieties of Chicago Orange. This is a very difficult sorting 

pro blem, that as yet is tmresol ved. 

Two sherds from the same vessel, a short outcurving necked 

jar with direct rim and rotmd lip have fingernail impressiens 

in two rows aro1md the neck body juncture (Figure 7 .12b, 

con't). Otherwise, there are nQ decoratiens on the Lopez 

variety of Chicago Orange. 

Pring origirally identifia::l. a buff group, Machi quila , 

in the Lopez Complex at Cuello (1977). Once again, it is 

my opi ni en that the buff and orange sherds form a conti nuum 

with the incompletely oxidized material tending to buff-orange 

in color, while the completely oxidized pottery is a purer 

orange color. It is therefore probable that I have included 

Pring's Machiquila &Iff type in the Chicago Orange type. 

I also feel that the whole vessel P ring identified as part 

of the Machiquila Group (see 1977: Figure 44) belcngs more 

appropriately in the Pital Group, although it is unusually 

heavily mottled and fire-clouded, even for P ital Cream. 

FORM>: 1) Short outcurving necked jar with direct rim and round 

lip (21.2%). Diameter: 16-28cms; Thi.ckness: .5-.7cm; 

Neck height: 1.5-2.8 cms. 

2) Medillll to long outrurving necked jar with direct rim 

and round lip (17.2%). Diameter: 18-32 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.7 cm; Neck height: 3.0-5.0 oms. 
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3) Outcurving sided dish or plate with direct or exteriorly 

folded or everted rim, and round lip (16.5%). 

4) Incurving sided bowl with generally unrestricted orifice I 

direct, or interiorly folded rim and round lip (10.6%). 

Diameter: 18-~0 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

5) IncUl~ved recurved sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (8.1%). Diameter: 16-24 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 em. 

6) Soort vertical necked jar with direct rim and round lip 

(8.1%). Diameter: 12-25 cms; Thickness: .5-.8; Neck height: 

1.2-2.0 cms. 

7) Soort flaring necked jar with direct rim and round lip 

(4.0%). Diameter: 16-30 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm; Neck 

height: 1.5-2.8 cms. 

8) Vertical si ded bowl or dish wi th direct or exteriorly 

thickened rim and round lip (4.0%). Diameter: 14-28 cms; 

Thickness: .4-.7 cm. 

9) Loog flaring necked jar with direct rim and round lip 

(3.3%). Diameter: 22-36 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm; Neck 

he igh t : 2. 8-4. 6 cms. 

10) Loog vertical recked jar with direct rim and round lip 

(2.2%). Diameter: 24-38 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm; Neck 

height: 2.5-4.2 cms. 

11) Incurving sided bowl with restricted orifice (tecomate), 

interiorly folded rim and round lip (2.2%). Diameter: 10-

1 8 cms; Thi ckness: .4-.7 cm. 



12) Flaring si ded bowl or dish wi th direct or exteriorly 

thickened rim and round lip (1.5%). Diameter: 18-32 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.7 cm. 
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13) Vertical to slightly tapered bottle neck with exteriorly 

folded rim and round, or bevelled out lip (1.1%). Note: 

It is possible that this form is acttally an Early Formative 

form, but the difficulty of differentiating between the Early 

and Middle Formative varieties of Chicago Orange makes the 

placement of the bottle form in doubt. The fact that the 

bottle form occurs in the Joventud (Red) Group suggests that 

it may be appropriate to place the bottle form in the Lopez 

variety of Chicago Orange as well. Diameter: 4.5 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.7 em. 

APPENDATES: Handles: There are three handles. One is a nubbin 

handle about 1.0 cms high. A second one is a simple loop 

handle, while the third is a loop handle that is deeply gouged 

incised to give the appearance of three attached cylinders. 

Feet: There are two hollow rounded feet, perhaps belonging 

to the monopod bottle form (see Brainerd 1958). The feet 

are rOllld to slightly oval in cross-sectioo, and about 6.0 

cms in height to where they are broken off. 

spouts: There is one unsupported spout, oval in sectioo, 

and about 5.5 cms long to where it is broken off. 

INTRA-SrrE DISTRIBUTIOO: The type is defiood on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Lopez phase material (Middle Formative) 



of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations. As a type it continues throughout the 

Lopez Ccmplex wi th::>ut any apparent changes. 

INTER-SlTE DISl'R:)Burltn: Pring has identified the presence of 
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this type at San Estevan, Nohmul, and Colha in northern Belize 

(1977). There are no other known ccmparisons for the Middle 

Formative at other sites. Chicago Orange: Warrie Camp variety 

does not seem to be related to Mars Orange, the major Middle 

Formati ve orange type, at other Lowland Maya si tes. 



CHAP'IER 8 

THE COC(]3 OOWLEX 

tl.1. Introduction 

The Cocos Complex, spans a period from a bout 400 b.c. to 

about a.d. 2~O. Total sample size from Cocos levels is 2,435 rim 

sherds, 2b diagnostic body sherds, and tl3 whole vessels. The complex 

is composed of ti ceramic groups and 24 types (see Figure 4.4). These 

groups and their relative frequencies are: 

GrouE. Frequency 

Paila Group 3.4% 

Sapote Group 0.7% 

Sierra Group 72.6% 

Pol vero Group 2.4% 

Flor Group 1. 0% 

Matamore Group 3.2% 

Escobal Gr'oup 0.6% 

Chicago Group 16.1% 

Accordingly, 95.1% of the Cocos Complex is slipped, as the Paila 

and Sapote are the only unslipped groups. Of the slipped pottery, 

23.7% is decorated in some fashion; either by means of incising (2.6%), 

punctatioo (6.5%), impressing (0.1%), applique (0.3%), modeling (0.7"'), 

or dichrome slips (13.5%). 

The Cocos Complex is defined on the basis of the work by 

Pring (1977) and the current research. The Cocos Complex material 
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is stratigraphically later than the preceding Lopez complex and is 

identified on Platform 34 in grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 

or the "south square" excavatioos, and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 
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or the "north square" excavations. It thus comprises the Late Formative 

occupati<l1 of the site of Cuello and the ceramics belong securely 

within the Chicanel ceramic sphere. 

8.2. Type Descripti<l1s of the Cocos Complex 

TYPE NAl£: Richardson Peak Unslipped 

VARIETY: Unspecifi Ed 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's description 

based on 370 sherds of which 70 were rims. Current sample 

and descriptioo based on 84 rim sherds, and 2 whole vessels. 

G RO UP: Paila 

WARI!:: Uaxactun Unslipped 

COM?LEX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Chicanel 

FREQUENCY: 3.4% of the Cocos Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 8.1; 8 . .370; 8.39a 

PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Rough surfaces that are gray, tan or buff in color. 

2) Jar forms with medium to high outcUl"ving necks. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color is variable and ranges 

from gray to brown, tan, and buff. Differential firing is 

common leaving one side of the vessel darker than the other. 

Paste texture is medium to coarse grained, and all sherds 



Figure 8.1. Richardson Peak Uns1ipped: Unspecified 
variety (Cocos) 
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possess carbonate inclusicns that are large in size and angular 

in shape. About 2% of all sherds possess mica inclusions 

that give off a reflected gli tter. 

S UHFACE FINISH AND DEOORATION: Paste color reflects surface 

color and is variable. The color ranges frQm 5YR 6/4 (light 

reddish brown), 5YR 6/6 (reddish yellow), 10YR 6/1-6/4 (gray

light yellowish brown), to 2.5Y 5/2-6/2 (grayish brown-light 

brownish gray). The darker rru1~ of colors usually occurs 

on the interiors of the vessels as a resul t of differential 

firing. Neither surface is well-smoothed, and is rough to 

the touch, as a resul t of both the lack of smoothing and 

the carbonate inclusions which often extrude through the 

surface. Fire clouding is commcn. 

FORr£: 1) Wide mouthed jar with long Qutcurving neck, direct, 

exteriorly folded or thickened rim, and round lip (29.8%). 

Diameter: 18-42 cms; Thickness: .9-1.4 cms; Neck height: 

2 • 0 -4 • 5 cms. 

2) Short vertical necked jar with direct, folded or thickened 

rim, and round lip (21.4%). Diameter: 14-26 cms; Thickness: 

.7-.9 cm; Neck height: 1.2-3.2 cms. 

3) Wide mouthed jar with short outcurving neck, direct or 

exteriorly folded rim, and round lip (13.1%). Diameter: 

15-32 cms; Thickness: .7-1.2 cms; Neck height: 1.0-2.2 

cms. 



4) Loog vertical or insloping necked jar wi th direct 

or exteriorly folded rim and round lip (9.5%). Diameter: 

18-35 cmSj Thickness: .8-1.2 cms; Neck height: 1.8-4.6 

cms. 

5) Wide mouthed jar wi th medium to high fl~ing neck, 
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direct or exteriorly folded rim, and round lip (8.3%). Diameter: 

18-34 cms; Thickness: .8-1.2 cms; Neck height: 1.8-4.0 

cms. 

6) Out curving sided bowl or dish wi th direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (8.3%). Diameter: 15-36 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.9 cm. 

7) Flaring sided dish or plate with interiorly thickened 

rim and round or square lip (6.0%). Diameter: 18-22 cms; 

Thickness: .6-1. 0 cm. 

8) Incurving sided bowl with slightly restricted orifice, 

di rect or interiorly thickened rim and round lip (3.6%). 

Diameter: 16-35 cms; Thickness: .7-.9 cm. 

Note: T~ fragnentary ring bases were identified of this 

type. 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBtJI'ION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavatioos. As a type it continues throughout 

the Cocos Complex without any apparent changes. In fact, 
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as indicated previously, the unslipped type of the preceding 

Lopez Complex is difficult to differentiate from the Cocos 

unslipped type. This presE'nts a difficult sorting problem, 

that is as yet un res 01 ved, when examining the paste and surface 

characteristics of the Middle and Late Formative unslipped 

types. There are vessel form differences, as described above, 

that allow some differentiatioo. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: Pring (1977) has identified this type 

at Santa Rita, Noilmul, San Estevan, Chowacol, and Colha in 

northern Belize. In keeping with the overall ceramic homogeneity 

of the Chicanel sphere, the unslipped type from Cuello is 

similar to unslipped material from most other sites in the 

Maya Lowlands, and following Pring (1977) the Cuello unslipped 

type has been included in the Paila Group to mark these similarities. 

TYPE NAME: Sapote Striated 

VARIETY: Unspecified 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Smith and Gifford 1966. 

Current sample and description based on 17 rim sherds and 

24 body sherds. 

GROUP: Sapote 

WARE: Uaxactun Unslipped 

OOfvPLEX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATICN: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY: 0.7% of the Cocos Complex 



ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 8.2 

PRINCIPAL IlENTIFYING ATTRIDUTES: 

1) Unslipped surfaces wi th irregular striati rns on body 

and ne,,Jk. 
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2) Jar forms wi th medium to high outcurving or flaring neck. 

3) Hims that are exteriorly thickened or folded. 

PAST!!;, Tl:!;MP~R, AND FIRING: Paste color is variable, ranging 

from brown to tan and buff, and less commonly gray. Differential 

fi ring is present in half of all sherds, prodUCing one side 

of the vessel that is darker than the other, and occasionally 

a darker core. Paste texture is medium to coarse grained 

and crumbles when broken. Carbonate inclusions are pr'esent 

in all sherds, and mica is present in about 45% of the sherds. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEOORATION: Paste color reflects surface 

color and ranges from 5YR 6/1-6/2 (gray-pinkish gray), 5YR 

7/1-7/2 (light gray to pinkish gray), to 5YR 6/3 (light reddish 

brown). The surfaces of the vessels are only minimally smoothed. 

Striations that are generally vertical occur on the neck 

and body of the exterior of vessels. There appears to be 

no regularity to the striations. Sapote Striated generally 

occurs on thinner walled vessels than Richardson Peak Unslipped, 

therefore in cases where the striations are eroded Sapote 

Striated is still easily identifiable. 

FORMS: 1) Medium to high outcurving necked jar with exteriorly 

thick~med or folded rim and round or bevelled-out lip (70.5%). 
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Figure 8.2. Sapote Striated: Unspecified variety 



Diameter: 16-34 cms; Thickness: .5-1.1 cms; Neck height: 

1.8 -5.2 cms. 

2) Short outcurving necked jar wi th exteriorly thickened 
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or folded rim and round or bevelled-out lip (11.8%). Diameter: 

15-28 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm; Neck height: .8-1.5 cms. 

3) Short flaring necked jar with direct or exteriorly thickened 

rim and round lip (11.8%). Diameter: 14-30 cms; Thickness: 

.7-.9 cm; Neck height: .7-1.2 cms. 

4) Flaring sided bmofl or dish wi th exteriorly folded rim 

and bevelled-out lip (5.9%). Diametel': 17 cms; Thickness: 

.1::S cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations, and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavati alS • The type makes its appearance 

in the later Cocos levels. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is present at Nohmul, San 

Estevan, and Cerros in late Chicanel deposits (Pring 1977 

and Robertson-Freidel 1980). Sapote Striated is found at 

most Lowland Maya sites, although many of the Late Formative 

striated types at other sites do not have striations on the 

neck. 



TYPE NAME: Sierra Red 

VARIETY: Ahuacan 

ESTABLIStlli:D AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Culbert, p.c. 1981. Current 

sample and description based on 111 rim sherds and 2 whole 

vessels. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Caba.llo Waxy 

CDr-PLEX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: (Early) Chicanel 

FREQtENCY: 4.5% of the Cocos Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 8.3; 8.42a, b 

PRINCIPAL IIENTIFYING ATrRIBUTES: 

1) Soft, red, and faintly waxy slip that scratches easily. 

2) Fi re-clouding to orange and yellow is cOlIlDon. 

3) Outrurving sided vessels. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Paste color is variable, ranging 
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froID tan or buff to light orange or pink. The paste is medium 

textured and tends to crumble. All sherds possess carbonate 

inclusicns, and about 20% also possess crushed sherd temper. 

Dark cores are uncolIlDon. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEOORATION: The surfaces of the vessels are 

well-smoothed. A red slip is applied over the interior and 

exterior of vessels. The color of the slip centers on 2.5YR 

5/8 (red) but tends to be patchy and have lighter orange 

and yellow areas due to firing. These areas are usually 
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Figure 8.3. Sierra Red: Ahuacan variety 
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5YR 6/8 (reddish yellow). Fire clouding, crackling and crazing 

occur on most examples. The slip is soft, thick, and weathers 

easily. Ahuacan variety appears to be a ve-ry transi ticnal 

variety between Joventud Red and the Sierra variety of Sierra 

Red at Cuello. It presents something of a sorting problem 

in that it tends to have surface characteristics more similar 

to Joventud Red, and vessel forms, and rim and lip treatment 

more s~milar to Sierra Red: Sierra vari ety, at least in 

the Cuello collecticn. 

FORMS: 1) Outwrving sided bowl or dish wi th exteriorly folded 

rim and round lip (49.6%). Diameter: 16-24 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

2) Outwrving si ded bucket wi th exteri orly folded or everted 

rim and round lip (20.7%). Diameter: 20-32 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.8 cm. 

3) Incurving sided bowl wi th unrestricted orifice, interiorly 

folded rim and round lip (9.8%). One example has a labial 

flange. Diameter: 16-25 cms; Thickness: .6-.8 cm. 

4) Flaring sided bowl or dish with exteriorly folded rim 

and round lip (9.8%). Diameter: 16-28 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 em. 

5) Medium to long outwrving necked jar cr "chocolattl pot" 

with exteri orly folded rim and round lip (8.1%). Diameter: 

12-20 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 cm; Neck height: 1.8-2.6 cms. 
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The whole vessel of this form (see Figure 8.42a) is additicnally 

decorated with punctation at the neck/body juncture. 

6) Recurving sided bowl or dish wi th exteriorly folded rim 

and round lip (2%). Diameter: 18-26 cms; Thickness: .5-

.8 cm. One whole vessel is almost a cuspidor' shape but is 

a bit squat in height (see Figure 8.42b). 

APPENDAGES: Handles: There is one loop handle from an unknown 

vess el form. 

Spouts: There are two spouts that are circular in cross

section, and broken off at the end. In addition, a whole 

vess el is a spouted "cho colate pot" (see Figure 8. 42a) • 

The spouts are all about 5.0 cms in length and 2.0 cms in 

diameter. 

INT RA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the lower Cocos phase material (early Late 

Formative) of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or 

the "south square" excavations. As a type it makes its appearance 

in the early Cocoa levels and apparently has a short-lived 

usage at Cuello where it is replaced entirely by the Sierra 

variety. The Ahuacan variety is usoo along side 

the Sierra variety in the early Late Formati ve at Cuello. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type was originally defined by 

Culbert (p.c. 1981) in the Tzec Complex at Tikal, which is 

a transi tiooal Maman-Chicanel complex. In Culbert's examiration 

of the Cuello collection, he identified the presence of the 



same transi tiooal material (p.c. 1981). There are no other 

known compar~sons. 

TYPE: NAt-E: Ahchab Red-on-Buff 

VARlET Y: Unspecifi ed 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Culbert, p.c. 1981. 

Variety, present work. Current sample and description based 

on 83 rim sherds and 1 whole vessel. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

OOM?LEX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: (Early) Chicanel 

FREQrnNCY: 3.4% of the Cocos Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 8.4; 8.43b 

P RIN CIP AL I IE NI' IF YIN G A IT R m tJrBS : 
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1) Applicatioo of a buff slip, over which is placed a resist 

agent and then a red slip. 

2) Red slip similar to Sierra Red: Ahuacan variety. 

3) Out curving sided vess els. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Slip color is variable ranging from 

tan or buff to a light orange or pink. Paste texture is 

medium and all sherds contain carbonate inclusicns. Dif'ferential 

fi ring is not COlIDlon. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEOORATION: The surfaces of vessels are well

smoothed and over this a buff slip is placed. The buff is 
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Figure 8.4. Ahchab Red-an-Buff: Unspecified variety 
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variable in color and ranges frQm 5YR 6/4 (light reddish 

brown), 5YR7/4 (pink), 5YR6/6, 7/6 (reddish yellow), to 

7.5YR 0/4 (light brown), and 7.5YR bib, 7/b (reddish yellow). 

The buff slip is covered with a resist agent and then a red 

slip is applie::i. The color of the red slip is the same as 

Sierra Red: Ahuacan variety. The boundaries between the 

two colors are not well-defined in most cases although one 

or two sherds, and the whole vessel (see Figure 8.43b) have 

defined boundaries between the red and buff. Design patterns 

appear to be irregular with patchy areas of red and buff 

occurring on the exterior of vessels, while the interior 

of vessels are usually solid red. It is probable that some 

Ahchab Re:i-oo-Buff sherds were included iri Sierra Re:i: Ahuacan 

variety because they lacked areas that showed the two-color 

decoration. In addition, frQm the descriptioos, one might 

suppose a sorting prob16m exists between Matamore Dichrome 

and Al':Phab Re:i-an-Buff, however, the former is much glossier, 

and appears later in time than the latter. Furthermore, 

Ahchab Re:i-an-Buff clearly utilizes a resist technique, whereas 

Matamore Dichrome apparently is a two-slip process that may 

or may not use a resist agent, and therefore, the boundaries 

between slip colors on the latter are clearly defined. 

FORM): 1) Outrurving sided bowl with exteriorly folded rim 

and round lip (65.2%). Diameter: 18-34 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. One whole vessel is a cuspidor shape (see Figure 



8. 43b) wi th a double ridge exteriorly below the rim. 

2) Flaring sided bowl with exteriorly folded rim and round 

lip (10.8%). Diameter: 18-28 cms; Thiclmess: .5-.9 em. 

One example has a la bial flange. 
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3) Incurving sided bowl with interiorly folded rim and round 

lip (9.6%). Diameter: 16-22 oms; Thickness: .5-.8 em. 

4) Outrurving sided bucket wi th exteriorly folded rim and 

round lip (7.2%). Diameter: 25-38 cms; Thickness: .6-.9 

cm. 

5) Medit.ml to long outcurving or slightly flaring necked 

jar with exteriorly folded rim and round lip (7.2%). Diameter: 

16-24 cms; Thiclmess: .5-.8 cm; Neck height: 2.0-3.6 ems. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INT RA-SITE DISTRIB urION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the early Cocos phase material (early Late 

Formative) of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or 

the "south square" excavations. As a type it makes its appearance 

in the early part of the Late Formati ve and then apparently 

is no longer utilized. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIB urION: The type is present in the Tzec Ccmplex, 

and early Chuen Complex at Tikal (Culbert, p.c. 1981). At 

'rikal, the decoratioo occurs on the interior as well as the 

exterior of vess els, and the cuspidor and dish-lip plates 

fOllld at Tikal are infrequent at Cuello. There are no other 

known occurences. 



TYP E NAr-E: Sierra Roo 

VARIETY: Sierra 

~STABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Smith and Gifford 1966. 

Current sample and description based on 721 rim sherds and 

36 whole vessels. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

row LE X: Co cos 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY: 29.3% of the Cocos Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 8.5-8.11; 8.36a, b, c; 8.37aj 8.39bi 

8.40b; 8.42c, d; 8.43a; 8.44b; 8.45b 

PRINCIPAL IIENI'IFYING ATTRIBUI'ES: 

1) Red slip that is consistent in color. 

2) Outcurving sided vessels. 

3) Modificaticn of rims and vessels that includes flanges, 

ridging, and e versi ons • 

PASTE, Tt:MPER, AND FIRINU: Paste color is variable, ranging 

from tan or buff to brown, gray, and light orange. ·Paste 

texture is mooium grained with carbonate inclusicns in all 
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sherds, and mica present in a bout half of all sherds. Differential 

firing is commcn, leaving a dark core. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IEOORATICN: Surfaces of vessels are generally 

well-smoothed and covered with a red slip. The slip is highly 

variable in color ranging fr'cm 2.5YR 4/8, 5/8, 4/6, 5/6 (red) 
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Figure 8.5. Sierra Red: Sierra variety 
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Figure 8.5.--Continued. 



(a) (b) 

Feature 143 (Diameter: 17 ems) Feature 211 (Diameter: 17 ems) 

(c) 

Feature 186 (Diameter: 23 ems) 

Figure 8.6. Sierra Red: Sierra variety (Whole Vessels) 
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(d) Feature 167 (Diameter: 17 ems) 

-0 

(e) Feature 184 (Diameter: 17 ems) 

Figure 8.6.--Continued, 
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(f) Feature 132 (Diameter: 13 ems) 

(g) Feature 210 (Diameter: 23 ems) 

Figure 8.6.--Continued. 



\ I~ 
(h) Feature 180 (Diameter: 6 ems) (i) Feature 146 (Diameter: 15 ems) 

(j) Feature 121 (Diameter: 26 ems) 

Figure 8.6.--Continued. N 
ex:> 
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(k) Feature 111 (Diameter: 21 ems) 

(1) Feature 213 (Diameter: 38 ems) 

Not sho\vu: Second vessel from Feature; same form (Diameter: 48 ems) 

Figure 8.6.--Continued. 
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(m) Feature 201 (Diameter: 16 ems) 

.(n) Feature 133 (Diameter: 21 ems) 

(p) Feature 139 (Diameter: 24 ems) 

Figure 8.6.--Continued. 
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(a) Diameter: 40 ems 

(b) Diameter: 28 ems 

Figure 8.7. Feature 112, Hhole Vessels (Sierra Red: Sierra variety). 
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(a) Diameter: 25 ems 

(b) Diameter: 36 ems 

Figure 8.8. Feature 113, l~ole Vessels. 

(Sierra Red: Sierra variety) 
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(a) Diameter: 21 ems. 

(b) Diameter: 21 ems. 

Figure 8.9. Feature 122, To7ho1e Vesse18 
(Sierra Red: Sierra variety). 
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(a) Diameter: 23 ems. 

(b) Diameter: 25 ems. 

Figure S.10. Feature 166, lfuo1e Vessels 
(Sierra Red: Sierra variety) 
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(a) Diameter: 18 ems 

(b) Diameter: 28 ems 

Figure 8.11. Feature 163, l~ole Vessels 
(Sierra Red: Sierra variety) 
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to 7/5R 4/8 (red), and 10R 4/8,5/8 (red). The slip has 

a faintly waxy feel in the earlier Cocos levels, though it 

reaches a fairly lustrous sheen by the later Cocos level s. 

The change in surface luster might suggest separation into 

different types given future research and a larger sample. 

Fire clouding is common, but crackling and crazing occur 

only rarely (5%). Fire-clouding into black, brown, or buff 

may cause sane aifferentiation problems among Ahchab Red

on-Buff, Mat am ore Dichrome, and Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

FORMS: 1) Outcurving sided bowl with slightly rounded base, 

exteriorly folded or everted rim and round lip (42.0%) • 

Diameter: 16-32 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 an. 
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2) Outrurving sided bucket wi th exteriorly folded or everted 

rim and round lip (15.3%). Diameter: 24-38 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.9 cm. 

3) Incurving sided bowl with unrestricted orifice, interiorly 

thickened or direct rim and round lip (13.7%). 29 examples 

have medial ridges, 10 have a sharp medial break wi th insloping 

upper portion; 2 have medial flanges, 6 have labial flanges, 

1 has a basal flange, and 2 have basal ridges. Diameter: 

16-48 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 an. 

4) Narrow-mouthed jar wi th soort to medium slightly outrurving 

or flaring neck, exteriorly folded or direct rim and round 

lip (11.8%). Diameter: 12-18 cms; Thickness: .45-.8 cm; 

Neck height: 1.2-2.5 cms. 



5) Flaring sided bowl wi th exteriorly folded or everted 

rim and round lip (9.1%). Diameter: 18-28 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 
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6) Recurving sided bowl, almoot a "cuspidor" in shape, with 

exteriorly folded or everted rim and round lip (3.1 %) • 9 

examples have mooial ridges. Diameter: 16-26 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 an. 

7) Loog outrurving or slightly outflaring necked jar wi th 

~arrow mouth, exteriorly folded rim and round lip (2.9%). 

Diameter: 16-25 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm; Neck height: 

2 • 6 -4 • 2 cms. 

8) Incurving sided bowl wi th restricted orifice (tecomate), 

interiorly thickened or folded rim and round lip (2.1%). 

Diameter: 8-18 cms; Thickness: .4-.7 cm. 

APPENDAGES: Handles: There are 17 handles associated with Sierra 

Red. Nine of these are flat strap handles, 6 are single 

loop handles, and two are nubbin lug handles. 

Spouts: There are 19 spouts, all circular in sectioo. One 

of these is a bridged, or supported spout, while the rest 

are un bridged. The mooian length of these is 5.2 cms. 

Feet: There are three foot supports. Only one is a solid 

conical foot; the other 2 are hollow. They are each about 

5.6 cms in height. 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defiood on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 



of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavatia1s. As a type it appears to lose 

s one of its surface wa xi ness t hra ugh time, and by the end 

of the Late Formative it has a glossy luster, approaching 

the glossiness of Classic period ceramics. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUI'ION: Sierra Red is the major component of 
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any ceramic assemblage at most Lowland Maya sites with Late 

Formative material. It was origirally reported at Uaxacttm 

(Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966), and has since been 

reported at Altar de Sacrifici00 , Seibal, Barton Ramie, Mayapan, 

Becan, Tikal, Cerros, Colha, Santa Rita, and Nohmul. 

TYPE NAME: Sierra Red 

VARIE.TY: Big Pond 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford 1966. 

Variety, Pring 1977. Pring's description based on 200 

sherds of which 65 were rims or forms. Current sample and 

des cription based on 69 rim sherds. 

GRO UP : Sierra 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

COMPLEX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Chicanel 

FREQtENCY: 2.8% of the Cocos Complex 

ILLtETRATIONS: Figure 8.12 
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Figure 8.12. Sierra Red: Big Pond Variety 
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PRINCIPAL IDENTIFYING ATTRIBurES: 

1) Dark red, double slip that is extremely glossy and homogeneous 

in color. 

2) Fairly consistent paste color that is light pink or pinkish

orange • 

3) Interiorly everted rims on incurving sided bowls. 

4) Outcurving sided vessels. 

PASTE, T~!"JPER, AND FiRING: The paste color is remarkably consistent 

and easily identifiable, centering on a light pink or pinkist

orange. Paste texture is fine to meditnn grained and all 

sherds possess mica inclusions, while about 75% have carbonate 

incl usi alS • Differential firing occurs only rarely, leaving 

(~sually) the base of the vessel a dark gray. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEOORATIOO: The surfaces of vessels are generally 

well-smoothed, over which is appli ed a double red slip. 

The color of the slip is remarkably consistent and centers 

on 10R 4/6 or 4/8 (red). This consistency is achieved by 

the double slip that also contributes to the glossiness of 

the slip. It is difficult to identify the presence of a 

double slip, since both slips are the same color, and only 

in areas where the top slip has begun to erode and flake 

off, is the bottom slip disoernable. The sherds tend to 

be thinner than the Sierra variety. The surface characteristics 

are reminiscent of Classic period gloss wares. 



FOIH£: 1) Outcur'ving sided bowl or dish wi th exteriorly folded 

or everted rim and round lip (46.4%). Diameter: 16-25 cms; 

Thickness: .45 -.6 cm. 
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2) Incurving sided bowl wi th unrestricted orifice, interiorly 

everted or bevelled rim and round or slightly grooved lip 

(18.9%). Two of these have a sharp medial break or angle 

with an insloping upper portion. Diameter: 16-28 cms; Thickness: 

.45 -.7 cm. 

3) Flaring si ded bowl with exteriorly folded or everted 

rim and round lip (13.0%). Diameter: 18-26 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.7 cm. 

4) Narrow-mouthed jar wi th short to medium outcurving neck, 

exteriorly folded or direct rim and round lip (11.6%). Diameter: 

12-11) cms; Thickness: .4-.6 cm; Neck height: 1.1:i-3.2 cms. 

5) Incurving sided bowl with restricted orifice (tecanate), 

interiorly folded rim and round lip (10.1%), Tw:::> examples 

have sharp medial breaks and i nsloping upper portiOns, Diameter: 

12 -18 cms; Thickness: .35-5.0 cms. 

APPENDAGES: Spouts: There is one unbridged spout that is circular 

in secti en. It is slightly tapered at the end, and about 

5.0 cms in length to where it is broken. 

INTRA-SrrE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defimd on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 



square" excavaticns and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" exca vati ons. As a type it does not appear 

in the very earliest Cocos level s and seems to gain in popu

larity throughout the Late Formative. It is most nl.lllerous 

in the later Late Formative levels. Pring (1977) origimlly 

identified Big Pond as a Late Facet Cocos type. It seems 

from my analysis that Pring was not completely correct, and 

that although Big Pond is absent from the earliest Cocos 

levels it does appear in the middle Cocos levels, and is 

not strictly a late type. 

INTE R-8 ITE DIS TRIB ur ION : P ri ng (1977) i denti fi ed the pres ence 

of this type at San Estevan, Nohmul, Colha, and Chowacol 

in northern Belize. Al though there are no specifi c compari

sons, a trend toward glossiness in the monochrane reds of 
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the later Late Formative period has been noted at Tikal (Culbert, 

p.c. 1981), where there is a double slipped red. In addition, 

there is some overlap between Big Pond and the Cabro Red 

identified by Robertson-Freidel. (1980) in the Tulix Complex 

at Cerros. Robertson-Freidal (1980) menticns the glossi1l3sS 

of the slip of Ca bro Red, which she suggests is due to burnis hing. 

She further notes that when the slip erodes it leaves patches 

of unburnished slip that are lighter in color (Robertson-

Freidel 1980). It is possible that Cabro Red is double slip-

ped, similar to Big Pond, as well as being hea vily burnished. 

Cabro Red at Cerros is also a late Chicanel type 



(Robertson-Freidel 1980). There is also sane similarity 

to Vaquero Creek Red in the Mount Hope Ccmplex at Barton 

Ramie (Gifford 1976). 

TYPE NA M!: : So ci et y Hall Red 

VARIETY: Society Hall 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, present work. Originally 

established as a variety of Sierra Red, Smith e"nd Gifford 

1966. Current sample and descriptioo based on 481 rim 

sherds and 23 whole vessels. 

GROUP: Sierra 

\w\RE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

COM?LEX: Cooos 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY: 19.5% of the Cocos Complex 

ILL lSTRATIONS: Figures 8.13-8.15; 8. 38b; 8. 41b, c; 8. 44a 

PRINCIPAL llENI'IFYING ATTRIBurES: 

1) Thin red slip wi th streaky horizontal marks on both sides 

of vessels. 

2) Slip color similar to Sierra Red: Sierra variety, but 

often gl ossi er • 

3) Outcurving sided bowls or blckets. 

4) A high percentage of outcurving or flaring sided dishes 

or bowls have concave bases. 
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Figure 8.13. Society Hall Red: Society Hall Variety 



(a) Feature 161 (Diameter: 28 cms). 

(b) Feature 20G (Diameter: 29 cms). 

Feature 8.14. Society Hall Red: Society Hall 
Variety, Tfuole Vessels. 
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(d) Feature 191 (Diameter: 30 ems). 

(e) Feature 138 (Diameter: 44 ems). 

Figure 8. 14.--Continued. 
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(f) Feature 189 (Diameter: 44 ems) 

I ---------~---------------
(g) Feature 189 (Diameter: 46 ems) 

Figure 8.14.--Continued. 
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(h) Feature 178 (Diameter: 42 ems) 

Figure 8.14.--Continued. 
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(i) Feature 192 (Diameter: 20 ems) 
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(j) Feature 201 (Diameter: 17 ems) 

Figure 8. 14.--Continued. 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Similar to Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

However, a higher percentage of Society Hall Red sherds are 

d~fferentially fired producing a gray or black core. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IEOORATIOO: Surfaces are generally not too 

well smoothed. A thin slip is applied over all interiors 

and usually on the exterior, though occasionally on flaring 

sided bowls the exterior is left unslipped. The slip is 

appli ed using a wipe technique and no effort is made to even 

the slip out, producing a streaky effect. The streakiness 

is an easy marker that identifi es the type and it becanes 

more pronounced toward the end of the Late Formative. In 

the early levels, the Society Hall material is less streaky. 

In nine examples the exterior of flaring sided bowls are 

additionally decorated with thumbnail impressions (see Figure 

8.15). The sample is too small at this time to warrant formal 

subdivision, although I suspect that future research 

will stggest the establishment of a new variety. The streakiness 

produces variable coloration on the surface of the vessel 

due t,o differential thickness of the slip. In general, Society 

Hall Red tends to be slightly more orange than Sierra Red. 

The color range includes 2.5YR 5/8 (red), 2.5YR 6/8 (light 

red), 10R 5/6,5/8 (red), and 5YR 5/6 (yellowish red). Originally 

Pring (1911) identified a Xaibe variety of Sierra Red at 

Cuello that corresponded to the Society Hall variety of Sierra 

Red identified at many other si tes, but according to Pring 
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(a) Exterior unslipped, not buff as illustrated. 

Figure 8.15. Society Hall Red: Society Hall 
Variety (Specials) 

(1/2 original scale) 
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appeared in the Cuello sequence as a late facet Cocos marker 

and was therefore given a new name. The current evidence 

suggests this interpretation is not correct and the Cuello 

"streaky red" appears in the early Late Formative, at the 

same time as at other sites. For this reason, the Cuello 

material need not be given a different name than the "streaky 

red" at other sites, and can be included within Society Hall. 

In addition, Xaibe variety requires renaming since the term 

Xaibe has already been utilized for another ceramic ware. 

Secondly, at most other sites in the Maya Lowlands that have 

streaky red pottery in the Chicanel sphere, the pottery represents 

only a small percentage of the entire ceramic assemblage. 

(For example, at Barton Ramie Society Hall is only 4% of 

the entire Sierra Group (Gifford 1976).) At Cuello the range 

of variabilHy wi thin Society Hall is much greater, and it 

makes up a larger percentage of the ceramic assemblage (19.5% 

of the Cocos Ccmplex, 26.8% of the Sierra Group). Because 

of the variability observed in the Cuello material I have 

decided to elevate Society Hall to the status of a type wi thin 

the Sierra Group, and have renamed it SOCiety Hall Red. 

Altil:>ugh the Cuello material does seem exceptialal in its 

variability it is probalJle that future research at other 

si tes will confi rm my decisi al. 
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FORMS: 1) Outrurving si ded bowl or dish wi th slightly rotmded 

base, exteriorly folded or everted rim and round lip (~6.6%). 

Diameter: 18-~8 cms; Thiclrness: .5-.9 cm. 

2) Incurving sided bowl with exteriorly folded, everted 

or direct rim and round lip (21%). Mo.c;;t of these sherds 

have sane form of modification. There are 5 examples with 

basal ridges, 16 wi th medial ridges, 3 with medial flanges, 

and 5 with medial angles. Diameter: 18-38 cms; Thickness: 

.5-. /j cm. 

3) Outrurving sided bucket with exteriorly folded or everted 

rim and round lip (13.7%). These are exceptionally tall 

and have been dubbed "flower pots" or "champagne buckets" 

due to their shape. Diameter: 26~2 cms (one example is 

62 cm in diameter); Thiclrness: .6-1.0 cms. 

~) Flaring sided bowl or dish with exteriorly folded or 

direct rim and romd lip (12.3%). A large percentage of 

these have concave bases. One sherd has a medial ridge. 

Diameter: 22~8 cms; Thiclrness: .5-.9 cm. 

5) Recurving to outcurving sided bowl or dish with sharp 

medial break, exteriorly folded or direct rim and rOll1d lip 

(3.7%). A large percentage of this form have concave bases. 

Diameter: 2~~8 cms;(one example is 62 ems in diameter); 

Thickness: .5-1.0 cms. 
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6) Short to mooium necked jar or "chocolate pot" wi. th exteriorly 

folded or direct rim and round lip (2.7%). Diameter: 16-

22 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm; Neck height: 1.7-2.8 cms. 

APPENDAGES: Handles: There are two handles; one is a strap 

handle, and the other a single loop handle. 

Spouts: There are seven spouts, all unbridged and circular 

in secti en. The mooian length of the spouts is 5.6 cms. 

INI'RA-SITE DISTRm lTfI 00 : The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid square':! 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavatiens and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavations. As a type it tends to get streakier, 

glossi er, and more numerous in the later level s of the Cocos 

CClIlplex. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBlTfION: Pring (1977) has identified the presence 

of "streaky red" pottery at San Estevan, Nohmul, Colha, and 

Chowacol in northern Belize. Although Pring (1977) originally 

identifi ed the Barton Ramie vari ety as chronologically earlier, 

it now appears that the earliest levels at Cuello containing 

Society Hall are probably chronologically equivalent to the 

Barton Ramie material. However, B:l.rton Ramie does not have 

the same elaborate Society Hall material that appears in 

the later level s at Cuello. S:imilar varieti es are present 

at Cerroo (Robertson-Freidel 1980), Colha (Adams and Valdez, 

1980), and Tikal (Culbert, p.c. 1981). 



TYPE NAM!:: Society Hall Red 

VARIEl'Y: Bound to Shine 
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ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 53 rim sherds and 1 whole vessel. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

COM?LEX: Cocos 

SPllliHE AFF1LIATI<l'J: Chi cane I 

FREQLENCY: 2.1% of the Cocos Complex 

1LLlBTRAT100S: Figures 8.16 (see Figures 8.13-8.15 for similar 

forms) 

PRINCIP AL IOONTIFYING ATTRIB UTES: 

1) Thin brown or yellow-orange slip wi th streaky hol'izontal 

markings • 

2) Slip texture that is glassy. 

3) Outcurving sided vessels. 

4) A high percentage of foms have concave bas es • 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Society Hall Red: Society 

Hall variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DE 00 RAT 100 : In technique of applicatioo of 

the slip the Bound to Shine variety is similar to Society 

Hall Red: Society Hall variety. However, the surface color 

is not within the same range as the Society Hall variety. 

Pring (1977) menticns that some of the material he analyzed 

was brown, ~rown/black, and yellowish orange. Since this 
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color range is not the same as Sierra Roo, and there was 

a large amount of this material, I decided to create a new 

variety. The color range includes 2.5YR 4/4 (reddish brown), 

2.5YR 4/6 (red), 2.5YR 3/2 (dusky red), 5YR 4/4, 5/4 (reddish 

brown), 5YR 5/6 (yellowish red), 5YR 6/6,618 (yellowish 

red), and 7.5YR 5/6-6/8 (strong brown-reddish yellow). All 

sherds that were red, and followed the normal color range 

of Sierra Red were included in the Society Hall variety, 

in an attempt to keep the Bound to Shire variety "cleaner". 

In two cases, the exterior of outcurving sided bowls have 

fingernail impressicns. It is probable that the Bound to 

Shine variety is caused by firing technique differences and 

due to the lar ge sample it was fel t that this was an intenti cnal 

distinction, rather than accidental firing. In addition, 

the distributicn of the Bound to Shine variety suggests it 

makes a later appearance than the Society Hall variety and 

gains in populari ty later in the Late Formati ve. One sOl'ti ng 

problem lies in the reddish yellow end of the color range 

where there may be some overlap wi th the Soci ety Hall variety, 

though in general the color distinction is readily apparent. 

FORM3: 1) Outrurving sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

folded or everted rim and rOUlJd lip (43.4%). Diameter: 

22-45 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 
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2) Incurving sided bowl with exteriorly or interiorly folded 

rim or direct rim and round lip (28.3%). Diameter: 22-46 

cms; Thickness: .6-.9 cm. Four of these have medial ridges. 

3) Out curving sided buckf:.t with exteriorly folded or everted 

rim and round lip (9.4%). Diameter: 26-52 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.9 C!D. 

4) Recurving to olltrurving sided bowl or dish with exteriorly 

folded or direct rim and round lip (9.4%). All sherds poss ess 

a merlial ridge, and a sharp merlial break. Diameter: 22-

36 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 em. 

5) Flaring sided bowl or dish wi th direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (5.7%). A high percentage have 

concave bases. Diameter: 24-45 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm. 

6) Medium to high outcurving necked jar with exteriorly 

folded or direct rim and round lip (3.8%). Diameter: 12-

18 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 em; Neck height: 2.2-4.0 ems. 

NO APPENDAGES NorED 

INT RA-SITE DISTRIB urIOO: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late FOr'!lltive) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavatials. As a type it makes its appearance 

in the middle levels of the Cocos Complex and appears to 

gain in populari ty by the end of the Late Formative. 
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1NTER-srrE DISTRIBUI'1CN: See Society Hall Red: Society Hall 

variety for general discussion. There is a streaky effect 

on some of the San Antonio Golden Brown sherds at Altar de 

Sacrificios (Adams 1971) and at Colha (Kosakowsky and Valdez 

1982) that is similar in color. 

TYPE NAt£: Society Hall Red 

VARIETY: Unnamed "Dichrome" 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 38 rim sherds 

GRO UP : Sierra 

WI\. HE : Pas 0 Ga ball 0 Wa xy 

CO toP J.E X: Cocos 

SP HE HE AFF1LIAT 100 : (Late) Chicanel 

FREQIENCY: 1.5% of the Cocos Complex 

1LLUSTRAT1OOS: Figure 8.17 (see Figure 8.13-8.15 for similar 

vessel forms) 

PRINCIPAL 1DENI'IFYING ATTRIBUI'ES: 

1) Thin streaky slip that is applied through horizontal 

wi pings • 

2) Dichrome effect achieved wi th one side of the vessel 

red and the other a buff, brown, black, or yellow-orange, 

or alternatively, bands of red alternating with the other 

colors on the vess el surfaces. 

3) Outcurving sided vessels. 
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(a) Original scale 

(b) Original scale 

(c) 1/2 original scale. 

Figure 8.17. Society Hall Red: Unnamed "Dichrome" Variety 



PAS 'IE , TEM?ER, AND FIRING: Same as Socj.ety Hall Red: Society 

Hall variety. 

SURFA CE FINISH AND DE CD HAT ION: The slip technique is the same 

as Society Hall Red: Society Hall variety, however there 
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was an intenti mal effort made to create dichromes. In some 

cas es one side of the vess el is stl'eaky red, the same color 

as Society Hall variety, and the other is a brown, black, 

buff, or yellowish-orange the same as fuund to Shine variety.' 

In other cases both si des of the vessel have al ternati ng 

bands or patchy areas of different colors. It is not clear 

from macroscopic examimtim how this effect was achieved. 

FORMS: 1) Out curving sided bowl or dish with exteriorly folded 

or everted rim and round lip (57.8%). 000 example has a 

medial ridge. Diameter: 24-42 cms; Thickness: .6-.9 an. 

2) Outrurving sided bucket wi th exteriorly folded or everted 

rim and round lip (15.8%). Diameter: 28-48 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.9 cm. 

3) Incurving sided bowl or dish wi th exteriorly or interiorly 

thickened or direct rim and round lip (13.2%). One example 

has a medial ridge, and two have a sharp medial break. Diameter: 

22-34 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 an. 

4) Flaring sided bowl or dish wi th direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (7.9%). Diameter: 22-35 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.9 cm. 
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5) Sh:>rt slightly outCllrving Or' flaring necked jar wi th 

exteriorly folded or direct rim and round lip (5.3%). Diameter; 

14-16 cms; Thickness: .6-.7 cm; Neck height: 1.5-2.8 cms. 

NO APPEN 0.4. GES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIB ur ION: See Society Hall Red: Bound to Shine 

variety. However, the dichrcme sherds seem to appear even 

later in the Late Formative. 

INTER-S ITE DISTRIB urI 00 : There are no known comparisons. 

TYPE NA Mli: : Laguna Verde I nci s ed 

VARIETY: Grooved Incised 

£STABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford (1966). 

Vari ety, Sabloff 1975. Current sample and description 

based on 46 rim sherds and 2 whole vessels. 

GROUP: Si erra 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

CD M' LE X: Co cos 

SPHERE ,l\FFILIATION: Chicanel 

FREQtENCY: 1.9% of the Cocos Complex 

ILL LSTRAT IONS: Figures 8.18, 8.19 

P RIN CIP AL I IE NT IF YIN G ATT R IB UTES: 

1) Pre-slip groove incising in horizontal, cirCllmferential 

bands on the exterior of vess els or interiorly just below 

the rim. 

2) Red slip identical to Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 
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Figure 8.18. Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved Incised Variety 



Figure 8.19. Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved Incised 
Variety (Hho1e Vessels). 

Feature 196 (Diameter: 21 ems) 
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3) Outcurving sided bowls or dishes with modifia:! rims. 

PASTE, TEt-PER, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DE 00 RAT ION : Color and texture of the slip 

are identical to Sierra Red: Sierra variety. Decoration 

consists of horizontal bands around the exterior of vessels 

or interiorly just below the rim. These bands are always 

pre-slip groove incisa:!. On vessels that have rims with 

ta bs the ta bs are often incised with slightly more elaborate 

decorations consisting of parallel lines at right angles 

to the rim. 

FORM3: 1) Outcurving sided botrll or dish with thickened or exteriorly 

everted rim and round lip (78.2%). Eight examples have rims 

modifia:! by tabs that are grooved. Diameter: 22-38 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.9 an. 

2) Incurving sided bowl wi. th generally unrestricted orifice, 

interiorly thickened rim and round lip (17.4%). One example 

has a sharp ma:!ial break, and two examples possess labial 

flanges. Diameter: 18-32 cms; Thickness: .6-.9 an. 

3) Flaring sided dish or plate with thickened, or exteriorly 

everted rim and round lip (2.2%). Diameter: 24-42 cms; 

Thickness: .6-.9 cm. 

4) Jar with smrt outcurving neck, or insloping neck, exteriorly 

everted rim and round lip (2.2%). Diameter: 18-27 cms; 

Thickness: .7-.9 cm; Neck height: 1.2-2.8 cms. 



APPENDIlGES: Feet: There is one solid ovoid foot wi th parallel 

vertical groove incisions around the ext.erior of the foot. 

It is 6.2 cms in length to where it is broken and it is not 

known to what vessel form it belongs. 

INT IiA -S rrE DIS TRIB ur ION: The type is defi ned on the basi s of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Fonnative) 
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of grid squares 20/30, 20/35, 25/35, 25/30 01" the "south 

square" excavations and 40/30, 40/35, 45/35, 45/30 01" the 

"north square" excavaticns. As a type it continues throughout 

the Cocos Complex without any apparent changes. 

INTER-SrrE DISTRIBurION: I have followed both Sabloff (1975) 

and Pring (1977) in differentiating a Groove-Incised variety 

with pre-slip incising from a Laguna Verde variety that has 

post-slip and pre-slip elaborate inCising. There appears 

to be some confusicn in the naming of these varieties at 

other sites. At Uaxactun, the Laguna Verde variety possesses 

both horizontal groove-~ncising and more elaborate designs 

(Smith 1955; Smith and Gifford 1966). The Laguna Verde variety 

at Altar de Sacrificics contains only slanting lines on the 

exteriors of vessels (Adams 1~71). At Tikal, Culbert (p.c. 

19ti1) differentiates between a simple-incised variety and 

a design-incised variety. At Barton Ramie, the unspecified 

variety (Gifford 1976) possesses both pre-slip groove inciSing 

and post-slip incising. At Becan, Ball (1977) identifies 

an unspecified variety wi th only pre-slip groove inCising. 
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Similarly, Robertson-Freidel (1980) identifies a groove-incised 

vari ety at Cerros. 

TYPE NA~: Laguna Verde Incise::! 

VARIETY: Laguna Verde 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Smith and Gifford 1966. 

Current Sample and description based on 3 rim sherds, 4 body 

sherds, and 2 whoie vessels. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

<DW Ll!: X: Cocos 

SP HE HE AFFILIAT ION: Chi canel 

FREQlENCY: 0.1% of the Cocos Complex 

ILL lBTRAT IONS : Figure 8.20 

P RIN CIP AL I IE N1' IF YIN G ATT R IB urES : 

1) Pre-slip and post-slip incised designs in geometriQ or 

more elaborate designs. 

2) Slip color and texture the same as Siel~ra Re::!: Sierra 

variety. 

PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND lEOORATIOO: Slip color and texture are the 

same as Sierra Re::!: Sierra variety. The decoratioo on most 

examples is pre-slip, though one example possesses post-slip 

incisi ng. The incise::! designs are elaborate and often irregular 
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Figure 8.20. Laguna Verde Incised: Laguna Verde Variety. 
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Figure 8.20.--Continued. 



and geometric. In three cases a br-oad band below the rim, 

exteriorly, contai ns a chevron design. 
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FORM): 1) 0!'2 sherd is an incurving sided bowl wi th interi orly 

thickened rim and round lip. Diameter: 1 b cm; Thickness: 

.65 cm. 

2) Two sherds are slightly outcurving sided dishes or plates 

with exteriorly everted rim and round lip. The bases are 

slightly rounded. Diameter: 42 and 36 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.7 an. 

NO APPENDAGES NaI'ED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: Same as Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved 

Incised variety. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUTION: See the discussioo for Laguna Verde 

Incised: Grooved Incised variety. Pring (1977) has identified 

the presence of the Laguna Verde variety at Nohmul in northern 

Belize and suggests that this variety is closer to the originally 

defiIl:ld variety from Uaxactw (Smith and Gifford 1966). 

TYPE NAt£: Lagartos Punctated 

VARIETY: Lagartos 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Smith and Gifford 1956. 

Current sample and description based on 15 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WA FIE : Paso Ca ball 0 Wa xy 

cor-P IE X: Cocos 



SPHERE AFFILIAT ION: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY: 0.6% of the Cocos Canplex 

ILL US TRAT IONS: Figure 8.21 

PRINCIPAL IIENTIFYING ATTRIBUI'ES: 

1) Dot punctati 00 on the exteri or of vess el surfaces. 

2) Slip color and texture the same as Sierra Red: Sierra 

variety. 
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PAST't:, Tt:MPE.ri, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IE CO RAT I ON: Slip color and texture same as 

Sierra Red: Sierra variety. Decoratioo is by means of deep 

dot punctation, or shallower awl punctation on the exterior 

of vessels. In general this involves a single row of punctations, 

with the exception of the decoration of the neck/body junctures 

of jar foms, which possess larger areas of punctatioo. 

FORM3: 1) Slightly recurving sided bowl with rounded bases, 

direct or exteriorly folded rim and round lip (33.2%). Diameter: 

18-28 cms; Thickness: .6-.85 an. 

2) Incurving sided bowl wi th generally unrestricted orifice, 

exteriorly thickened rim and round lip (26.7%). Diameter: 

16-32 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. TWJ examples have labial 

flanges • 

3) Slightly outcurving to flaring necked jar (26.7%). There 

are no rim sherds for this form. 

4) Outcurving sided bowl or dish wi th direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (6.7%). Both examples have medial 



Figure 8.21. Lagartos Punctated: Lagartos Variety. 
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Figure 8.21.--Continued. 
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Figure S.21.--Continued. 



ridges on which the punctatioo is placed. Diameter: 26-

30 ems; Thickness: .6-.7 an. 
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5) Incurving sided bowl wi th short vertical collar, interiorly 

thickened rim and round lip (6.7%). Diameter: 14-18 cms; 

Thickness: .6-.7 cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Fonnative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 20/35, 25/35, 25/30 or the "south 

square" excavations and 40/30, 40/35, 45/35, 45/30 or the 

"north square" excavatioos. As a type it probably continues 

throughout the Cocos Canplex without any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurION: Pring (1977) has identified the sparse 

presence of this type at most sites in northern Belize. 

The Cuello type is similar to the type of the same name at 

Uaxacttm (Smith and Gifford 1966); Smith 1955), Altar de 

Sacrificios (Adams 1971), and Seibal (Sabloff 1975). 

TYPE NAl£: Repollo Impressed 

VARIETY: Unspecified 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Ball 197'7. Variety, Pring 

1977. Pring's description based on r'im sherd. Current 

sample and descripti Q1 based on 2 rim sherds and 1 body sherd. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Caballo WaJ!Y 



COM'LEX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATIOO: Chicanel 

FREQlENCY: 0.1 % of the Cocos Complex 

ILLLSTRATIOOS: Figure 8.22 

PRINCIPAL IlENTIFYING ATrRIBtJrES: 
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1) Decoratioo on vessel exteriors by means of reed impressed 

circles • 

2) Slip color and textUre same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

PASTE, TEM?ER, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEOJRATIOO: Slip color and texture same as 

Sierra Red: Sierra variety. Decoration consi~ts of reed 

impressed horizontal rows of circles on the exterior of vessels, 

in all cases done post-slip but pre-firing. 

FORM3: 1) Recurving sided bowl wi th exteriorly everted rim 

and round lip (2 examples). Diameter: ? and 22 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.9 cm. 

2) Loog outwrving necked jar wi th exteriorly everted rim 

and round lip (1 example). Diameter: 25 cms; Thickness: 

.9 cm; Neck height: 6 cms. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBtJrION: The type is defin=d on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid square 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south square" 

excavations and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the "north 
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Figure B.22. Repel! e Impressed: ar ety. Unspecified V i 
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Figure 8. 22.--Continued. 
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square" excavaticns. Sample size is too small to determine 

any changes in the type. 

INTER·..srrE DISTRIBUTION: The only other known occurrence of 

reed-impressed pottery for this time period is at Becan (Ball 

1977) where the type was origirally defined. 

TYPE NAM!:: Union Appliqued 

VARIETY: Unspecified 
,. 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OH VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford 1966. 

Variety, Pring 1977. Pring's description based on 1 sherd. 

Current sample and desCl"'ipticn resed on 8 sherds, none of 

which are fran identifiable forms. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

co r-P I.E X: C ooos 

SPHERE AFFILIATIOO: Chicanel 

FREQlENCY: 0.3% of the Cocos Complex 

ILL LSTRAT IOOS : Figure 8.23 

PRINCIPA: IlENl'IFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Appliqued fillet around the exterior of vesnels. 

2) Secondary decoration of the fillet by means of deep punctation. 

3) Slip color and texture same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

PASTE, TEr-PER, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: Slip color and texture same as 

Sierra Red: Sierra variety. Decoration is my means of a 
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Figure 8.23. Union Appliqued: Unspecified Variety 



thin appliqued fillet (.5-.8 cm in width) prol:ably attached 

at the neck body juncture of jar forlllS, although since no 

rims were found this is merely supposi ti en. The fillet is 

decorated with deep dot punctation. 

FORM:): 1) Nme were found though the curvature of the body 

sherds suggests jar forms. 

NO APPENDAGES NorED 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defined on the l:asis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Lat,e Formati ve) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

squareli excavations and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavatims. The sample size of the type 

is too small too suggest any possible changes of the type 

through time. 
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INTER-SrrE DISTRIBUTION: Applique fillets occur on the menochrome 

red group only at Uaxactun (Smith 1955). There are no other 

known occurrences of this type. 

TYPE NAr£: Puletan Red-and-Unslipped 

VARIETY: Puletan 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's descriptim 

based on 7 sherds, of which 6 were rilllS. Current sample 

and descriptim l:ased on 22 rim sherds and 1 whole vessel. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Cal:allo Waxy 



COM'I.EX: Cocos 

SP HE HE AFF1LIAT 100: Chi canel 

FREQIENCY: 0.9% of the Cocos Canplex 

ILLUSTRATlOOS: Figures 8.24, 8.25; 8.45a 

P RIN CIP AL I IE NTIF YIN G A'IT R IB UTES: 

1 ) Interior of the vessel and just over the 

exterior is slipped red. 

2) Exteri or of the vessel largely unslipped. 

rim 

3) Secondary decoration by means of punctating, 

and applique ri dges • 

4) Color and textUr'e of slip same as Sierra Red: 

variety. 
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onto the 

incising, 

Sierra 

PASTE, TEr-PER, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IE 00 RAT I ON: Slip color and textuZ"e same as 

Sierra Red: Sierra variety. The slip occurs on the interior 

of vessels and just over the rim onto the exterior. The 

remainder of the exterior of the vessels are unslipped and 

a line of punctations, incisions, or an appliqued ridge is 

placed where the slip stops • 

FORM3: 1) 1ncurvingsided bowl with exteriorly folded or direct 

rim and round lip (91.6%). Diameter: 14-28 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.9 cm. 

2) Om sherd is a slightly recurving sided bowl wi th direct 

rim and round lip. Diameter: ?; Thickness: .45 an. 
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Figure 8.24. Puletan Red-and-Unslipped: Puletan Variety 
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Figure 8.25. Puletan Red and Unslipped: Puletan Variety, Hhole Vessels. 

Feature 25, 1979 excavation (Diameter: 33 cms) 
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3) One sherd, and the whole vessel, are outcurving short 

necked jars with exteriorly folded rims and round lips. 

Diameter: 12 and 16 cmsi Thickness: .6 cm; Neck height: 

1 • ° cms. 

APPENDAGES: Handles: Both jars have simple si ngle loop handles 

at opposite sides of the rim. 

INTRA-SrrE DISTRIBurIOO: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formati ve) 
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of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations, and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavatons. As a typt~ it continues throughout 

the Cocos Ccmplex without any apparent changes. 

INTER....srrE DISTRIBUTION: Pring (1977) has identified the presence 

of the type at Colha and Chowacol in northern Belize. There 

are no other known comparisons. 

TYPE NAM!:: Puletan Red-and~Unslipped 

VARIETY: Unspecified 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Pring 1977. Variety, 

present work. Current sample and description based on 123 

rim sherds and 2 whole vessels. 

GROUP: Sierra 

WAlE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

Q)fwP IE X: Co cos 

SPHt:RE AFFILIATlOO: Chicanel 



F~WENCY: 5.0% of the Cocos Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figures 8.26,8.27; 8.41a 

PRINCIPAL IlENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES 
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1) Interior of the vessel, and just over the rim exteriorly, 

as well as the basal portion of seme vessels, slipped 

red. 

2) The remaining area of the ves,sel is left unslipped in 

a band around the exterior. 

3) Secondary decorati01 by mea.ns of pun ctati cn , fluting, 

incising, and striations. 

4) Color and texture of slip same as Sierra Red: Sierra 

variety. 

PASTt:, TEM?ER, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE J:o~INISH AND IECORATICN: Slip color and texture the same 

as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. In decorati01 it is very 

similar to the Puletan variety. In fact, given a larger 

sample I suspect that all this material should be included 

in one vari ety. However, Pring's (1977) des cription did 

not include the range of variability I encountered, and therefore 

I have included all doubtful material in the Unspecified 

variety. In some cases the exterior just below the slipped 

rim is punctated or incised, and in addi tion the unslipped 

surface is striated or incised wi th parallel vertical lill3s. 

In other examples both the rim and basal portions of the 

vessel exteriors are slipped red and the unslipped area is 
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Figure 8.26. Putetan Red-and-Unslipped: Unspecified 
Variety. 
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Figure 8.26.--Continued. 
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(a) 

(b) 
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(a-b) 1/2 original scale 

(c) original scale 
Figure 8.26.--Continued. 



(a) Feature 168 (Dianeter: 20 ens) 
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(b) Jar (Diameter: 13 ems) 
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Figure 8.27. Pu1etan Red and Uns1ipped: Unspecified 
Variety (whole vessels). 
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covered with criss-crossing incised lines. Pring (1977) 

does mention one example of Puletan Red-and-Unslipped with 

striati ens, however he does not include this in the identifying 

attributes for the Puletan variety. 

FORMS: 1) Outcurving or flaring sided bowl or dish wi th exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (41. 5). Diameter: 22-34 cms; 

Thickness: • !)-.8 cm. 

2) IncurVl.ng sided bowl with exteriorly folded or direct 

rim and round lip (13.8%). Two examples have sharp medial 

breaks wi th insloping upper porticns. Diameter: 16-28 cms; 

Thickness: .5-.8 an. 

3) Short outcurving necked jar wi th direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (12.3%). Diameter: 16-22 ems; 

Thickenss: .5-.8 cm; Neck height: 1.8~2.4 cms. 

4) Slightly recurving sided bowl with exteriorly folded 

rim and round lip (2.4%). Diameter: 18-24 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.8 an. 

5) Miniature oui:.curving or flaring sided dish wi th direct 

rim (30%). There are 40 examples of these and in all cases 

the interiors are slipped, and the exteriors are unslipped 

with faint irregular striations. These may in fact be included 

in a special class, if future resffirch suggests a new type. 

The diameter of these vessels range fran 6-14 cms. For the 

time being I am including these sherds in the Unspecified 

vari ety of Puletan Red-and-Unslipped. 
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APPENDI\GES: Handles: T~ jars have simple loop handles; in 

both cases the jar has two handles attached on opposite sides 

of the vess e1 at the rim. 

INTRA~lTE DISTRIB urION: Same as Puletan Red-and-Unslipped: 

Puletan variety. 

INTER~lTE DISTRIBurION : No known comparisons, though in concept 

and execution it is similar to the Pakluum Special: Black 

and unslipped and incised type at Becan (Ball 1977) which 

Pring noted in his research (1977), as having criss-cross 

rhomboid incising. 

NAl'£ TYPE: Other Sierra Group 

VARIETY: Unnamed 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Present work. Current sample 

and description based on 2 rim sherds, and 16 body sherds. 

GROUPS: Sierra 

WARE: Paso Ca ball 0 Waxy 

COt-PIEX: Cocos 

SP HE HE AFFIL IA T 100 : Chi canel 

FREQLENCY: 0.7% of the Cocos Canplex 

IL!...LBTRATlooS: Figures 8.28; 8. 38a 

PRINCIPAL llENTIFYING ATTRIBurES: See Forms below. 

PASTE, TEt-PER, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IE co RAT I 00: Slip color and texture same as 

Sierra Red: Sierra variety. Otherwise see Forms below. 
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Figure 8.28. Other Sierra Group: Unnamed. 
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FORM): The two rim sherds belong to out curving or flari.ng necked 

jars. In one case there is a small modeled face at the rim, 

ancl the other is modeled to give the appearance of a squash. 

The remaining body sherds are principally modeled to give 

the appearance of a squash, but some of the sherds are too 

small to properly identify. It is possi ble, that given a 

larger sample this material sh:>uld be included in a modeled 

variety in the Sierra Group. However, given the small sample 

with which I worked, I have chosen to categorize them in 

the catch-all category of Other Sierra Group. 

NO APPENDA.GES NorED: Pring (1977) has also identifiOO Unnamed 

Modeled sherds in the Sierra Group. 

INTRA~rrE DISTRIBUI'IOO: Same as Sierra Roo: Sierra variety. 

INTER..,sITE DISTRIBUrIOO: No specific ccmparisons are known. 

TYPl!: NAM!:: Polvero Black 

VARIETY: Pol vero 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Smith and Gifford 1966. 

Current sample and description based on 44 rim sherds and 

1 whole vessel. 

GROUP: Pol vero 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

ro M> I.E X: Co cos 

SPHERE AFFILIATlOO: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY: 1.8% of the Cocos Ccmplex 



ILLUSTRI\TIOOS: Figure 8.29 

PRINCIPAL IlENl'IFYING ATTRIBUl'ES: 

1) Black to dark gray glossy slip wi th a faintly waxy feel 

to it. 

2) Outeurving sided bowls or dishes. 

3) A high percentage of forms have folded rims. 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND l"IRING: Paste color is variable ranging from 

buff or light brown, to dark brown or dark gray. Differential 

firing is commcn producing a dark core. Paste texture is 

mediun grained and all sherds possess carbonate inclusions. 

In addi tim, 5% of the sherds possess sherd temper, and 15% 

ha ve a micaceous gU tter. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECORATION: The surfaces of vessels are generally 

well smoothed and slipped a lustrous, only fai.ntly waxy black 

color. The color ranges from 5YR 211 (black) to more commmly 

5YR 2/2 (dark reddish brown) and 2.5YR 2/2 (very dusky red). 

The slip shows sane fire clouding and crackling, though markedly 

less than the Lopez Ganplex pottery. One sorting problem 

may result from the fact that Polvero Black often has reddish 

tinges to the slip and is not a true black. Therefore, heavily 

fire-clouded Sierra Red sherds may be mistaken for Polvero 

Black. 

FORMS: 1) Outeurving sided bowl wi th slightly rounded base, 

exteriorly folded rim and round lip (40.9%). Dianeter: 

16-26 cms; Thickness: .5-1.0 cm. 
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(a) Feature 198 (Diameter: 18 ems) (1/2 original scale) 

(b) Other forms (original scale). 

Figure 8.29. Polvero Black: Polvero variety. 
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2) Incurving sided bowl wi th generally unrestricted orifice, 

direct or interiorly folded rim and round lip (27. 3~)! Diameter: 

16-35 cms; Thickenss: .5-.9 cm.Om sherd possesses a narrow 

medial flange. Two sherds and the whole vessel are incurving 

bowls wi th sharp medial angles or a medial brea.k. The whole 

vessel (Figure 8.48) is 18 ems in diameter, 9 ems in height, 

and the vessel thickness is .6 em. The vessel was eeremcnially 

"kill ed" pri or to buri al • 

3) Short outcurving necked jar wi th narrow mouth, direct 

or exteriorly folded rim and round lip (13.6%). Diameter: 

14-20 cms; Thickness: .45-.8 cm; Neck height: 1.2-2.8 em. 

4) Outeurving sided bucket with exteriorly folded rim and 

round lip (6.8%). Diameter: 25-34 cms; Thickness: .7-1.2 

cms. 

5) Flaring sided bowl wi th direct or exteriorly thickened 

rim and round lip (6.8%). Dianeter: 15-26 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.8 cm. 

6) Incurving sided bowl wi th restricted orifice (tecomate), 

interiorly folded rim and round lip (4.6%). Diameter: 8-

20 ems; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

NOTE: Three sherds belong to the Polvero Group, however they 

possess modeling (see Figure 8.30). Om of these 

is a birds head modeled on the shoulder of a jar fom (Figure 

8. 30a ) • The second is a small face model ed at the rim of 
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(a) Feature (178 (?) 

Figure 8.30. Polvero Group (Slip not shown). 
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(c) 

Figure 8.30.-~Continued. 



a rOll1d sided bowl (Figure 8. 30b). The third is an adorno 

from an unknown vess el form in the shape of a stylized face 

(Figure 8. 30c ) • 

APPENDAGES: Handles: There i~ one loop handle from an unknown 

vess el form. 
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Feet: There are two solid ovoid feet from an unknown vessel 

form. They are small, about 3.0 cms in height, and about 

2. 2 cms in di am et er • 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUI'ION: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos' phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations, and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavatioos. As a type it continues throughout 

the Cocos Complex without any apparent changes. It is possi ble 

that the quality of the slip improves through time, and by 

the end of the Late Form ati ve approaches the gl ossiness of 

Classic period black pottery, however, as some of the material 

is eroded this change is not easily identifia ble. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurION~ The Cuello type is similar to Polvero 

Black types at most sites in the Maya Lowlands, and, as at 

the other sites, is present only in small nllJlbers. 

TYPE NAM!:: 

VARIETY: 

Lechugal Incis ed 

Grooved Incised 
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ESTABLIS HE: DAS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifrol'd 1966. 

Variety, Pring 1977. Pring's description based on 11 sherds. 

Current sample and descriptien based on 14 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Pol vero 

WARE: Pa::Jo Caballo Wax;y 

CDM?LEX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATICN: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY~ 0.6% of the Cocos Canp1ex 

ILLLBTRATIONS: Figure 8.31 

PRINCIPAL IIENTIFYING ATTRIBUTES: 

1) Slip color and texture similar to Po1vero Black. 

2) Pre-slip groove incising at the lip and on the exterior 

of vessels. 

3) Incurving or round sided bowls. 

PASTE, TEM>ER, AND FIRING: Same as Po1vero Black: Po1vero variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DECDRATIOO: For general comments, see Pol vero 

Black: Po1vero variety. Slip color and texture are the 

same as Polvero Black. Decoraticn consists of pre-slip groove 

incising in horizontal lines around the exterior of vessels 

and at the rim. In addi ti en there is groove incisi ng of 

diagonal parallel lines that occasionally criss-cross. 

FORM3: 1) Incurving or round sided bowl wi th unrestricted orifice, 

direct or interiorly folded or thickened rim and round lip 

(85.8%). Diameter: 16-25 ems; Thickness: .4-.8 em. One 

of these sherds has a sh&!'p medial angle or break to it. 
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2) Outcurving sided bowl or dish wi th exteriorly folded 

or thickened rim and round lip (14.2%). Diameter: 14-29 

cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm. 

NO APPEN DA GES NOTED. 

INTRA,...sITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defired on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late,Formative) 
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of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavatioos. As a type it continues throughout 

the Cocos Canplex without any apparent changes. 

INTER...srrE DISTRIBur100 : Following Pring (1977) the Cuello variety 

of Lechugal Incised has been deSignated "grooved-incised" 

to indicate the kind of incised decoratioo. The Uaxactun 

variety of Lechugal Incised includes both groove-incising 

as well as fire-lire inCising (Smith 1955). At both Seibal 

(Sabloff 1975) and Altar de Sacrificios (Adams 1971) there 

is only a small sample of this type. The Macaw Bank variety 

of Lechugal Incised at Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976) is similar 

to the Cuello variety. The simple inclsed variety of Lechugal 

Incised at Tikal (Culbert, p.c. 1981) is also similar to 

the Cuello variety. 

NarE: Pring (1977) identified an impressed (Gallo) type, a punctated 

(Blackadore) type, and an appliqued (Corriental) type in 

the Polvero Group from northern Belize. Nooe of these were 

found in my collection fran Cuello. 



TYPE NAM!:: Flor Cream 

VARIETY: Unspecified 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford 1966. 

Vari. ety, present work. Current sample and description 

based on 23 rim sherds and two whole vessels. 

GROUP: Flor 

WARE: Paso Catallo Waxy 

CD M? LE X: Co cos 

SPHERE AFFILIATION: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY: 0.9% of the Cocos Canplex 

ILL USTRAT ICNS : Figures 8.32; 8. 40a 

PRINCIPAL lIENTIFYING ATrRmUTES: 

1) Thin cream colored slip that is lustrous and only faintly 

waxy. 

2) Pale orange to pink paste. 

PASTE, TEM?ER, AND FIRING: The paste color is characteristically 
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a pale orange or pink. Paste texture is generally fina grained 

and car bonate in cl usi ons are present in a l:x:> ut half of all 

sOOrds. Differential firing does not occur. 

SURFACE FINISH AND lEOORATION: The surface is covered with a 

thin cream colored slip that often allows the paste color 

to be reflected in surface color because of its thinness. 

The color ranges from 5YR 7/2-7/4 (pinkish gray-pink), 5YR 

8/2-8/3 (pinkish white to pink), 7.5YR 7/2-8/2 (pinkish-gray

pinkish white), and 10XR 7/1, 7/2, 8/2 (light gray-white). 
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Figure 8.32. Flor Cream: Unspecified variety. 
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The slip is slightly 1 UStl~OUS and only faintly waxy. It 

is renarkably consistent in color over the surface of a single 

vessel or sherd, and although fire crackling or crazing occurs, 

there is no evidence of fire clouding. No decorated vari eti es 

of this type have been identified at Cuello, al though one 

sherd poss ess es a punctated flange, and one of the whole 

vessels has vertical shallow fluting around the exterior. 

FORMS: 1) Outcurving sided bowl with exteriorly thickened or 

folded rim and round lip (43.5%). Diameter: 14-2H cms; 

Thickness: .4-.8 an. One of the whole vessels is this 

fonn (Figure 8. 32b). It was found in the rubbish deposi ted 

in the disused chultun f. 146. It is 14 ems in dicmeter, 

9 cms in height, and vessel thickness is .6 cm. 

2) Incurving sided bowl with generally unrestricted orifice, 

direct or interiorly thickened rim and round lip (30.4%). 

Diameter: ~G-28 cms; Thickness: .4-.8 an. Three sherds 

of this fonn have medial ridges, and one has a medial flange. 

One of the whole vessels is an incurving sided bowl with 

a medial flange (figure 8. 4Oa) • It is 28 cms in diameter, 

8 cms in height, and vessel thickness is .6 an. 

3) Incurving sided bowl wi th restricted orifice, direct 

or interiorly folded rim and round or slighUy pointed lip 

(17.4%). Diameter: 12-22 cms; Thickness: .5-.7 cm. 



4) Narrow mouthed jar wi th smrt out curving neck, direct 

or exteriorly folded rim and round Up (8.1%). Diameter: 

14-16 cms; Thickness: .6-.1 cm; Neck height: 1.5-1.8 cms. 
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5) One sherd belongs to a flaring sided vessel that is slipped 

on the interi or, and on the exteri or only halfway down. 

The basal portion is unslipped. Diameter: ?; Thickness: 

.6 cm. 

APPENDA.GES: Spouts: There is one unsupported round spout, about 

5.0 cms long and 1.8 cms in diameter. 

INTRA-SITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defired on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations, and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" excavaticns. As a type it continues throughout 

the Cocos Complex without any apparent changes, though it 

may get more numerous in later levels. The sample size is 

too small to be certain of this. Pring (1917) origi.nally 

identified a buff type, Cockscomb, and no cream type at Cuello. 

He does suggest that Cockscomb Buff may have some overlap 

with the cream types at other sites (at one end of its color 

range) though Cocks comb Buff tends to be browner (P ring 1977). 

Furthermore, he mentioos that the vessel forms of Cockscomb 

Buff are similar to the vess el forms of Flor Cream (P ring 

1977). I have chosen to do away wi th Pring's buff type and 

feel that the presence of Flor Cream at Cuello is un questiona ble. 
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No doubt sane of Pring's (1977) Cockscomb Buff have been 

subs\..llled in my Flor Cream, while others may have been included 

in Chicago Orange. 

INTER-SrrE DISTRIB urIoo: The Cuello variety of F lor Cream is 

similar to the Flor Cream at Uaxactun (Smith 1955); at Barton 

Ramie (Gifford 197b)j at Seibal (Sabloff 1975); at Altar 

de Sacrificios (Adams 1971); at Becan (Ball 1977); and at 

Tikal (Cul bert, p.c. 1981). 

TYPE NAt£: Matamore Dichrane 

VARIETY: Matamore 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's descripticn 

based on 30 sherds and 8 whole vessels. Current sampie and 

descripticn l:ase::i on 7B rim sherds and 2 whole vessels. 

GROUP: Matamore 

WARE: Paso Cal:allo Waxy 

en r.p LE X: Co cos 

SPHERE AFFILIATIoo: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY: 3.2% of the Cocos Canplex 

ILL LB T RAT 100S : Figures 8.33; 8. 36d j 8. 45c 

P RIN CIP AL I IE NT IF YIN G A'IT H lB UTES: 

1) Vessel areas slipped in two contrasting colors, wi th 

one color always red, and the other black, oream, buff, or 

brown • 

2) Slightly outc.urving or flaring sided vessels. 
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Figure 8.33. Matamore Dichrome: Matarnore Variety. 
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PASTE, TEMPER, AND FIRING: Same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IECORATIOO: The type is decorated by contrasting 

areas of the vessel slipped different colors, the effect 

of which is similar to fire clouding. However, the division 

between different colored areas is so pronounced that I am 

in agreement with Pring (1977) that the effect is intentional. 

One of the slip colors is always red, centered on 2.51R 4/8, 

-5/8, and the other color is either black (5YR2/1), cream 

2.51 8/2 (white) or brown 2.51 5/4, 4/4 (light olive brown, 

oli ve brown). Occasi onally one side of the vess el is slipped 

red, and the other black, cream or brown, though more frequently 

irregular angular patches of different colors occur on both 

surfaces. The former sherds seem to occur in later eOClOS 

levels. Pring also identified a Shipyard variety of Matamore 

Dichrome (1977) that possesses a red -and buff slip, and is 

gl ossier than the Matamore variety. I find li ttle differentiation 

in any of the Matamore Dichrome sherds, all of which tend 

to be slightly glossy. Therefore I have included all sherds 

in the Mat am ore variety. 

FORM3: 1) Slightly out curving sided or flaring sided bowl wi th 

exteriorly folded rim and round lip (73.1%). Diameter: 

18-32 ems; Thickness: .5-.8 em. One sherd possesses a medial 

ridge on this vess el form. 

2) Incurving sided bowl wi th generally unrestricted orifice, 

direct or interiorly folded rim and round lip (11. 5%). Diameter: 



12-25 cms; Thickness: .5-.9 cm. One sherd of this form 

has a medial flange with punctations, and a second is an 

incurving bowl with a sharp medial angle or break. 
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3) Narrow mouthed jar with medium to long outcurving neck, 

direct or exteriorly folded rim and round lip (9.0%). Diameter: 

12-18 cms; Thickness: .5-.8 cm; Neck height: 2.0-3.6 cms. 

One sherd of this form was additicnally decorated with punctaticns 

at the neck/body juncture. 

4) Slightly recurving sided bowl wi th exteriorly folded 

rim an(; round lip (3.8%). Diameter: 16-25 cms; Thickness: 

.5-.7 cm. 

5) Vertical sided vessel wi th exteriorly folded or everted 

rim and round lip (2.6%). Diameter: ?; Thickness: .5-.7 

cm. 

NO APPENDAGES NOTED 

INTRihSITE DISTRIBurION: The type is defined on the oosis of 

s<:laled levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavations, and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 

"north square" exoavaticns. As a type it continues throughout 

the Cocos Canplex without any apparent changes, with the 

possi bility that dichrome slipping on opposi te vessel sides 

may appear in the later Cocos levels only. The sample size 

of this type may be an inaccurate representaticn of the actual 

occurence of the type since sane fire clouded Sierra Red 



sherds may in fact beleng in the Matamore Group. An effort 

was made not to inflate the size of the Matamore Group, and 

doubtful sherds were placed in the Sierra Group. 
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INTER...sITE DISTRmurICN: Robertson-Friedel (1980) has identified 

this type at Cerros in northern Belize. Pring (1977) has 

identified the type at Nohmul. There are no other known 

comparisons 01" identificatiens at other sites. 

TYPE NAJ£: Escobal Red-on-Buff 

VARIETY: Unspecified 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Smith and Gifford 1966. 

Variety, Pring 1977. Current sample and description based 

on 14 rim sherds. 

GROUP: Es co bal 

WARE: Paso Caballo Waxy 

CDM'LEX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATIOO: Chicanel 

FREQlENCY: 0.6% of the Cocos Canplex 

ILLUSTRATIOOS: Figure 8.34 

P HI~ eIP AL I IE NT IF YIN G ATrH ill UTES: 

1) Creamy, thi n buff underslip olr wash. 

2) Decoration by means of a secondary red slip applied on 

vessel interior, and on the exterior in geometric patterns. 

3) Red slip similar to Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 
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PASTE, TEM?ER, AND FIRING: Paste color is variable ranging from 

buff and tan to a darker bl."own. Differential firing is cOlllllon, 

lmving a darker core. Paste texture is fim to medillD graill3d 

and all sherds possess small carbonate inclusions. 

SURFACE FINISH AND DEOORATION: The surfaces of vessels are slipped 

a thin creamy buff with a color range centering on 5YR 7/3, 

7/4 and 8/3 (pink). Over this slip, a red slip is applied 

on the interior of vessels and usually just over the rim 

exteriorly. The remaining exterior area is left primarily 

buff with vertical or diagonal bands of red, or dots, or 

blotches. The red is the same as Sierra Red: Sierra variety; 

principally 2.5YR 4/8,5/8,4/6,5/6 (red). Jar forms tend 

to be unslipped on the interi or. 

FORMS: 1) Out curving sided bowl or dish with direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (78.7%). Diameter: 22-35 cms; 

Thickness: .6-.8 an. 

2) Recurving sided bowl wi th slightly rounded base, exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (7.1 %). Diameter: 28 cms; Thickness: 

.7 cm. 

3) Incurving sided bowl wi th slightly restricted orifice 

interiorly folded rim and round lip (7.1%). Diameter: 22 

cms; Thi ckness: .75 cm. 

4) Soort outcurving necked jar wi th exteriorly folded rim 

and square lip (7.1%). Diameter: 18 cms; Thickness: .45 

cm; Neck height: 1 cm (see Figure 8.34). 



Note: There is one unusual base (see Figure 8.34) to an 

unknown vessel form. The base is almost a square corner, 
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wi th an interi or that is red-brown in color and a buff exteri or 

with red stripes on it. 

NO APPENJ:l!iGES NarED 

INTRA-SrrE DISTRIBUTION: The type is defiood on the basis of 

sealed levels of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30,25/30,25/35,20/35 or the "south

square" excavations. Elsewhere, the type is considered a 

marker for the termiml part of the Late Formati ve. However, 

the sample fran Cuello is too small to confirm or refute 

this. 

INTER-SrrE DISTRIBUTrOO: Pring (1977) has identified small 

quanti ties of the type at San Estevan and Nohmul in northern 

Belize. The Cuello type is a bit different from the type 

of the same name at other sites such as Uaxactun (Smith 1955), 

Barton Ramie (Gifford 1976), Becan (Ball 1977) and Altar 

de Sacrificios (Adams 1971) where the exteriors are slipped 

red and the design appears on the interior of vessels. 

TYPE NAt£: Chicago Orange 

VARIETY: Chucun 

ESTABLISIED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Pring 1977. Pring's descriptioo 

based on 350 sherds, of which 30 are rims or forms. Current 

sample and descriptioo based on 277 rim sherds. 



GROUP: Chicago 

\ti\.RE: Fort George Orange 

COt-Pl.EX: Cocos 

SPHERE AFFILIATI~: Chicanel 

FREQLENCY: 11.3% of the Cocos Complex 

ILLUSTRATIONS: Figure 8.35 

PRIN CIP AL I IE Nl'IF YING ATTRIB UTES: 

1) Thin orange or buff-orange non-lustrous slip or wash 

o vel" a paste of a similar color. 

2) Jar forms with out curving necks. 
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PASTE, TEtvPER, AND FIRING: Paste color is variable and ranges 

from a pale pinkish orange to tan, buff-orange, and brown. 

Paste color generally reflects surface color. Differential 

firing is COIDlllOO leaving a dark core, or one si de of the 

vessel a darker color than the other. Paste texture is medium 

graill3d and all sherds possess car bonate incl usi oos that 

are large (up to 1.5 cms in size) and angular in shape. 

SURFA CE FINISH AND DEOORATION: Surface color is variable 

and as stated a bove is generally a reflection of paste color. 

This color range includes 5YR 5/6, 6/6, 7/6 (reddish yellow

yellowish red), 5YR 7/4 (pink), and 7.5YR 6/6-7/6 (reddish 

yellow). Fire clouding is commoo on about 50% of all sherds 

examined. The surface finish is achieved through the application 

of a thin wash or slip, that erodes easily and is only occasionally 

lustrous. Completely oxidized sherds tend to have a lighter 
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Figure 8.35. Chicago Orange: Chucun Variety and Black-Rimmed 
Variety. 

(Similar forms) 
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orange color than the incompletely oxidized material that 

is buff or brown in color. The Chucun variety of Chicago 

Orange is difficul t to differentiate from the Warrie Camp 

variety if one only has body sherds, and this is an as yet 

unresolved sorting problem. The forms are different in terms 

of rim and lip treatment, and the Chucun variety tends to 

be slightly darker and browner in color. Pring (1977) origimlly 

identified a buff type, C(;)ckscanb. It is my opinion that 

the orange material and buff material form a continuum and 

should be included in the same type. The buff, or buff-orange, 

are incompletely oxidized orange sherds. It is possible 

that with future research this distinction will prove important 

and a buff type may actlBlly exist. Pring's Cockscomb Buff 

(1977) has no doubt been substmed in part by my definition 

of Chicago Orange and by the identificati en of F lor Cream 

at Cuello. 

FORM): 1) Wide mouthed soort out curving necked jar wi th direct 

or exteriorly folded rim and round lip (53.8%). Diameter: 

20-32 ems; Thickness: .5-1.0 em; Neck height: 1.2-2.8 cms. 

2) Out curving sided bucl{et with exteriorly folded rim and 

round lip (20.6%). Diameter: 22-34 ems; Thickness: .5-

.9 an. 

3) Lmg outcurving necked jar wi th direct or exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (14.4%). Dianeter: 18-30 ems; 

Thickness: .6~1.2 ems; Neck height: 3.5-4.8 ems. 



4) Medium high vertical necked jar wi th direct OP slightly 

thickened rim and round lip (6.5%). Diameter: 16-25 cms; 

Thickness: .6-.9 cm; Neck height: 1.5-3.2 cms. 
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5) Incurving sided bowl with interiorly folded rim and round 

or slightly pointed lip (2.5%). Diameter: 14-24 cms; Thickness: 

.6-.9 an. 

6) Medium to leng flaring necked jar with direct or exteriorly 

thickened or folded rim and round or bevelled out lip (2.2%). 

Diameter: 18-35 cms; Thickness: .7-1.2 cms; Neck height: 

2. 5 -4. 8 cms. 

APPENDAGES: Handles: There are eleven handles associated with 

all the jar forms. Four are flat strap handles, of which 

one is incised to give the appearance of being three separate 

loops. S~ven are round loop handles, of which one is incised 

to give the appearance of being two separate loops. 

Note: The number of handles associated with this type may 

be elevated by the addi tioo of handles from the Black-R:immed 

variety, since it is impossible to differentiate body sherds 

or appendages of these two varieties. I have included all 

. the appendages in the Chucun variety though sana may actually 

beloog to the Black-R:immed variety. 

INl'RA-SITE DISTRmurICN: The type is defined on the basis of 

sealed level s of the Cocos phase material (Late Formative) 

of grid squares 20/30, 25/30, 25/35, 20/35 or the "south 

square" excavatioos, and 40/30, 45/30, 45/35, 40/35 or the 
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"north square" excavatioos. As a type it continues throughout 

the Cocos Canplex witoout any apparent changes. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBurICN: Pring (1977) has identified the presence 

of this type at Santa Rita. There are no specific canparisons 

for this time period, al too ugh Kuxche Orange: Kuxche variety 

in the Tulix Comlex at Cerros (Robertson-Freidel 1980) appears 

on similar vessel forms, and bears a modal similarity. 

TYPE NAr£: Chicago Orange 

VARIETY: Black-Rimme:i (Chucun) 

ESTABLISHED AS A TYPE OR VARIETY: Type, Pring 1977. Variety, 

present work. Current sample and description based on 119 

rim sherds. 

GROUP: Chicago 

WARE: Fort George Orange 

CDt-P LE X: Cocos 

SP HE HE AFFIL!AT ION: Chi canel 

FREQlENCY: 4.8% of the Cocos Canplex 

ILLlBTRATIOOS: Figure 8.35 

PRIN CIP AL I IE NI'IFYING ATTRIB UTES: 

1) Thin orange or ruff-orange non-lustrous slip or wash 

over' a paste of a similar color, same as Chicago Orange: 

Chucun var i et y. 

2) Decoratioo by means of a blackened rim band. 

3) Jar forms with outcurving necks. 
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PASTE, TEM?ER, AND FIRING: Same as Chicago Orange: Chucun variety. 

SURFACE FINISH AND IE CO RAT I ON : Fur general cOOlllents see Chicago 

Orange: Chucun variety. Decoratien is by mEans of an irregular 

blackened rim band just over the rim interiorly and exteriorly. 

The black is probably achieved through the applicatien of 

sCJTle organic material and looks like it has been thinly washed 

over the rim. 
~ 

FORM3: 1) Wide mouthed jar with soort outcurving neck, direct 

01" exteriorly folded rim and round lip (69.7%). Diameter: 

22-32 cms; Thickness: .7-1.0 cms; Neck height: 1.5-2.8 

ems. 

2) Leng outcurving necked jar wi th direct 01" exteriorly 

folded rim and round lip (17.6%). Diameter: 22-32 cms; 

Thickness: .7-1.2 cms; Neck height: 3.2-4.8 cms. 

3) Outcurving sided bucket 01" large basin with exteriorly 

folded rim and roll1d lip (5.9%). Diameter: 2ll-42 cms; Thickness: 

.7-1.2 an. 

4) Wide mouthed jar' Hi th short vertical 01" insloping collar, 

thickened rim and round lip (5.1 %). Diameter: 22-36 cms; 

Thickness: .7-1.2 cm. 

5) Incurving sided bowl wi th interiorly folded rim and round 

or slightly pointed lip (1.7%). Diameter: 14-19 cms; Thickness: 

.7-.9 cm. 

APPENDI\GES: There were no appendages included in this type however, 

it is probable that since body sherds of the Chucun variety 
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are indistinguishable from the Black-Rimmed variety, sane 

of the forms of the latter variety no doubt also had appendages. 

They have all been described in the previous type description 

for the Chucun vari ety. 

INTRA-S.ITE DISTRIBUfICN: See Chicago Orange: Crrucun variety. 

INTER-SITE DISTRIBUfICN: See Chicago Orange: Chucun variety 

for general comments. The Black-Rimmed variety has not been 

identified at any site other than Cuello. The Unnamed Black 

on Orange in the Kuxche Group at Cerros (Robertson-Freidel 

1980) may bEl similar although the Cerros type has a more 

lustrous slip, and is a deeper orange color. 

8.3. Des cription of Selected Burial Ceramics 
of the Chicanel Canplex 

By, far, the largest sample of ceramic mortuary goods canes 

from the Late Formative at Cuello, and provides the only good compar-

ati ve data (from the early to late facets of the Chicanel COOlpl~x) 

in contrast to the pre vi ous periods where the samples are too small 

to allow such cooparisons. The Chicanel early facet material is 

from the south square excavatioos and therefore associated with a 

"public" arc)hitectural configuration. The south square Chicanel 

vessels are stratigra}:ilically associated, by and large wi th a single 

mass burial. Due to a later mass inh1.lllation directly above the earlier 

one, the extreme complexi ty of the mass burial stratigra}:ily, and 

sane stratigraphic discrepancies within the burial, it is probable 

that the mass wrial represents the occurence of more than one discrete 



event.. In fact, the examimtim of the ceramics wi thin the "mass 

burial" suggests that there are 17 early facet vessels and 6 pots 

from the late facet (Feat ure 128). 
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The remainder of the Chicanel vessels are from north square 

exca vations and are associated largely with single individuals buried 

beneath or near Formative hou~es. A total of 39 Chicanel vessels 

was recovered fran 26 north square burials. Three of these burials 

appear to have contair.ed more than one individual. 

Returning to a description of specific burial vessels, there 

are 17 vessels, as stated above, that are early facet Chicanel; all 

from the south square mass burial. These ceramics will be treated 

as a group since associati m of grave goods with any particular indi

vidual was often not possible during excavation. 

Eight of the mass burial vessels are of the Society Hall 

Red: Society Hall variety, identified by its streaky red slip. 

These are mcstly shallow dish3s or deeper bowls ranging in diameter 

from 31 cms to 62 cms, and in height fran 4.4 cms to 19 cms. Figure 

8.14f and g (Feature 189) provides an example of a typical shallow 

dish. Although bowl shapes are more varied, (Figure 8.38b) Feature 

148 provides an example of the diameter to height ratio that typified 

the bowls. 

Sierra Roo: Sierra variety is represented by 5 vessels from 

the mass burial. These monochrome red pots are sanewhat more varied 

in shape than the Society Hall vessels. Vessel forms include a spouted 

jar (which resembles a teapot with::>ut a handle), a miniature vessel 



(a) Sierra Red: Sierra Variety (Diameter: 22 ems) 

(b) Sierra Red: Sierra Variety (Diameter: 33 ems) 

Figure 8.36. Feature 128, Bho1e Vessels. 
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(c) Sierra Red: Sierra Variety (Diameter: 36 ems) 

(d) Matamore Diehrome Matamore Variety (Diameter: 40 ems) 

Figure 8.36.--Continued. 
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(e) Sierra Red: Sierra variety (Diameter: 66 ems) [1/4 original scale] 

(f) Siprr~ Rprl: Sierra variety (Diameter: 60 ems) rl/4 origin~l Rc~le] 

Figure 8.36.--Continued. 
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(a) Sierra Red: Sierra variety (Diameter: 21 cm) 

X ......... liif 
(b) Richardson Peak Uns1ipped: Unspecified variety 

Figure 8.37. Feature 131, Hho1e Vessels. 
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(a) Sierra Red: "Special" (Diameter: 22 cms) 

(b) Society Hall Red: Society Hall variety 
(Diameter: 30 cms) 

Figure 8.38. Feature 148, Whole Vessels. 
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wi th straight sides and 2 outcurving sided bowls, one of which was 

found inverted over the head of one of the individuals in the mass 

burial. The most unuswl form from Cuello is al sc in this group. 

Thls vessel (Figure 8.42d) is an "amphora" shape; an outcurving long 

necked m01opod jar wi th 3 strap handles placed above the shoulder, 

and an extremely thickened foot support. I know of no other vessel 

of this shape from the Maya L o'rilands. 

Of the remaining early facet Chicanel vessels, 2 beleng to 

Sierra Red: Ahuacan variety. One is another spouted jar (Figure 

8.42a) with a collar of incised and punctated designs just below 
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its outcurving neck. The other is a canposite silhouette vessel 

(Figure 8. 42b). Resembling this vessel in style, but wi th an extremely 

low shoulder and an exaggerated outcurving neck is an Ahchab Red

on-Buff: Unspecified variety vessel (Figure 8.43b) from the same 

context. 

The fiml ceramic item from this group is a shallow dish 

with a decorated labial flange which may have been intended to l:,epre

sent the outlioo of a fish (Figure 8. 38a) • According to this interpre

tation, the circle of plIDctations would be the eye, the short linear 

incisi O1S opposi te would be the tail, the semici rcular incisi O1S 

top and botton, the scales, and the indentation below the eye ~'lould 

be the mouth. The interi or of this vessel appears to have been decorated 

with black organic paint ~ an uncomnon decoration in the Maya Lowlands 

for this time period. 



(a) Richardson Peak Unslipped: Unspecified 
Variety (Diameter: 7 ems) 

(b) Sierra Red: 
(Diameter: 

Sierra Variety 
25 ems) 

Figure 8.39. Feature 158, Hhole Vessels. 
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(a) Flor Cream: Unspecified Variety (Diameter: 28 ems) 

(b) Sierra Red: Sierra variety (with scalloped flange) 
(Diameter: 33 ems) 

Figure 8.40. Feature 162, 1Vhole Vessels. LV 
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(a) Pu1etan Red-and-Uns1ipped: 
(Diameter: 11 cms) 

Unspecified variety 

Figure 8.41. Feature 185, lvho1e Vessels. 
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(b) Society Hall Red: Society Hall variety (Diameter: 38 ems) 

(c) Society Hall Red: Society Hall variety (Diameter: 37 ems) 

Figure 8.41.--Continued. 
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(n) Sierra Red: Ahuaean Variety (Diameter: 13 ems) 

(b) Sierra Red: Ahuaean Variety (Diameter: 21 ems) 

Figure 8.42. Feature 188, lVhole Vessels. 
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(e) Sierra Red: Sierra Variety (Diameter: 28 ems) 

Figure 8.42.--~ontinued. 
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Cd) Sierra Red: Sierra Variety. 

Figure 8.42.--Continued. 
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(a) Sierra Red: Sierra Variety (Diameter: 20 cms) 
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(b) Ahchab Red-an-Buff: Unspecified Variety 
(Diameter: 23 cms) 

Figure 8.43. Feature 197, Whole Vessels. 
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The non-ceramic i terns interred wi th the mass burial include 

sane geanetrically incised human bone tubes, and a pierced shell. 

In addi ticn to the whole vessels interred as grave goods, several 

of the vessels were smashed prehistorically, and one (Feature 171) 
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had a small hole broken through the bottom, implying ceremcnial "killing". 

Associated individuals ranged in age fran young children to mature 

adults, and were ustally in a flexed positicn with the knees against 

the chest. 

As menticned previously, a later mass inhumaticn (Feature 

128; Figure 8.36) on the same spot as the earlier mass burial contained 

6 vessels. Five are bowls of the Sierra Red: Sierra variety, and 

the sixth is a Matamore dichrcme: Matamore (Figure 8.36d) variety 

bowl. In additicn, this burial contail'Ed a partial Usulutan vessel 

from the highlands of Sal vador; the only identified traded ceramic 

piece at Cuello. 

Fourteen of the 26 north square indi vi dual interments contail'Ed 

a single pot, 6 contained :2 pots each, and 3 held 3 each. One of 

the double rurials contain:!d one pot, while the other contail'Ed 2. 

The triple burial contained a single pot. The number of mortuary 

vessels does not seem to correlate wi th age, sex, time period and 

type, or forms of the pots. 

As a total g. .... oup, 11 vessels from north square burials are 

of the Society Hall Red: Society Hall variety. The range of forms 

is the same as that described for Society Hall vessels from the south 

square excavations, in(~luding 3 shallow dishes, 6 deeper bowls, and 
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2 spouted jars. Five of the 6 bowls are "bucket" shaped (Figures 

8.14, 8.44a), and three of these are quite large; the largest measuring 

40.8 cms in diameter and 30 cms in height. Eight of these Society 

Hall vessels are middle facet, and 2 of the buckets, and a dish are 

lat e facet Chicanel. 

Nineteen north square vessels are Sierra Roo: Sierra variety • 

. Unlike the Sierra Red material from the south square, this group 

contains no unustal vessel forms, conSisting of 16 unremarkable dishes 

and bowls, one plain jar and two spouted jars. Sane of the bowls 

are incurving (Figures 8.6g, k, 1, m, p) in contrast to the exclusive

ly outcurving bowls of the early facet mass burial in the south square. 

Nine of the north square Sierra Roo burial vessels are middle facet, 

4 are transi tional middle to late, and 6 are late facet Chicanel. 

One middle, one transitional, and one late facet bowl from 

the north square excavations belong to Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved 

Incised variety. One of these has a medial flange wi th sane incised 

decoration, one has a chevron incised band below its outcurving rim, 

and the third has an outrurving rim wi th tab handles (Figure 8.19). 

Two Puletan Red-and-Unslipped jars from middle facet Chicanel 

burials were fOlild (Figures 8.41a, b.45a). A third, of the Unspecified 

vari ety of Pul etan Red-and-Unslipped, from the middle to late transi tional 

facet, has a ring base, and gouged indentiatioos below the slipped 

portion of the vessel (Figure 8.27a). 

Other unustal vessels in Chicanel burials from the north 

square include a Matamore Dichrane: Matamore variety bucket (Figure 



(a) Society Hall Red: Society Hall variety 
(Diameter: 28 cms) 

(b) Sierra Red: Sierra variety 
(Diameter: 30 cms) 

Figure 8.44. Feature 202, Tfuole Vessels. 
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(a) Pu1etan Red-and-Uns1ipped: Pu1etan variety 
(Diameter: 12 ems) 

(b) Sierra Red: Sierra variety (Diameter: 24 ems) 

Figure 8.45. Feature 209, Hho1e Vessels. 
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(c) Matamore Dichrome: Matamore variety 
(Diameter: 23 ems) 

Figure 8.45.--Continued. 
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8.45c), a restricted orifice bowl of Polvero Black: Polvero variety 

(Figure 8.29a) , with a kill hole in its bottan, and a miniature strap 

handled jar of Richardson Peak Unslipped: Unspecifioo variety (Figure 

9.39a). This last piece is particularly unusual because it is one 

of two (Figure 8.37b) wh:>le unslipped vessels in the entire Chicanel 

mort uary ass em bla ge from Cuello (one other in canpl ete unslip ped vess e1 

has been identified). These three vessels are all middle facet Chicane1, 

making up the last three of the 39 north square burial ceramics. 

Thus 23 north square vessels are middle facet, while 6 are 

transi tional. Feature 211 is a typical individual interment from 

t:"~ middle facet. A single Sje."'ra Red pot was placed by the head 

of an extended mature adult male (Figure 8.6b). Feature 202, the 

burial of a mature adul t of undetermill3d sex is also typical. It 

contained one Sierra Red bowl placed over 'the skull, and one smashed 

Society Hall bucket placed near the lap of the seated, flexed body 

(FigurE: 8.44). 

Tw:> of the three north square mul tiple burial s contained 

middle fac6t ceramics. The first held 2 mature adults (1 female, 

one undetermined sex) and 1 child. The morttary furniture includec 

a single incurving Sierra Red bowl. The other middle facet mul tiple 

burial was that of a mature female and an adul t companion of undeter

mined sex. The burial contained 2 Society Hall vessel s: a spouted 

jar was placed in the female's lap, and a large bucket was placed 

over her head. 
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A typical burial that is transi ti mally middle to late facet 

Chicanel, is that of a mature adult female from Feature 146 who was 

interred with a Sierra Roo dish near her feet and a smashed Chicago 

Orange: Chucun variety jar placed over her skull. The extended 

mature adul t male in FEXl.ture 166 was burioo wi th 2 Sierra Roo dishes, 

one incurving, and one outcurving (Figure 8.10). The incurving dish 

was placed over the head; the outcurving dish was on the left side 

of the body between the el bow and upper ann, and is also typical 

of this transitiooal period. 

Ten of the Chicanel burial vessels are in the late facet. 

The unexceptional interment from Feature 121 contains a 5-7 year 

old child sEXl.ted cross-legged wi th a Sierra Roo dish (Figure 8.6j). 

The mature adult male from Feature 138 was also seated, but with 

his knees flexed against his chest and burioo with one late facet 

So ci et y Hall Red dish 0 ver his head (F igure 8. 14e) • 

The last mul tiple burial from the north squre belongs to 

the late facet. It contained only the skulls of 2 adult females 

and a large Sierra Roo dish, mEXl.suring 48.2 cms in diameter, and 

12.4 cms in height. 

Amlyses of the burial ceramics suggest that there is no 

relationship among the sex, age, or location of burial and the type 

or form of the vessels included as mortLary goods. The analyses 

will be discussed in greater depth in the concluding chapter. 



CHAPTER 9 

VESSEL FORM DESCRIPTIONS OF THE CUELLO FORMATIVE CERAMICS 

9.1. Introduction 

Although the descripton of ceramic type classes is an extremely 

useful tool for making gross chronological assessments for both the 

occupation of a single site, and relative cross-dating among sites 

in the Maya Lowlands, ceramic ty~es are often relatively useless 

for other kinds of analyses; such as the examination of the intra-

site functional variability of ceramics. Frequency distributions 

of ceramic types from sample to sample from Cuello show little vari

ation (as will te discussed in Chapter 10), and what little variability 

is present has been attributed to the use of different kinds of cer

amics in pottery-using activities at the site (see discussion, Chapter 

3). 

The use of vessel forms to delimit function, difficult though 

it is, is far easier than assuming functions for various type classes 

since analyses of form may take advantage of a number of ethnographic 

studies of vessel form usage among the modern Maya (for example: 

Thompson 1958; Reina and Hill 1978). Although vessel form classes 

may give a more accurate representation of hypothesized functions 

than types (which are based on surface characteristics), I believe 

it is crucial to remember that ceramic vessels probably represent 

only a small segment of the entire range of containers found in the 
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typical assemblage of a prehistoric Maya household. Therefore, not 

all kinds of activities will be represented in the ceramic assemblage 

from the site of Cuello. No doubt the prehistoric Maya utilized 

such perishable containers as baskets and gourds, and although at 

first glance it may seem surprising that no easily identifiable cooking 

vessels (ceramic), large capacity storage containers (ceramic), nor 

lids (ceramic) have been located at Cuello, it is probable that many 

non-ceramic items were used for these purposes. However, no non-

perishable lids (such as stone) were found in the Cuello excavations. 

The relative balance between ceramic and non-ceramic containers probably 

changed through time as various economic or aesthetic pressures changed. 

Therefore, the cescriptions of the vessel form classes that follow 

(and analysis of site distributions in Chapter 10) may provide some 

clues to functional ceramic variability at the site of Cuello. One 

must keep in mind that since ceramics were probably only a part of 

the entire assemblage of containers available to the prehistoric 

Mayan inhabitants, the analysis of theil" formal characteristics will 

provide only a small picture of the behavior associated with the 

use of various containers. 

9.2. Swasey Complex and Bladen Complex 
Vessel Form Descriptions 

The vast similari toy between vessel forms of the Swasey and 

Bladen Complexes has resulted in their treatment as a group, although 

as stated previously, the Biaden Complex forms tend to have slightly 

different rim and lip treatments. The frequency distributions of 



both types and shapes of the two complexes show litt·le variation 

from sample to sample. 

The analysis of the Swasey and Bladen ceramic shape classes 
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has been hampered by the small number of samples from this time period. 

Table 1 lists the nine Swasey and Blad~n shape classes and their 

median dimensions. The following shape descriptions indicate all 

differences determined between the Swasey and Bladen forms. 

1) Wide-mouth Jar 

Illustrations: Figure 9.1 

Base and Body: There are two whole vessels belonging to this 

shape class, both from Bladen burials. On the basis of these 

~nd the sherd material, the body is globular with a flattened 

base. Some of the sherd material suggests a more rounded 

base. 

Neck-body juncture: Not defined on most examples. 

Orientation of neck: Outcurving or outflaring. Occasional examples 

have a vertical neck, however, the thickening of the rim 

gives the appearance of a flaring neck. 

Rim: Exteriorly and interiorly thickened. Occasionally direct. 

Lip: The Swasey forms have square lips. The Bladen forms have 

square, as well as a number of examples with round lips. 

Appendages: Double cylinder strap handles, and occasional triple 

or quadruple cylinder strap handles. Bladen forms occasionally 

have incised loop handles. All are attached between the 

rim and the neck-body juctl.1l"e. 
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Table 1. Median Dimensions of Swasey and Bladen Vessel Form Classes. 

Form Median Median Neck 
Class Diameter Height 

(cms) (cms) 

1) Wide-Mouth Jar 

1-1) Short Neck 24 1.5 

2-1) Long Neck 28 3.8 

2) Narrow-Mouth Jar 14 1.4 

3) Bottle 2.7 

4) Incurved-Recurved Bowl 

4-1) Small capacity 18 

4-2) Large capacity 28 

5) Incurving Bowl 20 

6) Tecomate 16 

7) Incurving Bowl with Collar 19 

8) Out curving Bowl or Dish 

8-1) Small capacity 20 

8-2) Large capacity 35 

9) Vertical to Flaring BOvll 

9-1) Small capacity 22 

9-2) Large capacity 32 
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(a) Short neck 

(b) Long neck 

Figure 9.1. Swasey and Bladen Wide-mouth Jar Forms 



Surface: The shape is restricted to unslipp~d or orange slipped 

(and orange-brown in Bladen) surfaces. The surfaces of the 

slipped example~ are well-smoothed, while the unslipped tend 

to be rough. 

Types: Copetilla Unslipped: Copetilla and Gallon Jug varieties, 

Chicago Orange: Chicago and Nago Bank varieties, Honey Camp 

Orange Brown: Honey Camp variety. 

Sub-class 1-1: Short neck 

Diameter: Range 10-32 cms; median 24 cms. 

Height of neck: Range 0.6-3.8 cms; median 1.5 ~ms. 
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Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: Easily identified 

and quite distinctive among the collections; particularly 

the unslipped examples that tend to be thicker than the slipped. 

Few sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: Present in large numbers throughout the 

Swasey and Bladen Complexes. The thickening of the rim makes 

it a good marker for the Swasey and Bladen Complexes. 

Hypothesized function: The vessels of this shape class are very 

similar to vessels used by the modern Maya today for water 

storage and perhaps transport (Thompson 1958; Reina and Hill 

1978), although the modern versions tend to be restricted 

to unslipped types. 

Sub-class 1-2: Long neck 

Diameter: Range 14-40 cms; median 28 cms. 

Height of neck: Range 2.5-6.6 ems; median 3.8 cms. 
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Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: There is some 

overlap in neck height with the short necked sub-class, but 

in general these shapes tend to be wider-mouthed and higher 

necked. There are few sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Swasey 

and Bladen Complexes and again the thickening of the rim 

makes it a good marker for the two complexes. 

Hypothesized function: These vessels were probably utilized 

for water storage and perhaps transport as well. 

Comments: Neck height measurements for the sub-classes tend 

to overlap and suggest that the height of the neck may not 

have been carefully controlled by potters. The form itself 

is otherwise fairly consistent, and the distributions of 

short and long necked, wide-mouth jars across the site are 

so similar that I suspect this distinction is meaningless, 

as is the distinction between an out flaring or outcurving 

neck on this shape. The neck treatment is apparently less 

important than the diameter of the mouth and the shape of 

the body. 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 

Illustrations; Figure 9.2a 

Base and Body: There were no whole examples in the collections, 

but the sherd material suggests a globular body with a rounded 

base. 

Neck-body juncture: Well defined on most examples. 



(a) Narrow-mouth Jar 

(b) Bottle 

Figure 9.2. Swasey and Bladen Narrow-mouth Jar and 
Bottle Forms 
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Orientation of neck: Outcurving or outflaring. Occasionally 

a markedly outflaring neck with an angular neck body juncture 

was found. 

Rim: Almost always thickened in Swasey, and direct in Bladen. 

Occasionally exteriorly folded. 

Lip: Square lips are present in both the Swasey and Bladen Complexes, 

while round lips are occasionally present in the Bladen Complex. 

Appendages: None were located, however a number of loose spouts 

in the collection may belong to this shape. All are unbridged. 

Surface: The shape is restricted to slipped types and the surface 

is carefully finished on the exterior and the interior of 

the neck, though the interior of the vessel is usually left 

unslipped. Surfaces are well-smoothed. 

Types: Consejo Red: Consejo and Estrella varieties, Fireburn 

Red on Cream: Fireburn variety. 

Diameter: Range 10-22 cms; median 14 cms. 

Height of neck: Range 0.8-2.5 cms; median 1.4 cms. 

Identifying characteristicd and sorting problems: Small sherds 

may be mistaken for outcurving sided dishes since the curvature 

at the rim is similar between the two shape classes. 

Temporal distribution: Found throughout the Swasey and Bladen 

Complexes, but with low frequencies. The form is common 

throughout the Formative period and only the square lip makes 

it a good marker for the Swasey Complex. 



Hypothesized function: The modern counterpart to this shape 

is used for water transport (Thompson 1958; Reina and Hill 

1978) • 
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Comment: This shape was found with such a low frequency in the 

Early Formative that it is probable that the smaller diameter 

examples of the wide-mouth jar and bottles were also used 

for this purpose. 

3) Bottle 

Illustrations: Figure 9.2b 

Base and Body: There were no whole vessels in the collection, 

but examination of the sherd material suggests a globular 

body with a rounded base or monopod foot support. 

Neck-body juncture: On the few examples of body sherds that. 

were found the juncture is well-defined. 

Orientation of neck: Vertical to slightly tapered. 

Rim: Exteriorly folded. 

Lip: Rounded or bevelled out. 

Appendages: Although only hypothesized, the presence of monopod 

bottles in the Early Formative at Mani (Brainerd 1958), and 

a number of loose mono pod foot supports found in the Cuello 

collections, suggest a similar form for the Cuello bottles. 

Surface: The shape is found on both unslipped, roughened surfaces 

as well as well-smoothed slipped types. Decoration consists 

of pattern-burnishing on the exterior of the body on unslipped 

sherds. 



Types: Copetilla Unslipped: Copetilla and Gallon Jug varieties, 

Yotolin Pattern Burnished, Consejo Red: Consejo and Estrella 

varieties, Chicago Orange: Chicago and Nago Bank varieties. 

Diameter: (of opening) Range 2.2-3.8 cms; median 2.7 cms. 

Neck height: Largely unknown since all necks were broken above 

the neck-body juncture. 
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Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: Easily identified 

and quite distinctive in the collections. Few sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: Present in small numbers throughout the 

Early and Middle Formative, however, the Swasey and Bladen 

shapes tend to be thicker walled than the later Lopez examples. 

Hypothesized function: Modern day tinajas (Reina and Hill 1978), 

though different slightly in form are generally utilized 

for water transport, a.nd these bottles may have been similarly 

utilized. The mono pod form may have been used with a stand 

to hold the vessel upright, or may have been hung by the 

neck. The monopood support serves as an excellent counter

weight while pouring from the bottle. 

4) Incurved-Recurved Bowl or Dish 

Illustrations: Figure 9.3 

Base: Round in Swasey and Bladen; occasionally flat in Bladen 

with slight upward curvature at the edges. 

Side: The sides incurve slightly about halfway up the vessel 

and then recurve outwardly at the top. Degree of recurving 

varies from low to medium. 
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(a) Small capacity 

(b) Large capacity 

Figure 9.3. Swasey and Bladen Incurved-Recurved Bowl Forms 
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Rim: Direct or slightly interiorly or exteriorly thickened. 

Lip: Tends to be largely square in the Swasey Complex, and square 

or round in the Bladen Complex. 

Surface: The exterior and interior are generally well-smoothed 

and slipped. Incised decoration when present is restricted 

to the exterior of the vessel. 

Types: The sample of this shape is quite large and constitutes 

the major shape class of the Swasey and Bladen Complexes: 

All slipped types are about equally represented and incised 

types are quite common. 

Sub-class 4-1: Small capacity 

Diameter: Range 12-24 cms; median 19 ems. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: On very small 

sherds, the rim and lip treatment is not diagnostic to this 

shape class and it is difficult to differentiate from other 

bowl and dish forms with similar rims. Where the curvature 

of the side is present, it is unmistakable. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Swasey 

and Bladen Complexes and is a clear marker for the Early 

F'ormati ve at Cuello. 

Hypothesized function: As the major shape produced by the Early 

Formative potters at Cuello this form probably served a number 

of varied functions such as food serving and preparation. 

No examples show evidence of burning and thc shape was probably 

not used for cooking. The vessels may also have been utilized 



for ceremonial purposes as great care often went into their 

surface finish and forming. 

Sub-·class 4-2: Large capacity 

Diameter: Range 24-35 cms; median 28 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: As in the 
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small capacity bowls, rims are not diagnostic for this shape 

class and difficult to differentiate from other forms. In 

addition, the separation of large capacity from small capacity 

bowls is in part an arbitrary distinction, although the large 

capacity tend to be higher walled. There is no clear pattern 

to the size distribution of pots of this shape class and 

any of the following Swasey and BJaden shape classes. It 

is probable that my shape classes cross-cut size groupings 

that may have been meaningful in terms of function to the 

prehistoric potters. I have separated the size categories 

largely on the basis of hypothesized functions. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is a good marker for the Swasey 

and Bladen Complexes. 

Hypothesized function: The use of the large capacity bowls may 

have been similar to small capacity bowls, with the additional 

function of food storage. Modern Maya tend to store food 

in large capacity bowls (Thompson 1958). 

Comments: Although some recurving bowl forms are present in 

the Middle and Late Formative at Cuello, the Swasey and Bladen 

shape is easily differentiated from them. 



5) Incurving Bowl 

Illustrations: Figure 9.4a 
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Base: Generally round in Swasey; round and some that are flatter 

in Bladen. 

Side: Rounded; the degree of curvature of the side varies from 

low to medium, and the orifice is thus generally unrestricted, 

to a slight restriction. 

Rim: Direct or interiorly folded or thickened. 

Lip: Square, round or bevelled in. 

Surface: The exterior and interior are generally well-smoothed 

and slipped. Incised decoration when present is restricted 

to the exterior surface. 

Types: The sample of this shape is large and all types are roughly 

equally represented. Incised types are common. 

Diameter: Range 15-34 ems; median 20 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The curvature 

of the wall is generally diagnostic for sorting. There are 

few sorting problems, though there may be some overlap with 

tecomates. 

Temporal distriP'ltion: The shape is present throughout the Formative 

at Cuello and not particularly diagnostic for the Swasey 

or Bladen Complexes. 

Hypothesized function: As in the incurved-recurved sided bowls, 

this shape was probably used for food preparation and serving. 

Again the vessels may have been utilized for ceremonial occasions. 
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(a) Incurving Bowl 

(b) Tecomate 

Figure 9.4. Swasey and Bladen Incurving Bowl and 
Tecomate Forms 
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Comments: The decision was made not to separate a large capacity 

from a small capacity incurving bowl, since most of the examples 

(95%) fall within the size range of 18-24 cms in diameter 

and are therefore medium sized bowls, with only a few that 

are apparently much larger. 

6) Tecomate 

Illustrations: Figure 9.4b 

Base: Generally round. 

3ide: Markedly rounded with a restricted orifice. 

Rim: Direct or interiorly folded or thickened. 

Lip: Round or bevelled in. 

Surface: The exterior is generally well-smoothed and slipped, 

and the interior may be the same although a number of examples 

are slipped only over the rim interiorly. Incised types 

occur occasionally. 

Types: Consejo Red: Consejo and Estrella varieties, Backlanding 

Incised: Backlanding variety, Machaca Black: Machaca variety, 

Fireburn Red on Cream: Fireburn variety. 

Diameter~ Range 10-25 cms; median 16 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The curvature 

of the wall is generally characteristic, however there may 

be some overlap with incurving bowls. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Formative 

period at Cuello and is not particularly diagnostic for the 

Swasey and Bladen Complex. 
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Hypothesized function: This small diameter vessel may have been 

used for food serving; in particular for liquids. In addition, 

the shape of the lip, and restricted orifice may have allowed 

such vessels to be stoppered with a perishable material so 

that they could have utilized for the storage of small foodstuffs 

such as spj ces. 

7) Incurving Bowl with Collar 

Illustrations: Figure 9.5 

Base: Unknown 

Side: Generally rounded; the degree of curvature of the side 

varies from medium to high, and the orifice is therefore 

slightly restricted. 

Rim: There is a short vertical collar and interior thickening 

or folding of the rim. 

Lip: Round 

Surface: The exterior is generally well-smoothed and slipped 

and the interior may be completely slipped, or slipped just 

over the rim. Incised decoration occurs occasionally on 

the exterior. 

Types: Consejo Red: Consejo and Estrella varieties, Pettville 

Red on Cream, Barquedier Incised, Fireburn Red on Cream, 

and Quamina Cream. 

Diameter: Range 10-30 cmsi median 19 ems. 
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Figure 9.5. Swasey and Bladen Incurving Bowl 
with Collar Forms 
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Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The short 

vertical or slightly insloping collar makes this shape easy 

to identify. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is restricted to the Swasey 

and Bladen Complexes and is therefore a good diagnostic marker 

for the Early Formative. 

Hypothesized function: ? 

8) Out curving Bowl or Dish 

Illustrations: Figure 9.6 

Base: Round in Swasey; flatter in Bladen. 

Side: The lower portion of the wall is generally vertical, and 

the upper portion is outcurving. The area of curvature is 

too long to simply designate it as an out curving rim. The 

curvature is variable from medium to high. Some Bladen vessels 

have a ridge just below the rim. 

Rim: Direct or exteriorly or interiorly thickened. 

Lip: Square for Swasey and Bladen, and occasionally round for 

Bladen. 

Surface: The interior and exterior surfaces are generally well

smoothed and slipped. Incised decoration is common and occurs 

on the exterior only. 

Types: The sample of this shape is large and roughly all types 

are equally represented. 

Sub-class 8-1: Small capacity 

Diameter: Range 16-24 ems; median 20 cms. 
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(a) Small capacity 

(b) Large capacity 

Figure 9.6. Swasey and Bladen Out curving Bowl Forms 



Identifying characteri~tics and sorting problems: Small rim 

sherds are not particularly diagnostic for this shape and 

there may be some overlap with narrow-mouth jar forms. 
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Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Formative 

period at Cuello and is not particularly diagnostic for the 

Swasey or Bladen Complexes, though it is apparently more 

common in the Bladen Complex. 

Hypothesi zed function: As with the incurved-recur'ved bowl, these 

small capacity vessels probably served multiple functions 

for food preparation and serving. A whole vessel of this 

shape was placed in a Bladen burial, and the shape class 

may therefore have served ceremonial functions as well. 

A number of sherds show wear patterns on the interior of 

the outcurving rim that suggest a lid of some sort may have 

been placed on top, although no ceramic lids have been found. 

Sub-class 8-2: Large capacity 

Diameter: Range 26-45 cmSj median 35 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: Small rim 

sherds are not particularly diagnostic for this shape class 

and may be confused with narrow-mouth jars. As is the case 

with large capacity incurved recurved bowls, the large capacity 

outcurving bowl category is in part an arbitrary distinction. 

There are no apparent differences in the distributions of 

lID'ge and small capacity vessels, and it is probable that 



my shape category again cross-cuts distinctions that 

may have been meaningful to the prehistoric potters. 
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Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Formative 

period at Cuello and is not particularly diagnostic for the 

Swasey and Bladen Complexes, though it is apparently more 

popular in the Bladen Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The functions of these vessels are probably 

the same as the small capacity vessels and both size vessels 

show the same wear patterns. 

9) Vertical to Flaring Bowl or Dish 

Illustrations: Figure 9.7 

Base: Generally flat, though occasionally rounded. 

Side: The wall is generally only slightly flaring (almost vertical) 

though occasionally there is a more marked flaring to the 

side. This is especially true in the Bladen Complex. There 

is no truely vertical form in the Swasey and Bladen Complexes. 

Rim: Direct or interiorly thickened. 

Lip: Square in the Swasey and Bladen Complexes; round in the 

Bladen Complex. 

Surface: The exterior and interior of vessels are generally 

well-smoothed and slipped. Incised decoration is common 

and occurs on the exterior of vessels only. 

Types: The sample of this shape is large and roughly all types 

are equally represented. 

Sub-class 9-1: Small capacity 



(a) Small capacity 

(b) Large capacity 

Figure 9.7. Swasey and Bladen Vertical to Flaring 
Bowl Forms 
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Diameter: Range 15-26 cmsi median 22 cms. 

Identifying characteristics: There are no apparent sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Swasey 

and Bladen Complexes and the combination of the direct rim 

and slightly flaring wall makes this shape diagnostic for 

the Early Formative at Cuello. It is more common in the 

Bladen Complex. 

Hypothesized function: Again this vessel may have been utilized 

for the serving and preparation of food. The smaller of 

the vessels may have been used to serve liquids, much as 

a cup would be nowadays. 

Sub-class 9-2: Large capacity 

Diameter: Range 28-42 cmsi median 32 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: There are 

no apparent sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Swasey 

and Bladen Complexes and is diagnostic for the Early Formative. 

Hypothesized function: Again this form may have been used for 

the preparation and serving of food. Its large, open orifice 

may have allowed the display of foodstuffs, a practice clearly 

displayed on Maya Classic Period ceramics. Modern day usage 

of this form among the Maya is usually for cooking or storage p 

however none of the Cuello examples show evidence of burning. 



Comment: Once again the distinction between large and small 

capacity vessels is probably an arbitrary one since the size 

distributions showed no clear patterns. My shape classes 

probably cross-cut any size distinction that may have been 

crucial to the prehistoric potters and users. 

9.3. The Lopez Complex Vessel Form Descriptions 

Vessel forms of the Lopez Complex ceramics represent a change 

fr'om the preceding Early Fonnati ve ceramics. Table 2 lists the eight 

Lopez shape classes and their median dimensions. The most dramatic 

change is the sudden emphasis on outcurving sided dishes or plates 

at the expense of bowl forms. This change is not unique to Cuello 

but seems to occur during the Middle Fonnative at most Lowland Maya 

si tes. 

1) Wide-mouth Jar 

Illustrations: Figure 9.8 

Base and,Body: No whole vessels of this shape were found in 

the Cuello collections. On the basis of the sherd material 

the body is globular with a rounded base, although one or 

two examples of a more flattened base were identified. 

Neck-body juncture: Not defined on most examples. 

Orientation of neck: Outcurving or outflar:i.ng. There were a 

very small number of sherds that had insloping (slightly) 
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or vertical necks, but are included in this shape class because 

they are wide-mouthed and few i~ number. 



Table 2. Median Dimensions of Lopez Vessel Form Classes. 

Form 
Class 

1) Wide-mouth Jar 

1-1) Short Neck 

1-2) Long Neck 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 

3) Bottle 

4) Out curving Dish or Plate 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

4-1) Small capacity 

4-2) Large capacity "Platter" 

Incurving Bowl 

Tecomate 

Vertical to Flaring Dish 

Composite Silhouette 
or Dish 

8-1) Recurving 

8-2) Medial angle 

Bowl 

Median 
Diameter 

(cms) 

22 

30 

16 

3.2 

21 

42 

20 

12 

22 

24 

24 

Median Neck 
Height 

(cms) 

2.1 

4.8 

4.8 
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(a) Short neck 

(b) Long neck 

Figure 9.S. Lopez Wide-mouth Jar Forms 
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Rim: Exteriorly folded or thickened (extreme bolstering in a 

number of cases). 

Lip: Round or bevelled out. 

Appendages: Simple loop handles as well as flat strap handles 

that are deeply incised to give the appearance of cylinders. 

They are usually attached from the neck area to the body. 
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Surface: The shape is restricted to unslipped and orange slipped 

well-smoothed surfaces. 

Types: Richardson Peak Unslipped: Unspecified variety (Lopez) 

and Chicago Orange: Warrie Camp variety. 

SUb-class 1-1: Short neck 

Diameter: Range 15-30 ems; median 22 ems. 

Height of neck: Range 1.2-3.0; median 2.1 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: Small rim 

sherds may be mistaken for outcurving sided dishes, although 

the thickness of the vessel walls of jars is usually greater 

and the bolstered rim occurs only on the jar forms. The 

latter rim treatment on jars is particularly diagnostic for 

the Lopez Complex, especially when found in conjunction with 

a vertical or insloping neck. 

Temporal distribution: Present in large numbers throughout the 

Lop~z complex, and as mentioned above may be a marker for 

the Lopez Complex. 
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Hypothesized function: The vessels of this shape class are similar 

to the pots used by modern Maya for water storage and bulk 

storage of large quantities of food such as boiled corn for 

tortillas (Thompson 1958 and Reina and Hill 1978). Although 

a bit large they could have been used for water transport. 

Sub-class 1-2: Long neck 

Diameter: Range 16-38 cms; median 30 cms. 

Height of neck: Range 2.5-5.5 ems; median 4.8 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The thick 

walls of this vessel shape, in conjunction with the rim treatment 

and curvature of the vessel wall, make the form easy to identify. 

There are no sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is present in large numbers 

throughout the Lopez Complex. The bolstered rim is diagnostic 

for the Lopez Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The shape is related to the modern counterpart 

for water storage and perhaps bulk food storage. The high 

neck would make possible water transport without spillage. 

Comments: Neck height measurements overlap once again for the 

blo sub-classes and suggest that the height of the neck may 

not have been carefully controlled by the prehistoric potter. 

Otherwise the form is fairly consistent and the distribution 

of different neck heights and treatments apparently is meaningless. 

It is also possible that my shape classes cross-cut a neck 

distinction that did have some meaning to the potters. However, 
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the neck treatment a.ppears to less significant than the diameter 

of the mouth and the shape of the body which show greater 

consistency. 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 

Illustrations: Figure 9.9a 

Base and Body: There were no whole vessels of this shape in 

the collection. Examination of large body sherds suggests 

that the body was rounded or globular and the bases either 

slightly rounded or flat. 

Neck-body juncture: Defined and almost angular on most cases. 

Orientation of neck: Outcurving or outflaring, but only slightly 

in some cases, so that the neck appears almost vertical. 

Rim: Direct, exteriorly folded or exteriorly everted. 

Lip: Round or bevelled out. 

Appendages: There are a number of loose spouts in the collection 

that ar~ probably associater with this shape. They are all 

ovoid in cross-section, and median length is about 6 ems. 

Surface: Surfaces are well-smoothed and the exterior and interior 

just over the rim are slipped. No decoration occurs. 

Types: The shape is restricted to Joventud Red: Palmasito variety. 

Diameter: Range 14-24 ems; median 16 ems. 

Height of neck: Range 2.8-5.2 ems; median 4.8 ems. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: Occasionally 

the curvature of the wall of small sherds may be mistaken 
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(a) Narrow-mouth Jar 
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(b) Bottle 
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Figure 9.9. Lopez Narrow-mouth Jar and Bottle Forms 
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for outcurving sided dishes. The bolstered rim on this form 

is easily identifiable. 
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Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Lopez 

Complex anQ continues with some rim modification into the 

succeeding Cocos Complex. It is therefore not useful as 

a marker for the Lopez Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The direct counterpart among the modern 

Maya is used for water transport (Thompson 1958). The high 

neck and spout would make it ideal for this purpose, as well 

as serving liquids. 

3) Bottle 

Illustrations: 9.9b 

Base and Body: One complete example was found in the 1979 Cuello 

collection. It has a globular body and a monopod foot support 

for a base. Examination of other large body sherds suggests 

that this form may also have had a round base. 

Neck-body juncture: Well defined. 

Orientation of neck: Insloping or vertical; slightly tapered 

in most cases. 

Rim: Exteriorly folded. 

Lip: Round or bevelled out. 

Appendages: Hollow round foot supports, averaging 7.5 cms in 

length. 

Surface: Well-smoothed and slipped. The only whole example 

found had sane post firing "doodling" in a small area on 



one side. No other decoration was noted. The interior is 

always left unslipped, with the exception of the rim area. 
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Types: Joventud Red: Palamsito variety, Chicago Orange: Warrie 

Camp variety (?). There was one unslipped bottle neck that 

was tentatively included in Richardson Peak Unslipped: Unspecified 

variety (Lopez). 

Diameter: Range 2.8-5.0 cms; median 3.2 cms. 

Height of neck: ? (Orie example: 5.5 cms) 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The long neck 

and bevelled lip on an extel~iorly folded rim make the bottle 

form easily identifiable. The Lopez Complex bottles tend 

to be thinner walled than the preceding Early Formative examples, 

but there is some overlap. 

Temporal Distribution: The shape is present throughout the Early 

and Middle Formative, however the thin-walled bottles are, 

in general, a good marker for the Lopez Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The shape would have been suitable for 

the transport of water or other liquids. As in the Early 

Formative bottles the mono pod support might have been used 

with a non-ceramic ring stand to hold it upright. The support 

also acts as a counter-balance when pouring. Modern day 

tinajas, (Reina and Hill 1978) though different in form, 

have general similarities. 



4) Outcurving Dish or Plate 

Illustrations: Figure 9.10 

Base: Two whole vessels are in the collection. In addition, 

examinaUon of the sherd material suggests a generally flat 

base. Occasionally the base is slightly concave. 
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Side: The sides outcurve slightly and degree of curvature ranges 

from low to medium. 

Rim: Generally outflared everted or only slightly everted. 

The rim accentuates the already outwardly curving vessel 

walls. 

Lip: Direct or exteriorly folded or thickened. 

Surface: The exterior and interior are well-smoothed and slipped 

although the exterior of the base is often left unslipped. 

Incised decoration is common, especially on the interior 

just below the rim, but it also appears on the exterior in 

circumferential bands. 

Types: The sample of this shape is quite large, comprising the 

major shape class for the Lopez Complex. All types are equally 

represented in the small capacity dishes while the large 

capacity dishes or "platters" are restricted to Joventud 

Red: Palmasito variety, Guitara InCised, Pital Cream, and 

Muxanal Red-on-Cream. 

Sub-class 4-1: Small capacity 

Diameter: Range 16-28 cms; median 21 cms. 
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(a) Small capacity 

(b) Large cap~city 

Figure 9.10. Lopez Out curving Dish and Plate Forms 
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Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: On some small 

sherds the curvature of the wall is similar to narrow-mouth 

jars and may cause a sorting problem. Where incised decoration 

is present on the interior of an everted rim the shape is 

extremely easy to identify. 

Temporal distribution: Although out curving dishes are present 

throughout the Formative at Cuello, the Lopez Complex dish 

is really very distinguishable and is a good marker for the 

Middle Formative. 

Hypothesized function: This shape was the major shape used and 

made by the Middle Formative occupants at Cuello. In all 

probability it served as both a food preparation and serving 

dish. Its unrestricted orifice and low walls would not have 

made it suitable for bulk storage of food. It probably was 

utilized on ceremonial occasions as well and has been found 

in burials as a mortuary offering. 

Sub-class 4-2: Large capacity 

Diameter: Range 32-48 cms; median 42 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: In general 

the thickness of the walls and the rim eversion make the 

large capacity dish or "platter" easier to identify than 

_the small capacity. There are few sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: Present throughout the Middle and Late 

Formative at Cuello, however, the Lopez Complex "platter" 

is easily distinguishable from the Late Formative outcurving 



plates because of its large diameter and flat base, and is 

therefore a good marker for the Middle Formative. 
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Hypothesized function: It may be that the function of the large 

plate was similar to the smaller capacity vessel; food serving 

and preparation. In addition, the large capacity dish or 

plate might have been used to "display" food items. 

Comments: Once again, there is some overlap in the range of 

dimensions of small and large capacity vessels, though less 

so than in the Early Formative examples. Although the distribution 

of large and small capacity dishes across samples is virtually 

the same, the fact that the larger ones are restricted to 

four ceramic types sugg~sts that the distinction based on 

size does have some meaning. 

5) Incurving Bowl 

Illustrations: Figure 9.11a 

Base: Generally flat though ocoasionally round. 

Side: Rounded. The degree of curvature of the vessel walls 

ranges from low to medium. This produces a fairly unrestricted 

orifice. 

Rim: Direct, or interiorly folded. 

Lip: Round or bevelled in. 

Surface: Generally well-smoothed and slipped, both interiorly 

and exteriorly.. Incised decoration on the exterior is common; 

chamfering and modeling occur rarely. 
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(a) Incurving Bowl 

~-

Tecomate 

Figure 9.11. Lopez Incurving Bowl and Tecomate Forms 
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Types: Present in small numbers throughout the Lopez Complex. 

All types, with the exception of Muxanal Red on Cream are 

about equally represented. 

Diameter: Range 16-36 cms; median 20 ems. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: There are 

few sorting problem~ since the curvature of the walls of 

tecomates tend to be greater than incurving bowls, and the 

latter are generally thicker walled. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is present throughout the Formative 

occupation of Cuello and therefore it is not a good marker 

for the Lopez Complex. 

Hypothesized function: Modern day counterparts among the Maya 

are used for food serving or storing of small items (Thompson 

1958). Certainly food preparation is a possible function. 

In addition they were probably used on "ceremonial" occasions, 

and have been found in burials. 

Comments: It is worthwhile to note that the Middle Formative 

assemblage of ceramics is distinguished by the almost virtual 

absence of large capacity bowls. This does not apparently 

signal a change in the function of the site of Cuello, as 

the emphasis on outcurving dishes and plates (platters) occurs 

at most sites throughout the Lowlands. It would seem to 

be a "cultural" or "aesthetic" choice and one must remember 
. 

that since ceramics formed only a part of the entire assemblage 
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of containers available to the Maya, other perishable containers 

may have been used to replace large capacity bowls. 

6) Tecomate 

Illustrations: Figure 9.11b 

Base: The base is generally slightly rounded. 

Side: In most cases the sides are rounded with a high degree 

of curvature causing an extremely restricted orifice. Two 

examples had a sharp medial break with an insloping upper 

portion to the wall of the vessel. Vessel thickness is noticeably 

extremely thin. 

Rim: Direct or interiorly folded. 

Lip: Round. 

Surface: Extremely well-smoothed and slipped exteriorly with 

the interior slipped just over the rim. Incised decoration 

is common and occurs on the exterior with circumferential 

bands just below the rim. 

Types: Occurs in large numbers throughout the Lopez Complex. 

Joventud Red: Palmasito variety and Guitara Incised: Grooved 

Incised variety. 

Diameter: Range 8-20 cms; median 12 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The curvature 

of the walls and the interiorly folded rim make this shape 

virtually impossible to confuse with any other. In addition, 
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the vessel thickness is unusually thin. There are no sorting 

problems. 

Temporal distribution: Although tecomates occur throughout the 

Formative period at Cuello, the t.hin-walled examples of the 

Lopez Complex are excellent markers for the Middle Formative. 

Hypothesized function: A great deal of care in the finishing 

and forming of this shape is evident on all examples. That, 

in conjunction with the fairly "miniature" size, might suggest 

a ceremonial function for these tecomates. However, the 

vessels have been found in household refuse and may have 

served a number of household daily functions as well as being 

used on ceremonial occasions. Their size and shape make 

them useful for the serving of liquids, or the storage of 

spices and small food items. (They would have been easily 

stoppered with a lid, although no ceramic or non-ceramic 

lids have been found.) 

7) Vertical to Flaring Dish 

Illustrations: Figure 9.12 

Base: Generally flat; occasionally concave. 

Side: Usually slightly outflaring; only occasionally are the 

walls truely vertical. The flare ranges from low to medium. 

Rim: Generally everted from a medium to high eversion. One 

or two examples have direct rims, but they are apparently 

unusual. 

Lip: Round, or on the direct rim cases, bevelled in. 
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Figure 9.12. Lopez Vertical to Flaring Dish Forms 
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Surface: Well-smoothed and slipped both exteriorly and interiorly. 

Incised decoration occurs both on the exterior, in cii"oumferential 

bands, and on the interior just below the rim. 

Types: Occurs in moderate numbers throughout the Lopez Complex 

and all slipped types are about equally represented. There 

are one or two examples that are apparently unslipped. 

Diameter: Range 14-36 cms (mostly 20-32 cms); median 22 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The rim eversion 

makes lhis shape easily identifiable. There are few sorting 

problems, although on small sherds it may be difficult to 

distinguish bet\oJeen out curving dishes wi th everted rims, 

and flaring dishes with everted rims. 

Temoral distribution: Although flaring dishes occur throughout 

the Formative period at Cuello, the rim eversion in conjunction 

with the flaring sided dish make this form a good marker 

for the Lopez Complex. 

Hypothesized function: This vessel shape is suited for· the serving 

and preparation of food. The smaller diameter vessels with 

more vertical sides could have been used to serve liquids. 

Comm&nts: A large capacity dish was not separated from a small 

capacity one for this vessel shape class; although 

the entire range of diameters would appear to include both 

lru~ge and small capacity vessels, 95% of the material falls 

within a medium size range. 



8) Composite Silhouette Bowl or Dish 

Illustrations: Figure 9.13 

Base: One whole vessel was found in the Cueilo collections. 

In addition, examination of the sherd material suggests that 

most bases are flat with a small percentage of vessels that 

have slightly concave bases. 
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Side: Generally recurving. The lower portion of the wall slopes 

outward, and the upper portion of the wall slopes inward. 

The degree of angularity at the middle portion ranges from 

medium to high. 

Rim: Usually outflared everted, though a number of examples 

have direct or exteriorly folded rims; unrestricted orifice. 

Lip: Round. 

Surface: Generally well-smoothed and slipped both exteriorly 

and interiorly. Incising is common and occurs on the exterior 

in circumferential bands and on the interior just below the 

rim. 

Types: Present in small numbers throughout the Lopez Complex 

and all types (with the exception of the monochrome blacks) 

are about equally represented. 

Sub-class 8-1: Recurving Bowl or Dish 

Diameter: Range 16-32 cms; median 24 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: There are 

sorting problems when sherds are small since the everted 

rim is not particularly unique to this form. However the 
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(a) Recurving 

I I 

(b) Medial Angle 

Figure 9.13. Lopez Composite Silhouette Bowl Forms 



larger sherds are easily identified by the recurving wall 

which has a gentle outward curve on the. upPer portion of 

the vessel wall and does not have a sharp medial break. 
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Temporal distribution: Recurving bowls of this shape are present 

throughout the Middle and Late Formative at Cuello, and it 

is not a diagnostic shape class for the Lopez Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The recurving vessel walls make this 

form particularly comfortable to hold and the vessels of 

this shape may have been used for food serving. 

Sub-class B-2: Medial Angle Bowl 

Diameter: Range 16-32 cms; median 24 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The shape 

is easily identified by the sharp medial angle or break that 

separates the lower outward sloping vessel wall from the 

upper inward sloping vessel wall. The distinctive vessel 

profile is further identified by the everted rim. There 

are no sorting problems on larger sherds. 

Temporal distribution: Medial angle bowls are present throughout 

the Middle and Late Formative periods at Cuello, however, 

the Lopez Complex examples are distinctive because of the 

marked angularity at the midpoint of the vessels and serve 

as excellent markers for the Middle Formative. 

Hypothesized functions: A great deal of care in the finishing 

and forming of this vessel shape is evident on all examples, 

and one might tirerefore suppose a ceremonial function for 



these vessels. Although they have been found in burial con

texts, they have also been identified in household refuse. 
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It seems likely that this vessel form was used for food serving 

on a daily basis, and perhaps display of foods on ceremonial 

occasions. 

9.4. The Cocos Complex Vessel Form Descriptions 

Vessel forms of the Cocos Complex represent a change from 

the preceding Middle Formative ceramics. Table 3 lists the eight 

Cocos shape classes and their median dimensions. The most dramatic 

change in the Late Formative forms is the virtual disappearance of 

the out curving dishes and plates that were popular in the Middle 

Formative, and the emphasis once again on larger capacity bowls. 

In addition, modification of vessel walls by flanging and ridging 

becomes popular. This change is not unique to Cuello, but seems 

to occur during the Late Formative at most Lowland Maya sites. 

1) Wide-mouth Jar 

Illustrations: Figure 9.14 

Base and Body: There are no whole vessels in the Cuello collection, 

however, examination of large body sherds suggests a globular 

body with a round base. Occasional examples have a slightly 

flattened base. 

Neck-body juncture: Not well-defined on most examples, al~hough 

one or two examples have a sharp angle at the juncture. 
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Table 3. Median Dimensions of Cocos Vessel Form Classes. 

Form Median Median Neck 
Class Diameter Height 

(cms) (cms) 

1) Wide-mouth Jar 

1-1) Short Neck 24 1.4 

1-2) Long Neck 32 4.0 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 

2-1) Short Neck 16 1.8 

2-2) Long Neck 18 4.0 

3) Out curving or Flaring Bucket 32 

4) Out curving Bowl or Dish 

4-1) Small capacity 20 

4-2) Large capacity 32 

5) Incurving Bowl 28 

5-1) Un-modified 28 

5-2) Labial Ridge or Flange 28 

5-3) Medial Ridge or Flange 28 

5-4) Basal Ridge or Flange 28 

6) TecoT!late 14 

7) Flaring Bowl or Dish 

.7-1) Small capaCity 24 

.7-2) Large capacity 32 

7-3) Miniature 14 

8) Composite Silhouette Bowl 

8-1) Recurving 28 

8-2) Medial angle 32 

8-3) Cuspidor 22 
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(a) Short neck 

(b) Long neck 

Figure 9.14. Cocos Wide-Mouth Jar Forms 
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Orientation of neck: Generally outcurving or outflaring, though 

occasional examples have a slightly insloping or vertical 

neck. 

Rim: Exteriorly folded or thickened. 

Lip: Round. 

Appendages: Loop handles or strap handles usually attached from 

the neck ~rea to the body area, bridging the neck/body juncture. 

Surface: The shape is restricted to unslipped or orange slipped 

surfaces. The former are generally unsmoothed and may be 

striated. The latter are smoothed and may have a black-smudged 

rim. 

Types: Richardson Peak Unslipped: Unspecified variety (Cocos): 

Sapote Striated; and Chicago Orange: Chucun and Black Rimmed 

(Chucun) varieties. 

Sub-class 1-1: Short neck 

Diameter: Range 14-32 cms; median 24 cms. 

Height of neck: Range 0.7-2.8 cms; median 1.4 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: Vessel walls 

tend to be very thick for this shape class, and t.herefore 

contribute to its easy identification. However, the curvature 

of the neck is not particularly distinctive, and very small 

sherds might be confused with outcurving sided bowl forms. 

Temporal distribution: Short neck, wide-mouth jars are present 

throughout the Formative period at Cuello, and Middle and 
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Late Formative examples are often difficult to differentiate 

making them a poor marker for the Late Formative. 

Hypothesized function: The vessels for this shape class are 

very similar to pots used by the modern Maya for water storage 

and perhaps transport (Thompson 1958). In addition they 

could have been utilized for the storage of bulk food such 

as corn (Thompson 1958; Reina and Hill 1978). 

Sub-class 1-2: Long neck 

Diameter: Range 18-42 ems (most fall wi thin 22-36 cms); median 

32 cms. 

Height of neck: Range 1.8-5.2 cms; median 4.0 cms. 

Identifying chal'acteristics and sorting problems: The thick 

vessel walls and long neck make this shape easy to identify. 

There are few sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: Long neck, wide-mouth jars occur throughout 

the Formative period at Cuello, however the Cocos form is 

distinctive in its thickness and "heaviness" and is a good 

marker for the Late Formative at Cuello. 

Hypothesized function: The shape was probably used for water 

transport and more importantly water storage. It may have 

been used for the storage of bulk food items (Thompson 1958). 

The striated surfaces on unslipped surfaces make slippage 

less likely when the vessel is wet. 

Comments: The neck heights of the short and long neck sub-classes 

tend to overlap and suggest that as in earlier periods, the 
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height of the neck may not have been rigidly controlled by 

the potters. The form itself is otherwise fairly consistent. 

It is also possible that my shape classes cross-cut neck 

distinctions that may have been-meaningful to the potters. 

However, the distributions of short and long neck wide-mouth 

jars across samples from the site are so similar that I suspect 

neck height may be a meaningless distinction, or at the least 

has less significance than the rest of the form of the wide

mouth jar which is otherwise fairly consistent. 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 

Illustrations: Figure 9.15 

Base and Body: Numerous whole examples were found in the Cuello 

collections. The body tends to be globular with a flat or 

slightly concave base. Some of the larger body sherds are 

from slightly rounded bases, although there are only a few 

examples of these. 

Neck-body juncture: Well-defined and angular on most cases. 

Orientation of neck: Outcurving and outflaring. Occasional 

examples have a vertical neck that gradually changes to outcurving. 

Rim: Exteriorly folded and everted; occasionally direct. 

Lip: Round. 

Appendages: A number of examples have small loop or strap handles 

attached at the rim to the neck-body juncture. In addition, 

some have round section spouts that have a median length 

of 5.2 cms, although not all vessels have spouts. Some are 



(a) Short neck 
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(b) Long neck 

Figure 9.15. Cocos Narrow-mouth Jar Forms 
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bridged, although most are unbridged. Since spouted vessels 

are only distinguishable from unspouted in the whole form, 

I have included them all in the nar'row-mouth jar form class. 
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Surface: Generally well-smoothed and slipped. Incised, punctated, 

and modeled decoration occur on the exterior surface, usually 

at the neck-body juncture. The interior surface is well

smoothed and usually slipped on the rim and neck area with 

the interior unslipped, although some examples have slipped 

interiors. The exterior is usually slipped, although one 

decorated type includes a red and unslipped decoration on 

the exterior. 

Types: The shape is present in fairly large quantities throughout 

the Cocos Complex and all slipped types are about equally 

represented. 

Sub-class 2-1: Short neck 

Diameter: Range 12-22 cms; median 16 cms. 

Height of neck: Range 1.0-2.8 cms; median 1.8 ems. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: On small sherds 

this form may be mistaken fOl' outcurving sided bowls. On 

larger sherds the unslipped interior, and slipped exterior 

are unmistakable. 

Temporal distribution: Narrow-mouth jars with short necks are 

present throughout th~ Forroative occupation of Cuello, and 

this shape is not a particularly diagnostic one for the Cocos 

Complex. 



Hypothesized function: The form is similar to modern tinajas 

that are used for water transport and serving of liquids 
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(Reina and Hill 1978). They have also been found in ceremonial 

contexts. 

Sub-class 2-2: Long neck 

Diameter: Range 12-25 ems; median 18 ems. 

Height of neck: Range 2.0-4.2 ems; median 4.0 ems. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The length 

of the neck makes this shape class easy to identify on larger 

sherds, although small sherds may be mistaken for outcurving 

sided bowls. 

Temporal distribution: Narrow-mouth jars with long necks are 

found primarily in the Late Formative at Cuello and are good 

markers for the Cocos Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The form is similar to modern tinajas 

that are used for water transport and serving of liquids 

(Reina and Hill 1978). The high neck would have insured 

against spillage when transporting liquids. They have also 

been found in ceremonial contexts. 

Comments: Once again there is probably some overlap in the height 

of the neck of short and long necked narrow-mouth jars. 

It appears that the prehistoric potters did not control carefully 

for the length of the neck. Alternatively, my vessel form 

classes cross-cut neck height distinctions that may have 



been significant, although the body and base of this form 

class are generally consistent. 

3) Outcurving or Flaring Bucket 

Illustrations: Figure 9.16 
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Base: Generally flat, though occasional examples are concave. 

Side: The sides outcurve slightly and degree of curvature varies 

from low to medium, so that the walls are occasionally only 

outwardly flaring. 

Rim: Generally slightly everted as well as exteriorly folded 

or thickened. 

Lip: Round. 

Surface: The exterior and interior surfaces are well-smoothed 

and slipped, although the exterior of the base is often left 

unslipped. One whole vessel in the collection has shallow 

vertical fluting around the exterior of the vessel. 

Typee: This shape occurs with great frequency, and the following 

types are about equally represented: Sierra Red: Sierra 

variety, Ahuacan variety; Society Hall Red: SOCiety Hall 

variety, Bound to Shine variety, Unnamed Dichrome variety; 

Polvero Black; Matamore Dichrome; and Chicago Orange: Chucun 

and Black Rimmed (Chucun) varieties. 

Diameter: Range 20-62 cms (mostly 26-42 cms); median 32 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: Although the 

curvature of the sides is not particularly distinctive, the 
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Figure 9.16. Cocos Complex Outcurving or Flaring 
Bucket Forms 
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vessel wall thickness, in conjunction with the high ratio 

of vessel height to diameter, make this shape easy to identify. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is found throughout the Cocos 

Complex, and is a good marker for the Late Formative at Cuello. 

Hypothesized function: The large capacity of these vessels would 

make them ideally suited for the storage of bulk foods or 

for serving foods. Use-wear patterns on this form are unusual. 

There tends to be a ring around the interior of the everted 

rim that is worn away, suggesting that some sort of lid may 

have rested on the rim protecting the contents of the vessel. 

This form has also been found in burials as a grave good 

and may have been used on ceremonial occasions, as well as 

in daily activities. 

4) Outcurving Bowl or Dish 

Illustrations: Figure 9.17; 9.18 

Base: Generally flat. Occasionally concave. 

Side: The sides outcurve slightly, and degree of curvature varies 

from low to medium. 

Rim: Slightly everted as well as exteriorly folded or thickened, 

or direct. 

Lip: Round. 

Surface: The exterior and interior surfaces are well-smoothed 

and slipped. The exteriors of bases are often left unslipped. 

Incised decoration occurs occasionally, on the exterior below 
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Figure 9.17. Cocos Complex Out curving Bowl Forms: 
Small Capacity 



Figure 9.18. Cocos Complex Out curving Bowl Forms: Large Capacity 
.p
O' 
W 
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the rim, or intel'iorly on an everted rim. A number of examples 

have tabs attached to the rim area. 

Types: The shape is found in fairly large quantities and all 

types are about equally represented. 

Sub-class 4-1: Small capacity 

Diameter: Range 14-28 ems; median 20 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The curvature 

of the vessel walls is not particularly distinctive, and 

the shape is difficult to identify on small sherds. It ~ay 

be confused with narrow-mouth jars. 

Temporal distribution: Outcurving small capacity bowls are present 

throughout the Formative period at Cuello and generally this 

shape is not a good marker for the Late Formative. Occasionally 

the form is deocrated with labial tabs; a decoration that 

is restricted in time to the Cocos Complex, and therefore 

is an excellent marker for the Late Formative. 

Hypothesized function: This form was probably used for food 

serving and preparation. The vessels are also found in ceremonial 

contexts. 

Sub-class 4-2: Large capacity 

Diameter: Range 26-48 cms (mostly 30-36 cms); median 32 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The curvature 

of the vessel walls is not diagnostic and there may be some 

confusion with other out curving forms, such as jar necks. 
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Temporal distribution: The form is present throughout the Middle 

and Late Formative periods at Cuello, and therefore the shape 

i.s not diagnostic for the Cocos Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The large capacity of these vessels, 

and their outcurving sides may have allowed the serving 

and display of large food items, both on ceremonial and non

ceremonial occasi ons • 

Comments: There is some overlap in the size range of small and 

large capacity vessels, and it is possible that my separation 

of these two sub-classes is arbitrary. The distribution 

of both sub-classes across samples from Cuello is identical, 

although there is a tendency for the larger vessels to appear 

in burials as grave goods (see Chapter 10 for discussion). 

5) Incurving Bowl 

Illustrations: Figures 9.19-9.21a 

Base: Generally slightly rounded to flat on the very central 

basal area. Occasionally concave. 

Side: Vessel walls are round and curve inwardly. Degree of 

curvature varies from low to medium. Modification of vessel 

walls is great, as indicated in the sub-classes listed below. 

Rim: Exteriorly everted, or more commonly direct. The Sierra 

Red: Big Pond variety examples have interiorly thickened 

rims. 

Lip: Round (flat or square on some Big Pond examples). 



Figure 9.19. Cocos Complex Simple (Unmodified) Incurving 
Bowl Forms 
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Surface: Interior and exterior surfaces are well-smoothed and 

slipped. Incised decoration occurs occasionally, usually 

on the exterior ridges or flanges, or interiorly on the rim 

area. 

Types: The form is present in large numbers and all types are 

ab~ut equally represented. 

Diameter: Range 14-48 cms (mostly 22-32 ems); median 28 ems. 

Sub-class 5-1: Unmodified or simple 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The curvature 

of the vessel walls make this form easy to identify. The 

walls have no other modifications, although one or two examples 

have a sharp medial break. 

Temporal distribution: The form is present throughout the Formative 

period at Cuello, and is not a good marker for the Cocos 

Complex, with the exception of the interiorly thickened rim 

examples of the Sierra Red: Big Pond variety. 

Sub-class 5-2: Labial ridged or flanged 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: A pronounced 

ridge or flange is attached labially on the exterior of the 

vessel wall. On occasional examples, this gives the appearance 

of a deeply gr00ved rim. There are no sorting problems. 

The flange or ridge is occasionally scalloped or incised. 

Temporal distribution: The form is present only in the Cocos 

Complex at Cuello and i~ an excellent marker for the Late 

Formative. 



, ' 
(a) Labial Ridged or Flanged 

(b) Medial Ridged or Flanged 

Figure 9.20. Cocos Complex Labial and Medial Ridged 
or Flanged Bowl Forms 
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Hypothesized function: The vessel is ideally suited for food 

preparation and serving, and the presence of the ridge or 

flange makes it easy to support in two hands without the 

vessel slipping. This form has also been found in burials, 

and great care apparently went into vessel finishing, suggesting 

that this form may also have been used on ceremonial occasions. 

Sub-class 5-3: Medial ridged or flanged 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: A pronounced 

ridge or flange is attached medially on the exterior of the 

vessel wall. Usually the vessel is simply incurving, though 

one or two examples have a sharper medial break or angle 

at the point of attachment of the flange. There are no sorting 

problems. The ridge or flange is occasionally scalloped 

or incised. 

Temporal distribution: The form is present only in the Cocos 

Complex at Cuello, and is an excellent marker for the Late 

Formative. 

Hypothesized function: See sub-class 5-2. 

Sub-class 5-4: Basal ridged or flanged 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: A pronounced 

ridge or flange is attached at the basal angle of the incurving 

wall. One or two examples of this form have ring bases. 

There are no sorting problems. 



(a) Basal Ridged or Flanged Bowl 

(b) Tecomate 

Figure 9.21. Cocos Complex Basal Ridged or Flanged Bowl 
and Tecomate Forms 
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Temporal distribution: The form appears first in the later Late 

Formative levels at Cuello, and is an excellent marker for 

the late facet of the Cocos Complex. 

Hypothesized function: See sub-class 5-2. 
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Comments: It is possible that the prehistoric potter did not 

distinguish among labial, medial, and basal flanges. or ridges, 

but classified all as the same. I have chosen to separate 

them since it appeared that basal flanges were a temporally 

later addition to the Cuello ceramic assemblage than either 

labial or medial flanges. In addition, I have not distinguished 

between large and small capacity incurving bowls; although 

there are a few large and a few small examples, the majority 

of incurving Cocos bowls fall within the middle size range. 

6) Tecomate 

Illustrations: Figure 9.21b 

Base: Generally slightly rounded, though occasionally slightly 

flat or concave. 

Side: Vessel walls are round and the curvature of the walls 

is extremely high, resulting in a very restricted orifice. 

Rim: Interiorly folded or thickened, or direct. 

Lip: Round. 

Surface: Exterior surfaces are well-smcothed and slipped. Interior 

surfaces ar~ well-smoothed and either slipped just over the 

rim, or slipped entirely. 
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Types: The form is present in small numbers. Only the following 

types are represented: Sierra Red: Sierra variety; Sierra 

Red: Big Pond variety; Polvero Black; and Flor Cream. Two 

of the Big Pond examples have a sharp medial break, and insloping 

upper portion. 

Diameter: Range 8-20 cms; median 14 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The form is 

easy to identify due to the high degree of curvature of the 

walls. There may be some slight overlap with simple incurving 

bowls. Otherwise there are no sorting problems. 

Temporal distribution: Tecomates were utilized throughout the 

Formative period at Cuello, and the shape is not a good marker 

for the Late Formative. 

Hypothesized function: The shape is suited for both the serving 

of liquids as well as the storage of small food items. 

7) Flaring Bowl 0r Dish 

Illustrations: Figure 9.22; 9.23 

Base: Generally concave or flat. 

Side: The vessel walls are outwardly flaring with the degree 

of flare ranging from low to medium on t.he larger capacity 

vessels, to medium to high on the smaller capacity vessels. 

Rim: Usually direct, though occasionally everted or folded exteriorly. 

Lip: Round. 
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(a) Small capacity 

\ ~ ~ ~ 
C 

(b) Miniature 

Figure 9.22. Cocos Complex Flaring Bowl Forms: Small 
Capacity and Miniature 



Figure 9.23. Cocos Complex Flaring Bowl Forms: Large Capacity .p
-.J 
.p-
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Surface: Exterior and interior surfaces are well-smoothed and 

slipped. Incised decoration occurs exteriorly. or interiorly 

on the everted rim. 

Types: The form is present in large numbers and all types are 

about equally represented, with the exception of sub-class 

7-3, Miniature which is restricted to Puletan Red and Unslipped: 

Unspecified variety, and Sierra Red: Sierra variety. 

Sub-class 7-1: Small capacity 

Diameter: Range 16-28 ems; median 24 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: Small sherds 

may be mistaken for the narrow-mouth flaring necked jar, 

but in general the flaring vessel walls are easy to identify, 

as is the concave base. 

Temporal distribution: The flaring bowl is present throughout 

the Formative period at Cuello, however, when basal fragments 

are present it is easy to identify the Cocos form, and is 

a good temporal marker. 

Hypothesized function: The form ~ay have been used in both food 

preparation, or serving. Most examples exhibit unusual wear 

patterns. There are wear marks around the interior of the 

vessel at the basal angle suggestive of the URe of some stirring 

or scraping implement with this form. In addition, a number 

of examples have worn lips. It is possible that these smaller 

bowls were inverted as covers over the tops of the outcurving 

buckets which also show similar wear on the rim area. Since 



no ceramic or non-ceramic lids were found in the Cuello 

collection, the prehistoric inhabitants of the site must 

have used other perishable materials as covers, or perhaps 

used bowls to serve multiple functions. This form has also 

been found in burials and pot caches and may have been used 

on ceremonial occasions as well. 

Sub-class 7-2: Large capacity 

Diameter: Range 25-48 cms (mostly 28-38 cms); median 32 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The flaring 
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vessel walls and large diameter of this form make identification 

easy. There are no sorting problems. 

Temporal distributi~l: The large flaring bowl or dish is present 

only in the Late Formative at Cuello. In particular the 

concave base makes it a good marker for the Cocos Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The large open orifice makes this form 

ideally suited for food serving or display of large food 

items. The form has been found in burial contexts and may 

also have been used for ceremonial occasions su~h as pot 

cache offerings. 

Comments: There is some overlap in the size range of the small 

capacity and large capacity flaring bowls or dishes. In 

part my separation may be arbitrary, since they are equally 

distributed across samples from Cuello. However, they do 

tend to show different wear patterns so I have decided to 

retain separate categories for each. 
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Sub-class 7-3: Miniature 

Diameter: Range 14-16 ems; median 14 ems. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: These miniature 

flaring dishes are easy to identify by their small diameter. 

In addition they are restricted to two types, Puletan Red 

and Unslipped: Unspecified variety and Sierra Red: Sierra 

variety. In all cases the interiors are slipped red, gnd 

the exterior is either slipped red or is unslipped and not 

well-smoothed (occasionally irregularly str.iated as well). 

Temporal distribution: T~e form is restricted to the Late Formative 

at Cuello and is an excellent marker for the Cocos Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The form has been found used in both 

non-ceremonial and ceremonial contexts, although it appears 

in greatest frequency in pot caches. Its use is unknown. 

8) Composite Sihouette Bowl 

Illustrations: Figure 9.24; 9.25; 9.26 

Base: Generally flat, though there are also some examples with 

concave bases, or ring bases. 

Side: Generally recurving. The lower portion of the vessel 

walls slope outward, and the upper purt.ion tends to be ver.tical 

or slightly flared or outcurved. The degree of angularity 

at the middle portion ranges from medium to high. Occasionally 

the medial break is accentuated by a ridge. 
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Figure 9.24. Cocos Complex Composite Silhouette Bowl 
Forms: Rec11rving 
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Figure 9.25. Cocos Complex Composite Silhouette 
Bowl Forms: Medial Angle 
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Rim: The rim is generally outflared or outcurved, giving the 

appearance of a modified Z-angle vessel. Occasionally the 

rim is also exteriorly folded. 

Lip: Round. 
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Surface: Generally both interiorly and exteriorly well-smoothed 

and slipped. Surfaces are finished with great care. Incised 

or punctated decoration occurs occasionally on vessel exteriors, 

and interiorly on the rim area. 

Types: The form is present in small numbers and the following 

types are represented: Sierra Red: Sierra and Ahuacan varieties; 

Society Hall Red: Society Hall and Bound to Shine varieties; 

Lagartos Punctated; Repollo Impressed; Matamore Dichrome; 

Escobal Red on Buff; and Puletan Red and Unslipped. 

SUb-class 8-1: Recurving 

Diameter: Range 18-36 cms (mostly 22-30 cms); median 28 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: There are 

only a few examples of this form. They are difficult to 

separate from outcurving bowls on small sherds. The recurving 

vessel walls have a gentle outward curve on the upper portion 

of the vessel, but do not have a sharp medial break. 

Temporal distribution: The form is present in the Middle and 

Late Formative periods at Cuello and it is not a particularly 

good marker for the Cocos Complex. 

Hypothesized function: The shape is suited for food preparation, 

and the storage of small food items. 



Sub-class 8-2: Medial angle bowl 

Diameter: Range 18-48 cms (mostly 26-40 cms); median 32 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The shape 

is easy to identify. The lower portion of the vessel wall 

slopes outward, and the upper portion of the vessel wall 

is vertical or slightly flaring or outcurving. There is 
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a sharp medial break or angle, and the break is often accentuated 

by the addition of a ridge or flange. 

Temporal distribution: Although a similar form is present in 

the Middle Formative at Cuello, the Cocos Complex (Late Formative) 

shape is easy to identify, particularly because it has a 

sharper break, as well as the addition of the ridge or flange. 

Hypothesized function: The form is suited for food serving, 

or preparation. It has been found in burial contexts and 

may well have been used on ceremonial occasions, since a 

great deal of care went into the finishing of the surfaces. 

Sub-class 8-3: Cuspidor 

Diameter: Range 20-24 cms; median 22 cms. 

Identifying characteristics and sorting problems: The form is 

easy to identify when whole, but extremely difficult to identify 

on small sherds that look like outcurving bowls. The lower 

vessel wall flares outward and is very short, while the upper 

vcssel wall is long and outcurves slightly. There may be 

a slight ridge attached exteriorly to the lip area. Two 
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Figure 9.26. Cocos Complex Composite Silhouette Bowl 
Forms: Cuspidor 
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whole vessels of this shape were found in the Cuello collection 

and both came from burial contexts. 

Temporal distribution: The shape is found only in the Late Formative 

at Cuello and is a good marker for the Cocos Complex. 

Hypothesized function: ? (The only whole vessels are from a 

burial context, however fragmentary pieces have been found 

in refuse deposits.) 



CHAPTER 10 

DISCUSSION OF THE INTRA-SITE DISTRIBUTION OF CERAMIC 
TYPES AND VESSEL FORM CLASSES AT CUELLO 

10.1. Introduction 

The meanings of ceramic frequencies (both types and forms) 

in terms of different activity sets throughout the Formative occupation 

of Cuello, are often difficult to interpret because of poor contextual 

information or poorly understood site formation processes (see d:i.scus-

sioo, Chapter 3.2). I have differentiated between "private" contexts, 

household structures and associated refuse, and "public" contexts, 
. .,' 

patio areas utilized by more than one household and associated t'efuse) 

largely because the areal extent of the excavations for the Early 

and Middle Formative Periods is so small that no comparisons among 

household structures is possible. Although I have made this distinc-

tion, I have doubts whether there was any actual differentiation 

between indoor space and the surrounding outdoor patio areas by the 

prehistoric inhabitants. I feel that since no other comparisons 

are possible for the Early and Middle Formative occupation at Cuello, 

it may prove to be a worthwhile distinction in the final analysis. 

It is only during the final period of occupation (the Late 

Formative) of Platform 34 at Cuello that any comparisons among struc-

tures are possible. Throughout the analysis I have operated under 

the assumption that the fill for each structure probably came from 

near by refuse deposits," i.e., debris resulting from activities within 
484 
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or near the structure itself. I believe it is an economical argument 

to assume that the closest refuse deposits would have been used for 

structural fill. Although I am not particularly happy about having 

to utilize this assumption, it seems the best alternative until Maya 

site formation processes are more completely understood. Wherever 

possible I have used refuse deposits associated with structures for 

the following comparisons, rather than the structural fills themselves, 

and have avoided including any dubious samples in the analysis at 

all. 

Prior to the examination of the distributions of ceramic 

types and forms across archaeological contexts, it is imperative 

to demonstrate the temporal integrity of the ceramic complexes based 

upon the stratigraphic sequence from Cu~llo. Figure 10.1 shows the 

correlation of platform (patio) floors from the North Square excava

tions with the South Square excavations. The building sequence of 

Platform 34 has been divided into fourteen architectural phases, 

corresponding to changes in the platfol~ floors, and the various 

surrounding structures. Architectural phases I-II correspond to 

the Swasey Ceramic Complex, III to the Bladen Ceramic Complex, IV 

to the Lopez Ceramic Complex, and V-XIV to the Cocos Ceramic Complex. 

The Cocos Complex is further sub-divided into an Early Facet, archi

tectural phase VA, a Middle Facet, architectural phases VB-X, and 

a Late Facet, architectural phases XI-XIV. 

Table 4 shows the distribution of ceramic types across these 

platforms floor's, by architectural phase. It is olear from this 



Architectural 
Phase SOUTH SQUARE NORTIl SgUARE 

XIII 5 5 
6 8 
I I 

XII 1139 9 
I I 

XI 1140 27 
1151 1428 

I I 
X 1152 28 

I I 
IX 1173 1509 

1174 1531 
CIl I I 
0 VIII 1175 1533 t.J 
0 1189 66 t.J 

I I 
VII 1179 I 

1191 I 
I I 

VI 1193 I 
1301 I 

I I 
V 1316 1846 

~ 
1194 
1195 

I 
IV 175 

328 
N I w 
". 331 g 

1734 
I 

III 459 
1764 

z I 
w 2006 c:l 
..: 2008 ....l 

"" I 
2014 
2045 

I 
>- II 496 w 
CIl 2100 <1', 
~ I CIl 

I 639 (Old Ground Surface) 

Figure 10.1. Correlation of North and South Square Platform 
Floors and Sub-Platform Floor Fills. 
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distribution that the ceramic types defined for the Formative period 

at Cuello maintain their temporal integrity within ceramic complexes 

on stratigraphic as well as typological grounds. Given this fact, 

it is possible to examine the frequency distributions of ceramic 

types and for~'3 for the different ceramic periods at Cuello. 

10.2. Intra-site Distributions of Ceramic Types 
and Forms During the Early Formative 

Samples sizes from Swasey and Bladen contexts are extremely 

small, and therefore frequency distributions of ceramic types and 

forms are difficult to interpret for the Early Formative. During 

the Swasey period, the only comparisons possible are between material 

from Structure 250, and the surround~ng patio floor area. Tables 

5 and 6 summarize the distributions of types and forms in these two 

contexts. The distribution of ceramic types within the structure 

is extremely similar to the distribution of types in the patio floor 

area, with the exception of the unslipped types. This pattern is 

further corroborated by the vessel form distribution which shows 

a greater percentage of unslipped wide-mouth jars and bottles (a 

form that is usually unslipped) within Structure 250, than without. 

This pattern might suggest that similar food preparation and serving 

activities took place both within and outside the Early Formative 

structure, however the storage of food or water in wide-mouth jars 

was largely restricted tv the indoor areas. 

This pattern is no longer readily apparent in the frequency 

distributions of types during the Bladen period (Late Early Formative), 



Table 5. Frequency Distributions of Swasey Ceramic Types*. 
(Rim Sherds Only) 
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Type Private 
Locations 

(F 250) 

Public 
Locations 
(Patio.floors) 

Consejo Red: Consejo var. 

Back1anding Incised: Backlanding 
var. 

Back1anding Incised: Grooved 
Incised var. 

Pettvi11e Red on Cream: 
Pettvil1e var. 

Pettvil1e Red on Cream: 
Unnamed var. 

Machaca Black: Machaca var. 

Chaca1te Incised: Chaca1te 
var. 

Chicago Orange: Chicago var. 

Copeti11a Unslipped: Copeti11a 
var. 

Yoto1in Pattern Burnished 
Unspecified var. 

32.0 28.3 

2.8 6.1 

2.4 0.0 

12.3 3.0 

5.2 13.1 

1.9 4.0 

2.8 2.0 

26.9 35.4 

12.3 4.0 

1.4 4.0 

(n=2l2) (n=99) 

*Note: Swasey architectural Phases I and II were combined, because 
sample sizes for each are so small. 



Table 6. Frequency Distributions of Swasey Vessel from Classes.* 
(Rim Sherds Only). 
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Vessel Form Class Private Locations 
(F 250) 

Public Locations 
(Patio Floors) 

1) Wide-mouth 
Short neck 
Short neck 
Long neck 
Long neck 

Jar 
(unslipped) 
(slipped) 
(unslipped) 
(slipped) 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 

3) Bottle 

4) Incurved-Recurved Bowl 
Small Capacity 
Large Capacity 

5) Incurving Bowl 

6) Tecomate 

7) Incurving Bowl with Collar 

8) Out curving Bowl or Dish 
Small Capacity 
Large Capacity 

9) Vertical to Flaring Bowl 
Small Capacity 
Large Capacity 

6.3 
6.8 
1.5 
6.8 

0.5 

3.9 

14.2 
12.1 

10.2 

0.5 

6.3 

9.4 
8.2 

7.3 
5.9 

(n=205) 

*Note: Swasey architectural phases I and II were combined, 
because sample sizes for each are so small. 

0.0 
5.1 
0.0 

15.4 

1.7 

1.7 

15.7 
14.2 

6.0 

1.7 

5.1 

9.5 
8.4 

10.3 
5.1 

(n=ll7) 
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summarized in Table 7. Once again, the only comparisons possible 

are between ceramics associated with a single Structure 220, and 

the ceramics from the patio floor area. There is only a small dif

ference in the distribution of unslipped types (3.6% within the struc

ture and 2.1% outsipe) while the slipped types show relatively the 

same distributional pattern. However, once again the distribution 

of the wide-mouth jar forms, summarized in Table 8, in private contexts 

is different from that in public contexts. Although there is only 

a slightly greater percentage of unslipped jars within Structure 

220, there is a slightly higher percentage of wide-mouth jars ~ 

a whole (23.7% within the structure; 18.4% in the patio floor area). 

Again it seems likely that the same kinds of activities, food prepar

ation and serving, took place both outside and in, \-lith the possible 

exception that food and water storage was more restricted to indoor 

contexts. 

It would seem a logical assumption that the outdoor patio 

areas of Early Formative houses, or plazuela groups were used as 

extensively as they are today by the modern Maya for many kinds of 

daily household activities. The patio areas at Cuello contain pottery

lined pits that may have been used as hearths; these same pits are 

found inside the structured, lending further credence to the assumption 

that indoO!~ and outdoor ·spacewas utilized in much the same manner. 

Ceramics used as grave goode in the few Bladen burials that 

have been excavated are similar in type and form to the ceramics 

from the private and public contexts. There apparently was no specialized 



Table 7. Frequency Distributions of Bladen Ceramic Types. * 
(Rim Sherds Only). 
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Type Private Locations 
(F 220) 

Public Locations 
(Patio Floors) 

Consejo Red: Estrella var. 

Barquedier Incised: Grooved 
Incised var. 

Fireburn Red on Cream: 
Fireburn var. 

Fireburn Red on Cream: 
Unnamed var. 

Bomba Red and Unslipped: 
Bomba var. 

Other Consejo Group: 
Unnamed 

Machaca Black: Hamil var. 

Chacalte Incised: Yo Creek var. 

Quamina Cream: Quamina var. 

Tower Hill Red on Cream: 
Tower Hill var. 

Other Quamina Group: 
Unnamed 

Chicago Orange: Nago 
Bank var. 

Cotton Tree Incised: Cotton 
Tree var. 

Honey Camp Orange-Brown: 
Honey Camp var. 

Copper Bank Incised: 
Copper Bank var. 

Copetilla Unslipped: Gallon 
Jug var. 

22.6 23.6 

11.0 19.9 

11. 7 6.0 

2.9 4.S 

0.7 0.1 

0.0 0.3 

0.0 O.S 

2.9 0.7 

0.7 0.0 

2.2 0.4 

0.7 0.0 

27.7 23.9 

1.5 1.0 

4.4 14.2 

7.3 2.1 

3.6 2.1 

(n=137) (n=llS) 

*Note: Bladen architectural phases III a-d were combined because 
sample sizes for each are so small. 



Table 8. Frequency Distributions of Bladen Vessel Form Classes*. 
(Rim Sherds Only) 
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Vessel Form Class Private Locations 
(F 220) 

Public Locations 
(Patio Floors) 

1) Wide-mouth Jar 
Short neck (unslipped) 
Short neck (slipped) 
Long neck (unslipped) 
Long neck (slipped) 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 

3) Bottle 

4) Incurved-Recurved Bowl 
Small capacity 
Large capacity 

5) Incurving Bowl 

6) Tecomate 

7) Incurving Bowl with 
Collar 

8) Outcurving Bowl or Dish 
Small capacity 
Large capacity 

9) Vertical to Flaring Bowl 
Small capacity 
Large capacity 

* 

2.2 
11. 9 

0.7 
8.9 

1.5 

1.5 

16.1 
15.0 

13.3 

2.2 

5.2 

7.9 
6.2 

4.4 
3.0 

(n=135) 

1.4 
14.3 
0.3 
2.4 

0.2 

1.3 

21.1 
20.3 

16.3 

0.8 

2.1 

2.7 
2.2 

9.9 
4.7 

(n=1242) 

Note: Bladen architectural phases III a-d were combined because 
sample sizes are so small. 
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set of mortuary ceramics during the Early Formative at Cuello. In 

general, the Cuello Early Formative ceramic sample sizes are small, 

and further hampered by the lack of good comparative data from other 

sites, which makes any suggestions about ceramic usage tenuous at 

best. 

10.3. Intra-site Distributions of Ceramic TyPes 
and Forms During the Middle Formative 

Sample sizes from Lopez Period contexts are also very small, 

and therefore it is difficult to interpret the frequency distributions 

of ceramic types and forms, summari.zed in Tables 9 and 10. Once 

again, the only possible comparison is between a private context, 

Structure 200, and the public patio floor area outside the structure. 

The distribution of ceramic types in both contexts is virtually the 

same with the exception of the unslipped type (4.9% of the private 

assemblage; 15.3% of the public). This is a reversal of the trend 

noted in the Early Formative. 

There are also some striking differences in the frequency 

distributions of vessel forms between these contexts. There are 

large numbers of wide-mouth jars in the patio area (29.6%) and relative-

ly few inside Structure 200 (18.4%). This would seem to substantiate 

the type distribution, with an unusual emphasis on water and food 

storage containe·rs in the outdoor areas. Another possible interpre-

tatian, is that the Middle Formative trend toward the use of outcurving 

dishes and plates and the virtual absence of the large capacity bowls 

of the Early Formative, meant that Cuello's inhabitants used the 



Table 9. Frequency Distributions of Lopez Ceramic Types*. 
(Rims Sherds Only) 
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Types Private Locations 
(F. 200) 

Public Locations 
(Patio Floors) 

Joventud Red: 
Palmasito var. 

Guitara Incised: 
Grooved-Incised var. 

Other Joventud Group: 
Unnamed 

Muxana1 Red on Cream: 
Lazaro var. 

Chicago Orange: Warrie 
Camp var. 

Richardson Peak Unslipped: 
Unspecified var. 

* 

22.5 

34.3 

2.9 

15.7 

19.6 

4.9 

(n=102) 

25.4 

28.8 

0.0 

5.9 

24.6 

15.3 

(n=118) 

Note: Lopez architechural phases IV a-e were combined because 
sample sizes are so small. 



Table 10. Frequency Distributions of Lopez Vessel Form C1asses*. 
(Rim Sherds Only) 
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Vessel Form Classes Private Locations 
(F 200) 

Public Locations 
(Patio Floors) 

1) ,oJide-mouth Jar 
Short neck (uns1ipped) 0.0 10.1 
Shot't neck (slipped) 7.9 10.1 
Long neck (uns1ipped) 1.3 3.4 
Long neck (slipped) 9.2 6.0 

2) Narrow Houth Jar 3.9 1.4 

3) Bottle 2.6 6.7 

4) Outcurving Dish or Plate 
Small capacity 34.2 23.2 
Large capacity 30.2 21.1 

5) Incurving Bowl 5.2 4.7 

6) Tecomate 2.6 6.7 

7) Vertical to Flaring Dish 2.6 5.3 

8) Composite Silhouette Bowl 
Recurving 0.0 0.0 
Hedia1 angle 0.0 1.3 

(n=76) (n=149) 

* Note: Lopez architectural phases IV a-e were combined because 
sample sizes are so small. 
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wide-mouth jar for many of the functions originally performed by 

the large capacity bowl, suc~ as food preparation. Both explanations 

are possible, and the change in distributions from the Early to Late 

Formative probably reflects the general change in aesthetic preferences 

for outcurving dishes, found at all Middle Formative Lowland Maya 

sites, rather than a functional change in activity sets. This may 

be further substantiated by the fact that in both indoor and outdoor 

areas, outcurving dishes comprise the major part of the assemblage 

(64.2% indoors, 43.3% outdoors) and were probably used for storage, 

as well as food preparation and serving. 

The us€ of ceramics as mortuary goods continues in the Middle 

Formative at Cuello, though once again there is no specialized mortuary 

assemblage. The sample of burials is extremely small (3) so this 

is a tentative suggestion, but the grave goods include the normal 

range of outcurving dishes or plates, and wide-mouth jars. 

The pattern of the use of both indoor and outdoor space for 

everyday sUbsistence activities would seem to continue during the 

Middle Formative at Cuello. The frequency distributions for types 

and forms across public and private contexts in the Middle Formative 

is only slightly different than the Early Formative, however, sample 

sizes are too small to draw any definite conclusions about the func

tional or social nature of these differences. 



10.4. Intra-site Distributions of Ceramic Types 
and Fol"II1s During the Late FOl"lIlative 
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The Cocos Complex is the earliest within the Cuello sequence 

that provided a large sample of ceramics from a variety of contexts 

and the possibility of a more careful examination of intra-site varia-

bility than the previous peric~s. Potentially, the analysis of the 

distributional patterns of ceramic types and forms from the Cocos 

Complex contexts provides the opportunity to test whether different 

activities or behavioral contexts may be inferred, from the combined 

analysis of the ceramics and the archaeological contexts in which 

they are found. 

Analyses of this kind are hampered by the fact. that assumptions 

concerning the use of various types of FOl"II1ative period architecture 

are less secure than in the Early or Late Classic periods. Secondly, 

as mentioned previously, most refuse on Maya sites has been recycled 

as structural fill, and the archaeologist may never be sure that 

the ceramics represent debris from a single structure. I have (in-

itially) assumed, that all the structures on Platform 34 at Cuello 

represent separate activity loci and that the refuse and fills associated 

within were produced by separate activities within each structure. 

Given these assumptions, one would hope that the frequency distributions 

of Cocos types and forms would differ from context to context. 

An examination of the frequency distributions of ceramic 

types between public and private contexts throughout the Late Formative 

proved a bit disappointing (Table 11). Al though there is apparently 
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Table 11. Frequency Distributions of Cocos Ceramic Types: Comparison 
of Private and Public Contexts (Rim Sherds Only). 

Type Early Facet 
Private Public 

Sierra Red: Ahuacan 
var. 

Ahchab Red on Buff 
Sierra Red: Sierra 

var. 
Sierra Red: Big Pond 

var. 
Society Hall Red: 

Soc. Hall var. 

Society Hall Red: 
Bound-to-Shine var. 

Society Hall Red: 
Unnamed Dichrome 

Laguna Verde Incised: 
Laguna Verde var. 

Laguna Verde Incised: 
Grooved Incised var. 

Lagartos Punctated 

Repollo Impressed 
Union Appliqued 
Pu1etan Red and Un-

slipped Puletan var. 
Pu1etan Red and Un

slipped Unspec. var. 
Other Sierra Group 

Po1vero Black 
Lechuga1 Incised 
Flor Cream 
Matamore Dir,hrome 
Chicago Orange: Chucun 

var. 

Chicago Orange: 
Black Rimmed (Chucun) 
Richardson Peak Un-

slipped 
Sapote Striated 

16.9 
18.8 

23.4 

8.2 

0.5 

0.5 

3.7 

0.5 

0.5 

23.8 
1.8 

1.4 

Middle Facet 
Private Public 

2.0 
0.1 

34.5 

3.5 

14.8 

3.4 

0.2 

0.4 

0.8 
0.5 

0.1 

0.5 

6.0 
0.7 

1.7 
0.2 
0.7 
5.3 

17.2 
5.9 

1.4 

3.5 
1.2 

41.3 

1.2 

13.7 

3.2 

0.2 

0.7 

4.6 

0.9 
0.5 
0.9 
3.5 

16.5 
3.7 

4.4 

(n=2l8) (n=832)(n=431) 

Late Facet 
Private Public 

0.6 

30.3 

3.4 

34.3 

2.5 

2.5 

1.6 

1.6 

0.3 
1.3 

0.3 

4.1 
0.6 

2.2 

0.9 
2.5 

6.6 
3.8 

0.3 
0.3 

.'" 

0.3 

43.9 

3.9 

13.5 

2.5 

2.0 

4.2 
0.6 

3.1 
0.3 

0.8 
0.3 
2.0 
0.6 

7.3 
3.1 

6.8 
4.8 

(n=320) (n=355) 
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a higher frequency of more elaborate decorated types in prlvate con-

texts (14.8% in Middle Facet private contexts and 15.4% in Late Facet 

private contexts, versus 10.7% in Middle Facet public contexts and 

11.4% in Late Facet public contexts) this difference is not significant. 

In other respects, the frequency distributions of slipped types in 

public and private contexts are very similar. Once again, there 

appears to be a higher frequency of unslipped types in patio areas, 

a trend that began in the Middle Formative. This trend is particularly 

noticeable by the Late Facet of the Cocos Complex (Private Contexts: 

0.6% unslipped; Public Contexts: 11.2% unslipped). Perhaps large 

unslipped vessels were kept in outside areas, while more elaborate, 

attractive vessels were used for serving of food indoors. This trend 

continues to suggest the use of outdoor space as an extension of 

the indoor area for food preparation, serving, and even storage. 

This pattern is corroborated by the distribution of vessel 

form classes in the public and private contexts (Table 12). The 

frequency distributions of forms across these contexts is nearly 

identical, with the exception of the wide-mouth jars. Once again, 

there is a slightly higher percentage of these vessels, particularly 

unslipped examples, in outdoor areas (Middle Facet private contexts: 

17.1% and Late Facet private c0ntexts: 11.8%, versus Middle Facet 

public contexts: 21.1% and Late Facet public contexts: 22.9%). 

It would seem that large utility vessels may have been kept in outdoor 

storage areas; not a surprising inference when one considers the 

generally small size of the typical Formative structure at Cuello 



Table 12. Frequency Distributinns of Cocos Vessel Form Classes: Compar~son of Pr.ivate 
and Public Contexts (Rim Sherds Only). 

Vessel Form Classes Early Facet Hiddle Facet Late Facet 

Private Public Private Public Private Public 

1) Wide-mouth Jar 
Short neck (unslipped) 0.8 2.3 0.2' 0.9 
Short neck (slipped) 6.7 13.9 13.8 10.3 6.1 
Long neck (unslipped) 0.8 2.5 0.2 15.0 
Long neck (slipped) 7.5 2.4 3.5 1.1 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 
Short neck 3.3 6.4 4.2 8.1 4.5 
Long neck 0.8 0.7 1.3 0.9 2.4 

3) Out curving or Flaring 
Bucket 22.5 10.4 12.7 1.5 5.6 

4) Out curving Bowl or Dish 
Small capacity 14.9 24.2 19.4 22.4 17.4 
Large capacity 13.4 21.3 18.9 20.6 15.9 

5) Incurving Bowl 
Unmodified 6.7 7.1 6.9 10.5 8.0 
Labial Ridge or Flange 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.2 0.9 
Medial Ridge or Flange 0.1 1.5 3.7 6.6 
Basal Ridge or Flange 2.4 

6) Tecomate 1.7 3.8 0.2 1.7 2.4 

7) Flaring Bowl or Dish 
Small capacity 7.2 3.2 3.4 5.3 3.0 
Large capacity 6.1 2.0 2.2 5.0 2.3 
Miniature 4.2 1.8 2.3 0.5 

8) Composite Silhouette 
Recurving 2.5 0.7 2.9 0.2 0.9 VI 

Medial angle 0.8 0.5 1.5 8.1 5.2 0 
f-' 

(n=120) (n=847) (n=480) (n=458) (n=213) 
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(the largest is roughly 5 meters by 11 meters and most are considerably 

smaller: 5-6 meters in diameter). 

A compa.rison of individual structures proved more interesting 

than the public and private contexts (Tables 13-16). During the 

early part of the Middle Facet, two coeval structures, Feature 160 

on the south side of the patio area, ar.d Feature 260 on the north 

side of the patio, had strikingly different frequency distributions 

of types and forms. Feature 160 contained large numbers of bowls 

and dishes relative to jar forms, whereas Feature 260 contained a 

disproportionate number of wide-mouth and narrow-mouth jars. (This 

pattern was apparent in the type distributions as well; Feature 260 

had 44.4% of the aasemblage that was Chicago Orange, a major type 

largely restricted to wide-mouth jars, while only 21.4% of the assem

blage from Feature 160 was Chicago Orange.) It is possible that 

rather than viewing these structures as separate activity lOCi, a 

more appropriate inference is that the patio group functioned as 

a unit with the northern building used more for food storage than 

the southern building, which may have been used for the preparation 

and serving of food. It is interesting to note that the southern 

building had a masonry sub-structure while the northern building 

was larg~ly constructed of timber, and was the larger of the two. 

In addition, the southern building contained a he~rth pit, while 

the northern building did not, lending further credence to this re

construction. 



Table 13. Frequency Distributions of Cocos Ceramic Types: Comparison of Middle 
Facet Private Contexts (Rim Sherds Only). 
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:rJl'p-'~ 

Sierra Rpd: Ahtlacan Var. 
Ahchnh Red on Huff 
Sierra Red: Sierra var. 
Sierra Red: Big Pond var. 
Society nau Red: Soc. Hall var. 
Society Hall Red: Bound-to-Shine vaT. 

SocIety lIalI Red: Unnamed Dichrome 

F. 160(1) 
l~) 

25.0 
J.6 

39.2 

J.6 

l.alltlnn Verde IncIsed: Laguna Verde var. 
Laguna VerdI' Incised: Grooved Incised var. 
Lag"rto~ Punctated 
nepolio Impressed 
Union AppllqlJed 

Puletan ~ed and Unslipped: Puletan var. 
Puletan Red and Unslipped: Unspec. var. 
Other Sierra Group 
Polvero Black 
Lechugal Inrlsed 
Flor Cream 
Mat;'lmorp Dlchrome 
Chlrago Oran~e: Chucun var. 
Chicago Orilngp: Black Rimmed (Chu::un) 
Richardson Peak Unsllpped 
S;tpote Striated 

3.6 

J.6 

10.7 
10.7 

(n~28) 

F.260(l) 
(North) 

3.7 

13.3 

3.7 

3.7 

ILl 

33.3 
ILl 

(r.~27) 

F. 240(2) 
("N;;-;thwest) 

36.3 

3.6 

0.6 
2.4 
0.6 

0.6 

1.2 
15.5 

0.6 

0.6 
8.9 

16.1 
4.2 
4.R 

(n~168) 

L-lll!2) _~J]O) J~z.!J) E~5(J) .L~.2J.2(J) J~1!!J!4) LJ10(4) 
(North- {ilorth- (North- (North- (North- (North- (North-
past) we~t) east) west) east) east) west) 

10.0 

17.5 

55.0 

2.> 

2.5 
10.0 

2.5 

(n~40) 

33.3 

33.3 
33.3 

(n=3) 

61.1 

5.5 

5.6 

11.1 
16.7 

(n=18) 

32.1 

7.1 
26.8 

5.4 

3.6 

3.6 

7.1 
10.7 

3.6 

(n~56) 

33.6 

6.8 
12.7 

5.0 

0.3 
0.6 

0.9 

0.6 
5.9 

1.8 
0.3 
0.6 
4.4 

20.0 
5.3 
1.1 

(n=339) 

5.5 
47.3 

7.7 

2.2 
1.1 
1.1 

2.2 
1.1 
2.2 
3.2 

19.8 
6.6 

(n~91) 

31.3 

1.5 
32.9 

8.9 
1.5 

4.5 
6.0 

13.4 

(n~67) 

(I)Archltectural Phase Vb, (2)Architectural Phase Vc, (3)Archflectural Phase VIII, (4)ArchltectlJral Phase IX-X. 

In 
o 
w 



Table 14. Frequency Distributions of COC()S Vesspl Form Classes: Comparison of Middle 
Facet Private Contexts (Rim Silerds Only). 

VeBsel lor. Claa.ea 

I) Wlde-aouth Jar 
Short neck (un~ll,ped) 
Short neck (allpped) 
Lonl neck (un.llpped, 
I.onl neck (.lIpped) 

2) Narrov-aouth Jar 
Short neck 
Lonl neck 

]) Outeurvlnl or 'Iarlnl lucket 

4) Outeurvlnl Bowl or Dlmh 
S .. 11 capaclt, 
Larle capaclt, 

~) Ineurvlnl Bowl 
UnllOcH fled 
Labial Iidle or PI.nle 
Hedlal Iidle or Planll! 
la.al .Idle or Planle 

6) TecOll8te 

7) Flarlnl Bowl or Dlah 
S.all capacity 
Larle capacity 
Hlnll'ltllrp 

8) cC'lIIpolllte Silhouette 
Recurvlnll 
Hedlal an81e 

,.160(1) 
(South) 

2.1 
'.1 
7.4 

1.2 
1.0 

26.3 

12.9 
12.4 

7.4 
1.0 
1.0 

1.1 

5.1 
4.2 
7.4 

(n-95) 

,.260(1) 
("orth) 

27.2 

12.1 

26.] 
25.2 

6.1 

1.0 

(n-]) 

,.240(2) 
("orth
veet) 

1.6 
12.4 

7.0 
0.5 

12.4 

21.5 
20.1 

7.6 

1.11 

6.9 
5.5 

0.5 

(n-185) 

,.271(2) r.215(]) 
("orth- ("orth-
.lIt) v.d) 

11.0 

11.0 

n.6 
34.4 

11.0 

4.0 

(n-25) 

n.l 

n.] 

]].1 

. (n-]) 

,.242(l) 
(llorth
ea.t) 

II.I 
II.I 

11.1 

22.2 

11.1 
11.1 

11. ! 

11.1 

(n-9) 

,.225(l} 
(North

.... at) 

10.7 
5.4 

1.6 
1.11 

7.1 

]1. 5 
29.2 

1.11 

1.11 

].6 
1.1 
1.11 

F.U2(l) 
lNorth

a .. t) 

0.9 
17 .1 
2.2 

II.] 
0.9 

4.4 

27.2 
H.9 

].5 

1.1 

4.11 

0.9 
0.4 
1.8 

0.4 

(n-56) (n-22S) 

P.I9)(4) 

(North
",a9t) 

15.6 
0.6 

~.2 

10.4 

24.7 
20.1 

15.6 

0.6 

].9 

0.6 
0.6 
0.6 

I.] 
(n~15r;) 

F.210(4) 
(North
weat) 

17.5 

4.8 

11.1 

20.6 
I';' 9 

7.9 
1.6 
].2 

4.8 
1.6 
1.6 

6.J 
].2 

(n-(;'i) 

---- (2) , .. , - '1\) - -- -------
(J)ArcMtectuul PhRae Vb. ArchltectlJrl'll Ph.lI'~ "Ie. ,-, An:ltaec1ural Ph.ae VIII, • Arehltee~unl PhaBe tl(-1I. 

\Jl 
o 
~ 



Table 15. Frequency Distributions of Cocos Ceramic Types: Comparison of Late Facet 
Contexts (Rim Sherds Only). 

T~ F.150(1) F. 149 (1) F. 151(2) F. 116(3) 

Sierra Red: Ahuacan var. 
Ahchab Red on Buff 
Sierra Red: Sierra var. 
Sierra Red: Big Pond var. 
Society Hall Red: Society Hall var. 
Society Hall Red: Bound-to-Shine var. 
Society Hall Red: Unnamed Dichrome 

Laguna Verde Incised: Laguna 
Verde var. 

Laguna Verde Incised: Grooved 
Incised var. 

Lagartos Punctated 
Repollo Impressed 
Union Appliqued 
Puletan Red and Unslipped:Puletan var. 
Puletan Red and Unslipped: 

Unspeci~ied var. 

Other Sierra Group 
Polvero Black 
Lechugal Incised 
Flor Cream 
Matamore Dichrome 
Chicago Orange: Chucun var. 
Chicago Orange: Black Rimmed (Chucun) 
Richardson Peak Unslipped 
Sapote Striated 

(Northeast) 

22.5 

35.0 
2.5 

12.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 
10.0 

7.5 

(n=102) 

(Northwest) 

20.0 

4lf.4 
6.7 

2.2 

2.2 

4.4 

6.7 
8.9 
4.4 

(n=45) 

33.3 
5.5 

31.3 
2.0 
4.0 

0.5 

0.5 
2.0 
0.5 

5.5 

1.0 
2.0 

1.0 
2.0 
5.0 
3.5 
0.5 

(n=20l) 

(1) Arc.hitectural Phase XI, (2) Architectural Phase XII, (3) Architectural Phase XIII. 

14.3 
42.9 

14.3 

7.1 

21.4 

(n=14) 

l.J1 
o 
l.J1 



Table 16. Frequency Distributions of Cocos Vessel Form Classes: 
Facet Private Contexts (Rim Sherds Only). 

Types 

1) Wide-mouth Jar 
Short nect (unslipped) 
Short neck (slipped) 
Long neck (unslipped) 
Long neck (s11pped) 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 
Short neck 
Long neck 

3) Out curving or Flaring Bucket 

4) Out curving Bowl or Dish 
Small capacity 
Large capacity 

5) Incurving Bowl 
Unmodified 
Labial Ridge or Flange 
Medial Ridge or Flange 
Basal Ridge or Flan5e 

6) Tecomate 

7) Flaring Bowl or Dish 
Small capacity 
Large capacity 
Miniature 

8) Composite Silhouette 
Recuring 
Medial angle 

F.150(1) F. 149(1) 
(Northeast) 

0.9 
19.7 

1.7 

11.1 
1.7 

3.4 

14.5 
11.1 

7.7 
0.8 
1.7 

4.3 

4.3 
3.4 

13.7 
(n==l17) 

(Northwest) 

10.1 

2.0 

10.1 

18.4 
14.3 

18.5 

6.0 

12.2 
8.7 

(n=49) 

Comparison of Late 

F.15l (2) 

8.5 

1.0 

9.5 
1.0 

1.0 

17.1 
16.6 

13.6 

5.0 

1.5 

7.5 
7.0 

0.5 
10.1 

(n=199) 

F. 16(3) 

15.4 
7.7 

7.7 

23.0 
15.4 

7.7 

15.4 

7.7 
(n=13) 

(1) Architectural Phase XI, (2)Architectural Phase XII, (3)Architectura1 Phase XIII. 
\J1 
o 
0'1 



Eventually, the northern building was destroyed and replaced 

by two circular building platforms (Features 240 and 271) presumably 

facing Feature 160 to the south. Feature 240 contained a gr'eater 

variety of both ceramic types and forms than Feature 271 (although 

this may be a function of the small sample size from Feature 271). 

In all other respects (see Tables 13 and 14) the frequency distri-

. butions for vessel form classes and ceramics types for these two 

structures O.re very similar to each other and to Feature 160. It 

would seem that the northern buildings no longer served as storage 
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areas as their sole functions, but were utilized for food preparation, 

serving, and storage. A curious fact, however, is that neither northern 

structure contained hearths, although each had a number of human 

interments below the floors of the structures (a pattern that continues 

throughout the Late Formative) and therefore may have served ceremonial 

as well as non-ceremonial functions. A number of possible hearths 

were located in the adjoining patio area, as well as a chultun, that 

eventually fell into disuse and was filled with refuse (Feature 246). 

Building activity was concentrated to the south during the 

next few architectural phases (Vc-Vllla) with the laying of two new 

platform (patio) surfaces which buried Feature 160, and extended 

the patio area to the south. On the northern end, there was a contin

uation in the building of structures, presumably replacing the earlier 

two that must have fallen into disrepair over the years. On the 

wester'n side of the northern patio area, Feat urs 240 was successively 

replaced by structures (in chronological order: Features 235, 225, 



270 and 149) throughout the Cocos Period. The same is true for the 

eastern building, Feature 271 (replaced by Features 242, 212, 193, 

and 150) which throughout the Late Formative were slightly larger 

than the western buildings. 
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Throughout the Middle and Late Facets of the Cocos Period, 

the larger eastern building shows a greater variety of ceramic types 

(after the initial phase described above). However, this is probably 

a function of the larger sample sizes from the eastern buildings, 

and may not be significant. The frequE:ncy distributions of vessel 

form classes in both sets of buildings are surprisingly and disappoint

ingly similar with only minor differences, suggesting both buildings 

served similar functions (see Tables 13-16). The minor differences 

between the structures probably reflect aesthetic preferences rather 

than functional differences. 

A general picture of the typical Middle and Late Facet ceramic 

assemblages is provided by the samples from two chultuns, Feature 

246 and Feature ~7 (Tables 17 and 18). The Middle Facet chultun 

shows the usual r·arige of decorated and undecorated types, and reflects 

the general distributions of vessel form classes found in other Middle 

Facet contexts as well. The Late Facet chultun, F'eature 87 is surpris

ingly devoid of any decorated types, although the range of vessel 

form classes fou!'ld within is typical for the late Late Formative. 

The absence of decorated types is difficult to explain; although 

the chultu~ is located to the south of Platform 34, at some distance 

from the structures on the northern patio area, it probably represents 



Table 17. Frequency DiStributions of Ceramic Types in Two Cocos 
Period Chultuns (Rim Sherds Only). 

Types 

Sierra Red: Ahuacan var. 
Ahchab Red on Buff 
Sierra Red: Sierra var. 
Sierra Red: Big Pond var. 
Society Hall Red: Soc. Hall var. 

Society Hall Red: Bound-to-Shine 
Society Hall Red: Unnamed 

Dichrome 
Laguna Verde Incised: 

Laguna Verde var. 
Laguna Verde Incised: 

Grooved Incised var. 
Lagartos Punctated 

Repollo Impressed 
Union Appliqued 
Puletan Red and Unslipped: 

Puletan var. 
Puletan Red and Unslipped! 

Unspecified var. 
Other Sierra Group 

Polvero Black 
L2chugal Incised 
Flor Cream 
Matamore Dichrome 
Chicago Orange: Chucun 

Chicago Orange: Black 
Rimmed Chucun 

Richardson Peak Unslipped 
Sapote Striated 
Assorted Mamon 
Assorted Swasey 

F. 246 
(Middle Facet) 

6.0 
10.0 
32.2 

0.7 

0.7 

0.4 

5.0 

0.7 
0.4 

1.0 
3.0 
2.0 
0.4 
9.0 

3.5 

16.6 
12.0 

(n=293) 

F.87 
(Late Facet) 

25.1 
2.4 

36.0 

8.3 

5.7 

0.4 

1.8 
12.8 

4.5 
1.2 
0.2 

(n=494) 
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Table 18. Frequency Distributions of Vessel Form Classes in Two Cocos 
Period Chultuns (Rim Sherds Only). 

Vessel Form Classes 

1) Wide mouth Jar 
Short neck (unslipped) 
Short neck (slipped) 
Long neck (unslipped) 
Long neck (slipped) 

2) Narrow-mouth Jar 
Short neck 
Long neck 

3) Outcurving or Flaring Bucket 

4) Outcurving Bowl or Dish 
Small capacity 
Large capacity 

5) Incurving Bowl 
Unmodified 
Labial Ridge or Flange 
Medial Ridge or Flange 
Basal Ridge or Flange 

6) Tecomate 

7) Flaring Bowl or Dish 
Small capacity 
Large capacity 
Miniature 

8) Composite Silhouette 
Recurving 
Medial angle 

Other Complex Forms 

F.246 
(Middle Facet) 

4.7 

17.4 

8.5 
3.0 

5.1 

15.3 
13.6 

14.0 
0.4 

1.7 

4.2 
3.4 
3.4 

4.7 
0.4 

0.4 
(n=236) 

F.87 
(Late Facet) 

15.8 

10.2 

22.0 

17.5 
15.1 

5.3 
0.8 
1.6 

0.5 

0.6 
0.2 

4.5 
5.9 

(n=374) 
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garbage dumped in it over a relatively short period of time by the 

inhabitants of those or nearby structures. Perhaps decorated pots 
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were curated more often than undecorated ceramics. It is also possible 

that Feature 87 represents an unusually late episode of dumping and 

is refuse from some other area of the site. Neither explanation 

is particularly satisfactory, and the differences may be the result 

of sample Sizes, or errors resulting from the difficulty of matching 

ceramic samples with their contexts, and then inferring behavioral 

activities fl":)m that association. 

The final source of information concerning the use of Late 

Formative ceramics comes from burial and pot cache contexts. There 

was apparently no specialized set of ceramics for either purpose; 

this is particularly obvious in the burials where in addition there 

is no obvious pattern that might relate to age, sex, or status. 

A study done by Pyburn (1g81) compared the Cocos burial vessels with 

material from selected refuse deposits. Her analysis was done to 

test whether there was a specialized set of mortuary vessels, and 

if so, did it appear only at the end of the late Formative. This 

is the period presumed by most Maya archaeologists to mark the begin

nings of social oomplexity, status differentiation, and the development 

of the sumptuary use of ceramics. 

Pyburn (1g81) discovered that no great differences were 

apparent in the mortuary and refuse ceramiCS, although there was 

a lower percentage of wide-mouth jar forms (and associated ceramic 

types) in burials. In the two cases where unslipped vessels occur 



in burials, they occur with monochrome red slipped pots; th~y never 

constitute the only mortuary furniture. This fact, and the fact 
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that burial pots are almost exclusively monochrome red slipped, and 

finished with great care, seem to counter the possibility that vessels 

were placed in graves solely to hold perishable offerings. This 

is not to say that the vessels were not used as such, but only to 

suggest that some attention was given to the selection of the container 

itself (although the addition of incomplete vessels to a number of 

burials might not support this contention). 

Type counts made by Pyburn (1g81) seem to support this con

clusion. It does appear that some attempt was made to put different 

vessels in ~urials containing more than one pot. In every case with 

two burial pots in n grave, the vessels differ at least in size, 

and in all but two cases, differ according to vessel form, or decor

ation (Pyburn 1981). In addition, early and late samples are not 

distinot, suggesting that a mortuary assemblage does not develop 

through time. 

Pyburn's (1g81) study demonstrated only one unusual feature 

of the mortuary ceramics; they tend to be of a larger diameter (and 

therefore volume) than the refuse ceramics. Although this observation 

may be a function of the greater ease of measuring diameters of whole 

vessels, than estimating the diameters of vessels from sherd material, 

and the biases involved in such measurements, Pyburn (1g81) suggests 

that mortuary vessels may have been selected from larger diameter 

pots because they were often used to cover or hold the actual remains 
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of the deceased. This is especially true during the early Cocos 

period, when mortuary vessels on the average surpass refuse vessels 

by over 5 cms (Pyburn 1981). In the later group, the average differ

ence ~s slightly less than 4 cms, and though not dramatic, still 

present (Pyburn 1981). 

These findings suggest that it is unlikely there was a special-

. ized mortuary ceramic complex during the Late Formative at Cuello. 

The fact that the ceramic types and forms found in the burials at 

Cuello are similar to types and forms found in the structures, and 

in household refuse contexts at other sites in the Maya Lowlands, 

lends further credence to the absence of a mortuary assemblage, al

though the inhabitant3 of Cuello may have selected with care, vessels 

from their everyday household assemblages to place in burials. 

In sum, the variability found in the frequency distributions 

of ceramic types and vessel form classes from Late Formative context 

to context was surprisingly and disappointingly little. Accepted 

at face value they suggest there was little functional differentiation 

on Platform 34 at Cuello during the Formative period. It is equally 

possible that the problems of interpreting behavioral and functional 

inferences from ceramics and architectural patterns, complicated 

by the complexity of Maya site formation processes, maslr.s what little 

variability may have been present. In addition, the types and vessel 

form classes that I have utilized in this study may have caused actual 

differences that exist in the Cuello samples to go undetected. In 

any analysis that relies upon categories imposed upon a set of data 
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by the archaeologist (al though suggested by observable characteristics 

in that set of data), it is altogether possible that those categories 

do not represent divisions that had any meaning for the prehistoric 

inhabitants. Thus, the lack of consistent variation exhibited by 

the frequency distributions of ceramic types and vessel forms in 

the samples may very well be the result of problems with the analysis 

rather than suggesting little functional variability in the Formative 

periods at Cuello. 

I doubt that ~ny typological or formal analysis would better 

answer' questions of intra-site variability than the one I have -chosen 

for the Cuello ceramics. A more profitable avenue of analysiS would 

seem to lie in further ethno-a!'chaeological studies of ceramic usage 

(as well as containers made of other materials) and a better understand-

ing of Maya site format.ion processes. More importantly, one must 

remember that ceramics formed only a part of the assemblage of con

tainers utilized by the prehistoric inhabitants, and in light of 

that fact it may seem even less surprising that an analysis of the 

ceramics alone has failed to demonstrate consistent lntra-site functional 

variabili ty. 



APPENDIX A 

EXCAVATION PLANS, CUELLO 

Note: Each figure represents a 10 square meter area, oriented 
along a North/South axis. 
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Figure A.l. South square, Early Formative 1800 b.c. 
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Figure A.2. South square, Early Formative 1,600 h.c. 
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Figure A.3. South square, Early Formative 1,300-1,000 b.c. 
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Figure A.4. South square, Middle Formative 1,000-500 b.c. 
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Figure A.S. South square, Middle/Late Formative transition 
400 b.c. 
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Figure A.6. South square, Late Formative A.D. 250 
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Figure A.7. North square, Late Formative 400-300 b.c. 
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Figure A.B. North square, Late Formative. 
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Figure A.9. North square, Late Formative. 
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Figure A.IO. North square, Late Formative. 
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Figure A.II. North square, Late Formative. 
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Figure A.12. North square, Late Formative A.D. 250. 
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